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MFIV Main Feedwater Isolation Valve

MFW Main Feedwater System

MLD Master Logic Diagram I

MLOCA Medium Loss of Coolant Accident I}]
mph miles per hour

I

MSIS Main Steam Isolation Signal
MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve

MSRS Main Steam Relief System

MSSV Main Steam Safety Valve

MTC Moderator Temperature Coefficient H
MTU Metric Ton Uranium

MWD MegaWatt Days

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability System

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Cont'd)

APPENDIX B /

NPSH Net Positive Suction Head IH

NREP National Reliability Evaluation Program

NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System

PAS Plant Accident Sequence !iH
PC Personal Computer

PDS Plant Damage State

pga peak ground acceleration
PPLC Pressurizer Pressure and Level Control

PPM Parts per Million I

PPS Plant Protection System OH
, PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment

PSA Probabilistic Safety Assessment

psia pounds per square inch absolute

PSV Primary Safety Valve
PTS Pressurized Thermal Shock

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

RCGVS Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System

RCP Reactor Coolant Pump

RCS Reactor Coolant System

rem Roentgen Equivalent Man
RHR Residual Heat Removal iH

RO Reactor Operator

RPS Reactor Protection System

RWST Refueling Water Storage Tank

SBCS Steam Bypass Control System i

SCS Shutdown Cooling System IH
SG Steam Generator

SGTR Steam Generator Tube Rupture

SI Safety Injection I

SIS _afety Injection System IH
SIAS Safety Injection Actuation Signal

SIT Safety Injection Tank

SPS Supplementary Protection System

SRO Senior Reactor Operator
SRP Standard Review Plan

SSW Station Service Water

STA Shift Technical Advisor H
SW Service Water

TBS Turbine Bypass System

TBV Turbine Bypass Valve
TGGB Turbine Generator Governor Valve

VDC Volts - Direct Current

YR Year
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

One of the requirements of 10 CFR Part 52 (1) is that an

application for design certification must contain a design
specific Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). This Appendix
documents the results of the probabilistic risk assessment for

the System 80+ Standard Design.

The System 80+ Standard Design PRA has three primary purposes.

The first purpose is to identify the dominant contributors to

severe accident risk. The second purpose is to provide an

analytical tool for evaluating the impact of design modifications

on core damage probability and the overall risk to the health and

safety of the public. The final purpose is to calculate the core
damage frequency and large release frequency for the System 80+

Standard Design.

1.2 SCOPE

The System 80+ Probabilistic Risk Assessment is a Level III PRA

for the System 80+ Standard Design as described in CESSAR-DC.
This PRA addresses both internal and external initiators of

accident sequences which lead to core damage. Bounding plant
site characteristics were used for the evaluation of external

events such as seismic and tornado strike events and for

evaluating public risk.

1.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The System 80+ Standard Design evolved from the System 80 via the

incorporation of design enhancements to improve the operation and

safety of the plant. The most significant advances from System 80

to System 80+ are in the design of the engineered safety

features. Four-train systems are provided for safety injection,

emergency feedwater and integrated shutdown cooling and

containment spray. A dedicated safety depressurization system

provides feed-and-bleed capability. An alternate AC power source

helps cope with loss of power events. In addition, a larger

pressurizer and larger steam generators provide a slower, more

manageable response to accidents. As shown on Table BI.3-1, the

combined design improvements of System 80+ have decreased the
likelihood of a severe accident attributable to internal

initiators by more than two orders of magnitude with

across-the-board improvements for every internal initiator. The

design has progressed to the point that very low probability

initiators such as "Vessel Rupture" represent an appreciable
fraction of the residual risk.
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TABLEB1.3-1

COMPARISONOF SEVEREACC]DENTFREQUENCIES

Severe Accident Frequency
(Events/Year)

Typical
.... lnitiatin 9 Event System 80+ System 80

Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident 5.00E-8 1.57E-6
Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident 9.06E-8 3.59E-6
Small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident 4.36E-8 9.41E-6
Steam Generator Tube Rupture 8.04E-8 1.05E-5

Large Secondary Side Break 2.00E-I_I ) 9.04E-7Transients _ 3 32E-8 1.17E-5
Loss of Feedwater Flow 5.66E-9 N/S
Other Transients 4.51E-9 N/S
Loss of Component Cooling 9.00E-9 N/A

Water
Loss of 125 VDC Vital Bus 2.79E-12 N/S
Loss of 4.16 Kv Vital Bus 2.52E-11 N/S
Loss of HVAC 1.40E-8 N/A

Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) and 1.00E-7 3.78E-5
Station Blackout with H
Battery Depletion

Anticipated Transient Without 1.72E-7 4.79E-6
Scram (ATWS)

Interfacing System LOCA 3.01E-9 4.48E-9
Vessel Rupture 1.00E-7 1.00E-7

Internal Events TOTAL: 6.73E-7 8.14E-5

Tornado Strike Events 1.21E-8 (2)
Seismic Events 1.19E-6 (2)

External Events TOTAL' 1.20E-6 3.0E-5 (2)

Internal Events 6.73E-7 8.14E-5
External Events 1.20E-6 3.0E-5

TOTAL: 1.87E-6 I.IIE-4

NOTES: N/A means Not Applicable.
N/S means Not Calculated Separately.
(1) The value for "Transients" is the sum of the six immediately

subsequent events.
(2) This is an average of values for the Surry and Peach Bottom

plants reported in NUREG-1150.
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2.0 METHODOI,OG¥

This PRA was performed in two phases. In the first phase, event

tree _n_ fault tree models were developed for the System 80
design'-'. These models were used to estimate the baseline core

damage frequency for a generic plant with 9 System 80 NSSS and _o
identify the dominant core damage contrlbutors. [System 80 ,

described in CESSAR-F and approv_ by the NRC(FDA-2), was the
starting point for the System 80+-'- PRA.] The second phase was

an interactive process in which the system fault tree models

developed in phase 1 were modified to reflect proposed system

design changes and enhancements. The revised models were
evaluated to determine the impact of the design changes on core

damage frequency and dominant core damage contributors• This

information was fed back to the system designers for

consideration in the design process. At the conclusion of the

design process, the PRA evaluation models represented the final

System 80+ Standard Plant design• The analysis was then extended
to a full level III PRA.

Standard methodologies were used in this analysis. The level I

(core damage frequency) portion of the analysis is equivalent to

the baseline probabil_ic safety analysis (PSA) described in the
PSA Procedures Guide '-' and the methodologies employed in this

analysis are consistent, within the scope and intent of this

analy_, with methodologies outlined in the PSA Procedures
Guide_ and methodologies described in the PRA Procedures
Guide (4) The methodologies used in this PRA comply with the

recommendations of the "PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules" in

Appendix
Document (5_l to chapter 1 of the EPRI ALWR Requirements• The small event tree/large fault tree approach was

used for the evaluation of core damage frequency• The external

events analyses were performed by an independent contractor under

the Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program (ARSAP). The

external event evaluation methodology is summarized in Section

2.6, and the results are presented and discussed in Section 4.

The methodologies used for the level II (source term) _91ysis

were consistent with the methodologies used in NUREGr_50"-', the
methodologies described in the PRA Procedures Guide'S" and those

methodolg_$es recommended in the EPRI ALWR Requirements
Document'- j. The level III analyses (consequences) also used

c
methodologies _istent with those described in the PRA
Procedures Guide and the._ethodologies recommended in the EPRI
ALWR Requirements Document (). Figure B2.0-1 shows the major

tasks in this analysis. The following sections describe these
tasks and associated methodology in greater detail•
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2.1 PLANT FAMILIARIZATION

This first major task in this analysis was plant familiarization.

The objective of this task is to collect the information
necessary for identification of appropriate initiating events,

determination of the success criteria for the systems required to

prevent or mitigate the transients and accidents (the front line

systems) and to identify the dependence between the front line

systems and the support systems which are required for proper

functioning of the front line systems. This task was primarily

an information gathering task.

The information collected in this task included design

information, operational information and information on plant

responses to transients. The design information for the systems

within the scope of the System 80+ Standard Plant design is
contained in the appropriate sections of CESSAR-DC. The System

80+ Standard Plant design includes the standard NSSS systems, the

front-line safety systems and the BOP and s"pport systems.

The transient analyses in Chapter 15 of CESSAR-F (7) provided the
basic information on plant responses to accidents and transients.

This information was supplemented with discussions with safety
analysts and licensed operators and with information contained in

the report, "Depr_@urization and Decay Heat Removal - Response

to NRC Questions? 9_UJl0@n d its associated supplements pertinent to
System 80 plants' ' -. Operator actions during plant transients

were eval_$d and established based on C-E's Emergency Procedure
Guideline _ " and discussions with licensed operators at C-E and

at the Arizona Nuclear Power Project. Surveillance requirements

and operability definite/ks were derived from C-E's Standard

Technical Specifications_ and, where more specific detai_l_S_J;
needed, from the Palo Verde Technical Specifications" .

Maintenance information, where needed, was based on common

industry practices.

The Reactor _, l_t_,( i_ _' ed

• .. [IS, i6,9_fe several other pub ½_ PRA
stuules .... IDCOR IPE Procedures guide,

NUREG-1335 (zz) and NUREG-II50 were also reviewed as part of

the plant familiarization task. The objectives of these reviews

was to provide a broad overview of areas to be addressed in this

analysis and to identify potential problem areas.

2.2 ACCIDENT SEOUENCE DEFINITION

The second major task in this analysis was the accident sequence

definition. The objective of this task was to qualitatively

identify those accident sequences which lead to severe core
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damage. This was accomplished using event tree analysis. Event

tree analysis involves defining a set of initiating events and

constructing a set of system event trees which relate plant

system responses to each defined initiating event. Each system

event tree represents a distinct set of system accident

sequences, each of which consists of an initiating event and a

combination of various system successes and failures that lead to

an identifiable plant state. Procedures for developing system
event trees are described in the PRA Procedures Guide _I' .

For this analysis, the small event tree/large fault tree approach

was used. In this approach, only the front line systems which

respond to mitigate an accident or transient are addressed on the

event tree. The impact of the support systems is addressed
within the fault tree models for the front line systems.

The first step in defining the accident sequences was to select
the initial set of initiating events to be addressed in the

analysis. (Note: initial selection of initiating event is

considered to be partr3_f the plant familiarization task in the
PSA Procedures Guide' ). A Master Logic Diagram (MLD) was

constructed to guide the selection and grouping of the initiating
events. An MLD is essentially a top level fault tree in which

the general conditions which could lead to the top level event

are deductively determined. For this analysis, the top event on
the MLD was defined to be "offsite release". The bottom level

elements on the MLD established the initial groupings of

initiating event types to be considered.

The next step was to develop an initial list of event initiators.

First, the lists of suggeste__ _vent initiators were extra_$d

from the PRA Procedures G_@ '4", the PSA Procedures Guide'-',

the IPE Methodology Manual _zx-" and the lists of event initiators

and final initiat_event groups we_5_xtracted from the._@_vert
Cliffs IREP Study'-'', t_R_ion PRA" ", the Oconee PRA _ and
the Arkansas IREP Study _-v'. These lists of event initiators

were then condensed into a single list. This list was then

reviewed to determine if any event initiators could be eliminated

as not applicable because of plant design features, or if event

initiators had to be added to the list because of new design

features. Events initiated by failures in the support systems

were of particular interest because of the potential impact on

the responding safety systems. The support system designs were

evaluated to determine if there were potential failures of the

support system or one of its trains that could lead to a reactor

trip (i.e., initiate a transient) and at the same time, disable a

portion of one or more of the responding safety systems. If so,

the failure of that support system was considered to be a special
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initiator and was kept distinct from the other transient
initiators. The event initiators were then grouped into initial

initiating event classes based on the bottom events on t_e MLD,

the transient grouping in Chapter 15 o_ 15C_S_7_ _ 9 2_e
initiating events analyzed in the other PRAs' ' ,

and the special initiators as described above.

An iterative process was then used to select the final set of

initiating events and to define the event sequences. First, an
initial draft of an event tree was developed for each of the

initial initiating event classes based on plant system responses
to the specific type of initiator. These event trees were then

compared and where the system responses with respect to

preventing core damage were the same or equivalent, the classes

were combined. The event trees were then briefly evaluated for

the individual initiators within the class. If the system

responses to the specific initiator were not covered by the class
event tree, the initiator was either transferred to an event

class for which the system responses were appropriate, or a new

event class was created and a new draft event tree was developed.

This process was repeated until a set of initiating event classes

were defined that included all the initiators in the original

list and the event tree for each event class covered the system
responses for each initiator. The final event trees were then

prepared and the description and success criteria were defined

for each element on the event trees. In general, the success

criteria for the event tree elements were based on the system

performer,s used for the Chapter 15 and Chapter 6 analyses in
CESSAR-F'-'. For elements not addressed in the Chapter 15 and

Chapter 6 analyses, success criteria were9 _,_e_ on other
transient analyses for equivalent plants" ' and the

judgement of the transient analysts with confirmatory

thermg_=hydraulic 4t_sient analyses using codes such as
CENTS "-_) or MAAP (2 as appropriate.

The set of initiating events and the event tree structure for

each initiating event also evolved as the plant system designs

evolved. As design changes were made, the set of initiating

events was reviewed to determine if there were any changes
(additions or deletions) and the event trees were reviewed to

determine if any changes were needed due to changes in system
responses or responding systems. The event tree structure also

changed to reflect the truncation of sequences with very low

probabilities. The PRA was used as a design evaluation tool.

Thus, the event trees were quantified at several times to

evaluate the impact of major design evolutions. These

quantifications reflected the following major design change

groups:
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A. Incorporation of the front llne system design enhancements.

B. Incorporation of component cooling water system changes.

C. Incorporation of the electrical distribution system design
changes.

At each quantification step, low frequency sequences were tagged
for truncation. These sequences were deleted only after
determining that they were not impacted by other design changes.
The event trees presented in Section 3 represent the final System
80+ design.

All transients require reactor trip for reactivity control.
Failure of reactor trip leads to an Anticipated Transient Without
Scram (ATWS). [ cause of the special nature of this type of an
event, ATWS was teated as a separate initiating event with a
specific event tr_. Thus, failure of reactivity control was not
included in the trcnsient event trees.

2.3 SYSTEM MOt __

Each system event tree, as described in Section 2.2, represents a
distinct set of system accident sequences, each of which consists
of an initiating event and a combination of various system
successes and failures that lead to an identifiable plant state.

Quantification of the system accident sequences requires
knowledge of the failure probability or probability of occurrence
for each element of the systtm accident sequence. The initiating
event frequency and the probability of failure for a system
accident sequence element involving the failure of a single
component can be quantified directly from the appropriate raw
data using methods described in Reference 4. However, if the
system accident sequence element represents a specific failure
mode for a system or subsystem, a fault tree model of the system
or subsystem must be constructed and quantified to obtain the
desired failure probability. Construction of the fault tree
requires a complete definition of the functional requirements for
the system, given the initiating event to which it is responding,
and the physical layout of the system. The system fault tree is
a graphic model of the various parallel and serial combinations

of component ._auilures that would result in the postulated system
failure mode ( :bJ. Th£ symbols used in constructing the fault
tree models are presented and defined in Figure B2.3-I.

The evaluation of each fault tree yields both qualitative and
quantitative information. The qualitative information consists
of the "cutsets" of the model. The cutsets are the various
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combinations of component failures that result in the top event,
i.e., the failure of the system. The cutsets form the basis of
the quantitative evaluation which yields the failure probability
for the system accident sequence element of concern.

The quantitative evaluation of the fault trees yields several
numerical measures of a systems failure probability, two of which
are typically employed in the event tree quantification, i.e.,
the unavailability and unreliability. The unavailability is the
probability that a system will not respond when demanded. This
value is used when the system accident sequence element
represents a system function or action which is performed
quickly, such as the reseating of a previously opened safety
valve, or if the element represents a particular condition, such
as offsite power unavailable at turbine trip. The unreliability
is the probability that a system will fail (at least once) during
a given required operating period. This value is typically used
when the system accident sequence element specifies a required
operating period for a system, such as auxiliary feedwater system
fails to deliver feedwater for four hours. The unreliability is
usually added to the unavailability when the system accident
sequence element represents the failure of a standby system to
actuate and then run for a specified period of time.

Two types of human failures are typically included in fault tree
analyses. They are "pre-existing maintenance errors" and
failures of the operator to respond to various demands.
Pre-existing maintenance errors are undetected errors committed
since the last periodic test of a standby system. An example of
this type of error is the failure to reopen a mini-flow valve
which was closed for maintenance. A failure of the operator to
respond includes the failure of the operator to perform a
required function at all or to perform it correctly. An example
of this type of error is the failure of the operator to back-up
the automatic actuation of a safety system.

For this PRA, failure of the operator to respond to various

demands where there was a time constraint was quantified using
the Human Cognitive Reliability Model" . The human cognitive
reliability model is a set of time dependent functions which
describe the probability of a crew response in performing a task.
The human cognitive reliability model permits the analyst to
predict the cognitive reliability associated with a non-response
for a given task or series of related tasks, once the dominant
type of cognitive processing (skill-based, rule-based or
knowledge-based), the median response time for the task or tasks
under nominal conditions and performance shaping factors such as
stress levels or environment are identified. The inherent time

dependence in this model made it ideal for evaluating operator
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responses during a transient. The failure probability for

"pre-existing maintenance errors" was 2_antified using the
Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis ( -'. The Handbook of

Human Reliability analysis is an extension of the human

reliability analysis t_hodology developed for WASH 1400, the
Reactor Safety Study _ " and IS intended to provide methods,

models and estimated human error probabilities to enable analysts

to make quantitative or qualitative assessments of the occurrence

of human errors that affect the availability or operational

reliability of engineered safety systems and components. The

emphasis is on tasks addressed in the Reactor Safety Study;
calibration, maintenance and selected control room tasks related

to engineered safety features availability. It is the best

available source for evaluating human performance with respect to

maintenance, calibration, testing and other tasks performed

during normal plant operation. However, its time dependent model

is not as thorough and explicit as that provided by the human
cognitive reliability model.

For this PRA, the small event tree/large fault tree approach was
selected. The event trees developed for this PRA address the

response of the front line systems, that is, those systems

directly involved in mitigating the various initiating events.
The support systems, basically the electrical distribution and

component cooling water systems, were fully modelled within each

of the front line system models. As discussed in Section 2.2,

failure of the support systems have the potential for initiating
a transient and, simultaneously, disabling a portion of one or

more front-line safety systems. Separate front-line safety
system fault tree models were prepared for evaluating the event

trees for these special initiators. These special front-line

safety system fault tree models reflected the specific impact of

the initiator on the safety system and other support systems.

For example, loss of one division of component cooling water

would result in an equipment protection reactor trip. It would

also result in loss of cooling for one diesel generator, one

motor-driven emergency feedwater pump, two high pressure

injection pumps, one containment spray pump and one shutdown

cooling pump. Therefore, for the initiator, "Loss of one CCW/SW

Train", the front-line safety system models were modified to show

that the above equipment was not available to respond to the
transient.
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Or Gate Output event occurs if one or
more of the input events occurs

I And Gate Output event occurs if all of the

(_ input events occur.

Basic Event Basic Fault event requiring no
further development.

C)
Developed Event An event which is described by a

fault tree model developed inde-
pendently. Typically a set of com-

ponents in series which canalways be treated as a unit.

Transfer In Used as a method of convenient-
ly segmenting the tree for draft-

/_,_ ing purposes and to avoidduplication of portions of the
tree indicates continuation to
other portions of the tree.

Amendment F
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2.4 D_ _ssBssms_

Reliability data is needed for the quantification of the system
fault trees and the system accident sequences which result in

severe core damage. The data needed for this quantification
includes:

A. Initiating event frequencies.

B. Component failure rates (demand and time-dependent).

C. Component repair times and maintenance frequencies.

D. Common cause failure rates.

E. Human failure probabilities.

F. Special event probabilities (e.g., restoration of offsite
power).

G. Error factors for the items above.

Generic reliability data was used _ this analysis per the
guidance in the PSA Procedures Guide ( . The primary source of

data used in this PRA was the "PRA Key Assumptions and

Groundrules" (KAG) documen_ (Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the EPRI
ALWR Requirements Document'5'). Other industry-accepted generic

data sources were used, as needed, to supplement the data in the
KAG.

The basic initiatin@3_vent frequenci__ere extracted from the

PSA Proce@_ Guide" --, EPRI NP-2230"--', and the NREP Generic

Data Base" v;_ The initiating _t frequencies, presented in
the Zi_9_PRA' _', the Oconee PRA _ " and the Calvert Cliffs IREP. /)
Report - , were also used as guidelines. The appropriate basic

initiating event frequencies were used to calculate the needed

initiating event class frequencies.

The basic component failure rate data and associated error

factors was extracted from the KAG, which contains a compilation

of generic failure rate data from other nucl_[) sources. This

datar_ supplemented wit_ta from WASH 1400'- ), the N_E_ Data
Base' ", IEEE Std. 500 ''_', and the NPRDS data base _'', as

needed. Component maintenance frequencies and repair times were

calcu_@_ed using the procedures outlined in the PSA Procedure
Guide_J .

Common cause failures of components were explicitly modeled in

the system fault trees. The common cause failures were

calculated using equivalent Beta factors. The appropriate common
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cause failure rate factors were taken directly from the KAG or

were quantified using a process equivalent to that

outline_33 i_4 _e36 ,K_, 3_ith data extracted from other data
sources- ' , as appropriate.

As discussed in Section 2.3, two types of human failure;

pre-existing maintenance errors and failure of the operator to

perform various actions during a transient; were modeled in this

analysis. Pre-existing maintenance errors were evaluated using

the met_ described in the Handbook of Human Reliability

Analysis' ", and the operator responses during an event _[e
modeled using the Human Cognitive Reliability Model ( .

Quantification data was primarily extracted from the Handbook of

Human Reliability Analysis_1

The methods and data used for quantifying the probability of

special events (e.g., the restoration of offsite power within a
given time period) were dependent on the specific event.

2.5 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION

The basic objective of accident sequence quantification is to

generate the core damage cutsets and calculate the core damage
frequency due to internal events for the System 80+ plant. The

total core damage frequency, due to internal events, is the sum

of the frequencies of the system level accident sequence
freq_lencies for those accident sequences which result in core

damage. As described in Section 2.2, the system level accident

sequences leading to core damage were identified using event tree

analysis. Each system level accident sequence consists of an

initiating event and one or more additional elements, each

representing either a front line system failure or a special

event such as failure to restore offsite power within a given

time or the most reactive rod sticking out of the core following

a reactor trip.

The core damage frequencies for the system level accident

sequences were determined uslng a six step process. The first

step was to calculate the frequencies for the initiating events

and the special events and to represent these elements as single

event fault trees (an OR gate with a single input). The second

step in the process was to evaluate the front-line safety system

fault tree models to generate the system cutsets and calculate

the system unavailability both for the base case and for all

applicable special cases. (See Section 2.4 for a discussion of

spec_ cases.) The beta draft version of the IRRAS 2.0 computer
code" ) was used to build and evaluate all fault tree models

needed for this analysis.
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The next step was to generate the initial core damage cutsets for

each sequence leading to core damage. This was done using full

fault tree linking to combine the system cutsets for each element

in the sequence. This process also yielded an initial point

estimate of the core damage frequency attributable to each core

damage sequence. The beta draft version of IRRAS 2.0 was also

used for the sequence evaluations.

The fourth step in the accident sequence quantification was the

recovery analysis. For core damage sequences with a core damage

frequency point estimate of less than 1.0E-12, the recovery

analysis consisted of reviewing the core damage sequence cutsets

to identify and remove all nonsense cutsets. (e.g. a cutset
containing a demand failure and a run failure for the same

component is a nonsense cutset.) A full recovery analysis was

performed for each core damage sequence with a core damage

frequency contribution point estimate of greater than 1.0E-12.

First, the sequence cutsets were reviewed to identify and remove

all nonsense cutsets. Next, each remaining core damage cutset

in the sequence was evaluated to determine if there were any
appropriate recovery actions. The types of recovery actions that
were considered included:

A. Recovery of offsite power.

B. Aligning the standby AC source to a vital 4.16KV bus.

C. Operator actions to realign a system in order to bypass a

failed component.

D. Operator actions to align an alternate system to perform a
safety function.

E. Operator actions to start a system that failed to start

automatically as required.

F. Operator actions to open manual isolation in a discharge

path or to close manual diversion (bypass) valves.

G. Repair of failed components where deemed appropriate.

The evaluation of the recovery actions included an assessment of

the time needed to perform the recovery action and the time

available to perform the recovery action. When one or more

recovery actions were deemed appropriate and effective for the

fault represented by the cutset and that there was sufficient

time to identify the need for and to perform the recovery

action(s), a recovery action element for each appropriate
recovery action was added to the cutset. Each recovery action

element represented failure to perform the indicated recovery
action.
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When the recovery analysis was completed for a given sequence,

the sequence was requantified and an uncertainty analysis was

performed. When the recovery analyses for all sequences for a

given initiating event were completed, all of the cutsets for all

of the sequences were combined into a single cutset file with all

duplicate and non-minimal cutsets removed. This "initiating

event sequence" was quantified and an uncertainty analysis

performed. The result was the mean core damage frequency

contribution for the initiating event and the associated

uncertainty measures.

When the recovery analysis and requantification was completed for

all sequences, all core damage cutsets for all sequences for all
initiating events were combined in a single cutset file which was

then requantified as a single model and an uncertainty analysis
was performed. This unified model was used to identify the

dominant core damage cutsets regardless of initiating event and

to evaluate component importance measures taking all initiating
events into account.

2.6 EXTERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS

External events are typically defined as those events that result

in a plant perturbation/transient, but are not initiated by the

plant systems. The definition of external events has evolved

over time. Many external events, such as earthquakes and severe

storms are truly external to the plant. Other events typically
included in the external event class, such as a fire in

electrical cabling or flooding from a ruptured pipe, actually

occur inside the plant. Some of these external events not only

initiate a plant transient, they also introduce complications

which may negate mitigation features and/or cause additional
common cause failures.

Past PRAs which have addressed external events (15'16'20'40)

identified potential plant vulnerabilities to these events which
were found to make significant contributions to overall public

risk. Therefore, external events were addressed as part of the

System 80+ PRA. The external events evaluation was performed in

two stages. The first stage was a qualitative evaluation of the
external events to determine which events would require detailed

quantitative evaluation. The second stage was the quantitative
evaluation for those events identified in the first stage.

The external events qualitative evaluation involved the following

four steps:

A. Exte_ll6_. _e_ were identified by reviewing past

PRAs ' 4_nd, PRA guidance documents sUChdocument(4±)asthe.PRAProcedures guide ( and the PRA: Fundamentals

prepared by BNL.
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B. Events with similar plant effects and consequences were

grouped together.

C. Criteria were established to determine which external events

were insignificant risk contributors and thus could be

excluded from detailed quantitative evaluation. The

screening criteria were based on design requirements _t
forth in the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements document ( ,

generally accepted regulatory prg_ces as documented in the
NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP)'-- considerations, siting

considerations and frequency of occurrence.

D. Each external event identified in step 2 above was then

evaluated against the screening criteria established in step
3 to determine whether detailed quantitative analysis was

needed. This evaluation also considered the insights gained

from _ _v,_, j_i 5 ,_vi_ 40qf PRAs for present generation power
plants

Based on the qualitative screening, only two external events,
tornado strikes and earthquakes, were selected for detailed

quantitative analysis. The primary impact of a tornado strike is

an extended, non-recoverable loss of offsite power. Therefore,

the tornado strike analysis used the standard event tree/fault

tree analysis methodology described in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and
2.5. Evaluation of the impact of earthquakes on public risk

requires special methodology. The seismic evaluation methodology
and results are described in detail in Section 4.

2.7 CONTAINMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The objective of the containment response analysis is to
ascertain the likelihood, magnitude, and timing of radiological

releases to the environment following a severe accident. The

analysis includes evaluation of the physical processes and

phenomena involved in the release of radiological material from

the fuel during a severe accident, assessment of the transport

and deposition of this material inside containment, determination

of the potential containment failure modes, and identification of H
the phenomena contributing to the various failure modes. The

wi the PRA
methodology used. _n this analysis 2_s consistent _)
Procedures Guide (4 , NUREG/CR-1335 [2 , and NUREG-II50 .

The containment response analysis for the System 80+ Standard

Design consisted of four main tasks:

A. Definition and quantification of the Plant Damage States

(PDSs) .
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B. Development of the Containment Event Tree (CET).

C. Quantification of the CET.

D. Definition of the Release Classes.

The core-damage accident sequences and their associated cutsets,

the primary output from the Level 1 accident sequence analyses,

are input to the containment response analyses. To reduce the

number of sequences that must be analyzed, the accident sequences

are grouped based on similarity of accident processes which
affect the release of radiological materials from the fuel and

primary system and the transport and deposition of the material

within containment. These groups are called the Plant Damage

States (PDSs). The first step in defining the PDSs is to

identify a set of parameters which are sufficient to represent

the processes of interest and which are related to plant system
conditions. Next, a range of possible values is determined for

each PDS parameter. All combinations of PDS parameter values
were formed and each combination was evaluated to see if it

represented a physically achievable plant status. If it did, it

was retained. The result of this process was the initial set of

PDSs. A Containment Safeguards Event Tree was developed to

represent the containment safeguards states. The containment H

safeguards states were quantified using fault tree models of the

containment safeguards systems. Next, each core damage sequence

with a mean probability greater than or equal to 1.0E-II was

linked to the set of containment safeguards states to generate a

set of Plant Accident Sequences (PASs) with their associated

cutsets. The PASs were then mapped into the PDSs and the

probability for each PDS was calculated as the sum of the

associated PAS probabilities.

The second step in the containment response analysis was the

development of the Containment Event Tree (CET). The top
elements on the CET included the various containment failure

modes which were defined such that they were mutually exclusive

and a set of major phenomena which affected the characteristics
of the source term. Certain of the elements on the CET needed

additional detail to facilitate evaluation of the probability of

the associated phenomena occurring. For these elements,

supporting logic models were developed to represent potential

combinations of conditions and phenomena of interest. The

Containment Event Sequences defined by the paths through the CET

enumerated the potential release classes based on the containment

failure mode and the phenomenon affecting the source term
characteristics.
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The third step in the containment response analysis was the

quantification of the CET. The CET was quantified by propagating

each PDS through the CET. At each branch point on the CET, a

branch probability was determined for the PDS, either directly

from the data associated with the PDS or via quantification of

the appropriate CET supporting logic model based the plant

conditions described by the PDS.

The result of propagating a PDS through the CET was a column
vector whose elements represented the conditional probability of

a given release class given the specific PDS. The conditional

probabilities were then multiplied by the previously determined

PDS probability to calculate the probability of the release class

occurring, given the specific PDS. The total probability of the

release class was calculated by summing the probability of the

release class occurring for each of the PDSs.

The fourth and final step in the containment response analysis
was defining each of the release classes in terms of its isotopic

content and magnitude and the time, duration, location, and

energy of the release. To do this, the row vector of PDS

contributions for each release class whose frequency of

occurrence was greater than or equal to 1.0E-10/reactor-year was

reviewed to identify the dominant PDS for each release class. H

The plant conditions as described by the _S _lected for a given
release class were used to set up a MAAP ( 2 case to determine

the containment response and to calculate the source term

information to be used for that release class in the consequence

analysis.

2.8 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The large-offsite-release goal adopted by Combustion Engineering

for the System 80+ Standard Design is:

"In the event of a severe accident, the dose beyond a
one-half mile radius from the reactor shall not exceed 25

ram. The mean frequency of occurrence for higher offsite

doses shall be less than once per million _@_qtor-years,
considering both internal and external events"_J

This goal is consistent with the ALWR large-offsite-release 9_91
established by EPRI in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document'-'.

The release classes determined via the containment response

analyses are the primary inputs to the consequence analyses
(calculation of the offsite releases). Each release class is

defined in terms of its isotopic content; its magnitude and

energy; the time, duration and location of the release; and the
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occurrence frequency for the release. For each release class

with a mean occurrence frequency greater tha_r4_ual to 1.0E-10
per reactor-year, the CRAC2 computer code _' - was used to
calculate the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function

(CCDF) for whole body dose at a radius of 0.5 miles from the
reactor. This CCDF curve represents the frequency with which a

given whole body dose would be exceeded at a radius of 0.5 miles
from the reactor. The CCDF is generated by a series of dose

calculations performed by CRAC2 for the specific release class.
In each calculation, a meteorological scenario is selected from a

set of meteorological scenarios, and the downwind whole body dose
at a distance of 0.5 miles is calculated for a period of 24 hours

following the release. The frequency of obtaining the dose thus
determined is calculated by multiplying the conditional

probability of the meteorological scenario by the occurrence

frequency of the release class being evaluated. The [dose,

frequency] couplet is saved, and after a large number of

equivalent sampled dose calculations are performed for the
release class of concern, the resulting set of [dose, frequency]

couplets are used to generate the CCDF for the specific release
class.

In performing its dose calculations, CRAC2 uses 4 data files; the
dose conversion file, the site reference file, the meteorological

reference file, and the input data file. The standar_ dose H
conversion file as described in the CRAC2 users manual q-4_) was

used in this analysis. The site reference file basically

contains land use profiles and population distribution data for

the plant site. This file was not used in the dose calculations

because only dose at a fixed distance was calculated. The

meteorological reference file contains hourly weather condition

data for the plant site. Meteorological data for a conservative

ALWR site was provided in the EPRI PRA Key Assumptions and

Groundrules document, Appendix A to VoluTe 2, Chapter 1 of the
EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements Document _ . The input data file

contains a number of input parameters used to define the analysis
conditions. The source term data for the release classes, as

generated by._P, were input to the analysis via this file. The
ORIGEN code ( was used to calculate the core inventory of

radioisotopes contained in this file. The calculation was based

on a core with a discharge burnup of 42,000 MWD/MTU. (The same

core inventory data was used in the _ base deck.) Thestandard values in the CRAC2 users manual were used for most

other input parameters in this file.

After the CCDFs were generated for all release classes with an

occurrence frequency greater than or equal to 1.0E-10 events per

reactor-year, the CCDFs were numerically summed to generate a
total CCDF. This CCDF presents the total frequency of exceeding

a given whole body dose at a radius of 0.5 miles from the reactor
for all accident sequences.
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2.9 ANALYSIS GROUNDRULES

Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the E_I Advanced Light Water Reactor
Utility Requirements Document'-' contains a set of key

assumptions and groundrules for performing a Probabilistic Risk

Assessment for an advanced light water reactor. The groundrules
used for the System 80+ PRA are:

A. Only events with potential for core damage were addressed.

B. Only initiating events that occur at nominal full power were
considered.

C. Where needed, realistic, best-estimate assumptions were used

when evaluating plant responses to an initiating event.

D. Core damage was assumed to have occurred if the collapsed
level in the reactor had decreased such that the active fuel

in the core was uncovered and a temperature of 2200°F or

higher was reached in any node of the core as defined in a

best-estimate thermal-hydraulic calculation.

E. The analysis mission time for _iI sequences was 24 hours,
and the success criteria were:

i. The plant was in cold shutdown with the Shutdown

Cooling System in operation, or

2. The plant was in stable hot shutdown with decay heat
removal via the secondary side, or

3. The plant was stable with hot and cold leg

recirculation and recirculation cooling established
(for LOCAs), or

4. The plant was stable with feed and bleed cooling in

progress and IRWST cooling established.

F. Generic failure rates and initiating event frequencies were

used for quantification.

G. Preliminary analyses indicated that sequences involving
failure of secondary side heat removal due to failure to

remove steam did not contribute significantly to core damage
frequency so steam removal is not explicitly modeled.

H. Offsite consequences were calculated using meteorological

and demographic data for a reference site.
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2.10 DRBCRIpT_ON OF COMPUTRR _ODE$

2.10.I IRRAB

The Integra_ Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS)
Version 2.0 _I is an integrated PRA software package that

provides the user with the ability to create and evaluate fault

trees and event trees using a personal computer. IRRAS includes

functions for graphical fault tree construction, fault tree

cutset generation and quantification, fault tree uncertainty

analysis and fault tree importance analysis. IRRAS also

provides tools for event tree analysis including accident

sequence definition, accident sequence cutset generation via

fault tree linking, quantification of the accident sequence

cutsets and uncertainty analysis for the accident sequences.

IRRAS was used for constructing the fault trees for this analysis

and for evaluating and quantifying the fault trees and the core

damage accident sequences.

2.10.2 CEBAM

CESAM (43), C-_'_ version of the SAMPLE code used in the Reactor
Safety Study ( 4 , is designed to perform uncertainty analysis on

any generalized function equation. The required input consists
of a FORTRAN function subroutine to describe the function of

interest, specification of the type of distributions to be used

in modeling the variables of the function and the parameters used
to define the distributions for each variable. Monte Carlo

simulation is performed by sampling the variable distributions

and evaluating the function numerous times. These trials define

the distribution of the function. CESAM provides various

descriptions of this distribution.

In this analysis, CESAM was used to calculate initiating event

frequencies, special event frequencies and modular/lumped
component failure rates.

CESAM is written in FORTRAN IV and runs on an IBM PC or

equivalent.

2.10.3 CENTS

Combustion Engineering's Nuclear Transient Simulator (CENTS)
code" IS an interactive computer code for simulation of the

Nuclear Steam Supply System and related systems. It calculates
the transient behavior of a PWR for normal and abnormal

conditions including accidents. It is an adaptation of design

codes to provide PWR simulation capabilities. It is based on
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detailed first-principles models for single and two-phase fluids.

The use of nonequilibrium, nonhomogenous models allows

representation of a full range of fluid conditions, including

forced circulation, natural circulation and coolant voiding.

The code provides a comprehensive set of interactions between the

analyst, the reactor control systems and the reactor. This

allows simulation of multiple failures and the effects of

operator actions, including mistakes.

CENTS models most of the nuclear steam supply system and related

systems• Core power is computed using point kinetics• Boiling

curves for convection and pool boiling are used in the multi-node

core heat transfer model. Primary and secondary
thermal-hydraulic behavior is calculated with detailed multi-node

and flowpath models. The main control systems for reactivity,
level, pressure, and steam flow are simulated• Related balance

of plant systems for single-phase fluid are represented•

The CENTS simulation models use detailed design and performance

data to simulate plant responses to transients• Plant-specific

design and performance data are provided via a plant parameter
database for each specific plant modeled• The data for these

parameter databases are extracted from the plant specific input
data decks for C-E's design and safety analysis codes•

For this analysis, CENTS was used to estimate the response of

System 80+ to ATWS transients•

2.10.4 M_._P-DOE

The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) (24) is a computer

code which simulates light water reactor system and containment

response to severe accident events• It was prepared as a part of

the Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) program to

investigate the physical phenomena which might occur in the event

of a serious light water reactor (LWR) accident leading to core

damage, possible reactor pressure vessel failure, 4_qd possible
containment failure and depressurization MAAP-DOE (_I• , which is

a modified version of MAAP, includes models for all the important

phenomena which might occur in a serious LWR accident.

For both PWRs and BWRs, MAAP-DOE can predict the progression of

hypothetical accident sequences from a set of initiating events

to either a safe, stable, coolable state or to containment

failure and depressurization. MAAP treats a wide spectrum of

phenomena including steam formation, core heatup, cladding

oxidation and hydrogen evolution, vessel failure, corium-concrete

interaction, ignition of combustible gases, and fluid (corium and

water) entrainment by high velocity gases• MAAP models all of
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the important engineered safety systems such as safety injection,
emergency feedwater, containment sprays, and fan coolers, and

power operated relief valves (as appropriate). In addition,
MAAP-DOE allows operator interventions and incorporates these in

a very flexible manner, permitting the user to model operator
behavior in a general way. The user models the operator by

specifying a set of variable values and/or events which are the
operator intervention conditions. There is a large set of

actions the operator can take in response to the intervention
conditions.

MAAP-DOE is written in FORTRAN 77 and runs on a DEC microVAX.

2.10.5 CItAC2
l

As part of the Reactor Safety Study (14), the Calculation of

Reactor Accident Consequences (CRAC) was developed to estimate

the public consequence_A4o_5[eleases of radioactive material to
the atmosphere. CRAC2 _ is a revised and enhanced version
of the CRAC code.

The CRAC2 code consists of a set of mathematical and statistical

models which calculate the movement and deposition of radioactive
material released from containment and evaluates the effects of

the deposited material on the public and the environment. The

types of consequences calculated by CRAC2 include early and

continuing somatic effects, late somatic effects, genetic effects

and economic impacts. CRAC2 can also produce as output the
distribution of doses as a function of time and distance from

the containment. The data which must be supplied to CRAC2

include a description of the radioactive material released (the

source term) and the meteorological conditions to be considered
and a definition of various site characteristics such as

population densities and land uses.

CRAC2 is written in FORTRAN 4 and is available in versions for

use on either an IBM or CDC mainframe computer. C-E has also set

up CRAC2 to run on an IBM PC.
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3.0 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DETERMINATION

3.1 EVENT ANALYSIS

3._..I LARGE LOCA

The large LOCA event tree, Event Tree 1 (Figure B3.1.1-1>,

applies to all breaches of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

inside containment with an effective break area greater than 0.50
ft-. This includes the design basis accident, a double ended

guillotine RCS pipe break, as well as any breach of the reactor

vessel itself which is within the capability of the Safety
Injection System (SIS) to maintain RCS inventory control and RCS

heat removal such that severe core damage does not occur.

Large LOCA is a severe event in which blowdown of the RCS occurs

within a very short period of time; from seconds to a few

minutes. The safety injection tanks refill the reactor vessel

lower plenum and downcomer, and the safety injection pumps
restore and maintain water in the reactor vessel. Because of

rapid depressurization, the nuclear reaction is quickly shutdown

due to voiding in the core region. A reactor trip is not

required for this sequence.

After the reflood, the subcriticality is assured by the boron in

the injected water. Decay heat is removed through the break.

Long term removal of the decay heat from within containment is

provided by the Containment Spray System and Component Cooling

Water System. Reactor coolant discharged through the break will

drain to the holdup sump and then into the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The containment spray

pumps pump water from the IRWST through the containment spray

heat exchangers, where it is cooled by the Component Cooling

Water System, and then back to the IRWST. Core inventory is

replenished from the IRWST by the safety injection pumps.

The following sections describe the individual elements of the

Large LOCA event tree.

3.1.1.1 Event Tree 1 Elements

3.1.1.1.1 Large LOCA Initiators

A Large LOCA event tree is initiated by a random Reactor Coolagt
System break with an effective break area greater than 0.50 ft-.
For reactor vessel breaks of this size to be included in this

class of initiators, its location _st be within the capabilities

of the Safety Injection System. Large LOCAs which create a

direct path outside containment are treated as a separate type of
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event (Interfacing System LOCA). LOCAs arising as a consequence

of another type of event are evaluated within the context of that
event.

3.1.1.1.2 Safety Injection Tank Injection

The Safety Injection Tanks (SITs) provide the initial injection

of borated water needed to cool the core following a Large LOCA.

The SIT isolation valve(s) receive confirmatory open signal on

Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). There are four SITs,

one per Reactor Coolant System direct vessel injection (DVI)
line.

Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that water injected from two

SITs will be sufficient to provide initial core cooling.

Therefore, the success criterion for SIT injection is that two of
the four SITs inject into the reactor vessel.

3.1.1.1.3 Safety Injection System Injection

Safety Injection System (SIS) provides coolant inventory control

following flooding by the SITs for Large LOCA. The SIS is

actuated by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
(ESFAS) on a SIAS, which is generated on low pressurizer pressure

or high containment pressure. The SiS consists of four separate
and redundant trains. Each train consists of a motor-driven

pump, safety injection isolation and other valves, and piping.

The success criterion for the SIS during the initial SIS

injection phase is that flow from two of the four SIS trains must
be delivered to the reactor vessel from the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). Following the initial

blowdown and recovery phases for large cold leg breaks,

simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection must be

established to provide a circulation flow through the core to

prevent boric acid crystallization. Based on the Post-LOCA long

term cooling analysis presented in Section 6.3.3.4 of CESSAR-DC,

it is estimated that hot leg injection should be initiated within I

approximately 5 hours to prevent boric acid crystallization. IH
There are two hot leg injection paths. Hot leg injection is

I

established by manually opening the hot leg injection valves from

the control room. For this analysis, it is conservatively

assumed that hot leg injection is required for both cold and hot

leg breaks.

The success criterion for hot leg injection is that the hot leg

injection valves in one of the two hot leg injection paths be

opened and sufficient flow be delivered from the associated

safety injection pump to an intact RCS hot leg.
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The safety injection failure is, therefore, defined to be three
of the four SIS trains not available during the initial phase of

safety injection or both hot leg injection paths unavailable

during hot leg injection phase.

The IRWST provides the source of borated water (~ 4400 PPM)

required for safety injection and containment spray following a

Large LOCA event. The IRWST is a large toroidal steel tank

utilizing the lower section of the spherical containment as its

outer boundary and has a cylindrical inner boundary. The IRWST

contains sufficient borated water to meet all post-accident

safety injection (SI) and containment spray (CS) pump operation

requirements. The IRWST has four suction lines that supply flow

to four SI pumps. Two of the lines also supply to the CS pumps

and shutdown cooling system (SCS) pumps.

3.1.1.1.4 Containment Spray Cooling

Shortly after the postulated large LOCA, the Containment Spray
System (CSS) is actuated by the Containment Spray Actuation

Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment pressure. The CSS reduces

temperature and pressure in the containment and, subsequently,

removes heat from the RCS. This is achieved by circulating the

IRWST inventory through the containment spray heat exchangers and
back into the conteinment via the spray headers. The CSS

consists of two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each

train consists of a pump, heat exchanger, _pray header, and

associated valves and instrumentation. In addition, there is a

provision to align the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to

the containment spray heat exchanger if the containment spray
pump in that train is unavailable.

The success criterion for the containment spray cooling is that

one CS pump provide flow from the IRWST through its heat

exchanger to the containment spray header. If the CS pump in a

train is unavailable, SCS pump associated with that train may be

used as backup.

If the heat is not removed from the containment , containment

temperature and pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach

of the containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash

through the break in the containment and the CS pumps may

cavitate. Even if the SI pumps have been tripped and are

restarted, core damage may occur because the combined RCS and

IRWST inventory would be depleted. Thermal/hydraulic analysis

indicates that, for a Large LOCA without containment spray

cooling, the containment failure would not occur until after 41
hours from the event occurrence.
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3.1.1.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree i:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, safety injection and
containment spray cooling would fail because there is no
source of cooling water.

B. If SIAS fails, there is no actuation signal for SIS
equipment. Hence, safety injection would fail.

C. If CSAS fails, there is no actuation signal for CSS
equipment. Hence, containment spray cooling would fail.

3.1.1.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the Large LOCA Event Sequences:

A. In early stages of the postulated Large LOCA, no recovery
actions are possible because of rapid event progression.
However, for the sequences wherein the power to the SIS
pumps has been lost due to loss of offsite power and
subsequent ope_ating failure of the diesel generator_, power
to these pumps may be restored by either aligning the
standby alternate power source or restoring the offsite
power. This is possible in the later stages of the
postulated accident because sufficient time is available to
take the actions. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps was
restored in the hot leg injection phase and CSS pump in the
later stages of the accident. SCS pump can be used for
containment cooling if the containment spray pump is
unavailable. This requires starting the SCS pump and
aligning valves such that the SCS pump discharge is aligned
to the containment spray heat exchanger.

B. Since there is more than sufficient time available in the

later stages of a Large LOCA accident, for the sequence
involving Containment Spray System failures, general
recovery of components outside the containment was credited
in the analysis.

3.1.1.4 Core Damage Sequence Quantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Large LOCA
sequences are given in Table B3.1.1-1.
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TABLE B3.1.I-1

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LARGE LOSS OF COOLANTACCIDENT (LLOCA)

CORE DAMAGESEQUENCES

Core Damage Frequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

2 (LargeLOCA)(SITOK)(InjectionOK) 1.05E-8 6.67
(ContainmentSpray [CS] FAILS)

H

3 (LargeLOCA)(SITOK)(InjectionFAILS) 3.95E-8 5.22
(csOK)

4 (LargeLOCA)(SITFAILS) 4.11E-14 N/A
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3.1.2 MEDIUM LOCA

The Medium LOCA event tree, Event Tree 2 (Figure B3.1.2-1),

applies to all Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ruptures inside

containment which have an effective break area from approximately
0.50 ft down to approximately 0.05 ft-.

The Medium LOCA category encompasses a spectrum of break sizes

sufficient for decay heat removal via the break so that secondary
side heat removal is not required for mitigating the temperature

transient, and the RCS inventory control is provided by the

safety injection pumps such that the safety injection tanks are

not required. The systems required for response to a Medium LOCA

include the Safety Injection System (SIS), the Containment Spray

System (CSS), and the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

(ESFAS). The safety injection pumps are required for initial

injection of borated water and hot leg injection during the long

term cooling phase. After the core is re-covered, long term

cooling is initiated. For this analysis, it was assumed that
shutdown cooling conditions cannot be established for Medium

LOCAs. Therefore, large break LOCA procedures are used and

simultaneous hot and direct vessel injection is used to cool the

core and control boric acid concentration in the system. Long

term removal of the decay heat from within containment is

provided by the Containment Spray System and Component Cooling

Water System. Reactor coolant discharged through the break will

drain to the holdup sump and then into the IRWST. The

containment spray pumps pump water from the IRWST through the

containment spray heat exchangers, where it is cooled by the

Component Cooling Water System, and then back to the IRWST. Core

inventory is replenished by the safety injection pumps.

To facilitate the definition and evaluation of the Plant Damage
States (PDS) for the containment response analysis (Level 2

analysis), the Medium LOCA event tree was split into two separate

event trees based on the estimated in-vessel pressure at the time

of onset of core damage. In-vessel pressure is a parameter used

for estimating the potential for Direct Containment Heating (DCH)

in the Level 2 analysis. The MLOCAI category includes Medium

LOCAs for which the in-vessel pressure is estimated to be less

than 400 psia at the time of onset of core damage. The MLOCA2

category includes those Medium LOCAs for which the in-vessel

pressure is greater than or equal to 400 psia but less than 1200

psia at the onset of core damage.

The following paragraphs describe the individual elements of this
event tree.
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3.1.2.1 Event Tree 2 Elements

3.1.2.1.1 Medium LOCA Initiators

The Medium LOCA event tree is initiated by a random RCS break

wi_h an effective break area _ the range of approximately 0.50ft to approximately 0.05 f . Medium LOCAs which create a

direct path outside containment are treated as a separate type of

event (Interfacing System LOCA).

3.1.2.1.2 Safety Injection System Injection

The primary function of Safety Injection System (SIS) is to

inject borated water into the RCS to provide core inventory
control. The SIS is actuated by a Safety Injection Actuation

Signal (SIAS) on low pressurizer pressure or high containment

pressure.

There are four SIS trains and success is defined as one safety

injection pump injecting water into the reactor vessel via its
train from the IRWST.

Following a period of direct vessel injection after a Medium

LOCA, simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection must be

established to provide a circulation flow through the core to

prevent boric acid crystallization. Based on the Post-LOCA long

term cooling analysis presented in Section 6.3.3.4 of CESSAR-DC,
it is estimated that hot leg injection should be initiated within i

approximately 5 hours to prevent boric acid crystallization. I}I
There are two hot leg injection paths. Hot leg injection is

established by manually opening the hot leg injection valves from
the control room. For this analysis, it is conservatively

assumed that hot leg injection is required for both cold and hot

leg breaks.

The success criterion for hot leg injection is that the hot leg

injection valves in one of the two hot leg injection paths be

opened and sufficient flow be delivered from the associated

safety injection pump to an intact RCS hot leg.

The safety injection failure is, therefore, defined to be four of
the four SIS trains not available during the initial phase of

safety injection or both hot leg injection paths unavailable

during hot leg injection phase.

In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) supplies
borated water to the SIS.
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3.1.2.1.3 Containment Spray Cooling

Shortly after the postulated medium LOCA, the Containment Spray

System (CSS) is actuated by the Containment Spray Actuation

Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment pressure. Containment

Spray System reduces temperature and pressure in the containment
and, subsequently, removes heat from the RCS. This is achieved

by circulating the IRWST inventory through the containment spray
heat exchangers and back into the containment via the spray
headers.

The success criteria for containment spray cooling is that one

CSS pump provide flow from the IRWST through its containment

spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header. If the CSS

pump is unavailable, SCS pump may be used as backup.

The IRWST provides the water supply for the Containment Spray

System.

3.1.2.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 2:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, safety injection and

containment spray cooling would fail because there is no

source of cooling water.

B. If SIAS fails, there is no actuation signal for SIS

equipment. Hence, safety injection would fail.

C. If CSAS fails, there is no actuation signal for CSS

equipment. Hence, containment spray cooling would fail.

3.1.2.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the Medium LOCA Event Sequences:

A. For the sequences wherein the power to the pumps has been
lost due to loss of offsite power and subsequent operating

failure of the diesel generators, power to the pumps may be

restored by either aligning the standby alternate power
source or restoring the offsite power. Accordingly, power

to the SIS pumps was restored in the hot leg injection phase

and CSS pump. SCS pump can be used for containment cooling
if the CSS pump is unavailable. This requires starting the

SCS pump and aligning valves such that the SCS pump

discharge is aligned to the containment spray heat

exchanger.
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B. Since there is more than sufficient time available in the

later stages of a Medium LOCA accident, for the sequence

involving Containment Spray System failures, general

recovery of components outside the containment was
credited in the analysis.

3.1.2.4 Core Dmmaqe seauence ouantifioation

The core damage frequency contribution for the Medium LOCAl and

Medium LOCA2 sequences are given in Tables B3.1.2-I and B3.1.2-2.
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TABLEB3.1.2-1

COREDAHAGEFREQUENCYCONTR]BUT]O,N,.SFOR
HED[UHLOSSOF COOLANT,ACC!DENT1 (HLOCA!)

COREDAHAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

2 (Medium LOCA1)(Injection OK) 2.64E-9 5.52
(Containment Spray [CS] FAILS) H

3 (Medium LOCA1)(Injection FAILS) 4.27E-8 5.62
(cs OK)
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TABLE83.1.2-2

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR

MEDIUM LOSS OF COOLANTACCIDENT2 (MLOCA2)

CORE DAMAGE SEOUENCES

Core Damage Frequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ER____E_F

2 (MediumLOCA2)(InjectionOK) 2.64E-9 5.52
(ContainmentSpray [CS] FAILS) I

3 (MediumLOCA2)(InjectionFAILS) 4.27E-8 5.62
(csOK)
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3.1.3 BMALL LOCA

The Small LOCA event tree, Event Tree 3 (Figure B3.1.3-I),
applies to all Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ruptures inside
containment which h_ve an effective break area less than
approximately 0.05 ft _

The Small LOCA category encompasses a spectrum of break sizes
which require secondary side heat removal to remove decay heat
and safety injection for RCS inventory control. Simultaneous hot
leg and direct vessel injection is not required for boric acid
flushing during the long term cooling phase. A reactor trip is
rsquired for reactivity control but the failure to trip the
reactor results in an Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS),
which is covered later in the section.

The systems which may respond to a Small LOCA are the Safety
Injection System, Emergency Feedwater System, some means of
secondary steam removal, the Shutdown Cooling System, the Safety
Depressurization System, and some means of containment heat
removal.

The following paragraphs describe the individual elements of this
event tree.

3.1.3.1 Event Tree 3 Elements

3.1.3.1.1 Small LOCA Initiators

The Small LOCA event tree is initiated by a random RCS b_eak with
an effective break area less than approximately 0.05 ft . Small
LOCAs which create a direct path outside containment are treated
as a separate type of event (Interfacing System LOCA). LOCAs
arising as a consequence of another type of event are evaluated
within the context of that event.

3.1.3.1.2 Safety Injeotion System Injection

The Safety Injection System (SIS) injects borated water into the
RCS if a break occurs in the RCS boundary to control reactor
coolant inventory. The SIS gets its actuation signal from the
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) and the
In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) supplies
water to the safety injection pumps.

There are four SIS trains and success is defined as one of the

four safety injection pumps injecting water into the reactor
vessel from the IRWST via its train.
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If the SiS fails to deliver flow to the RCS following a small

LOCA, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) can be actuated to inject
water for reactor coolant inventory control. Sufficient time is

available to remove heat via both steam generators using
Aggressive Secondary Cooldown. This results in reduction of the

RCS pressure to a point at which the Shutdown Cooling System can

be placed in service. This is described in the following
sections.

3.1.3.1.3 Aggressive Secondary Cooldown

For Small LOCAs with a failure of the SIS, the Shutdown Cooling

System can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory
control if the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS

pump shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage

begins. Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by

aggressively cooling the primary sy_._l_ing the secondary
system. Analyses for System 80 plants" ' ' have shown that if

the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15
minutes of the small LOCA, the Shutdown Cooling System can

successfully provide RCS inventory control.

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown is performed by delivering the
emergency feedwater to both steam generators and removing steam

from the steam generators using one of two Atmospheric Dump
Valves (ADVs) on each gene_tor.

The success criteria for Aggressive Secondar_ .down are that

each Emergency Feedwater System (_F_S) train _,_st deliver the

flow of one of its two pumps to its associated steam generator

from its Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST), one ADV on

each steam generator must be available to remove steam, and all

four safety injection tanks inject water into the RCS during the
primary side depressurization.

The main feedwater or the startup feedwater may be used for

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown. However, it iE not credited in

the analysis.

3.1.3.1.4 Shutdown Cooling System Injection

For Small LOCAs with a failure of the SIS, the Shutdown Cooling

System can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory
control if the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS

pump shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage

begins. Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by

aggressively cooling the primary sy_1_ing the secondary
system. Analyses for System 80 plants 'v' ,_v, have shown that if

the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15

minutes of the small LOCA, the Shutdown Cooling System can
successfully provide RCS inventory control.
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To establish SCS injection following a successful aggressive

cooldown, the SCS pumps must be manually aligned to the IRWST,

the suction and discharge valves must be opened and the pumps

must be manually started.

The success criteria for SCS injection, given a successful

depressurization via an aggressive cooldown, are that the

Shutdown Cooling System must be properly aligned to deliver flow,
and water must be delivered from the IRWST to the RCS using one

of the two SCS pumps.

3.1.3.1.5 Deliver Feedwater

Following a small LOCA event, main feedwater will ramp down and
the Startup Feedwater System will automatically be actuated on

low steam generator level to provide decay heat removal from the
RCS.

The success criteria for this element are that the Startup

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component

Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup

Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the ESFAS. It

can also be manually actuated from the control room.

The success criteria for the EFWS are that it must be actuated

and emergency feedwater must be delivered from the EFWST to a

steam generator by one of the two EFWS pumps associated with that

steam generator.

3.1.3.1.6 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System, which is the preferred means, is

then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
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be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the CST must be aligned

to provide additional inventory to the EFWS once the EFWSTs empty

(nominally between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the

event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by

restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay

heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.3.1.7 Safety Depressurization (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated on an indication of the RCS

repressurization and before steam generator dryout, 1 safety

injection pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjuction with one safety injection pump.

3.1.3.1.8 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a small

LOCA, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure

increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment
integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break

in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because
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the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable. The success criteria for this element are that at

least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its

containment spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header

and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. If the CS headers are not available, the

CSS can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS

pump in one train is not available, the SCS pump associated with

that train may be used as a backup.

3.1.3.2 Major Dependencies
I

The following major dependencies are important for Event Tree 3:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, there is no inventory available
for SIS and SCS injection. In addition, the IRWST must be

successfully cooled to prevent containment damage.

B. If emergency or startup feedwater is unavailable, there is

no success path for secondary heat removal and, therefore,

decay heat removal. In addition, insufficient inventory
from the EFWST and/or the CST would result in failure of the
EFWS.

C. If SIS injection fails and Aggressive Secondary Cooldown
cannot be performed successfully, the Shutdown Cooling

System can not be used to provide RCS heat removal and there

is no success path available to remove heat.

3.1.3.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the Small LOCA Event Sequences:
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A. For a Small LOCA accident, sequences which involve systems
failures due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers were

manually racked in.

B. In the later stages of a Small LOCA accident, for the

sequences wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due
to loss of offsite power and subsequent operating failure of

the diesel generators, power to the pumps may be restored by

either aligning the standby alternate power source or

restoring the offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS

pumps, RHR pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.3.4 Core Damaqe Sequence Ouantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Small LOCA

sequences are given in Table B3.1.3-1.
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3.1.4 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

The steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event tree, Event Tree 4

(Figure B3.1.4-1), applies to the rupture of one or more tubes in
one steam generator causing primary coolant to leak to the

secondary system. Credible tube failures range in severity from
leak rates of a few to several hundred gallons per minute for the

guillotine rupture of several tubes. The event chosen as

representative of this range is the complete severance of a

single tube, resulting in a leakage rate of about 400 gpm at
normal RCS and secondary-system conditions. This choice was made

on the basis that less than complete failure will result in much

smaller leak rates, generally within the capacity of the normal

makeup system, and a fairly normal shutdown can take place.

Multiple-tube failures, on the other hand, were not explicitly
addressed because they are much less likely and because the

success criteria for systems called upon to respond are

substantially the same as those for the failure of a single tube.

3.1.4.1 Normal Transient Progression

A steam generator tube rupture event begins as a breach of the

primary coolant barrier between the RCS and the secondary side of
the steam generator. Primary system pressure (nominally 2250

psia) is initially much greater than the steam generator

pressures (nominally I000 psia), so reactor coolant flows from

the primary into the secondary side of the affected steam

generator. In response to this loss of reactor coolant,

pressurizer level decreases at a rate which is dependent upon the

size and/or number of ruptured tubes. Primary system pressure
also decreases as the steam bubble in the pressurizer expands.

Normally, charging flow will automatically increase and

pressurizer heaters will be energized in an effort to stabilize

pressurizer pressure and level. However, if the leakage exceed_
the capacity of the Chemical and Volume Control System, reactor

coolant inventory will continue to decrease and eventually lead
to an automatic reactor trip.

Following a reactor trip, core power rapidly decreases to decay

heat levels, steam flow to the turbine is terminated, and the

Turbine Bypass System actuates to dump steam to the condenser to
establish no-load coolant temperatures in the primary system.

Following turbine trip but prior to the opening of the bypass

valves, secondary pressure may momentarily spike high enough to
lift the first Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV) on each steam

generator. If the Turbine Bypass System (TBS) is unavailable,
the MSSVs would lift to relieve steam generator pressure. The

Feedwater Control System throttles main feedwater flow in

response to the reduced steam flow. If main feedwater flow is
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interrupted, the EFWS would be automatically actuated on low

steam generator level, or it could be manually actuated.
Eventually, manual action is required to control emergency (or

main) feedwater flow to maintain proper level in the intact steam

generator. If, at this point, the Turbine Bypass System were

unavailable, the operator would open one ADV on each steam

generator to initiate plant cooldown.

Following the reactor trip, RCS pressure decreases more rapidly

as the energy transfer to the secondary system shrinks the

reactor coolant and the tube rupture flow depletes the primary

inventory. This results in an SIAS on low pressurizer pressure

shortly after the reactor trip. On SIAS, two of the four Reactor

Coolant Pumps (RCPs) (in opposite loops) would be manually

tripped. If RCP operating limits were not met, the remaining two
RCPs would also be tripped. (Two of the four RCPs would be

restarted if and when restart criteria were met.)

Following reactor trip, initiation of plant cooldown and safety

injection, the operators would identify and isolate the steam

generator with the tube rupture. The operator actions involved
include closing the appropriate Main Steam Isolation Valve

(MSIV), ADV and Main Feedwater Isolation Valve (MFIV). Steam

generator blowdown, vents, drains, exhausts and bleedoffs would
also be isolated.

Operator must also act to stabilize the RCS, initiate cooldown

and depressurize the RCS to a pressure at or sligh¢ly above the

pressure in the affected steam generator to terminate (or
minimize) the leak flow to the affected generator. (Note: RCS

kept slightly above affected generator to prevent reverse flow

and potential dilution of the RCS.) The RCS is cooled down by

secondary heat removal via the unaffected steam generator.

Feedwater flow is provided by the Main Feedwater System, the

Startup Feedwater System, or the Emergency Feedwater System and

steam is removed by the TBS (preferred) or the ADVs. Pressurizer

Spray System or the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System (RCGVS) is

used for RCS pressure control and depressurization. Safety

Depressurization (or Bleed) valves may be used to affect the

depressurization if the pressurizer spray or the RCGVS is not
available. No credit is taken for the auxiliary spray in the

analysis.

When the pressurizer level and hot leg subcooling are recovered,

the operator would throttle the safety injection flow to prevent

repressurizing the RCS and increasing the leak rate to the
secondary system.
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Following isolation of the affected steam generator, its level
will continue to increase as long as there is a non-zero leak

rate. To prevent overfilling the affected steam generator, it

may be necessary to occasionally drain the steam generator via

the blowdown system, or, if the blowdown system is unavailable,

by dumping steam to the condenser if the Turbine Bypass System is

available or to the atmosphere using the ADVs if the Turbine

Bypass System is unavailable.

With the RCS stabilized and the affected generator isolated, the

RCS will be cooled down and depressurized to shutdown cooling

entry conditions. The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) would be

aligned and started and the plant would be taken to cold shutdown

for repair. During the cooldown to shutdown cooling entry
conditions, the IRWST and Condensate Storage Tank (CST) levels

must be monitored to ensure adequate inventory for the cooldown.

3.1.4.2 Accident Progression with Coincident LOOP

If a Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) occurs coincident with the tube

rupture, system behavior will be slightly different, but the

recovery actions will be similar, albeit using different

equipment. With offsite power unavailable, the Turbine Bypass
System and the Main Feedwater System will be unavailable due to

loss of condenser vacuum on loss of the circulation water pumps.

Thus, secondary side cooldown is achieved using the Emergency
Feedwater System and the ADVs. Also, with the TBS unavailable,

the MSSV's will lift to handle initial steam flow following
turbine trip. The Steam Generator Blowdown System will be

unavailable, so level in the affected generator will be

controlled using the ADVs. All RCPs will trip on loss of offsite

power, so the pressurizer sprays will be unavailable. Thus, some

other system must be used for depressurization. In addition,

with the RCPs not running, the RCS will be in natural circulation

so hot leg temperatures will lag cold leg and steam generator

temperatures and the upper head region will be inactive. These
effects result in a slower cooldown and an increased chance of

voiding in the upper head region. However, cooldown, RCS

inventory control and RCS pressure control can be maintained with

available equipment.

3.1.4.3 Event Tree 4 Elements

3.1.4.3.1 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Initiators

Steam generator tube ruptures include the failure of one or more

steam generator tubes in one or both steam generators such that

the total leak flow rate exceeds the capacity of the charging

system.
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3.1.4.3.2 Safety Injection System Injection

The primary function of Safety Injection System (SIS) is to

inject borated water into the RCS to provide reactor coolant

inventory control. The SIS is actuated _y the Engineered Safety

Features Actuation System (ESFAS) on a Salety Injection Actuation

Signal (SIAS) on low pressurizer pressure.

There are four SIS pumps and success is defined as one of these

four SIS pumps injecting water into the RCS from the

In-Containm,_nt Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

If SIS fa_is to deliver flow to the RCS following a SGTR event,

Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) can be actuated to inject water for

reactor coolant inventory control. Sufficient time is available

to remove heat via both steam generators using Aggressive

Secondary Cooldown. This results in reduction of the RCS

pressure to a point at which the Shutdown Cooling System can be

placed in service. This is described in the following sections.

3.1.4.3.3 Aggressive Secondary Cooldown

For a SGTR with a failure of the SIS, the Shutdown Cooling System

can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory control if

the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS pump

shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage begins.

Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by

aggressively cooling _he primary sy_._ _ing the secondary
system. Analyses for System 80 plants _' ,1 have shown that if

the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15

minutes of the SGTR, the Shutdown Cooling System can successfully

provide RCS inventory control.

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown is performed by delivering the

emergency feedwater to both steam generators and removing steam

from the steam generators using one of two Atmospheric Dump

Valves (ADVs) on each generator.

The success criteria for Aggressive Secondary Cooldown are that

each Emergency Feedwater System train must deliver the flow of

one of its two pumps to its associated steam generator from its

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST), and one ADV on each

steam generator must be available to remove steam.

The main feedwater or the startup feedwater may be used for

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown. However, it is not credited in

the analysis.
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3.1.4.3.4 Shutdown Cooling System Injection

For a SGTR with a failure of the SiS, the Shutdown Cooling System

can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory control if

the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS pump
shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage begins.

Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by

aggressively cooling the primary sy_eQm _ing the secondary
system. Analyses for System 80 plants_V'_'iv' have shown that if

the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15
minutes of the SGTR, the Shutdown Cooling System can successfully

provide RCS inventory control.

To establish SCS injection following a successful aggressive
cooldown, the SCS pumps must be manually aligned to the IRWST,

the suction and discharge valves must be opened and the pumps

must be manually started.

The success criteria for SCS injection, given a successful

depressurization via an aggressive cooldown, are that the

Shutdown Cooling System must be properly aligned to deliver flow,
and water must be delivered from the IRWST to the RCS using one

of the two SCS pumps.

3.1.4.3.5 Deliver Feedwater

Following a SGTR event, main feedwater will ramp down and the

Startup Feedwater System will automatically be actuated on low

steam generator level to provide decay heat removal from the RCS.

The success criteria for this element are that the Startup

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component

Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to the intact steam generator by

the Startup Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply
feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the ESFAS. It

can also be manually actuated from the control room.

The turbine-driven pump in the EFWS train associated with the

ruptured steam generator is assumed to be unavailable because

steam supply to drive the pump turbine is conservatively assumed
to be isolated. However, since the cross-connect between the two

EFWS trains is credited in the analysis, the motor-driven pump in

the affected train can be used. In this case, the operator has

to align the motor-driven pump in the affected train to the

intact steam generator by opening appropriate manual valves. The
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source of the feedwater for this motor-driven pump will be the

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) associated with the
affected train. Hence, the success criteria for the EFWS are

that it must be actuated and emergency feedwater must be

delivered to the intact steam generator by one of the three

unaffected EFWS pumps from the associated EFWST.

3.1.4.3.6 RCS Pressure Control

To minimize the leakage from primary to secondary during the

plant cooldown, RCS pressure must be maintained at or near the

pressure in the ruptured steam generator. If pressure control is
not established, the IRWST inventory will be lost through the

ruptured tube. Pressure control must be established in

sufficient time to permit bringing the plant to cold shutdown
conditions and stopping the leak before the inventory in the

IRWST is depleted. The two actions involved in establishing RCS

pressure control are throttling the safety injection pumps once

pressurizer level and RCS subcooling have been re-established,

and starting pressurizer spray flow. If two RCPs are running,
the Pressurizer Spray System may be used. If the RCPs are not

running, either the RCGVS or the Bleed System valves can be used.

The auxiliary spray is not credited in the analysis.

The success criteria for the RCS Pressure Control are that SIS

flow must be throttled and the pressurizer spray flow mu_t be
established. If the pressurizer spray is unavailable, either the

RCGVS or the Bleed System must be available.

3.1.4.3.7 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to residual heat removal entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System, which is the preferred means, is

then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the CST must be aligned

to provide additional inventory to the EFWS once the EFWSTs empty

(nominally between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the

event).
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Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by

restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater because of the low decay heat

levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.4.3.8 Unisolable Leak in Ruptured Steam Generator

If an unisolable path exists from the ruptured steam generator to

the atmosphere, the ruptured generator could be at or near

atmospheric pressure. Thus, the differential pressure between

the RCS and the ruptured generator will remain high with the

attendant high leak rate between the RCS and the ruptured steam

generator. The RCS pressure would have to be decreased to

atmospheric pressure to terminate the leak prior to depletion of

the available inventory. This would be accomplished by cooling

and depressurizing the RCS to residual heat removal conditions

using the unaffected steam generator and the pressurizer spray.

The SCS would then be used to cool and depressurize the plant to

atmospheric pressure and less than 212°F. On natural

circulation, other means of depressurization would be used to

bring the plant to SCS entry conditions.

The success criterion for this element is that there is no

unisolable path from the ruptured generator to the atmosphere.

The potential failure paths for this element are:

A. One or more MSSVs are stuck open, or

B. One or both ADVs are stuck open.

The mechanisms for achieving one of the above two conditions are:

A. TBVs fail to open on reactor trip,

MSSVs open on both generators,

One or more MSSVs on the ruptured generator fail to reseat.
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B. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill,

Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,

ADVs on the ruptured generator unavailable,

The ruptured generator fills,

MSSVs on the ruptured generator lift,

MSSV fails to reseat.

C. ADVs on both generators opened for initial cooldown,

ADV on the ruptured generator fails to close.

D. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill,

Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,

Operator opens ADV on the ruptured generator,

ADV fails to close.

3.1.4.3.9 Maintain Secondary Heat Removal (MSHR)

If the feedwater is available but the RCS pressure control fails,
the plant may be maintained in a stable condition via continued
secondary heat removal.

The success criteria for this element are that the emergency
feedwater must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater Storage
Tank (EFWST) to the intact steam generator and the additional
water inventory must be provided by the CST if the EFWST empties
at between 16 and 20 hours following the event.

3.1.4.3.10 Safety Depressurization (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjuction with one SIS pump.
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3.1.4.3.11 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection

(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.4.3.12 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a SGTR,

feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay heat

from the core and transfer it to the In-containment Refueling
Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be transferred

outside of containment. If the energy is not removed from the

containment, containment temperature and pressure increase,

possibly resulting in a breach of the containment integrity. At

this point, coolant will flash through the break in the

containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI pumps

trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because the

combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.
Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align
the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable. The success criteria for this element are that

at least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its

containment spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header

and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component
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Cooling Water System. If the CS headers are not available, the
CSS can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS
pump in one train is not available, the SCS pump associated with
that train may be used as a backup.

3.1.4.4 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are displayed on Event
Tree 4:

A. If Safety Injection System (SIS) is not available and
Aggressive Secondary Cooldown cannot be performed, there is
insufficient time to stabilize the plant before core
uncovery occurs.

B. If the SIS fails, both steam generators must be used for
secondary heat removal in order to depressurize the primary
system to establish residual heat removal entry conditions.
In other words, Aggressive Secondary Cooldown is required to
establish residual heat removal entry conditions.

C. If the RCS is depressurized for SCS injection due to the
unavailability of the SIS, pressurizer spray is not needed
for RCS pressure control because RCS pressure and
temperature will be within residual heat removal entry
conditions limits. (Note: during the cooldown some voiding
may occur but the core will remain covered.)

D. If emergency feedwater is not available or the Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal fails via the Shutdown Cooling System, no
success path for decay heat removal is available, therefore,
the Safety Depressurization (Bleed) must be used to remove
heat from the RCS.

E. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to
prevent containment damage.

F. If there is an unisolable leak to atmosphere from the
ruptured generator, secondary heat removal must be
maintained to prevent core uncovery.

3.1.4.5 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the steam generator tube rupture sequences.

A. For a SGTR event, sequences which involve systems failures
due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers were manually racked
in.
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B. In the later stages of a SGTR event, for the sequences

wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of

offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel

generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either

aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the
offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SiS pumps, SCS

pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.4.6 Core Damaqe Sequence Ouantifioatlon

The core damage frequency contribution for the SGTR sequences are

given in Table B3.1.4-1.
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TABLEB3.1.4-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
STEAM GENERATORTUBE RUPTURE(SGTR)

CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES

Core Damage Frequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(Feedwaterto < 1.0E-16 N/A
Intact SG OK)(RCS PressureControl
OK)(Long-TermDecay Heat Removal
FAILS)(BleedOK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(Feedwaterto 3.57E-14 14.11
Intact SG OK)(RCS PressureControl
OK)(Long-TermDecay Heat Removal
FAILS)(BleedFAILS)

6 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(Feedwaterto < 1.0E-16 N/A
IntactSG OK)(RCSPressureControl
FAILS)(FAIL to Maintain Secondary

Heat Removal) H

7 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(Feedwaterto 7.02E-9 11.08
Intact SG OK)(RCS PressureControl
FAILS) (Unisolable Leak in Ruptured
SG)

9 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(FAILto Deliver 3.46E-12 11.80
Feedwaterto IntactSG)(BleedOK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

10 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(FAILto Deliver 2.26E-11 8.63
Feedwaterto IntactSG)(BleedFAILS)

12 (SGTR)(InjectionFAILS)(Aggressive 4.07E-I0 5.91
CooldownOK)(SCS InjectionFAILS)

13 (SGTR)(Injection FAILS) (Aggressive 7.30E-8 10.61
Cooldown FAILS)
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3.1.5 LARGE BECONDI_tLY BIDE BREAKB

The Large Secondary Side Break (LSSB) event tree, Event Tree 5

(Figure B3.1.5-I), describes the sequence of events for large

secondary side line breaks both inside and outside of

containment. Large secondary side steam line breaks are
characterized as cooldown events due to increased steam flow

rate, which causes excessive energy removal from the steam

generators and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). This results in

a decrease in temperature and pressure in both the RCS and the
steam generators. The cooldown causes an increase in core

reactivity due to the negative moderator and Doppler reactivity

coefficients. Licensing analyses for large secondary side breaks
assume that the most reactive rDd is stuck out of the core in

order to evaluate the potential for a return to power. In the

event of a large steam line break for a System 80+ NSSS at end of

cycle with most reactive rod stuck out of the core and low boron

concentration, there is a potential for return to power.

Therefore, boron injection would be required under these

conditions to control core reactivity and preserve core

integrity.

Detection of the cooldown is accomplished by the pressurizer and

steam generator low pressure alarms, by the high reactor power

alarm and by the low steam generator water level alanu. Reactor

trip as a consequence of a secondary line break is provided by

one of several available reactor trip signals.

The depressurization of the affected steam generator results in

the actuation of a main steam isolation signal (MSIS). This

closes the MSIVs, isolating the unaffected steam generator from

blowdown and closes the main feedwater isolation valves (MFIVs),

terminating main feedwater flow to both steam generators. After

the reduction of steam and feed flow, the level in the intact

steam generator falls below the emergency feedwater actuation

signal setpoint. The Engineered Safety Features Actuation

System (ESFAS) causes emergency feedwater flow to be initiated to

the intact steam generator. The pressurizer pressure decreases

to the point where a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) is

generated. The introduction of safety injection boron upon SIAS
causes core reactivity to decrease. The operator, via the

appropriate emergency procedures, may initiate plant cooldown by

manual control of the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs), or, in the

event that offsite power is available and the break location is

not between the MSIVs and the turbine stop valves, by using the

MSIV bypass valves associated with the unaffected steam generator

and the turbine bypass valves, any time after the affected steam

generator empties.
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For a large feedwater line break downstream of the MFIVs, the
transient progression is similar to that described above after
the initial heatup due to reduced feedwater flow. The transient
progression for a feedwater line break upstream of the MFIVs
would be equivalent to a loss of main feedwater flow. This type
of event is covered by the transient event tree (see Section
3.1.6).

For the purposes of this analysis, the location of the break,
inside containment or outside containment, is not considered to
be important because plant and operator responses with respect to
core melt prevention will be similar. The primary differences
relate to containment effects, availability of containment
safeguards systems and potential release paths.

3.1.5.1 Event Tree 5 Blqments

3.1.5.1.1 Large Secondary Side Break Initiators

Large secondary side breaks include large main steam line piping
breaks up to and including double-ended guillotine breaks,
spurious openings of multiple MSSVs, ADVs or TBVs and main
feedwater line piping breaks. Piping breaks inside or outside of
containment are covered by this category. The spurious opening
of an MSSV, ADV or TBV and small steam line, feedwater line or
blowdown line breaks are not covered in this category. They are
covered in the "Other Transients" category (see Section 3.1.7).

3.1.5.1.2 Safety Injection System Injeotlon

During an LSSB event, the reactor coolant will rapidly cool and
contract (resulting in a pressure decrease). The Safety
Injection System (SIS) will be automatically actuated on low
pressurizer pressure by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System (ESFAS) and will inject borated water to provide
additional negative reactivity in the short term.

There are four SIS pumps and the success of the SIS is defined as
two of these four SIS pumps injecting water into the RCS from the
In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

3.1.5.1.3 Deliver Emergency Feedwater

Following a large secondary side break event, emergency feedwater
must be supplied to the unaffected steam generator in order to
remove decay heat from the RCS. Emergency feedwater is
automatically actuated by the ESFAS. It can also be manually
actuated from the control room.

i
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The success criterion for this element is that emergency

feedwater flow must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater

Storage Tank (EFWST) by one of two Emergency Feedwater (EFW)

System pumps associated with the unaffected steam generator to

that steam generator.

3.1.5.1.4 Long-Term Deoay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwate_' flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage

Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally

between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generator is filled to appropriate levels. If the Shutdown

Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat removal,

secondary side heat removal can be re-established by restarting

the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to re-establish

emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay heat levels and
the inventory in the steam generator.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.5.1.5 Safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).
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If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjuction with one SIS pump.

3.1.5.1.6 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are
that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS
and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.5.1.7 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a LSSB
event, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be
transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed
from the containment, containment temperature and pressure
increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment
integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI
pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because
the combined RCS _nd IRWST inventory would be depleted.
Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 h_urs after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through
the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment
pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves
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and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align
the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay
heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.
If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.5.2 Ma_or Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are displayed on Event Tree
5:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available or the Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal fails, no success path for decay heat
removal is available and, therefore, Safety Depressurization
(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization (Feed and
Bleed) is used, the IRWST must be available and successfully
cooled to prevent containment damage.

3.1.5.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the large secondary break sequences:

A. In case of failure to deliver emergency feedwater, the
startup feedwater pump can be manually started and aligned
to deliver the feedwater flow. However, this action is not
credited in the analysis.

B. In the later stages of an ISSB event, for the sequences
wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of
offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel
generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either
aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the
offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps and
motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.5.4 Core Damaqe Sequence Quantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the LSSB sequences are
given in Table B3.1.5-1.
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TABLEB3.1.5-1

(Sheet 1 of 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LARGESECONDARYSIDE BREAK(LSSB)

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core Damage Frequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(EmergencyFW OK) 5.03E-15 N/A
(Long-TermDecay Heat RemovalFAILS)
(Feed& Bleed OK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

4 (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(EmergencyFW OK) 5.22E-15 N/A
(Long-TermDecay Heat RemovalFAILS)
(BleedOK)(Feed FAILS)

5 (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(EmergencyFW OK) 1.46E-13 19.25
(Long-TermDecay Heat RemovalFAILS)
(BleedFAILS)

7 (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(FAILto Deliver 1.84E-13 14.79
EmergencyFW to UnaffectedSG)

(Long-TermDecay Heat RemovalFAILS) H
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

8 (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(FAILto Deliver 4.56E-12 14.33
EmergencyFW to UnaffectedSG)
(BleedOK)(FeedFAILS)

g (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(FAILto Deliver 1.80E-I0 19.71
EmergencyFW to UnaffectedSG)
(BleedFAILS)

12 (LSSB)(EOCStuck Rod)(InjectionOK) < 1.0E-16 N/A
(EFW to UnaffectedSG OK)(Long-Term
Decay Heat RemovalFAILS)(BleedOK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

13 (LSSB)(EOCStuck Rod)(InjectionOK) < 1.0E-16 N/A
(EFWto Unaffected SGOK)(Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed fails)
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TABLEB3.1.5-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LARGESECONDARYSIDE BREAK(LSSB)

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

15 (LSSB)(EOC Stuck Rod)(Injection OK) < I.OE-16 N/A
(FAIL to Deliver EFWto Unaffected SG)
(Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

16 (LSSB)(EOC Stuck Rod)(Injection OK) 1.49E-14 N/A H
(FAIL to Deliver EFWto Unaffected SG)
(Bleed FAILS)

17 (LSSB)(EOC Stuck Rod)(Injection 2.07E-11 16.78
FAILS)
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3.1.6 TRANBIENTB - 1,O88 OF FEEDW_TER

Loss of Feedwater, Event Tree 6 (Figure B3.1.6-I), are those
non-LOCA/non-accident events in which a process parameter
perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for
a transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Emergency feedwater is actuated on low-low steam generator
level.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

As previously discussed, the transient event category includes
all events which do not involve a LOCA (primary side break) or a
large secondary side break and for which the basic plant response
is as described above. Because of significant differences in

plant responses, Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) transients (and
transients with a similar response) and Anticipated Transients
Without SCRAM (ATWS) are not included in this category.

3.1.6.1 Event Tree 6 Elements

3.1.6.1.1 Transient Initiators

Transient Initiators include all non-LOCA, non-secondary side
break initiators for which the basic plant response is a reactor

trip with RCS heat removal satisfied by delivery of emergency
feedwater and steam removal via the turbine bypass valves or

atmospheric dump valves. These initiators include full or
partial loss of main feedwater. It is assumed that the startup
feedwater also becomes unavailable. Other non-LOCA,
non-secondary side break initiators, such as Turbine or generator

protective trips, spurious single MSIV enclosures, CEA drops,
spurious manual or automatic SCRAMs, _CS flow reductions other
than 4 pump loss of flow events, and RCE parameter perturbations
leading to a trip, are discussed in the next section (See Section
3.1.7). This event category does not include loss of offsite
power events, ATWS events, consequential LOCA events or large
secondary side breaks.
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3.1.6.1.2 Dellver Emergenay Feedwater

Following a loss of feedwater flow event, emergency feedwater
must be supplied to the steam generators in order to remove decay
heat from the RCS. Emergency feedwater is automatically actuated
by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It
can also be manually actuated from the control room.

The success criterion for this element is that emergency
feedwater flow must be delivered from one of the two Emergency
Feedwater (EFW) System pumps to its associated steam generator.

3.1.6.1.3 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.
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3.1.6.1.4 8afety Depreesurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjuction with one SiS pump.

3.1.6.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection

(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SiS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one SIS pump must be available in conjuction with one Safety

Depressurization valve path and water supply from the IRWST must

be available to that SIS pump.

3.1.6.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a LOFW

event, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure

increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment

integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break

in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because

the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through
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the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves
and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

J

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.

If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is

not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be

used as a backup.

3.1.6.2 MajOr Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 6:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available or the Long-Term

Decay Heat Removal fails, no success path for decay heat

removal is available and, therefore, Safety Depressurization

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization (Feed and

Bleed) is used, the IRWST must be available and successfully
cooled for the Feed and Bleed to succeed.

3.1.6.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the loss of feedwater flow sequences:

A. For a loss of feedwater event, sequences which involve

systems failures due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers can

be manually racked in.

B. In the later stages of a loss of feedwater event, for the

sequences wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due

to loss of offsite power and subsequent operating failure of

the diesel generators, power to the pumps may be restored by
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either aligning the standby alternate power source or

restoring the offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS

pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.G.4 Cot a • en tl ca on

The core damage frequency contribution for the LOFW sequences are

given in Table B3.1.6-I.
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3.1.7 OTHER TI_.NBIENT8

Other Transients, Event Tree 7 (Figure B3.1.7-I), are those
non-LOCA/non-accident events in which a process parameter
perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for
a transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Feedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or
emergency feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

As previously discussed, this transient event category includes
all events which do not involve a LOCA (primary side break) or a
large secondary side break and for which the basic plant response
is as described above. Because of significant differences in
plant responses, Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) transients (and
transients with a similar response) and Anticipated Transients
Without SCRAM (ATWS) are not included in this category.

3.1.7.1 Event Tree 7 Elements

3.1.7.1.1 Transient Initiators

Transient Initiators include all non-LOCA, non-secondary side
break initiators for which the basic plant response is a reactor
trip with RCS heat removal satisfied by delivery of main, startup
or emergency feedwater and steam removal via the turbine bypass
valves or atmospheric dump valves. These initiators include
turbine or generator protective trips, spurious single MSIV
enclosures, CEA drops, spurious manual or automatic SCRAMs, RCS
flow reductions other than 4 pump loss of flow events, and RCS
parameter perturbations leading to a trip.

The loss of feedwater flow transients, which are part of this
category, were discussed in the previous section (See Section
3.1.6). This event category does not include LOOP events, ATWS
events, consequential LOCA events or large secondary side breaks.

3.1.7.1.2 Deliver Feedwater Flow

Following a transient, which is not caused by a loss of main
feedwater, main feedwater will ramp down and the Startup
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Feedwater System will automatically be actuated on low steam

generator level to provide decay heat removal from the RCS.

The success criteria for this element are that the Startup

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component

Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the
Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup

Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated b_ the Engineered

Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be

manually actuated from the control room.

The success criteria for the EFWS are that it must be actuated

and emergency feedwater must be delivered from the Emergency

Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) to a steam generator by one of the

two EFWS pumps associated with that steam generator.

3.1.7.1.3 Lomg-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage

Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally

between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by

restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay

heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.
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The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.7.1.4 Safety Depzessurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjuction with one SiS pump.

3.1.7.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal sing the EFWS, decay

heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection and

safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection (or

Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.7.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following an

Other Transient event, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used

to remove decay heat from the core and transfer it to the

In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy

must then be transferred outside of containment. If the energy
is not removed from the containment, containment temperature and

pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the

containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through

the break in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even

if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur
because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.
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Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.

If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is

not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.7.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 7:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for

steam removal is available, therefore, the Safety

Depressurization (Bleed) must be used to remove heat from
the RCS.

B. When Feed and Bleed are used, the IRWST must be available

and successfully cooled for the Feed and Bleed process to
succeed.

3.1.7.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. For Other Transients, sequences which involve systems

failures due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers can be

manually racked in.
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B. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences

wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of

offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel

generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either

aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the

offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps and

motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.7.4 Core Damage Sequence Ouantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Other Transients

sequences are given in Table B3.1.7-1.
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TABLEB3.1.7-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
OTHERTRANSIENTS(TOTH)
COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (TOTH)(Feedwater OK)(Long-Term Decay 4.66E-12 N/A
Heal Removal FAILS)(Feed & Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (TOTH)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay 2.12E-13 26,04
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

5 (TOTH)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay 6.77E-12 30.04

Heat Removal FAILS) (BleedFAILS) H

7 (TOTH)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 1.17E-13 20,95
(Feed& Bleed OK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

8 (TOTH)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 8.49E-II 16.83
(BleedOK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (TOTH)(FAILto Deliver Feedwater) 4.42E-9 7.83
(BleedFAILS)
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3.1.8 LOSS OF OFFBITE PO_RAND BTATION BLACKOUT

The Loss of Offsite Power event, Event Tree 8 (Figure B3.1.8-1),
covers all events initiated by a loss of grid power of any
duration from the high voltage distribution lines serving the
station. The Loss of Offsite Power event considered in the

analysis is an event which requires actuation of the emergency
power source when both switchyards are lost, and the
turbine/generator does not run back and maintain hotel loads.
Moreover, if the loss of offsite power is accompanied by failure
of the station diesel generators (DGs), a station blackout is
said to have occurred. Because of the unique effects of these
two events on the plant, they are discussed separately.

3.1.8.1 Normal Event proqresslon

A Loss of Offsite Power event, which requires actuation of the
emergency power source under the conditions described above, will
result in a loss of forced reactor coolant flow due to
simultaneous loss of electrical power to all four reactor coolant
pumps (RCPs), a loss of condenser vacuum and loss of main
feedwater due to the loss of power to the circulating water
pumps, a turbine trip with fast closure of the turbine stop
valves due to loss of load, and a start signal to the emergency
diesel generators due to low voltage on the 4.16 KV vital buses.
Due to the loss of condenser vacuum, the Steam Bypass Control
System (SBCS) and the turbine bypass valves are also unavailable.

The loss of forced coolant flow following loss of power to the
RCPs leads to a reactor trip on low DNBR. The loss of secondary
heat sink due to the loss of main feedwater in conjunction with
the unavailability of the SBCS soon results in a reduction in RCS
heat removal. Both primary and secondary pressure will increase.
The primary and secondary safety valves will lift to control
primary and secondary pressure respectively. Concurrently, steam
generator level will be decreasing due to void collapse, and
emergency feedwater will be actuated on a low steam generator
level. Secondary heat removal via the emergency feedwater and
the secondary safety valves is thus re-established and primary
pressure and temperature will begin to decrease. At this time
the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) can be opened to continue
cooling and depressurizing the RCS to shutdown cooling entry
conditions.

When offsite power is lost, the diesel generators will receive a
start signal. The diesel generators will start and load the
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) buses. The ESF buses provide
power to the Safety Injection System (SIS) pumps and
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motor-operated valves, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) pumps
and motor-operated valves, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System
motor-driven pumps and motor-operated valves, the Component
Cooling Water (CCW) System and Station Service Water (SSW) System
pumps, and associated motor-operated valves.

With the diesel generators available, the SiS pumps can be
started and used to provide RCS inventory makeup and for boron
addition to provide core reactivity control. Once the plant has
been steamed down to residual heat removal conditions using the
EFWS and ADVs, Long-Term Decay Heat Removal (using the SCS) can
be initiated to bring the plant down to cold shutdown conditions.

Failure of a primary safety valve (PSV) to reseat following the
initial pressure spike would result in a small LOCA and the
required system responses are equivalent to those discussed in
Section 3.1.3 (with offsite power unavailable).

Failure of the emergency feedwater would result in failure of
secondary heat removal and, thus, RCS heat removal because no
other secondary heat sink is available. Therefore, some other
means of heat removal must be established in order to prevent
core damage. The emergency or onsite power sources can be used
to power the Safety Injection System and Safety Depressurization
System to provide the Feed and Bleed process for RCS heat removal
in event the emergency feedwater is unavailable.

3.1.8.2 Loss of Offsite Power Event Tree

3.1.8.2.1 Event Tree 8 Elements

3.1.8.2.1.1 Loss of Offslte Power Initiators

Loss Of Offsite Power events include all events initiated by a
loss of grid power such that actuation of the emergency power
sources is required. The System 80+ design includes a main
switchyard for incoming and outgoing electric power and a
separate and independent backup switchyard which is tied to the
grid at some distance from the main switchyard. In addition, the
System 80+ turbine generator system and associated buses are
designed to run back to and maintain hotel load on a loss of
grid. Thus, loss of offsite power such that actuation of the
emergency power source is required will occur only if both
switchyards are lost and the turbine/generator does not run back
and maintain hotel loads. Loss of grid may be caused be external
events such as storms, fires, floods or earthquakes, equipment
failures within the grid system or site switch yard or by human
error. Loss of the internal AC distribution system may be caused
by equipment failures or human error.
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The loss of offsite power event class specifically includes
success of at least one diesel generator.

3.1.8.2.1.2 Primary Safety Valve Reseat

The initial loss of secondary heat sink following the loss of
offsite power will result in the primary system pressure
increase. The Primary Safety Valves (PSVs) will most probably
open. Failure of a PSV to reseat after the primary side pressure
decreases will result in a small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA)
with offsite power unavailable. This is considered to be a small
LOCA initiator for quantification of Small LOCA frequencies.

The success criterion for this element is that four of four

primary safety valves must reseat.

3.1.8.2.1.3 Safety InJeotlon System Injeotion

Following the reactor trip during a Loss of Offsite Power event,
RCS pressure will increase and the PSVs will lift. If any of the
PSVs fail to reseat, coolant will be lost through the stuck-open
PSV. Consequently, the reactor coolant will rapidly cool and
contract (resulting in a pressure decrease). The Safety
Injection System (SIS) will be automatically actuated on low
pressurizer pressure and will inject borated water to provide
additional negative reactivity in the short term. When offsite
power is lost, the preferred source of power is lost. The safety
equipment loads on the 4.16 KV buses will be shed and the diesel
generators will receive a start signal. After the diesel
generators have started and reached operating speed, they will be
loaded to the 4.16 KV Class 1E buses. The buses will provide
power to the Safety Injection System (SIS) pumps. Power to the
motor-operated valves will be supplied at a lower power level,
such as 480V motor control center (MCC).

There are four SIS pumps and the success of the SIS is defined as
one SIS pump injecting water into the RCS from the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

3.1.8.2.1.4 Deliver Emergency Feedwater

Following a Loss of Offsite Power, emergency feedwater must be
supplied to the steam generators in order to remove decay heat
from the RCS. The Emergency Feedwater System will be
automatically actuated on a low steam generator level by the
ESFAS. It can also be manually actuated from the control room.

Amendment F
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When offsite power is lost, the preferred source of power is
lost. The safety equipment loads on the 4.16 KV buses will be
shed and the diesel generators will receive a start signal.
After the diesel generators have started and reached operating
speed, they will be loaded on the 4.16 KV Class 1E buses. The
buses will provide power to the motor-driven EFWS pumps.

The success criterion for this element is that emergency
feedwater must be delivered by one Emergency Feedwater System
turbine-driven pump to its respective steam generator from the
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST). However, with the
presumed success of at least one diesel generator for this event,
the use of the motor-driven emergency feedwater pump powered from
that diesel generator is not precluded.

3.1.8.2.1.5 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

Amendment F
B-68 December 15, 1989
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3.1.8.2.1.6 Safety Depzessu:isation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SiS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjuction with one SiS pump.

3.1.8.2.1.7 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection

(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.8.2.1.8 Cooling the In-contalnment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a LOOP
event, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure

increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment

integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because
the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

Amendment F
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The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump,, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.

If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is

not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be

used as a backup.

3.1.8.3 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 8:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for

steam removal is available, therefore, Bleed must be used to
remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to

prevent containment failure.

C. If the PSV fails to reseat, the event is treated as a small

LOCA with offsite power unavailable.

3.1.8.4 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the LOOP transient, power to the

pumps may be restored by either aligning the standby
alternate power source or restoring the offsite power.

Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps and motor-driven

EFWS pumps was restored.

Amendment F
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3.1.8.5 Core Damaqe Sequenoe Ouantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of Offsite

Power sequences are given in Table B3.1.8-I.

3.1.8.6 Station Blackout Event Proqression

If both the diesel generators fail to start following the loss of

offsite power, the resulting transient is a station blackout and

it must be mitigated, at least initially, by alternate standby AC

power source or AC independent equipment. Alternate standby

power source will probably include a gas turbine, which is sized

to handle permanent non-safety loads and one train (or division)

of all safety loads. Failure to start and load alternate standby

AC power or failure to restore offsite power within 10 hours
would result in a Station Blackout event with the batteries being

completely depleted. This fault tree is shown in Figure
B3.1.8-2.

Failure of the diesel generators results in the Safety Injection,
Residual Heat Removal, Component Cooling Water, and Station

Service Water Systems being not available for RCS heat removal or

cooling the RCP seals.

The turbine-driven emergency feedwater pump is required to supply

emergency feedwater to the steam generator, and secondary steam
must be removed via the Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) or the

Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs).

The initial progression of the transient would be similar to the
standard loss of offsite power, with lifting of the primary and

secondary safety valves, emergency feedwater being delivered to

the steam generators to restore RCS heat removal and the

atmospheric dump valves being opened for secondary steam removal.

The ADVs receive control power from the vital DC buses and

batteries and use nitrogen for opening (instrument air is

unavailable). The batteries can supply rated load for

approximately eight (8) hours, and, therefore, lacking any other

problems, initial plant cooldown can proceed for about eight
hours without restoration of AC power. At this time, without AC

power, the ADVs would become inoperable, secondary pressure would
increase to the secondary safety valve setpoint and the primary

side temperature and pressure would increase until the heat
transfer from the RCS to the steam generators was in equilibrium

with the heat removed from the steam generators via the safety

valves. The plant would remain stable in this configuration

until AC power is restored or the EFWS becomes inoperable due to
loss of control power as a result of battery depletion. Core

damage would follow in approximately two hours unless water flow

to the steam generators is re-established.

Amendment F
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With loss of all station AC power (Station Blackout), RCP seal

cooling water will be lost. (_ NRC has postulated in their
evaluation of Station Blackout that under these conditions,

the seals will begin to degrade and gross seal leakage on the

order of several hundred gpm may occurl The CEO_7_ontends that
this is not credible for pumps used in .-E plants'' .

If the turbine-driven emergency feedwat_r pumps fail to start and

deliver feedwater to the steam generators, secondary steam

removal through the secondary safety valves (or atmospheric dump

valves) will continue until the steam generators boil dry at

approximately 38 minutes. Primary pressure will rapidly rise and
the primary safety valves will open. Core uncovery and, thus,

core damage will occur at approximately 2 hours unless power is

restored and emergency feedwater flow is established within

approximately two hours.

3.1.8.6.1 Staticn Blackout Fault Tree Elements

A station blackout is initiated by a loss of offsite power

coupled with the concurrent failure of both diesel generators.

(See Section 3.1.8.2.1.1 for definition of loss of offsite power

initiators). If the alternate standby AC power cannot be
established or offsite power cannot be restored within 10 hours,

station blackout with complete depletion of batteries would occur

resulting in core damage.

Fault tree elements in Figure B3.1.8-2 are used to quantify the

frequency of occurrence for the Station Blackout event.

3.1.8.6.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are applicable for the
Statlon Blackout:

A. If power is not restored within 2 hour following battery

depletion, core melt will occur due to loss of emergency
feedwater.

3.1.8.6.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for station blackout:

A. Restoration of AC power within 10 hours.

B. Starting and loading one of the two diesel generators.

Amendment F
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TABLEB3.1.8-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LOSSOF OFFSITE POWER(LOOP)

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (LOOP)(InjectionOK)(EmergencyFW OK) 1.39E-11 14.03
(Long-TermDecay Heat RemovalFAILS)
(Feed& Bleed OK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

4 (LOOP)(EmergencyFW OK)(Long-Term < 1.0E-16 N/A
Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(BIeedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

5 (LOOP)(InjectionOK)(EmergencyFW OK) 3.88E-11 14.89
(Long-TermDecay Heat RemovalFAILS)
(BleedFAILS)

7 (LOOP)(InjectionOK)(FAILto Deliver 8.25E-12 12 76
EmergencyFW)(Feed& Bleed OK) " H
(FAILto Cool IRWST)

8 (LOOP)(FAILto Deliver EmergencyFW) < 1.0E-16 N/A
(BleedOK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (LOOP)(InjectionOK)(FAIL to Deliver 1.68E-11 10.03
EmergencyFW)(BleedFAILS)

11 (LOOP)(FAILto Reseat PSV [PSV LOCA]) 2.14E-9 12.71
(InjectionOK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

12 (LOOP)(FAILto Reseat PSV [PSV LOCA]) 8.57E-8 9.02
(InjectionFAILS)

- StationBlackoutw/BatteryDepletion 1.23E-8 12.32

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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3.1.9 LOBE OF COMPONENT COOLING WATER

The loss of one component cooling water division event tree,
Event Tree 9 (Figure B3.1.9-I), is a transient in which a process
parameter perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal
progression for this transient and the associated responses are
as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Feedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or
emergency feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

Loss of Component Cooling Water (CCW) flow from one division is
characterized by loss of cooling water to Reactor Coolant Pump
(RCP) seal. The loss of heat removal from the RCPs may damage
the pumps if they keep running. Hence, the operator will
manually trip the RCPs to prevent damage to the pumps. The Loss
of CCW flow from one division also results in the loss of cooling
water to motor-driven pumps and heat exchangers in one train of
several safety-related as well as non-safety-related systems.
The affected systems, beside the RCPs, include Essential Chiller,
Fuel Pool heat exchanger, Diesel Generator cooling heat
exchanger, Containment Spray (CS) heat exchanger and Shutdown
Cooling System (SCS) heat exchanger. The safety-related
components also include motor-driven pumps in the Emergency
Feedwater (EFW) System, Safety Injection System (SIS), CSS, and
Shutdown Cooling System. The non-safety-related components
include the Charging pumps and other miscellaneous components.

3.1.9.1 Event Tree 9 Elements

3.1.9.1.1 Transient Initiators

Loss of one CCW division may be initiated by any failure in the
associated Station Service Water (SSW) division or both CCW loops
in that division. Loss of SSW division would result in loss of
heat removal from the COW division which would, in turn, result
in loss of cooling load on that CCW division.

Amendment F
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3.1.9.1.2 Deliver Feedwatez

Following a loss of one Component Cooling Water division event,

main feedwater will ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System

will automatically be actuated on low steam generator level to

provide decay heat removal from the RCS.

It is assumed that the cooling water to the startup feedwater

pump is supplied from the unaffected CCW division and, therefore,

the Startup Feedwater System is not impacted by the transient.
Therefore, the success criteria for this element are that the

Startup Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process

Component Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup

Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered

Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be

manually actuated from the control room.

A loss of component cooling water division results in loss of

cooling for the motor-driven pump in that division (or train) and
that pump becomes unavailable. Therefore, the success criteria

for the EFWS are that it must be actuated and emergency feedwater

must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank
(EFWST) by one of the two EFWS pumps in the unaffected train to

its associated steam generator or by the turbine-driven EFWS pump

in the affected train to the steam generator associated with that

train from its respective EFWST.

3.1.9.1.3 Long-Term Deoay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage

Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Amendment F
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Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-establlshed by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.9.1.4 Safety Depressurization (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjuction with one SIS pump.

3.1.9.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Because of the loss of one component cooling water
division, two of the SIS pumps will not be available. Therefore,
the success criteria for this element are that one of the two

unaffected SIS pumps must deliver water from the IRWST and one
Safety Depressurization valve path must be available to that SIS
pump.

Amendment F
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3.1.9.1.6 Cooling the In-oontainment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss

of Component Cooling Water division, feed and bleed cooling of

the RCS is used to remove decay heat from the core and transfer

it to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

The energy must then be transferred outside of containment. If

the energy is not removed from the containment, containment

temperature and pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach
of the containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash

through the break in the containment and the SI pumps may

cavitate. Even if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core

damage may occur because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory

would be depleted. Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that
without containment cooling to remove the energy, containment

failure would occur approximately 41 hours after the event
occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that the unaffected CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.
If the CS header is not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in unaffected
train is not available, the SCS pump associated with that train

may be used as a backup.

3.1.9.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 9:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam

removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.
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B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to
prevent containment failure.

3.1.9.3 Ma_or Reoove_Y A0t_ons

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences
wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of
offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel
generator, power to the pumps may be restored by either
aligning the standby alternate AC power source or restoring
the offsite power. Accordingly, power to the unaffected SIS
pumps, SCS pump and motor-driven EFWS pump was restored.

B. For the system unavailability that had resulted from failure
to open discharge manual valve(s) located outside the
containment, the recovery action to open the valve(s) was
credited in the analysis provided sufficient time is
available and the recovery action does not cause any
other failure.

3.1.9.4 Core Damaqe Semuence Ouantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of one
Component Cooling Water Division sequences are given in Table
B3.1.9-I.
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3.1.10 L088 OF 125 VDC VITAL BUB

The loss of one 125 VDC vital bus event tree, Event Tree i0

(Figure B3.1.10-1), is a transient in which a process parameter

perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for

this transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Feedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or

emergency feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

Loss of one 125 VDC vital bus is characterized by loss of power

supply to the components, such as valves, on that bus. The loss
a'of 125 VDC vital bus would cause the m In steam isolation valve

(MSIV) to close resulting in an increase in steam generator

pressure and, consequently, an increase in pressurizer pressure.

A reactor trip would occur on high pressurizer pressure.

3.1.10.1 Event Tree 10 Elements

3.1.10.1.1 Transient Initiators

Transient Initiators include any failure of the 125 VDC bus or

its intimately connected components. The loss of 125 VDC vital

bus would affect the valves powered from the bus and partially

impact the control circuitries for the pumps since it is one of

the two control power sources. The affected systems and valves,

which are considered in the analysis, include the Emergency

Feedwater System, Safety Injection System (SIS), Shutdown Cooling

System (SCS), Containment Spray System (CSS), Component Cooling

Water/Station Service Water System, Bleed (Safety

Depressurization) valves, and Atmospheric Dump Valves.

3.1.10.1.2 Deliver Feedwater

Following a loss of one 125VDC vital bus event, main feedwater

will ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System will

automatically be actuated on low steam generator level to provide

decay heat removal from the RCS.
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The success criteria for this element are that the Startup

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component

Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup

Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply
feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered

Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be

manually actuated from the control room.

The loss of a 125 VDC vital bus results in loss of redundant

control power to the motor-driven pump and dc-powered valve on
that bus. This loss of redundant control power does not disable

the motor-driven pump. Also, since the dc- powered valve is

normally open, its availability is not impacted by the loss of

redundant power source. Hence, the success criteria for this
element are that the EFWS must be actuated and the emergency

feedwater must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater Storage

Tank (EFWST) by one of the two EFWS pumps to its associated steam

generator.

3.1.10.1.3 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage

Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established byi
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restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generator.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS_

3.1.1e.1.4 Safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SiS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Since one Bleed path becomes unavailable due to loss
of 125 VDC vital bus, the success criterion for this element is

that unaffected Safety Depressurization valve path must be

available in conjunction with one SIS pump.

3.1.10.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection

(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one unaffected SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to

the RCS and the unaffected Safety Depressurization valve path
must be available.

3.1.10.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss

of 125 VDC vital bus, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used

to remove decay heat from the core and transfer it to the

In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy
must then be transferred outside of containment. If the energy

is not removed from the containment, containment temperature and
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pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the

containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through
the break in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even

if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur

because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.
If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be

used as a backup.

3.1.10.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree i0:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam

removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to

prevent containment damage.

3.1.10.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.
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A. For sequences which involve systems failures due to a loss

of 125 VDC bus, if it is possible, breakers were manually

racked into restore power to the components on the bus.

B. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences

wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of

offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel

generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either

aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the

offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps, SCS

pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.10.4 Core Damaqe Sequence Quantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of 125 VDC
vital Bus sequences are given in Table B3.1.10-1.
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TABLEB3.1.10-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LOSSOF 125 VDCVITAL BUSB (125V.B)

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (125VB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay < I.OE-16 N/A
Heat RemovalFAILS)(Feed& Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (125VB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay < 1.0E-16 N/A
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

5 (125VB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay 1.61E-14 11.52
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedFAILS) H

7 (125VB)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) < 1.0E-16 N/A
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

8 (125VB)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 2.78E-14 17.64
(BleedOK)(FeedFAILS)

9 (125VB)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 2.75E-12 6.95
(Bleed FAILS)
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3.1.11 LG88 OF 4.16 EV VITAL BU8

Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus, Event Tree ii (Figure B3.1.11-1), is a
non-LOCA/non-accident transient in which a process parameter
perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for
a transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Ractor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Fedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or emergency
feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

3.1.11.1 Event Tree 11 Elements

Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus is characterized loss of power to the
Component Cooling Water/Station Service Water System pumps on
that bus and subsequent loss of cooling water to the Reactor
Coolant Pump (RCP) seal. The loss of heat removal from the RCPs
may cause damage to the pumps. Hence, the operator will manually
trip the RCPs to prevent damage to the pumps. The loss of 4.16KV
vital bus also results in loss of power to the main feedwater
circulating pumps, two safety injection pumps, the motor-driven
emergency feedwater pump, the Shutdown Cooling System pump, and
the containment spray pump on that bus. The impact of Loss of
4.16 KV vital bus event is similar to that of the Loss of

Component Cooling Water flow event. The Loss of CCW flow event
and its impact on various systems were described in previous
section (see Section 3.1.9).

3.1.11.1.1 Transient Initiators

Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus results from a failure of the bus or

its intimately connected components. The impact of Loss of 4.16
KV vital bus event is similar to that of the Loss of Component
Cooling Water flow event.

3.1.11.1.2 Deliver Feedwater

Following a loss of 4.16KV vital bus event, main feedwater will
ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System will automatically be
actuated on low steam generator level to provide decay heat
removal from the RCS.
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Since the power to the startup feedwater pump is supplied from

the non-safety (non-Class IE) 4.16 KV bus, the Startup Feedwater

System is not impacted by the transient. Hence, the success
criteria for this element are that the Startup Feedwater System

must be actuated by the Process Component Control System and
feedwater must be delivered from the Condensate Storage Tank

(CST) to one steam generator by the startup feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply
feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered

Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be

manually actuated from the control room.

The success criteria for the EFWS are that it must be actuated

and emergency feedwater must be delivered from the Emergency

Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) by one of the two EFWS pumps in

the unaffected train to the associated steam generator or by the

turbine-driven EFWS pump in the affected train to the steam

generator associated with that train from its respective EFWST.

3.1.11.1.3 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the CST must be aligned

to provide additional inventory to the EFWS once the emergency

feedwater storage tank empty (nominally between 16 to 20 hours
after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay

heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.
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The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.11.1.4 Safety Depressuzisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SiS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, c_re
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjunction with one unaffected SiS pump.

3.1.11.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Since the loss of 4.16 KV bus results in loss of two
SIS pumps, the success criteria for this element are that one of
the two unaffected SIS pumps must deliver water from the IRWST to
the RCS and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be
available.

3.I.ii.i.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss
of 4.16 KV vital bus, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used
to remove decay heat from the core and transfer it to the
In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy
must then be transferred outside of containment. If the energy
is not removed from the containment, containment temperature and
pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the
containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through
the break in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even
if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur
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because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.
Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through
the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment
pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves
and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align
the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay
heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.
If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.11.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 11:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for
steam removal is available, therefore, the Safety
Depressurization (Bleed) must be used to remove heat from
the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to
prevent containment damage.

3.1.11.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences
wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of
offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel
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generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either

aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the

offsite power. Accordingly, power to the unaffected SIS

pumps, SCS pump and motor-driven EFWS pump was restored.

3.1.11.4 Core Damaae Se_eno9 0uantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of 4.16 KV

vital bus sequences are given in Table B3.1.11-1.
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TABLEB3.1.11-1,

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LOSSOF 4:16 KV,VITAL BUSB (416KB_I

COREDAMAGESEOUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Eve.nts/Year ERF

3 (4]6KB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay < 1.0E-16 N/A
Heat RemovalFAILS)(Feed& Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (416KB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay < 1.0E-16 N/A
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

5 (416KB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay 8.60E-13 11.53 H
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedFAILS)

7 (416KB)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 8.59E-13 24.00
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

8 (416KB)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 1.98E-11 31.14
(BleedOK)(FeedFAILS)

9 (416KB)(FAILto DeliverFeedwater) 4.00E-12 8.51
(BleedFAILS)
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3.1.12 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM

3.1.12.1 ATWS Description

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) is not an initiating

event, but rather is a faulted response to an event requiring

control element assemblies (CEAs) insertion for reactivity

control. However, because of the significant impact that an ATWS

has on plant responses, it is included as a separate initiating

event class. The initiating event is defined to be the

occurrence of a transient requiring reactor trip for reactivity

control coupled with failure of a trip to occur due to either
mechanical failure of the CEAs to insert or the failure of both

the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and the Alternate Protection

System (APS) to generate a trip signal. Because ATWS is included

as a separate event, failure to trip was not addressed in the

event tree for the other transient initiating event classes.

The ATWS is potentially a severe event in which the Reactor

Coolant System goes through a pressure excursion due to a

mismatch between the core heat generation rate and the Reactor

Coolant Sy_ energy removal capability. Although
i0 CFR 50.62 defines a prescriptive solution for the ATWS

scenario in terms of prevention and mitigation, the _ccess
criteria for the event is given in NUREG-0460, Volume 3 (.`, and
can be summarized as follows:

- For the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressures calculated,

the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and

the functionability of valves needed for long term cooling
shall be demonstrated.

- The calculated radiological consequences shall be within the
guidelines set forth in i0 CFR i00' ".

- The reactor fuel rods shall be shown to withstand the

internal and external transient pressure so as to maintain a

long term coolable geometry.

- The peak fuel enthalpy of the hottest fuel pellet shall not

result in significant fuel melting.

- The probability of departure from nucleate boiling for the
hot rod shall be shown to be low.

- The maximum cladding temperature and the extent of the
Zr-H_O reaction shall be determined and shown not to result

in s_gnificant cladding degradation.
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For the limiting ATWS scenario, the criteria relating to the

pressure boundary integrity and functionability of the valves

required for long term cooling are of primary interest. The

concern is that if the peak pressure in _h_ RCS exceeds Level C
stress limits (approximately 3200 psia) , a breach of the

primary coolant pressure boundary will occur and that the Safety

Injection System check valves will be jammed closed. This would

result in a LOCA with no RCS makeup available.

The course of an ATWS event is primarily dictated by a

macroscopic energy balance on the Reactor Coolant System. Energy

generated in the core and deposited in the coolant can be removed

by various means; they are: the steam generators, the primary

safety relief valves, and RCS leakage. Changes in the RCS

pressure and temperature are produced as a result of an imbalance

between the rates of energy deposition into and removal from the

reactor coolant. All ATWS consequences are determined directly

by the core power transient and the power imbalance transient.

The relative consequences of ATWS events are thus determined by

the relative magnitude of those plant parameters which govern
these transients.

The energy generation within the core during the period of peak

RCS pressure and maximum potential for clad damage is determined

by the relative magnitude of Doppler and moderator temperature

reactivity feedback. A power imbalance which produces an

increase in moderator temperature and pressure coupled with a

negative moderator temperature coefficient also produces a

negative reactivity feedback which tends to reduce the core power

and hence reduces the core power imbalance. During an ATWS

event, primary coolant temperature increases. Since the assumed

moderator temperature coefficient in the core is negative, the

temperature increase results in an insertion of negative

reactivity which reduces the core power. The moderator

temperature coefficient will become more negative over the core

cycle. Therefore, as the cycle progresses, the consequences of

an ATWS event would become less severe, in that the core power

reduction via moderator feedback will be greater, thus reducing

the imbalance between the core heat generation rate and the RCS

heat removal capability.

Since RCS peak pressure and associated system stresses are the

primary concerns during an ATWS, it has been determined by

analysis that the complete loss of feedwater event with failure
of turbine trip is the limiting at-power peak pressure event.

The loss of normal feedwater flow could result from a malfunction

in the feedwater/condensate system or its control system. This

f
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malfunction can be caused by a closure of all feedwater control

valves, trip of all condensate pumps, or trip of all main

feedwater pumps.

The loss of normal feedwater causes a reduction in feedwater flow

to the steam generators when operating at power. This produces a

reduction in the water inventory in the steam generators.

Consequently, the secondary system can no longer remove the heat

that is generated in the reactor core. Due to the assumed

failure of the CEAs to insert on reactor trip, the core power

remains at or near 100% of the initial level during the early

part of the transient. The heat buildup in the primary system is

indicated by rising RCS temperature and pressure, and by

increasing pressurizer water level due to the insurge of

expanding reactor coolant. The initiation of the ATWS event may

be identified by means of the failure of CEA insertion on the

reactor trip signal, sharp increases in RCS pressure and

temperature, and a rise in steam generator pressure. The heat

capacity of the primary and secondary coolant inventories, the

discharge capability of the RCS and steam generator Safety and

Atmospheric Dump Valves, and the action of the Emergency

Feedwater System, Steam Bypass Control System, and the Chemical

and Volume Control System all combine to provide the heat removal

capability to limit the consequences of the reactor power

generated during this incident.

Realistic best estimate thermohydraulic analyses of a total Loss

of Feedw_a}er without Turbine _rip or Scram were run for MTCs of
-0.50x10 "_p/°F and -0.30x10- _p/°F. The peak vessel pressures

generateda in these analyses were 3189 psia for an _TC of
-0.30xl0--_p/°F, and 2873 psia for an MTC of -0.50x10- Ap/°F.

Therefore, since total Loss of Main Feed-water Flow without

Turbine Trip is the limiting ATWS, an ATWS 4event will not exceed
Level C stress limits for MTCs of -0.30x10- _p/°F or less.

Figure B3.1.12-I presents the core damage event tree for ATWS.

The following subsections describe the individual elements on
this event tree.

3.1.12.2 ATWS Event Tree Elements

3.1.12.2.1 ATWS Initiators

ATWS is defined to be an anticipated operational occurrence

coupled with failure to insert negative reactivity via the CEAs.

ATWS initiators, for this study, are defined to be all transients

which tend to produce RCS pressure transients. These include Loss
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of Feedwater events, Other Transients (turbine trips, MSIV
closures and loss of RCS flow events), Loss of Component Cooling
Water, Loss of 125 VDC vital bus, and Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus.

3.1.12.2.2 Adverse Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

This element is defined to be that the MTC is such that a severe

ATWS will produce peak RCS pressures in excess of the Level C
stress limits (approximately 3200 psia) . C-E. best estimate
analyses have shown that for an MTC of -0.30xl0-4_p/°F, an ATWS
initiated by a total loss of main feedwater without turbine trip
results in peak pressures of less than 3200 psia.

3. I. 12.2.3 Primary Safety Valve (PBV) Stuck Open

One of the consequences of an ATWS is the high RCS pressure. The
primary safety valves (PSVs) will lift to relieve peak RCS
pressure. Following lifting of the PSVs, RCS pressure would
decrease below the lifting pressure of the PSVs and the PSVs
should close. However, if any PSV fails to reseat, reactor
coolant will be leak out of the stuck open PSV. This leak is
equivalent to a medium Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). Hence,
safety injection will be required to control the RCS inventory as
well as supply the necessary boron for reactivity control.

3.1.12.2.4 Consequential Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR)

In the event of an ATWS, reactor coolant at higher than nominal
RCS pressure is circulated inside of the steam generator tubes
whereas feedwater at lower pressure is circulated outside the
tubes. Therefore, if any degradation of the tube(s) exists,
there is a potential for a rupture in the steam generator tube.

This steam generator tube rupture is identified as a
Consequential SGTR on the ATWS event tree.

3.1.12.2.5 Deliver Emergency Feedwater

Following the ATWS transient (with a presumed consequential loss
of main feedwater), emergency feedwater must be supplied to the
steam generator in order to remove decay heat from the RCS.
Emergency feedwater is automatically actuated by the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be
manually actuated from the control room.

If a consequent SGTR has occurred following an ATWS, emergency
feedwater must then be supplied to the intact steam generator for
removing the RCS heat.
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-E best4 estimate analyses have shown that for MTCs of_0 30x10 ap/°F or less, one emergency feedwater pump can deliver

sufficient flow to maintain RCS pressure peaks below 3200 psia,

even with a total loss of main f_edwater. Therefore, the success

criterion for this element is that emergency feedwater flow must

be delivered from one of the two EFWS trains to its respective

steam generator.

3.1.12.2.6 Deliver Boron via Charging Pump

Following an ATWS, the RCS pressure remains high enough so that

the Safety Injection System (SIS) cannot be put in operation to
deliver borated water to the RCS for the reactor coolant

inventory and reactivity control. In this case, charging pump(s)

may be used to provide boron for reactivity control and, thus,

prevent core damage.

One charging pump will deliver sufficient boron to stabilize the

plant. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is that

one charging pump must deliver boron to the RCS.

3.1.12.2.7 Safety Depressurisation

If boron delivery via the charging pump fails, reactivity control

and reactor coolant inventory control would have to be provided

using the SIS. However, before the SIS can be put in operation,

the RCS pressure must be reduced to that below SIS pump shutoff

head. This is accomplished by using the Safety Depressurization

or Bleed System.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), one safety depressurization valve will be capable of

reducing the RCS pressure to the point where the SIS can be
actuated.

Safety Depressurization System is also used in the Feed and Bleed

process to remove decay heat for long term cooling if the

Long-Term Decay Heat Removal process via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS fails

in maintaining the core coolable.

Therefore, the success criterion for this element is that one

safety depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.12.2.8 Safety Injection

If boron delivery via the charging pump fails, reactivity control

and RCS inventory control would have to be provided using the

SIS. Once the RCS pressure is reduced to that below SIS pump

shutoff head using the Safety Depressurization System, the SIS

can be put in operation.
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If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), one SiS pump is capable of providing sufficient borated
water to the RCS for RCS inventory control and reactivity
control.

Safety Injection System is also used in the Feed and Bleed
process to remove decay heat for long term cooling if the
Long-Term Decay Heat Removal process via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS fails
in maintaining the core coolable. Therefore, the success
criterion for this element is that one SiS pump must be available
to deliver borated water to the RCS.

3.1.12.2.9 RCS Pressure Control

If a consequent SGTR happens following an ATWS, leakage from the
primary side to the secondary side occurs. To minimize the
leakage from primary to secondary during the plant cooldown, RCS
pressure must be maintained at or near the pressure in the
ruptured steam generator. If the RCS pressure control is not
established, the IRWST inventory will be lost through the
ruptured tube. RCS pressure control must be established in
sufficient time to permit bringing the plant to cold shutdown
conditions and stopping the leak before the inventory in the
IRWST is depleted. The two actions involved in establishing RCS
pressure control are throttling the safety injection pumps once
pressurizer level and RCS subcooling have been re-established,
and starting pressurizer spray flow. If two RCPs are running,
the Pressurizer Spray System may be used. If the RCPs are not
running, either the RCGVS or the Bleed System valves can be used.
The auxiliary spray is not credited in the analysis.

The success criteria for the RCS Pressure Control are that SIS

flow must be throttled and the pressurizer spray flow must be
established. If the pressurizer spray is unavailable, either the
RCGVS or the Bleed System must be available.

3.1.12.2.10 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the trans ent, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.
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The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally

between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by

restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay

heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

If a consequential SGTR has occurred following an ATWS, emergency
feedwater must be supplied to the intact steam generator for the

long-term decay heat removal.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

3.1.12.2.11 Unisolable Leak in the Ruptured Generator

If an unisolable path exists from the ruptured steam generator to

the atmosphere, the ruptured generator could be at or near

atmospheric pressure.

Thus, the differential pressure between the RCS and the ruptured

generator will remain high with the attendant high leak rate

between the RCS and the ruptured steam generator. The RCS

pressure would have to be decreased to atmospheric pressure to

terminate the leak prior to depletion of the available inventory.

This would be be accomplished by cooling and depressurizing the

RCS to residual heat removal conditions using the intact steam

generator and the pressurizer spray. The Shutdown Cooling System

would then be used to cool and depressurize the plant to

atmospheric pressure and less than 212°F. On natural

circulation, other means of depressurization would be used to

bring the plant to shutdown cooling entry conditions.

The success criterion for this element is that there is no

unlsolable path from the ruptured generator to the atmosphere.
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The potential failure paths for this element are:

A. One or more MSSVs are stuck open, or

B. One or both ADVs are stuck open.

The mechanisms for achieving one of the above two conditions are:

A. TBVs fail to open on reactor trip,

MSSVs open on both generators,

One or more MSSVs on the ruptured generator fail to reseat.

B. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill,

Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,

ADVs on the ruptured generator unavailable,

Ruptured generator fills,

MSSVs on the ruptured generator lift,
MSSV fails to reseat.

C. ADVs on both generators opened for initial cooldown,

ADV on the ruptured generator fails to close.

D. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill,

Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,

Operator opens ADV on the ruptured generator,
ADV fails to close.

3.1.12.2.12 Maintain Secondary Heat Removal (MSHR)

If the feedwater is available but the RCS pressure control fails,

the plant may be maintained in a stable condition via continued

secondary heat removal. This is accomplished by providing

emergency feedwater to the intact steam generator.

Therefore, the success criteria for this element are that the

emergency feedwater be available and the additional water

inventory must be provided by the CST if the emergency feedwater

storage tank empties at between 16 and 20 hours following the
event.

3.1.12.2.13 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following an

ATWS, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure

increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment
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integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break

in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because

the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

Thermal/hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align
the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.

If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is

not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.12.3 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 12:

A. All sequences not involving failure to scram are not
addressed in this event tree.

B. Failure to scram coupled with an adverse MTC is assumed to

result in peak pressures exceeding Level C stress limits.
This is assumed to cause a LOCA and at the same time with

safety injection disabled, leads directly to core damage.

C. If the primary safety valves following an ATWS lift and any

PSV fails to reseat, the RCS inventory would continue to be

discharged into the containment. If the safety injection

(feed) is not available to replenish the lost inventory, the

core would become uncovered and lead to core damage.
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D. Failure of charging pump coupled with failure of either the

safety depressurization or the safety injection is presumed

to result in core damage due to insufficient negative
reactivity. The EFWS would not be able to remove sufficient

energy. The steam generators would dry out. The primary

pressure would rapidly increase and the primary safety
valves would lift again. If safety injection (feed) in not

available and PSVs continue to discharge inventory to

containment, the RCS inventory will be depleted and the core
would become uncovered.

E. If emergency feedwater is not available or the Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal fails, no success path for decay heat

removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

F. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,

the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to

prevent containment failure.

G. If there is an unisolable leak to atmosphere from the

ruptured steam generator, secondary heat removal must be

maintained to prevent core uncovery.

3.1.12.4 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the ATWS sequences.

A. In the later stages of an ATWS, for the sequences wherein
the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of offsite

power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel

generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either

aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the

offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps, SCS

pumps and motor-driven EF_S pumps was restored.

3.1.12.5 Core Damage Sequence Quantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the ATWS sequences are

given in Table B3.1.12-1.



TABLE,e3. !. !2-!

(Sheet 1 of 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCO.NTRIBUT]ON,S.,FOR.
ANTICIPATEDTRANSIENTWITHOUTSCRAM(ATWS)

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (ATWS)(EmergencyFW OK)(Boron < 1.0E-16 N/A
Deliveryto RCS OK)(Long-TermDecay
Heat RemovalFAILS)(Feed& Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (ATWS)(EmergencyFW OK)(Boron < 1.0E-16 N/A
Delivery to RCS OK)(Long-TermDecay
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

5 (ATWS)(EmergencyFW OK)(Boron 4.20E-16 N/A
Deliveryto RCS OK)(Long-TermDecay
Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedFAILS)

7 (ATWS)(EmergencyFW OK)(FAILto 4.71E-12 13.08
DeliverBoron to RCS)(Feed&
Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST) H

8 (ATWS)(EmergencyFW OK)(FAILto 1.02E-I0 11.91
D_liverBoron to RCS)(BleedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

9 (ATWS)(EmergencyFW OK)(FAIL to 3.28E-9 12.87
DeliverBoron to RCS)(BleedFAILS)

10 (ATWS)(FAILto DeliverEmergencyFW) 3.34E-11 10.90

13 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(EmergencyFW < 1.0E-16 N/A
to Intact SG OK)(InjectionOK)(RCS
PressureControlOK)(Long-TermDecay
Heat Removal [I SG] FAILS)(BleedOK)
(FAILto Cool IRWSF)

14 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(EmergencyFW < 1.0E-16 N/A
to IntactSG OK)(InjectionOK)(RCS
PressureControlOK)(Long-TermDecay
Heat RemovalFAILS) (BleedFAILS)
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TABLEB3,..1.,12-! (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 ot' 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONS_FOR
ANTICIPATEDTRANSIENTWITHOUTSCRAM(ATWS)

CORE,DAMAGESEQUENCE.S

Core DamageFrequency
_ Contribut!on

Sequence
Number Sequence [yents/YeaP ERF

16 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(EmergencyFW < 1.0E-16 N/A
to IntactSG OK)(InjectionOK)(RCS
PressureControlFAILS)(FAILto
MaintainSecondaryHeat Removal[FAIL
to DeliverEmergencyFW to IntactSG
for Long-TermDecay Heat Removal])

17 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(EmergencyFW 8.26E-12 11.41
to IntactSG OK)(InjectionOK)(RCS
PressureControl FAILS)(Unisolable
Leak in RupturedSG)

18 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(EmergencyFW 1.03E-9 7.23
to Intact SG OK)(InjectionFAILS)

20 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(FAILto 3.22E-15 N/A
DeliverEmergencyFW to IntactSG)
(InjectionOK)(BleedOK) H
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

21 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(FAILto 8.04E-13 12.23
DeliverEmergencyFW to IntactSG)
(InjectionOK)(BleedFAILS)

22 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(FAILto 6.06E-13 9.84
Deliver EmergencyFW to IntactSG)
(InjectionFAILS)

24 (ATWS)(FAILto Reseat PSV [PSV LOCA]) 4.86E-12 11.17
(FAILTo Cool IRWST)

25 (ATWS)(FAILto Reseat PSV [PSV LOCA]) 5.42E-11 9.26
(InjectionFAILS)

26 (ATWS)(AdverseMTC) 1.67E-7 5.66
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3.1.13 INTERFACING SYSTEM LOC_

An Interfacing System Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA) is a loss

of primary coolant outside containment via a system which
interfaces with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and for which

the pressure boundary is extended outside the containment. The

Interfacing System LOCA is presumed to result from exposing low

pressure piping of the interfacing system to full primary system

pressure due to failure of multiple pressure barriers. The
initial plant response to an Interfacing System LOCA is the same

as the response to an equivalent sized LOCA inside containment.
However, the initial RCS inventory and consequential makeup

inventory is being discharged outside the containment and is not

returned to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank

(IRWST). When the IRWST inventory is depleted the Safety

Injection system pumps will have no source to provide makeup to
the RCS. The core will become uncovered and core damage may

occur. By definition, an Interfacing System LOCA will lead to
core melt and the mitigating systems need not be evaluated. An

Interfacing System LOCA will provide a path, which bypasses the

containment, for the release of radioactive materials.

Systems which interface with the RCS include the Safety Injection

System (SIS), the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), the Chemical and
Volume Control System (CVCS), and the Sampling System. The lines

of the Sampling System are not considered to be potential paths

for Interfacing System LOCAs. These line are generally small

enough so that the lost coolant resulting from a break can be

replaced by the charging pumps. Except for the Sampling System,

potential paths for Interfacing System LOCAs are identified in
Table B3.1.13-I. As shown in the table, the majority of these

potential paths are considered to be non-credible because of one

or more of the following reasons:

o The system piping is designed to accommodate relatively high

pressures (>2000 psig),

o Charging pumps can makeup lost inventory and allow plant

cooldown,

o Break is assumed to occur inside the containment, or

o Flow path contains normally open valves which can be closed
to isolate the break.

After the non-credible paths for Interfacing System LOCAs are

eliminated, the remaining four are considered as potential paths

and are further evaluated. For this study the four potential

paths, as shown in Table B3.1.13-I, for Interfacing System LOCAs
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are the two suction lines of the Shutdown Cooling System and the

two corresponding return lines. Figures B3.1.13-I and B3.1.13-2

provide simplified schematics of the piping and valve arrangement

for the paths, respectively.

The following subsections discuss the modeling of Interfacing

System LOCAs via the two types of valve configurations in the

Shutdown Cooling System suction and return lines. The approach

used to determine the frequency of Interfacing System LOCAs

involves deriving the probability of the valves failing

simultaneously in some time interval (0,t). This probability is

then used to derive the failure rate (or occurrence frequency) of

the scenario. Since the time interval (0,t) occurs randomly, an

average occurrence frequency is derived based on the maximum

exposure time for which any one of the valves may fail. Maximum

exposure time is assumed to be the refueling interval. The

derivation of the average occurrence frequency is discussed in
more detail in Sections 3.1.13.1 and 3.1.13.2. Estimation of the

total frequency of Interfacing System LOCAs for System 80+ is

presented in Section 3.1.13.3.

3.1.13.1 Interfacinq System LOCA via SCS Return Lines

Figure B3.1.13-I shows that each _he two Shutdown Cooling

System return lines is connected separate direct vessel

injection line. Each potential p ia the Shutdown Cooling

System return line contains two di_ ......_ vessel injection check
valves inside the containment and a check valve in the Shutdown

Cooling System return line. The check valve in the Shutdown
Cooling System line is located outside the containment. Whereas

the piping from the reactor vessel to the check valve in the

Shutdown Cooling System return line is designed to withstand high

pressures, the piping upstream of the check valve in the Shutdown

Cooling System return line is not. Therefore, a class break is

assume to occur upstream of this check valve if the piping is

exposed to high RCS pressure. Low pressure piping of the

Shutdown Cooling System return line will be exposed to high

pressure if all three check valves in sezies fail. During normal

operation, only the direct vessel injection check valve closest

to the RCS is exposed to RCS pressure and temperature. The other

check valves are exposed to significantly lower temperatures and

pressures. The second check valve in series will be exposed to

RCS temperature and pressure only if the first check valve fails.

Similarly, the third check valve will be exposed to RCS

temperature and pressure only if the first and second check

valves fail. Because the check valves are operating in different

e:.vironment, common cause failure of the check valves is not
considered.
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The different ways in which check valve failures can occur are as
follows:

A. First check valve fails, the second check valve fails, and
then the third check valve fails.

B. First check valve fails , the third check valve fails, and
then the second check valve fails.

C. Second check valve fails, the first check valve fails, and
then the third check valve fails.

D. Second check valve fails, the third check valve fails, and
then the first check valve fails.

E. Third check valve fails, the first check valve fails, and
then the second check valve fails.

F. Third check valve fails, the second check valve fails, and
then the first check valve fails.

According to the technical specifications, the check valves
closest to the RCS are verified to have reseated after each

refueling or prior to returning to power following each cold

shutdown. No such requirement is placed on the second check

valves or the check valves in the Shutdown Cooling System return

lines. If the first check valve fails, the pressure in the

piping between the first and second check valves will increase to

RCS operating pressure. As soon as the pressure increases to a

certain setpoint, the pressure indicator in this section of

piping will annunciate in the control room. The operator is

expected to respond to the alarm and high pressure indication by

determining whether or not the back flow through the check valve

is within the limits of the technical specifications. If the

back flow exceeds the limits of the technical specifications, the

operator is required to shutdown the plant within the next thirty

(30) hours. Therefore, the second check valve may be exposed to
RCS operating pressure for no more than thirty hours. It can

also be argued that simultaneous failures of the first and second

check valves will exposed the third check valve (check valve in

the SCS line) to no more than thirty hours.

Failure of the first check valve is detectable and corrective

action (plant shutdown) can be taken provided one of the

remaining two valves iN series continues to isolate the RCS from

the low pressure piping of the SCS. Under such conditions a

maximum exposure time of 30 hours is assumed for the affected
scenarios of check valve failures. Of the six scenarios

identified four have exposure time of 30 hours. The maximum
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exposure time for the other two is the refueling interval.

Because the 30 hour exposure time is much smaller than the

refueling interval, scenarios with maximum exposure time of 30

hours are considered to be negligible contributors to the

frequency of Interfacing System LOCAs.

For this study, only scenarios D and F are considered.

The probability of simultaneous failures of three check valves in

time interval (0,t) can be expressed as the product of the

individual failure probabilities. For example, the probability

of scenario D (Q231) can be expressed as:

t t t t t

Q231 = I 12 dt' I _ dt" I A1 at'''+ q3 _ A2dt' I Aldt" [3-1]0 t' 3 t" t'

t t t

+ q2 _0 _3dt' _t' _idt" + q2q3 _0 _Idt'

q2 A3A 1 t 2 t
= )_1X2_'3 t 3 + q3"_1"_2 t 2 + + q3q2)_l6 2 2

A similar expression for the probability of scenario F is:

t t t t t

Q321 = 10 _3dt' ft' _2 at'' It,,_I at'''+ q2 _0 _3dt' _t' _idt" [3-2]

t t t

+ q3 _0 _2dt' _t' _Idt" + q3q2 _0 _idt'

q2A3Al 2 q3A2Al t2
- 3'1X2)_3 t 3 + t + + q2q33,1 t6 2 2

where, Q231 = the probability of the second check fails

followed by the third and then the first
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Q321 = the probability of the third check valve fails
followed by the second and then the first

= failure rate of the first check valve
1

= failure rate of the second check valve
2

= failure rate of the third check valve
3

q2 = probability that the second check valve fails to
reseat

q3 = probability that the third check valve fails to
reseat

In equations [3-1] and [3-2], the probabilities are exponentially
distributed and first order terms are used.

As shown, there are four terms in equation [3-1]. The first term

represents the condition where all three valves fail due to

excessive leakage. For example, the second check valve fails

which is then followed by failures of the third and first check

valves, respectively. The second term represents the condition

where all three valves fail due to excessive leakage of the

second check valve, failure of the third check valve to reseat,

and excessive leakage of the first check valve. The third term

represents the condition where all three valves fail due to

failure of the second check valve to reseat and excessive leakage

of the third and first check valves, respectively. The fourth

term represents the condition where all three valves fail due to
failure of the second and third check valves to reseat and then

excessive leakage of the first check valve. For each of the

terms in equation [3-1], failure of the first check valve is the
last event to occur. The effects of failure of the second and

third check valves are not noticeable until the first check valve

fails.

There are also four terms in equation [3-2] which are similar to

those in equation [3-1], except that the indices for check valves
2 and 3 are reversed to indicate the order in which these valves
fail.

The total failure probability, Q = _ + Q_91, is used toderive the failure rate of the c_eck e conT_i_uration. The

failure rate is given as:

_ -i d

lcs- [ l_Qc ] _ [l-Qc] [3-3]
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Since Qc << I, the above expression reduces to
l

d

Acs - dt Qc [3-4]

- t 2 + 2q2_ _ t + 2q3_l_2t + 2q2q3_ 1 IH- _i_2_3 1 3 i

Since the time t is arbitrary, an average failure rate is

required. The average is taken over the maximum exposure time,

T, and is given as:

T

> = 1 _0 dt [3-5]<_cs T _cs H

All

= 1 2 3 T 2 + q2 "_1 '_3 T + q3 "_2 '_1 T + 2q2q3_l
3

For the case where the failure rates and demand failure

probabilities of the check valves are approximately the same, as

assumed in this study, the above expression reduces to:

3

2 T + 2q_ [3-6]<_ > _ c T2 + 2qclc c
cs 3

3.1.13.2 Interfacing System LOCA via SCS Suction Lines

The SCS suction lines, as shown in Figure B3.1.13-2, each have

two motor- operated valves in series inside the containment and a

pair of motor-operated valves in parallel outside the
containment. These valves are closed during power operations.

When closed_ the valves inside the containment provide redundant

isolation for the low pressure piping of the Shutdown Cooling

System from RCS pressure. There is also a relief valve which

discharges to the IRWST. This relief valve is located between
the containment wall and the second motor-operated valve in

series (the first motor-operated valve interfaces with the RCS).
The relief valve has enough flow capacity to mitigate low

temperature over-pressure events. The pressure setpoint of the
relief valve is lower than the design pressure of the RCS piping

and is approximately the same as the design pressure of the

Shutdown Cooling System piping.
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The Shutdown Cooling System piping from the RCS up to and

including the third motor-operated valve is rated for full RCS

pressure. The piping downstream of the third motor operated
valve is designed to operate at pressures much lower than the

RCS. Failure of the three motor-operated valves in series will

expose the low pressure piping of the Shutdown Cooling System to

RCS pressure. For this study, a class break is assumed to occur

in the section of piping downstream of the third motor-operated
valve.

During startup operations the motor-operated valves inside the
containment are closed and are verified to be closed when RCS

pressure reaches a certain limit. If either or both valves are

not closed startup operations are suspended until the valves are

closed. The motor-operated valves outside the containment are

also verified to be closed during startup operations. Because

the motor-operated valves are required to be closed and are

verified to be closed, no demand failures (i.e. valve not closed

and indicate close) are included in the calculation of the

frequency for Interfacing System LOCAs. Failure of both valves
inside the containment while the third valve outside the

containment is closed will cause the relief valve to open and
discharge to the IRWST. Such failures are considered detectable

due to the increased level in the IRWST and appropriate operator

actions will be taken to mitigate the event. However, failure of

the motor-operated valves inside the containment and failure of

the relief valve to open followed by failure of the

motor-operated valve outside the containment will exposed the low
pressure piping of the SCS to RCS pressure.

There are six scenarios, which involve failure of motor-operated

valves, that contribute to the frequency of Interfacing System

LOCAs. These scenarios are as follows (the first motor-operated

valve interfaces with the RCS):

A. First motor-operated valve fails, second motor-operated

valve fails, and third motor-operated valve fails.

B. First motor-operated valve fails, third motor-operated valve

fails, and second motor-operated valve fails.

C. Second motor-operated valve fails, first motor-operated

valve fails, and third motor-operated valve fails.

D. Second motor-operated valve fails, third motor-operated
valve fails, and first motor-operated valve fails.

E. Third motor-operated valve fails, first motor-operated valve

fails, and second motor-operated valve fails.
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F. Third motor-operated valve fails, second motor-operated
valve fails, and first motor-operated valve fails.

As previously mentioned, the above scenarios do not include

demand faults because the valves are verified to be closed during

each startup operation. Double failures of the motor-operated
valves inside the containment prior to failure of the valve

outside the containment are detectable due to the opening of the
relief valve and discharge of reactor coolant to the IRWST. As

listed above, there are two such scenarios. In order for these

scenarios to contribute to the frequency of Interfacing System

LOCAs, failure of the relief valve to open (I.0E-04 per demand)

must be considered. When failure of the relief valve to open is
considered the contributions of the affected scenarios to the

frequency of Interfacing System LOCAs are small and can be

neglected.

Neglecting scenarios which take credit for the relief valve, the

probability of failure for each of the remaining four scenarios,
in time t, can be written as follows:

t t t

= ' dt"'
P132 _ _ml dt _ _m3 dt'' _ _m2 [3-7]

0 t' t"

lmllm3lm2 3
= t

6

t t t

P231 = _ _m2 dt' f _ dt" f _mldt ''' [3-8]
0 t' m3 t"

lm2lm3lml 3
= t

6

t t t

P312 = f _m3 dt' f _ml dt'' I _m2 dt''' [3-9]
0 t' t"

= Im3lmllm2 t 3
6
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t t t

= ' dt" .I"Amldt ''' [3-10]P321 -I"_m3 dt -I"_m2
0 t' t"

= Am3Am2Aml t3
6

where,

P132 = the probability of the first motor-operated valve
(MOV) fails and the third MOV fails given that the

first failed and the second MOV fails given that the
first and third failed.

P = the probability of the second MOV fails and the

231 third MOV fails given that the second failed and the

first MOV fails given that the second and third
failed.

P312 = the probability of the third MOV fails and the first
MOV fails given that the third failed and the second

MOV fails given that the third and first failed.

P321 = the probability of the third MOV fails and the
second MOV fails given that the third failed and the

first fails given that the third and second failed.

= failure rate of the first MOV
ml

= failure rate of the second MOV
m2

= failure rate of the third MOV
m3

In equations [3-7] through [3-10], it is assumed that the
probabilities are exponentially distributed and first order terms
are used.

The total failure probability, ra_eQ = _123 + p_31 3 _13 + P 12 + P- , isused to derive the failure the mo_or-operatea2valve

configuration. The failure rate is given as:

[ d__Ares = dt [l-Qm] [3-11]
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Since Qm << i, the above expression reduces to:

d

Ams - dt Qm [3-12]

= 2 _ml_m2Am3 t2

Since the time t is arbitrary an average failure rate is

required. The average is taken over the maximum exposure time,

T, and is given as:

1 T

<_ms > = _ _ Imsdt [3-13]

_ _ T2
- 3 lmllm2lm3

For the case where all motor-operated valve failure rates are

approximately the same, as assumed in this study, the above

expression reduces to:

<lms > = 2 _3 T 23 m [3-14]

3.1.13.3 Interfacing System LOCA Frequency
i

Equations [3-6] and [3-14] are used, along with appropriate
failure data to estimate the total frequency of Interfacing

System LOCAs for the Standard System 80+ Design. For this study,
is is assumed that the failure rates for all check valves shown

in Figure B3.1.13-1 are the same. Also, the failure rates for

all motor-operated valves shown in Figure B3.1.13-2 are the same.

These failure rates _e obtained from Appendix A of the EPRI
Requirements Document . They are as follows:

A. Internal leakage of an MOV

Mean = 2.72E-4/year
Variance = 1.50E-14

Median = 6.66E-5/year
Error Factor = 15.8
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B. Internal leakage of a check valve

Mean = 2.01E-3/year

Variance = 3.00E-13

Median = 7.80E-4/year

Error Factor = 9.6

C. Check valve fails to reseat

Mean = 6.60E-4/demand

Variance = 2.50E-7

Median = 5.20E-4/demand

Error Factor = 3.0

Figures B3.1.13-I and B3.1.13-2 show that for each potential
Interfacing System LOCA paths, three valve failures must occur
before the low pressure piping of the SCS is exposed to RCS

pressure. Since the ultimate pressure of the Shutdown Cooling

System piping is greater than normal RCS pressure, the

probability of a pipe break in the SCS when exposed to the full

RCS pressure is less than I. For this study, a value of 0.i is
used for the SCS pipe break probability.

There are two SCS lines, as shown in Figure B3.1.13-I.

Therefore, the following expression is used to estimate the

frequency of Interfacing System LOCA via these lines:

= > x Pb [3-15]F(ISL) 1 2 <_cs

3

lc T 2 2T + 2 2
= 2 (_- + 2qc_ c qc_c ) x Pb

Where, F(ISL) I is the frequency of Interfacing System LOCA via

the SCS retur_ lines, Pb is the conditional probability of pipe
break in the Shutdown Cooling System, and where the other

variables are previously defined.

As shown in Figure B3.1.13-2, there are four paths for

Interfacing System LOCA via the SCS suction lines. Therefore,
the following expression is used to estimate the frequency of

Interfacing System LOCA via these lines.
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F(ISL) 2 = 4 <Ires > x Pb [3-16]

13 T 2
=4 (2 m ) x Pb

Where, F(ISL)2 is the frequenu/ of Interfacing System LOCA via
the SCS suction lines and _here the other variables are

previously defined.

CESAM was use to estimate the total frequency of Interfacing

System LOCA by summing equations [3-15] and [3-16] and

substituting appropriate failure rates and an value of 1.5 years
for T in these equations. The results are:

Mean = 3.01E-09/year
Variance = 2.25E-16

Median = 5.02E-10/year
Error Factor = 18.5
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TABLE B3.1_3-_

pOTENTIAL PATHS FOR I,NT_RFACING SYSTEM_OCAs

CESSAR-DC REASON FOR

......RCS INTERFACE LINE SlZE DIAGRAM BYPASS CTMT E_!MINATIOH .....

SCS SUCTION LINE LOOP 1 16 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES N/A SCS

SUCTION LINE LOOP 2 16 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES N/A SCS

RETURN LINE LOOP 1 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES N/A SCS

RETURN LINE LOOP 2 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES N/A SIS

DIRECT VESSEL INJECTION LOOP 1 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIS

DIRECT VESSEL INJECTION LOOP _ 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIS

DIRECT VESSEL INJECTION LOOP ] 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIS

DIRECT VESSEL INJECTION LOOP 4 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIS

HOT INJECTION LOOP 1 3 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIS

HOT INJECTION LOOP 2 3 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIT

1 DRAIN/FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIT

2 DRAIN/FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIT

3 DRAIN/FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIT

4 DRAIN/FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B YES 1 SIT

1 RELIEF LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B NO 3 SIT

2 RELIEF LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B NO 3 SIT

3 RELIEF LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B NO 3 SIT

4 RELIEF LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2-1B NO 3 CVCS

LETDOWN LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 9.3.4-1 NO 4 RCP

BLEEDOFF LINE 3/4 INCH FIGURE 9.3.4-1 NO 1,2 RCP

1 SEAL INJECTION LINE 1_ INCH FIGURE 9.3.4-1 NO 1,4 RCP

2 SEAL INJECTION LINE I_ INCH FIGURE 9.3.4-I NO 1,4 RCP

3 SEAL INJECTION LINE I_ INCH FIGURE 9.3.4-I NO 1,4 RCP

4 SEAL INJECTION LINE 1_ INCH FIGURE 9.3,4-1 NO 1,4

REACTOR HOT LEG DRAIN LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 9.3,4-1 NO 3

* REASONS :

1 HIGH PRESSURE PIPING (DESIGN PRESSURE • 2,000 PSIG) INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

WITH ISOLATION VALVES,

2 CHARGING PUMPS CAN MAKEUP LOST INVENTORY AND ALLOW PLANT COOLDOWN.

3 FOR POSTULATED CLASS BREAK LOCATION, THE CONTAINMENT IS NOT BYPASSED.

i
4 FLOW PATH CONTAINS NORMALLY OPEN VALVES WHICH L_N BE CLOSED TO ISOLATE THE BREAK.
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3.1.14 LOSS OF ONE DIVISION OF HVAC

The loss of one division of HVAC event tree, Event Tree 14

(Figure B3.1.14-1), is a transient in which a process parameter

perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for

this transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Feedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or

emergency feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

A "Loss of one division of HVAC" transient occurs as a result of

a failure in one division of HVAC which results in the

temperature in one or more rooms containing temperature-sensitive

electrical or electronic equipment exceeding a critical value

before the HVAC function was restored. It was conservatively H
assumed that this would result in a reactor trip. It was assumed

that all electronic controls cooled by the faulted HVAC division

would fail. Thus, control for one division of all safety and

vital support systems would be lost, and these systems would be
unavailable to respond to the resulting transient. This is

essentially equivalent to the conditions resulting from loss of

one division of CCW (see Section 3.1.9).

3.1.14.1 Event Tree 14 Elements

3.1.14.1.1 Transient Initiators

Loss of one division of HVAC is assumed to be initiated by a
failure in one of the two HVAC divisions that is not restored

before a critical temperature is exceeded in a room containing

temperature-sensitive electrical and electronic equipment.

3.1.14.1.2 Deliver Feedwater

Following a loss of one division of HVAC, main feedwater will

ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System will automatically be

actuated on low steam generator level to provide decay heat
removal from the RCS.
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It is assumed that the startup feedwater pump controls are not

affected by the loss of HVAC and, therefore, the Startup

Feedwater System is not impacted by the transient. Therefore,

the success criteria for this element are that the Startup

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component
Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup
Feedwater pump.

If for any reason the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be

manually actuated from the control room.

A loss of one division of HVAC is assumed to result in the loss

of control for the one division of all safety systems. Thus, one

division of the EFWS is not available to respond to this
transient. Therefore, the success criteria for the EFWS are that

it must be actuated and emergency feedwater must be delivered

from the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) by one of the
two EFW pumps in the unaffected train to its associated steam
generator.

3.1.14.1.3 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal H

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to residual heat removal (or

shutdown cooling) entry conditions using secondary side heat
removal. This can be accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SOS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage

Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

EFW System once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty
(nominally between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the

event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
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removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by

restarting the EFW System. The operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the EFW

System must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to

the EFW System.

3.1.14.1.4 Safety Depressurization (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjunction with one SIS pump.

3.1.14.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed) H

!

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection

(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat removal.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. With the loss of one division of HVAC, it is assumed
that the controls for one division of SIS will not be available.

Thus, two of the four SIS pumps will not be available.

Therefore, the success criteria for this element are that one of

the two unaffected SIS pumps must deliver water from the IRWST

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available to

that SIS pump.

3.1.14.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss

of Component Cooling Water division, feed and bleed cooling of

the RCS is used to remove decay heat from the core and transfer
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it to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

The energy must then be transferred outside of containment. If

the energy is not removed from the containment, containment

temperature and pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach

of the containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash

through the break in the containment and the SI pumps may

cavitate. Even if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core

damage may occur because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory

would be depleted. Thermal-hydraulic analysis indicates that

without containment cooling to remove the energy, containment

failure would occur approximately 41 hours after the event
occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank. The CSS

would be actuated on high-high containment pressure, or it could

be manually actuated. The CSS consists of two separate,

redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists of a pump,

heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves and

instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align the

RHR pump from the associated RHR train to the containment spray H
heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train is
unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that the unaffected CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.

If the CS header is not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in the
unaffected train is not available, the RHR pump associated with

that train may be used as a backup.

3.1.14.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 14:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam

removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,

the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to

prevent containment damage.
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C. It was assumed that once the controls had failed due to

thermal overstress, they could not be restored. Manual

control of the affected equipment was not credited, nor was
transfer of control to the Remote Shutdown Panel.

3.1.14.3 Major Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences

wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of

offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel

generator, power to the pumps may be restored by either

aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the H

offsite power. Accordingly, power to the unaffected SIS

pumps, RHR pump and motor-driven EFW pump was restored.

B. For the system unavailability that had resulted from failure

to open discharge manual valve(s) located outside the
containment, the recovery action to open the valve(s) was

credited in the analysis provided sufficient time is

available and the recovery action does not cause any other
failure.

3.1.14.4 Core Damaqe Sequence 0uantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the loss of one HVAC

division sequences are given in Table B3.1.14-1.
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TABLEB3.1.14-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR
LOSSOF ONEDIVISION OF HVAC(LHVAC)

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3 (LHVAC)(EmergencyFWOK)(Long-Term 3.19E-9 18.03
Decay Heat RemovalFAILS)(Feed&
Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (LHVAC)(EmergencyFW OK)(Long-Term 3.80E-13 18.03 H
Decay Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeedOK)
(Feed FAILS)

5 (LHVAC)(EmergencyFW OK)(Long-Term 4.66E-9 21.38
Decay Heat RemovalFAILS)(BIeed
FAILS)

7 (LHVAC)(FAILto DeliverEmergencyFW) 5.30E-I0 19.30
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAILto Cool IRWST)

8 (LHVAC)(FAILto DeliverEmergencyFW) 2.11E-I0 17.93
(BleedOK)(FeedFAILS)

9 (LHVAC)(FAILto DeliverEmergencyFW) 5.01E-9 18.63
(BleedFAILS)
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3.1.15 VESSEL RUPTURE

Vessel rupture is defined as any breach of primary pressure

boundary where the loss of primary coolant exceeds the capacity

of the Safety Injection System (SIS). Vessel ruptures include

catastrophic failure of the vessel shell, the vessel nozzles, the

vessel head, or a simultaneous rupture of two or more large

primary coolant pipes. Vessel rupture accidents lead directly to
core damage because, by definition, the SIS cannot deliver

sufficient inventory to maintain RCS inventory control or RCS
heat removal.

Vessel rupture _9_ originally evaluated for the Reactor Safety
Study, WASH1400 ---) , and has traditionally been included in

subsequent PRAs. Because the mean core damage frequency for this

event (2.7E-7/yr) was generally much lower than the core damage

frequency for other sequences, there was generally little if any

additional analysis of this event. In 1985, Westinghouse

re-evaluated the vessel rupture $ $ y ni conjunction with the i

PRA for their advanced PWR(_'quenCThey. believed that the iH
occurrence frequency for this event should be reduced. However,

they discovered that there was not enough operating experience to

directly demonstrate a lower frequency and that other evaluation

techniques were not adequate to justify any significant reduction

in the occurrence frequency for vessel rupture. However, based

on the contention that materials technology and vessel

fabrication techniques had significantly improved, they used a

mean occurrence frequency of 1.0E-7/year with an error factor of

I0 for their analysis. With similar justification, the

occurrence frequency of 1.0E-7 with an error factor of i0 was

used in the PRA for System 80+. With the enhancements in plant

design with respect to safety, the core damage frequency

associated with vessel rupture is no longer significantly lower

than that calculated for the other core damage sequences. This

should not be interpreted as a design weakness. Vessel rupture

is still considered to be an unlikely event.
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3.2 SUMMARY OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY FOR INTERNAL EVENTS

Based on the analysis performed, the estimated mean core damage

frequency attributable to internal events for the System 80+

Standard Design is 6.73E-7 per year including recovery. IH

Table B3.2-I presents the core damage frequency contributions by

initiating events. The dominant initiating events are

Anticipated Transients Without Scram [25.56%], Loss of Offsite i

Power combined with Station Blackout with Battery Depletion IH

[14.86%], Vessel Rupture [14.86%], and Steam Generator Tube

Rupture [11.95%].

The (total) mean core damage frequency was derived by combining

all the internal initiating events and performing the uncertainty

analysis for the total contribution. The percent contribution

for each initiating event was derived by running the importance

measure analysis on the (total) combined event.

The relative importance of individual components can be

represented by their Fussell-Vesley Importance Measure. The

Fussell-Vesley Importance Measure for a given component is

determined by summing the probability of all cutsets in which

that component appeared and dividing by the total probability of

all of the cutsets. Table B3.2-2 presents the Fussell-Vesley

Importance measure for most components contributing to the core

damage frequency.

The top fifty component faults involve twenty-two (22)

independent demand and operating faults, fourteen (14) common H

cause failures, and fourteen (14) operator errors. The operator

actions that were addressed include pre-existing maintenance

errors, operator actions to backup an automatic safety system

actuation, manual actions specified in the procedures and

operator recovery a_tions. Quantification of the operator error

rates was found to be highly dependent upon the assumptions made

about the time available to perform an action, the skill and

training of the operators and the availability of procedures.
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TABLE B3.2-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONBY INITIATING EVENT

Core Damage
Frequency Error Percent

InitiatinqEvent (Events/Year) Factor Of Total

Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident(LLOCA) 5.00E-8 5.63 7.91

Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident(MLOCAI) 4.53E-8 5.36 6.73

Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident(MLOCA2) 4,53E-8 5.36 6.73

Small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident(SLOCA) 4.36E-8 10.73 6.48

Large SecondarySide Break (LSSB) 2.00E-I0 14.58 0.03

Steam GeneratorTube Rupture (SGTR) 8.04E-8 9.71 11.95

Loss of FeedwaterFlow (LOFW) 5.66E-9 7.53 0.84

Other Transients(TOTH) 4.51E-9 6,88 0°67

Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) including 1.00E-7 8.23 14.86

Station Blackoutwith BatteryDepletion H

Loss of ComponentCoolingWater (CCW) 9.00E-9 8.00 1.34

Div 21

Loss of HVAC 1.40E-8 18.85 2.08

Loss of 4.16 Kv Bus 2.52E-11 9.82 <0.01

Loss of 125 VDC Vital Bus 2.79E-12 6.23 <0.01

AnticipatedTransientWithoutScram 1.72E-7 6.44 25.56

(ATWS)

InterfacingSystemLOCA 3.01E-9 18.50 0.45

Vessel Rupture 1.00E-7 10.00 14.86

TOTAL" 6.73E-7 I00.00
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TABLEB3.2-2

(Sheet 1 of 5)

COMPONENTIMPORTANCESFORSYSTEfl80+PRA

FUSSELL-

VESLEY

COMPONENT COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE

O00AGRCLG OPERATOR FAILS TO PERFORM AGGRESSIVE COOLING 1.59E-1

AEFWTA2DVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVES IN EFW SYS SUBTRAIN A2 1.14E-1

AEFPIO31NDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP'103 TO START 1.12E-1

AEFPIOIINDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP'101 TO START 1.04E'1

HPMXA4 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF 4 OUT OF 4 SI PUMP 8.22E-2

EDGAINDD DIESEL GENERATOR A DEMAND INDEPENDENT FAULTS 7.91E'2

EDGBINDD DIESEL GENERATOR B DEMAND INDEPENDENT FAULTS 7,71E-2

HPMXA3 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OR MORE SI PUMPS 4.87E-2

FSSOSIAS OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE SIAS 3,85E-2

FSSXSIAS COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF SAFETY INJECTION ACTUATION SIGNAL 5.85E-2

HPMXA1 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 SI PUMPS 3.55E-2

HVMXD2 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OF 2 HOT LEG INJECTION VALVES 3.39E-2

EDDXDG COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATORS 3,33E-2

VSXOFBL OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE FEED/BLEED SYSTEM 3.00E-2

HVMXCI COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 DVI MOTOR VALVES 2.06E-2

HVMAGSI312 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE SI-312 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 1.92E-2

HVMAGSI313 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE SI-313 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 1.92E-2

HVMAGSI412 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE SI-412 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 1.92E-2

HVMAGSI413 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE SI-413 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 1.92E-2

RCVRSBAC FAILURE TO START AND LOAD STANDBY AC POWER 1.84E-2 H

RCVRPWR09 FAILURE TO RESTORE OFFSITE POWER IN 9 HOUR 1.72E-2

ATCONSCDST OPERATOR FAILS TO ALIGN NON-SAFETY CONDENSATE SOURCE 1.49E-2

HVMXC4 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4 OUT OF 4 DVI MOTOR VALVES 1.41E-2

HPMJGSIP301 SI PUMP SI-P301 GROUP FAILS TO START 1.39E-2

NPMJGSIP401 SI PUMP SI-P401 GROUP FAILS TO START 1.39E-2

APTX-EFP12 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF TURBINE DRIVEN EFW PUMPS EFWPI01/I03 1.14E-2

HPMOHPSI OPERATOR FAILS TO THROTTLE SI PUMP IN A GIVEN TIME 9.49E-3

CCRCVR FAILURE OF GENERAL RECOVERY OF CONTAINMENT COOLING 9.19E-3

DVPBADVS ADVs ON RUPTURED SG-2 FAILS TO RECLOSE 8.07E-3

ELBX125CIE COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CLASS I-E 125 VDC BUSES 7.75E-3

RCVRMANBKR FAILURE TO MANUALLY RACKIN EQUIPMENT BREAKERS 6.47E-3

EBATIIINDU BATTERY II UNAVAILABLE 5.71E-3

CVMAMV123 CCW/CS HEAT EXCHANGER ISOLATION MOV MV-123 FAILS TO OPEN 4.90E-3

HVMOSI304 MOTOR VALVE SI-304 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE-EXISTING ERROR 4.80E-3

UPXOBORON OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE BORON DELIVERY TO THE RCS 4.58E-3

EBATIINDU BATTERY I UNAVAILABLE 4.16E-3

AEFPIC21NDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-I02 TO START 4.12E'3

HSXOHCLEG OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE HOT LEG OPERATION 4.09E-3
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(Sheet 2 of 5)

COMPONENTIMPORTANCESFORSYSTEHSO+PRA

FUSSELL-

VESLEY

COMPONENT COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE

CVMAMV124 CCW/SCS HEAT EXCHANGER ISOLATION MOV MV-124 FAILS TO OPEN 3,91E-3

JVMAGSI127 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI-127 FAILS TO OPEN 3.91E-3

GVMXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CTMT ISOLATION VALVES SI-144/SI-244 3.39E-3

FSEOEFAS OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE EMERGENCY FW ACTUATION SIGNAL 3.15E-3

FSERAPS NO (EFAS) ACTUATION SIGNAL FROM ALTERNATE PROTECTION SYSTEM 3.15E-3

FSEX-EFAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EMERGENCY FEEDWATER ACTUATION SIGNAL 3.15E-3

HPMKSIP301 SI PUMP SI-P301 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.01E-3

HPMKSIP401 SI PUMP SI-P401 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.01E-3

APMX-EFP22 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOTOR-DRIVEN EFW PUMPS EFWP-I02/I04 2.92E-3

HVMOSI404 MOTOR VALVE SI-404 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE-EXISTING ERROR 2.62E-3

HVMXC3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OR MORE DVl MOTOR ISOLATION VALVES 2.10E-3

APMKEFPI02 EFW SYSTEM MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-I02 FAILS TO OPERATE 2.06E-3

JVMAGSI120 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI-120 FAILS TO OPEN 1.87E-3

JVMAGSI121 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI-121 FAILS TO OPEN 1.87E-3

JVMAGSI122 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI-122 FAILS TO OPEN 1.87E-3

JVMAGSI129 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI-129 FAILS TO OPEN 1.87E-3

GVMAGSI244 CTMT SPRAY MOTOR VALVE SI-244 FAILS TO OPEN 1.51E-3

CVMAMV223 CCW/CS HEAT EXCHANGER ISOLATION MOV MV-223 FAILS TO OPEN 1.51E-3

AVCAEF214 NONSAFETY CONDENSATE SOURCE CHECK VALVE EF-214 FAILS TO OPEN 1.50E-3 H
AVNAEF215 NON-SAFETY SOURCE ISO. MANUAL VALVE EF-215 CAN NOT BE OPENED 1.50E-3

NVMOSI204 MOTOR VALVE SI-204 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE-EXISTING ERROR 1.39E-3

DVSOADVS OPERATOR FAILS TO RECLOSE THE ADVs 1.37E-3

GVMAGSI144 CTMT SPRAY MOTOR VALVE SI-144 FAILS TO OPEN 1.36E-3

GHRVCSHX1 CTMT SPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER 1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 1.24E-3

CPMX-CCWP44 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL FOUR (4) CCW PUMPS (TO START) 1.16E-3

CPMX-ESWSP44 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL FOUR (4) ESWS PUMPS (TO START) 1.16E-3

CVNOV234-235 CCW MANUAL VALVES V-234/235 FOR SI PUMP 2 N.O. DUE TO M.E. 1.14E-3

CVNOV236-237 CCW MANUAL VALVES V-236/237 FOR SI PUMP 4 N.O. DUE TO M.E. 1.14E-3

FSXOHITEMP OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE (CS) HIGH TEMP. ACTUATION SIGNAL 1.08E-3

FSXX-HITEMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CS HIGH TEMPERATURE ACTUATION SIGNAL 1.08E-3

FSSOCSAS OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE CSAS 1.08E-3

FSSXCSAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY ACTUATION SIGNAL 1.08E-3

HVMOSII04 MOTOR VALVE SI-I04 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE-EXISTING ERROR 1.01E-3

MVMASTFWVO01 STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTEM MOV STFWV-O01 FAILS TO OPEN 9.43E-4

MVMASTFWVO02 STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTEM MOV STFWV-O02 FAILS TO OPEN 9.43E-4

JHRVRHRHXI SCS HEAT EXCHANGER SCSHXI UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 9.43E-4

ASSA1DVINDD FAILURE OF STEAM SUPPLY DISTRIB. VALVES IN EFW SUBTRAIN A1 7.59E-4
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COMPONENTIMPORTANCESFOR SYSTEM80+PRA

FUSSELL-

VESLEY

COMPONENT COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE

EDGBINDO DIESEL GENERATOR B OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 7.47E-4

EDGAINDO DIESEL GENERATOR A OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 7.00E-4

FSXRPI06 FAILURE OF INTERLOCK P-I06 6.64E-4

FSXRPI04 FAILURE OF INTERLOCK P-I04 6.64E-4

RCVRPWR12 FAILURE TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER IN 12 HOURS 6.45E-4

AVMX-EF2B2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SG ISO VALVE SET 2B (EF-IO2/EF-I03) 5.58E-4

GVCASI141 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE SI-141 FAILS TO OPEN 5.06E-4

GVNOSI140 CS MANUAL VALVE SI-140 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 5.06E-4

HVCASI314 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE SI-314 FAILS TO OPEN 4.84E-4

HVCASI315 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE SI-315 FAILS TO OPEN 4.84E-4

HVCASI31Z CHECK VALVE SI-317 FAILS TO OPEN 4.84E-4

HVCASI414 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE SI-414 FAILS TO OPEN 4.B4E-4

HVCASI415 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE SI-415 FAILS TO OPEN 4.84E-4

HVCASI417 CHECK VALVE SI-417 FAILS TO OPEN 4.84E-4

HVNOSI305 MANUAL VALVE SI-305 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 4.84E-4

HVNOSI405 MANUAL VALVE SI-405 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 4.84E-4

GVCASI151 IRWST RETURN LINE CHECK VALVE SI-151 FAILS TO OPEN 4.67E-4

GVMOSI150 IRWST RETURN LINE MOTOR VALVE SI-150 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINT. 4.67E-4

HPMXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 SET A SI PUMPS 4.28E-4 iN
UVMBCH501 VCT DISCHARGE MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CH-501 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.12E-4

HVMXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 SET A IRWST MOTOR VALVES 4,01E-4

GVCASI245 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE SI-245 FAILS TO OPEN 3.88E-4

GVCASI145 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE SI-145 FAILS TO OPEN 3,88E-4

RCVRPWR01 FAILURE TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER IN I HOUR 3.83E-4

MSXOSTFW OPERATOR FAILS TO ACTUATE STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTEM 2.96E-4

VVMXAI COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES FBL-IOI/FBL-201 2.93E-4

VVMXBI COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES FBL-IO2/FBL-202 2.93E-4

AEFWTB2DVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVES IN EFW SYS SUBTRAIN B2 2.87E-4

EBGPTT LOSS OF GRID ON TURBINE TRIP (FROM NUREG 4550) 2.71E-4

AEFWTAIDVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVES IN EFW SYSTEM SUBTRAIN AI 2.71E-4

ELBX416ESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4.16 KV ESF BUSES 2.32E-4

ASSBIDVINDD FAILURE OF STEAM SUPPLY DISTRIB. VALVES IN EFW SUBTRAIN BI 2.24E-4

AEFWTBIDVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVE IN EFW SYSTEM SUBTRAIN BI 1.94E-4

GHRXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 CS HEAT EXCHANGERS 1.62E-4

ELMXMCCIE COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V CLASS I-E MCCs 1.55E-4

HVNOSI306 MANUAL VALVE SI-306 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 1,29E-4

HVNOSI406 MANUAL VALVE SI-406 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 1.29E-4
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COMPONENTIMPORTANCESFORSYSTEM80+PRA

FUSSELL-

VESLEY

COMPONENT COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE

DVSOSG1ADV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN ADVs ON STEAM GENERATOR 1 1.28E-4

DVSOSG2ADV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN ADVs ON STEAM GENERATOR 2 1.28E-&

HVMXC2 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF SET C DVI MOTOR ISOLATION VALVES 1.09E-4

CVNOV126 CCW MANUAL INLET VALVE V-126 FOR CS HX1 N.O, DUE TO M.E. 1.07E-4

JVMXD2 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF HX THROTTLE VALVES SI-127/SI-227 1.04E-4

JVMXE2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS MOTOR VALVES SI-129/SI-229 1.04E-4

DVPX-ADV4 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4 ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES (ADVs) 9.01E-5

EBGPSGC SPURIOUS GRID COLLAPSE 8.87E-5

MSTFWPIOIINDD FAILURE OF STARTUP FEEDWATER PUMP STFWP-101 TO START 8.81E-5

RCVRPWR04 FAILURE TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER IN 4 HOUR 8.43E-5

GVNACS543 CS PATH MANUAL VALVE CS-543 CAN NOT BE OPENED 8.14E-5

HVMAGSI307 MOTOR VALVE SI-307 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 8.14E-5

HVCASII03 CHECK VALVE SI-I03 FAILS TO OPEN 8.04E-5

HVCASII08 CHECK VALVE SI-108 FAILS TO OPEN 8.04E-5

CVNOV125 CCW MANUAL INLET VALVE V-125 FOR SCS HXI N.O. DUE TO M.E. 8.04E-5

AVCAEF206 EFW PUMP CHECK VALVE EF-206 FAILS TO OPEN 7.93E-5

AVNOEF226 OPERATOR FAILS TO CLOSE EFW SYS RECIRCULATION BYPASS VALVES 7.93E-5

CVNOV138-143 CCW MANUAL VALVES V-138/143 FOR SCS PUMP I N.O. DUE TO M.E. 7.93E-5

AVSX-EF2A2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SG ISO VALVE SET 2A (EF-IOO/EF-I01) 7.86E-5

AEFPIO41NDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-I04 TO START 6.53E-5 H

ECIXFB COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF INVERTERS FOR BLEED VALVES 6.26E-5

HVMXAI COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 IRWST MOTOR VALVES 6.03E-5

AVSX-SS62 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SS ISO VALVE SET 6 (EF-IOS/EF-I09) 5.91E-5

GVNOSI240 CS MANUAL VALVE SI-240 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 5.69E-5

GVCASI241 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE SI-241 FAILS TO OPEN 5.69E-5

DVRBMSSV MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSVs) FAIL TO RESEAT 5.00E-5

JVCASI130 SCS CHECK VALVE SI-130 FAILS TO OPEN 3.97E-5

JVNOSD757 FLOW DIVERTED VIA MISPOSITIONED VALVE SD-757 3.97E-5

ALOSFPMINDO LOSS OF SUCTION FLOW TO MOTOR-DRIVEN EFW PU_PS 3.89E-5

HVMXA3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OR MORE IRSWT MOTOR VALVES 3.54E-5

VVMAGFBLI01 FEED&BLEED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE FBL-I01 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 3.26E-5

VVMAGFBLI02 FEED&BLEED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE FBL-I02 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 3.26E-5

VVMAGFBL201 FEED&BLEED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE FBL-201 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 3.26E-5

VVMAGFBL202 FEED&BLEED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE FBL-202 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 3.26E-5

ITRNAINDO IA COMPRESSED AIR TRAIN A OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 2.93E-5

CVNOV226 CCW MANUAL INLET VALVE V-226 FOR CS HX2 N.O. DUE TO M.E. 2.59E-5

GVNOCS542 FLOW DIVERTED VIA MISPOSITIONED VALVE CS-542 2.59E-5

GVNOCS543 FLOW DIVERTED VIA MISPOSITIONED VALVE CS-543 2.59E-5
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VESLEY

COMPONENT COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE

ZCLGWT" LOSS OF COOLING WATER 2,07E-5

GHRCCSHX1 DEFECTIVE SHUTDOWN OF CTMT SPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER 1 1.98E-5

GHRCCSHX2 DEFECTIVE SHUTDOWN OF CTMT SPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER 2 1.98E-5

GVCAS]251 ]RWST RETURN LINE CHECK VALVE SI-251 FAILS TO OPEN 1,81E-5

GVMOSI250 IRWST RETURN LINE MOTOR VALVE SI-250 NOT OPEN DUE TO MA[NT. 1.81E-5

HVMXA4 COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF 4 OUT OF 4 IRWST MOTOR VALVES 1.74E-5

UPMXBAMP COMMONCAUSE FAILURE OF BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMPS (2) 1.67E-5 H
]TRNBINDO ]A COMPRESSED AIR TRAIN B OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1,52E-5

]TRNBINDD IA COMPRESSED AIR TRAIN B DEMAND INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.40E-5

GSXOIRWST OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE COOLING OF THE ]RWST 1,08E-5

ELCCINDO 480 V LC C OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 9.59E-6

ELCDINDO 480 V LC D OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 9.59E-6
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4.0 EXTERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS

PRAs for existing plants (15'16'20'40) have shown that external

events have made a significant contribution to public risk due to

specific plant vulnerabilities. An evaluation of external events
was, therefore, included in the System 80+ PRA to determine if

there were any unforeseen vulnerabilities in the System 80+

Standard Design. In addition, the me n core damage frequency
goal of 1.0E-5/yr promulgated by EPRI'-' specifically includes
consideration of contributions from external events.

The external events analyses for the System 80+ Standard Design

included both qualitative and quantitative analyses. For the

quantitative analyses, bounding site characteristics were used in
order to minimize potential future restrictions on plant siting.

Analysis methodology and results are fully documented in
References 54, 55 and 56. The information in the following
sections was extracted and condensed from those references.

4.1 QUALITATIVE EXTERNAL EVENT EVALUATION

The qualitative external events evaluation consisted of the
following four steps:

H
A. Initial identification of external events to be considered.

B. Events with similar plant effects and consequences were

grouped together.

C. Screening criteria were established to determine which

events are risk insignificant and can, therefore, be

exclud,_d from detailed quantitative evaluation.

D. Each event was evaluated against the screening criteria to

determine if the event was risk-significant and, therefore,

required further quantitative evaluation.

The initial set 6_f external events was taken from the PRA
Procedures Guide ( - This list is based on national standard

ANSI/ANS-2.12-1978 (g7) and represents a consensus listing of

external events for nuclear power plant PRAs. Table B4.1-1

presents the initia_51_0o_0 %_ernal events. Several PRAs
for existing plants ' were also reviewed to ensure

that events addressed in these PRAs were covered by the initial
list. Next, this list of external events was reviewed, and those

events which had similar effects on the plant (e.g., hurricane

winds and tornado winds have similar plant effects) were grouped

together as shown in Table B4.1-2. The grouped events in Table
B4.1-2 were then condensed to generate the final list of external

events as presented in Table B4.1-3.
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The next step in the evaluation process was to establish the

screening criteria for determining which events were

risk-insignificant and could be excluded from quantitative

analysis. The screen_g criteria considered EPRI ALWR Utility
Requirements Document'-' requirements, siting requirements, and

event specific information such as frequency of occurrence,

magnitude/intensity, proximity to the plant and potential event

consequences. The criteria developed for excluding external

events from detailed quantitative analysis are:

A. The plant design encompasses events of greater severity than
the event under consideration. Therefore, the potential for

significant plant damage from the event is negligible.

B. The event cannot occur close enough to the plant to have an

effect on the plant's operation.

C. The event has a significantly lower mean frequency of
occurrence than other events with similar uncertainties and

could not result in worse consequences than those events.

D. The event is included, explicitly or implicitly, in the

occurrence frequency data for another event (internal or H
external).

The final step in the qualitative screening process was to

evaluate each external event against the screening criteria to

determine if the event was risk-insignificant and could be

excluded from further analysis. For this evaluation, bounding

site characteristics were used for ascertaining potential event

severity/magnitude, proximity to the plant, and occurrence

frequency. The sources of design information and design

requirements include_ CESSAR-DC, the EPRI ALWR ility
Requirements document `-) , and the Standard Review Plan (4_)t. In

addition, plant vulnerabilities to external events identified in

present generation nuclear power

the _16 20_ 58) were specifically reviewed to ensure thatplants ' '
the vulnerabilities had been eliminated in the ALWR and the

System 80+ Standard Design. The following sections briefly
describe the evaluation for each of the external events in Table

B4.1-3.

4.1.1 AIRCRAFT HAZARDS

A review of _t PRAs shows that, with the exception of the
Seabrook PRA ( , the probability of an aircraft impact at the

plant leading to core damage is less than 1.0E-8/year. The
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Seabrook aircraft hazard estimate of 3.4E-7/year is primarily due

to the plant site being near a number of aircraft flight routes,

including military routes.

The PRA review in Appendix A of Reference 54 indicated that

general aviation aircraft (i.e., aircraft weighing less than

30,000 pounds) cannot damage equipment protected by structures of
reinforced concrete construction with minimum wall and roof

thlcknesses greater than 18 inches. Therefore, the crash of

general aviation aircraft at the System 80+ Standard Design site
will not lead to core damage.

In addition, the review determined that plant site location with

respect to airports and aircraft flight routes is the dominant
factor in the potential for an aircraft impact at the plant site.

Therefore, proper siting will result in aircraft hazards being a

negligible contributor to core damage frequency for a System 80+

Standard Design. This can be assured by locating the plant over

5 miles from small commercial airports, i0 miles from large

commercial airperts, 5 miles or more from military training
routes and a minimum of 2 miles from the nearest airway, holding

patt_9 or approach pattern as required by the Standard Review
Plan `.-) .

H
4 •1 •2 AVALANCHE

For most existing plant sites in the United States, an avalanche

cannot occur close enough to the plant to affect it. The System

80+ Standard Design shall not be sited near the vicinity of

mountains from which an avalanche that could cause plant damage

would be generated. Therefore, avalanches are excluded from

quantitative analysis.

4.1.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL RELEASES ON SITE

The review of existing PRAs in Appendix A of Reference 54 found

that hazardous materials stored and transported on site were

negligible contributors to plant risk because current operating

practices limit the use of hazardous chemicals and tightly

control their use, transportation, and storage on site. System

80+ Standard Design shall, as a minimum, use hazardous materials

operating procedures consistent with current procedures and

practices. In addition, for the System 80+ Standard Design, the
chemical form of materials will be such that gaseous releases

will be precluded and hazardous materials shall only be used for

those ap_ications for which there are no alternatives
available'-'. Because of these controls and limitations, this

event is excluded from quantitative evaluation.
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4.1.4 COASTAL OR LAKE EDGE EROSION

To protect _e embankments against erosion, the Standard Review
Plan (SRP) ( requires that plant yard areas subjected to waves

be protected by riprap underlain by a thick substrate of filter

material. Compliance with this requirement makes the effects of

erosion insignificant. Therefore, this event is excluded from
quantitative analysis.

4.1.5 DROUGHT

The combined effects of high ambient temperature (i.e., summer

conditions), low water levels, and high service water
temperatures can force power deratings, require waivers on intake

and discharge water temperature limits, result in an inability to

refill cooling ponds, cause cooling tower capacity to be
inadequate and result in increased silt levels in intake water.

However, none of these events lead directly to core damage.

Drought conditions do not occur quickly; therefore, there is
ample time for corrective actions to ensure that the ultimate

heat sink is adequate, or that the reactor is brought to a safe

shutdown state and maintaip_ there until water levels increase.
In addition, per the SRP _' , the ultimate heat sink will be H

designed for low water, or lack of water, and will be designed

for a lengthy period of operation without requiring external

makeup. Therefore, this event is excluded from quantitative
evaluation.

4.1.6 INTERNAL FIRES

The review of existing PRAs in Appendix A of Reference 54

indicates that internal fires have been significant contributors

to core damage for a number of present nuclear power plant

designs. However, more recent nuclear power plant designs have

been determined not to be susceptible to fire-induced damage.

The main factor for the reduction in the risk significance of

fires for more recent designs is better separation of redundant

equipment in important safety systems. The separation of vital

equipment, such that redundant equipment cannot be failed by the

same fire, lowers the potential for fire-induced core damage
since additional component failures independent of the fire have

to occur for core damage to result. Using flame-retardant cables

and controlling the use and storage of materials have also been

found to significantly lower the potential for fires to result in

plant damage. The System 80+ Standard Design increases the

amount of separation of redundant equipment and effectively

eliminates the cable spreading room which has been found to be

the area where fires of the greatest significance occur. For
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these reasons, and considering the relatively low occurrence

frequency, fires initiated inside the plant are not significant

contributors to risk and are excluded from quantitative
evaluation.

4.1.7 EXTERNAL FIRES

Fires initiated outside the plant will not affect plant

operations since such fires would be far removed from the plant.
The site will be cleared, such that a fire could not propagate to

station buildings or equipment. In addition, fire protection

equipment and systems will be provided to protect the plant from
the effects of an offsite fire, should the fire threaten the

plant site. The primary threat of an offsite fire is a temporary
loss of the grid. This effect is addressed in the loss of

offsite power data. Thus, external fires are excluded from

quantitative evaluation.

4.1.8 INTERNAL FLOODS
i

The annual probability of core damage from internally initiated
floods varied significantly for the nuclear plants reviewed in

Appendix A of Reference 54 primarily due to design-_pecific
features that serve to either increase or eliminate the potential

for internal flooding events to impact safety-related equipment. H

The most dominant internal flooding event in past PRAs is a flood

of the turbine building basement. Depending on the equipment

located in this area and the separation of this area from other

areas, there is the potential for plant impacts varying from

essentially no impact to a sustained loss of offsite power to a
loss of all feedwater and injection. However, the System 80+

Standard Design does not have any safety-related equipment in

this area, and it is sufficiently separated from areas that do

contain safety-related equipment to preclude consequential

flooding of these areas. Therefore, turbine building basement

flooding is not a significant contributor to risk for System 80+

Standard Design.

For most PRAs reviewed in Appendix A of Reference 54, other

flooding sources affected a limited number of components or

failed a single train of components. Therefore, there would be

other equipment available to maintain core cooling until the

flooding source was identified and isolated. In addition, the

use of curbs to retain or slow the progression of flooding, the

separation and compartmentalization of redundant equipment, and

the elevation of equipment off the floor essentially eliminate

the potential for internal flooding events to impact the

operation of the plant. These type of features are employed

in the System 80+ Standard Design. Therefore, internal flooding
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events will not be a significant contributor to risk for System

80+ Standard Design and do not require quantitative evaluation.

4.1.9 EXTERNAL FLOODS

The potential for external floods is very site dependent. The

siting and construction of the System 80+ Standard Design will be

such that the threat to safety-related equipment from external
flooding will be insignificant. Many sources will be eliminated

via the site selection process. For the selected site, the

maximum heights of listed water levels will be deterministically

calculated, to ensure that structures housing safety-related

equipment are located above projected flood levels. This

calculation will, as appropriate, account for the effects of

severe precipitation, snow melt, flooding caused by ice cover,

river flooding, ocean flooding, tsunami flooding, seiche effects,

wave and storm surge effects, hurricane effects, and high lake

levels. In addition, the potential for indirect effects on the

plant, such as debris generated by a severe storm or hurricane,

will be precluded by design. Further, in most cases, there is

sufficient warning time prior to the flooding event, such that

the plant could be brought to and maintained in a safe shutdown
state.

H
Based on the reasons discussed above, external floods are not

significant contributors to plant risk and do not require

quantitative evaluation.

4.1.10 FOG

The only effect fog has on a nuclear power plant is that it may

increase the potential for a vehicle, barge, or aircraft

accident. These effects are implicitly considered in the

accident data for these events. Therefore, fog does not need to

be treated as a separat_o'external event.

4.1.11 LOW TEMPERATURE

The main effect of low temperatures is a failure of instruments

which could result in a plant trip. This event is included in

plant trip frequency data. Other low temperature related effects
such as frost, snow fall, and ice cover are addressed in the

design process. Ventilation paths are designed to minimize the

potential for snow and ice blockage, and operating procedures

ensure that the ventilation paths remain clear. The buildings

are designed to withstand loading in excess of the loads

generated from combinations of snow, ice, and rain. Further,

thermal stresses and embrittlement are covered by the

requirements of the appropriate design codes and standards.
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Additionally, there is adequate warning of icing of the ultimate
heat sink, so that remedial action can be taken to ensure the

availability of this source. Therefore, low temperature effects
do not need further quantitative evaluation.

4.1.12 TORNADOS

High winds, tornado-generated missiles, hail and hurricane wind

effects are encompassed by this event. Hail is excluded from
further consideration, because there are other missiles, such as

those generated by tornados, that are more serious and are

considered in the design of critical structures.

The PRAs for current generation plants reviewed in Appendix A of
Reference 54 identified a number of vulnerabilities to tornados.

Older plants were found to be susceptible to both wind and

missile effects, whereas recent vintage plants have increased the

design strength of many structures, so that they are able to

withstand loading generated by 360 mph winds, effectively
eliminating wind effects for these structures. However, the

turbine building has been susceptible to wind and missile damage,

and continues to be so for System 80+ Standard Design. The

safety-related equipment for a System 80+ Standard Design is

located in the auxiliary building and in the subsphere area where H
it is not susceptible to wind damage. Therefore, damage to the

turbine building and equipment located in the turbine building

does not significantly affect the safety of the plant.

The PRAs identified some important pieces of equipment, located

outside of the building structures, that were susceptible to wind

and missile damage. This equipment included the refueling water

storage tank (RWST) and the service water pumps. In the System

80+ Standard Design, these pieces of equipment are protected from

high winds and wind-induced missiles by locating them inside

reinforced concrete structures. The RWST is replaced by the

In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) located

inside containment and the service water pumps are located in

their own reinforced concrete structure. In addition, the

emergency diesel generators and the alternate standby AC power
source are also housed in reinforced concrete structures.

The System 80+ building materials, strengths and missile barrier

designs are such that the impact on the plant will, at worst, be

a prolonged loss of offsite power. This will result in a demand

on the emergency diesel generators to furnish AC power to all

vital safety equipment for a prolonged period of time. Thus, the

contribution to core damage from a tornado strike at the site

is quantitatively evaluated as a separate event, since extensive

damage to the switchyard may cause a loss of offsite power which
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cannot be recovered for a lengthy period of time. The

quantitative evaluation of the effects of a tornado strike at the

site is presented in Section 4.2 of this appendix.

Losses of 0ffsite power which are caused by high winds away from

the site should not result in a prolonged loss of offsite power.

Further, wind-induced losses of offsite power away from the site

are included in the loss of offsite power frequency data and,
thus, are not analyzed separately.

4.1.13 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL RELEASES OFF SITE

The System 80+ Standard Design site will be in compliance with
the regulations that require the site to be outside the radius of

influence of potential hazards from existing industrial or
military facilities and outside the radius of influence of

potential explosions or leaks from existing pipelines. In
addition, the site location will be such that it will not be

affected by transportation accidents involving hazardous

materials. Therefore, this event is excluded from quantitative
analysis.

4.1.14 LANDSLIDE

H
The System 804 _ Standard Design will not be located at a site that

is vulnerable to landslides. Therefore, this event is excluded

from quantitative analysis.

4.1.15 LIGHTNING

The most probable effect of lightning on plant operation is a

loss of offsite power from a strike in the switchyard. These
occurrences are accounted for in the calculation of the loss of

offsite power initiating event occurrence frequency. This event

is not evaluated independently.

4.1.16 METEORITE

The occurrence frequency of meteorites is significantly less than
other external events, and it would not result in worse

consequences than a higher frequency event, such as large

earthquakes. Therefore, this eveDt is excluded from quantitative
evaluation.

4.1.17 SANDSTORM

Most nuclear power plant sites are far removed from areas with

large sand deposits. The System 80+ Standard Design will be
sited such that likelihood of a sandstorm is remote. In
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addition, the ventilation systems will be designed to handle any

increased filtration requirements due to postulated sandstorms,

and the switchyards will be designed to maintain their function.
Therefore, sandstorms are excluded from quantitative evaluation.

4.1.18 SEISMIC ACTIVITY

Seismic events were found to be significant contributors to the

core damage frequency in most of the PRAs reviewed in Appendix A

of Reference 54. Many of the sequences, determined to be

significant in these past PRAs, will probably also be important

for the System 80+ Standard Design. These sequences include:

A. A loss of offsite power due to seismic failure of the

offsite power transformer ceramic insulators, and failures

of the emergency diesel generators and support systems from
both seismic and nonseismic related failures. This results

in a station blackout event with the potential for failure

of additional safety-related equipment due to both seismic
and nonseismic causes.

B. A loss of offsite power is initiated by the seismic event

and the earthquake causes electrical equipment to chatter.

Electrical equipment affected by this chatter failure may

not be reset automatically and may not be reset manually by H

the operators. This scenario has the potential for failing
numerous pieces of safety-related equipment via the loss of

electrical power or control signals, and may lead to core
damage.

The components and systems that have been identified in past PRAs

as important in seismic risk evaluations include:

A. Diesel generators and their support systems.

B. Service water system.

C. Refueling water storage tank.

D. Electrical equipment susceptible to chatter failure.

E. Buildings housing vital equipment, including the

containment, the auxiliary building, and the turbine

building.

F. Ceramic insulators on the offsite power transformers.

G. Non-safety equipment and structures whose failure could

cause failure of safety-related equipment or structures.
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The System 80+ Standard Design improves the operability of many

safety-related components following an earthquake by locating
them in reinforced concrete structures designed using a

conservative design basis safe shutdown earthquake criteria.

This improves the performance of the service water system, the

IRWST (In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank) and a number
of other safety-related systems. In addition, no safety-related

equipment is located in the turbine building, since this building
is not constructed of reinforced concrete.

Though these design improvements enhance the performance of the

plant during and following an earthquake, there is still the

potential for the seismic event to cause the failure of redundant

safety systems with the potential for these failures leading to

core damage. Therefore, seismic events require a detailed

quantitative evaluation. The System 80+ Standard Design seismic

risk analysis and its results are presented in Section 4.3 of

this appendix.

4.1.19 SOIL SHRINK-SWELL CONSOLIDATION

The System 80+ Standard Design will not be located at a site H
which would be vulnerable to soil shrink-swell consolidation.

The design and siting requirements address the issue of soil
reactions in sufficient detail to exclude this event from

quantitative analysis.

4.1.20 TRANSPORTATION

Potential transportation accidents that could affect plant

operations include train, truck, barge and boat accidents. Of

the PRAs revi_ in Appendix A of Reference 54, only one, the
Seabrook PRA , identified any significant core damage

contributions from transportation accidents, and this was for a

single extreme site-specific accident which could result in a

non-recoverable loss of offsite power. The System 80+ Standard

Design has two separated and independent switchyards and

transmission lines and, thus, is not vulnerable to similar single

point accidents. The use of closed-cycle cooling systems

eliminates the potential for boat or barge accidents to affect

plant operation. Plant security and other barriers preclude any

other significant contribution from transportation accidents.

Therefore, this event is excluded from further quantitative

analysis.
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4.1.21 TURBINE-GENERATED MISSILES

TheStandardReviewPlan<42requireplantto    rewiththe
guidelines presented in Regulatory Guide 1.115_; either by

placing or orienting the turbine such that all safety-related

structures, systems and components are excluded from the low

trajectory turbine missile strike zones or, if site

characteristics make this impossible, by placing and shielding

safety-related targets such that the combined strike and damage

probability for the safety-related targets in these zones is less

than 1.0E-3 per turbine failure.

For the System 80+ Standard Design, critical structures (e.g.,

the auxiliary building) are located along or within close

proximity to the longitudinal centerline of the turbine. This

alignment makes the potential for-a turbine-generated missile to

strike critical structures or equipment negligible. In addition,

the safety-related equipment is housed in structures constructed

of reinforced concrete. Therefore, this event is excluded from

quantitative evaluation based on a low occurrence frequency,

location of critical structures and equipment along the

longitudinal centerline of the turbine, and protection of

critical equipment.

4.1.22 VOLCANIC ACTIVITY H

Few sites in the United States are considered susceptible to

volcanic activity. Siting requirements are such that plants will

not be sited in the proximity of a volcano. However, volcanic

ash fall needs to be considered for sites many miles from a

volcano. For these sites, structures will be designed to

accommodate additional loading resulting from volcanic ash fall,

and ventilation systems will be designed to filter out volcanic

ash. Also, there will generally be many days advance notice of

an impending eruption and, because of the intervening distance,

adequate warning time following a volcanic eruption to take

action to shut the reactor down. Therefore, volcanic activity

is excluded from quantitative evaluation.

4.1.23 SABOTAGE AND TERRORISM

Sabotage and terrorism have not typically been addressed by risk

quantification in previous PRAs. Although there have been

approaches adopted to address sabotage, the general consensus is

that the frequency of these events cannot not be predicted with

sufficient accuracy to be beneficial in assessing overall plant

risk. PRA, however, plays a qualitative role in protecting the

plant from sabotage by identifying equipment that is key to plant

operation and combinations of equipment that might be vulnerable
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under certain assumed conditions. This information is then used

in the process of developing safeguards and security protection
strategies for the plant.

As part of 6_e overall ALWR effort, SAND82-7053 (60) and
NUREG/CR-2643 ( were reviewed to identify design requirements
and guidelines that could be applied to ALWRs, including the

System 80+ Standard Design, to reduce the risk of sabotage. The H

resulting requirements and guidelines are documented in _apters
9 and 13 of the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements document (-, . The

sabotage protection strategy for the System 80+ Standard.Design
is consistent with these requirements and guidelines _ ). The

System 80+ design and the sabotage pro_ion plan are consistentwith the recommendations of NUREG-1267
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TABLE B4.1-1

INITIAL LIST OF EXTERNAL EVENTS FOR EVALUATION

Event

Aircraft hazards

Avalanche

Chemicals released from onsite storage

Coastal or lake edge erosion

Drought

Fires (initiated inside plant)

Fires (initiated outside plant)

Floods (initiated inside plant)

Floods (initiated outside plant)

Fog
Frost

Hail

Hurricanes

Ice cover

Industrial or military facility accident

Landslide H
Lightning
Meteorite

Pipeline accident
Precipitation
River diversion

Sabotage and terrorism
Sandstorm

Seiche

Seismic activity
Snow

Soil shrink-swell consolidation

Storm surge

Temperature, high

, Temperature, low
Tornados

Toxic gas

Transportation and hazardous materials accidents
Tsunami

Turbine-generated missiles

Volcanic activity

Water level, lake level, river stage, or tide low

Water level, lake level, river stage, or tide high
Waves

Wind
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TABLE B4.1-2

(Sheet i of 2)

EXTERNAL EVENTS GROUPINGS

Initial External Event Cateqory Final External Event Cateqor7

Aircraft hazards Aircraft hazards

Avalanche Avalanche
Chemicals released from onsite Hazardous material releases

storage on site

Coastal or lake edge erosion Coastal or lake edge erosion

Drought Drought

Fires (initiated inside plant) Internal fires

Fires (initiated outside plant) External fires

Floods (initiated inside plant) Internal floods

Floods (initiated outside plant) External floods

Fog Fog
Frost Low temperature
Hail Tornados

Hurricanes Tornados/external

Ice Cover Low temperature

Industrial or military facility Hazardous material releases
accident off site H

Landslide Landslide

Lightning Lightning
Meteorite Meteorite

Pipeline accident Hazardous material releases
off site

Precipitation External floods
River diversion External floods/drought

Sabotage and terrorism Sabotage and terrorism
Sandstorm Sandstorm

Seiche External floods

Seismic activity Seismic activity
Snow Low temperature

Soil shrink-swell consolidation Soil shrink-swell
consolidation

Storm surge External floods

Temperature, high Drought

Temperature, low Low temperature
Tornados Tornados

Toxic gas Hazardous material releases
off site

Transportation and hazardous Transportation/hazardous
materials accidents :material releases off site
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TABLE B4.1-2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

EXTERNAL EVENTS GROUPINGS

Initial External Event Category Final External Event Category

Tsunami External floods

Turbine-generated missiles Turbine-generated missiles

Volcanic activity Volcanic activity H
Water level, lake level, river Drought

stage, or tide low

Water level, lake level, river External floods

stage, or tide high
Waves External floods

Wind Tornados
i
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TABLE B4.1-3

FINAL LIST OF EXTERNAL EVENTS

Event

Aircraft hazards

Avalanche

Hazardous material releases on site

Coastal or lake edge erosion

Drought
Internal fires

External fires

Internal floods H
External floods

Fog

Low temperature
Tornados

Hazardous material releases off site

Landslide

Lightning
Meteorite

Sandstorm

Seismic activity
Soil shrink-swell consolidation

Transportation
Turbine-generated missiles

Volcanic activity

Sabotage and terrorism
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4.2 TORNADO STRIKE ANALYSIS

As stated in Section 4.1.12, the major impact of a tornado strike

on the System 80+ Standard Design site would be a prolonged loss

of offsite power. The evaluation of the tornado strike
contribution to core damage frequency consisted of five steps:

A. Determination of the site strike frequency.

B. Identification of key components and vulnerabilities.

C. Development of the core damage event tree.

D. Modification of internal event fault tree models to reflect

tornado susceptibilities.

E. Solution and evaluation of the core damage event tree.

Each of these steps is discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1 TORNADO SITE STRIKE FREQUENCY CALCULATION

The tornado occurrence frequency was developed using regional

data prg_ed in the EPRI report on tornado missile risk H
analysls- _'_;. This report presents the occurrence frequency for

different tornado intensities by regions of the United States.

Figure B4.2.1-I shows the four regions of concern, and Table
B4.2.1-I presents the frequency of occurrence per year per

square mile by region and tornado intensity. The tornado

intensities are provided in terms of modified F-scale values

which correspond to different tornado windspeed ranges. The

tornado windspeed is determined by a scalar addition of the

tornado's rotational and translational velocities. For example,

a tornado with a rotational velocity of 140 mph and a

translational velocity of 60 mph has a combined velocity of 200

mph, which corresponds to an F-4 tornado.

In order to simplify the analysis, the important tornado

intensities expected to contribute to core damage were combined

to generate a total frequ?_y_l,_9_ed on a review of prior PRAs
which addressed tornados , the F-0 and F-I tornado

classes were excluded from the total, because the windspeeds

generated by these tornado classes are typically too low to

induce plant failures which could lead to core damage. In

addition, tornado classes with an occurrence frequency less than

1.0E-8 were excluded from the total in keeping with the guidance

provided in the EPRI PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules
document. Next, the frequencies for the remaining tornado

intensity classes were adjusted to account for the area traversed
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by a tornado using the path width and path length data for each

tornado intensity class presented in Table B4.2.1-2. (This data

was extracted from Reference 64). The resulting tornado class

frequencies for each region area were summed to produce the total

tornado strike frequency per square mile per year for each

region. These frequencies are presented Table B4.2.1-3.

The last step was to multiply the tornado occurrence frequencies

by the plant site area to determine the site strike probability. H

Based on information contained in Reference 64, a plant site area

of 0.14 square miles was used. The resulting site strike

frequencies are presented in Table B4.2.1-3. The site strike

probability does not appear to be strongly dependent on region.

For this analysis, the maximum value, that of region B, was

chosen to be representative for all regions. Therefore, the

initiating event frequency for tornado strike for this analysis

is 1.07E-5/year.
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TAB,,.,LE,,,B,4o 2. i" 1

TORNADO RECURRENCE FREOUENCY BY ,,REGION AND F-SCALE INTENSITY

Recurrence Frequencies
Tornado W_ndspeed

Intensity _anqeCmph) Ret__qJ_q_ Reoton R Re.ion C Region D

F-O 40-73 2.80E-04 4.40E-04 2.47E-04 2.88E-05
F-1 73-103 1.74E-04 2.34E-04 1.11E-04 1.13E-05 H
F-2 103-135 1.17E-04 1.44E-04 6.11E-05 5.60E-06
F-3 135-168 4.39E-05 4.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.72E-06
F-4 168-209 1.03E-05 9.31E-06 3.44E-06 1.47E-07
F-5 209-277 1.57E-06 1.14E-06 3.53E-07 9.53E-09
F-6 >277 1.43E-07 5.27E-08 2.12E-08 -
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TABLE B4.2.1-2

TORNADO PATH LENGTH AND WIDTH

Tornado Intensity Path Length (miles) Path Width (ft.)

F-0 0.51 38.1

F-1 1.80 108.7 H

F-2 5.74 300.0
F-3 16.08 900.0

F-4 45.65 2645.0

F-5 108.52 5556.3
F-6 - -
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TABLE B4.2.1-3

TORNADO OCCURRENCE FREQUENCIES

Reqion Tornado Occurrence Frequency Site Strike Frequency

H
A 6.50E-05/square mile/yr 9.09E-O6/yr

B 7.66E-05/square mile/yr 1.07E-OS/yr

C 3.12E-_5/square mile/yr 4.37E-06/yr
D 2.86E-05/square mile/yr 4.00E-06/yr
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TABLE B4.2.1-4

EQUIPMENTAND STRUCTURESVULNERABLETO TORNADOSTRIKE

TornadoChalIenge

Structure/Component Wind L_.'.,adinq Pressure Missile

TurbineBuilding P_ Nb Sc
ContainmentPenetratio_Room P N P
ServiceWater Intake N N P
Switchyard P N P
Diesel GeneratorIntake and Exhaust N N P
Auxiliaryand Reactor Building N P S
CondensateStorageTanks N N P
RefuelingWater StorageTank N S P
Diesel GeneratorFuel Oi_,Tank N N P
Transformers N N P
Diesel Generators N N N

NOTES: a) Primaryconsideration
b) Not a major concern
c) Secondaryconsideration
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4.2.2 IDENTIFICATION OF KEY COMPONENTS AND VULNERABILITIES
i

To determine the potential impact of a tornado strike on site,

key components which are vulnerable to tornado effects and are

important to plant shutdown. These components were identified

based on equipment which was found to be susceptible to tornado

effects in past PRAs. Tornados subject components and structures

to three types of challenges. The first challenge is the wind

loading produced by the tornado as it passes over the site. The

second is the pressure differential as the tornado passes over a

specific component or structure. The final challenge is due to

mlssiles generated by the tornado which can strike components or

structures. Table B4.2.1-4 presents a list of equipment and
structures found to be vulnerable to the various tornado

challenges in previous PRAs. As described in the following

sections, many of these past vulnerabilities are precluded by
the System 80+ Standard Design features.

4.2.2.1 Turbine Building

In previous PRAs, the major contributors to core damage frequency

from turbine building failures were associated with consequential

failures of safety equipment and loss of offsite power. For H
System 80+ Standard Design, all safety equipment is located in

the auxiliary building and thus is not susceptible to damage due
to failure of the turbine building. Turbine building failure is
not the dominant contributor to the tornado induced loss of

offsite power. Given that no AC power recovery is assumed for

the 24-hour mission time, the impact of a turbine building
failure on loss of offsite power is no different from the other
more probable causes and, therefore, is excluded from detailed
evaluation.

4.2.2.2 Containment Penetration Room

The failure of the containment penetration room is typically

associated with older plant designs which utilized masonry block

wall construction for some structures which contained equipment

important to maintaining decay heat removal. Masonry block walls

fail at wind speeds in the range of 120 mph, and are subject to

missile penetration. Structural collapse or missile penetration
both result in failure of equipment or piping.

The System 80+ Standard Design uses reinforced concrete

structures with a wind load capacity of 360 mph. This type of
structure has been shown not to be vulnerable to tornado missile

penetration or wind loading. Thus, this vulnerability is not of

concern for the System 80+ Standard Design.
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4.2.2.3 Service Water Intake

Tornado-induced missile strikes on the service water intake

structures have been important for some plant PRAs. The typical

failure modes include failure of the service water pumps, failure
of the suction piping, or structural collapse of the intake

structure, such that the intake flow is blocked by debris. As
was the case for the containment penetration room, these failures

were primarily associated with buildings of masonry block

construction. For the System 80+ Standard Design, buildings
containing safety-related equipment use reinforced concrete

construction. Thus, service water pump or piping failure

associated with building collapse or missile penetration is not a

problem for the System 80+ Standard Design. However, there is

still the potential for other tornado generated debris to end up
in the intake structure and block the service water intake flow.

To account for this potential failure mode, the service water

fault tree models were modified to address intake blockage due to

tornado generated debris. This event was assigned a probability
of 0.01 per demand.

4.2.2.4 Switchyard and Feeder Lines
H

The switchyard is an area of primary concern during a tornado.

In most cases, offsite power will be disrupted due to any number
of different causes. Power lines are able to withstand

windspeeds up to I00 mph, but can be expected to fail at

windspeeds above this level. Tornado generated missiles may

cause short circuits in the switchyard and destroy relatively

fragile electrical equipment, such as isolators and relay
cabinets. Therefore, it is generally assumed that a tornado

strike will result in a loss of offsite power. In addition, the

recovery times associated with restoration of AC power following

a normal loss of offsite power may not be applicable, because
they do not account for the amount of restoration needed to

restore a switchyard following a tornado strike.

The System 80+ Standard Design main switchyard will be similar to

those found at present LWRs and, thus, will be susceptible to

tornado-induced failures leading to loss of offsite power. The

System 80+ design will have a secondary switchyard connected to

the grid at a remote location. However, for this analysis, it

was assumed that any tornado which struck the site would damage

both switchyards. It was also assumed that offsite power would
not be restored within the 24-hour mission time.
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4.2.2.5 Diesel Generator Intake and Exhaust

Because of the high probability of losing offsite power during a

tornado, the operation of the diesel generators is very important

in preventing core damage accidents. The diesel generator intake
and exhaust structures have been postulated as areas in which
tornado-induced missile strikes could result in failure of the

diesel generators. The design of these structures in recent

vintage LWRs have included missile barriers which preclude
failure of the structure, with consequential failure of the

diesel generators, due to missile strikes. The System 80+

Standard Design will include equivalent protection for the diesel

generator intake and exhausts and, thus, will not be vulnerable
to this type of failure.

4.2.2.6 Auxiliary and Reactor Buildings

The auxiliary and reactor buildings contain the majority of the

safety equipment necessary for safe shutdown of the plant
following a tornado event. Early plant designs used blowout

panels to accommodate the pressure gradient caused by tornados.
However, these blowout panels became potential missiles which

could cause equipment failure. Most recent plants have opted for

closed buildings designed to accommodated the pressure gradient
associated with tornados thus eliminating the potential for H

internal missile generation. The use of reinforced concrete

construction provides protection against other tornado-generated
missiles. In addition, key components, such emergency feedwater

pumps and injection pumps, are located in the lower regions of

the auxiliary building (under the containment shadow), such that

any missile which did penetrate the auxiliary building would not

be expected to strike any key components. The capability of the

auxiliary building to withstand high wind loadings provides

sufficient protection against failures due to tornado-induced

wind loading. Therefore, tornado-induced auxiliary and reactor

building failures are not expected to contribute to core damage
and are excluded from additional evaluation.

4.2.2.7 Condensate Storage Tank

Current generation plants typically have their condensate storage
tank located in or near the turbine building. Failure of the

turbine building by either wind loading or missile penetration
has been assumed to fail this water source. In some cases, this

has resulted in a limited ability to provide adequate decay heat

removal. For the System 80+ Standard Design, the primary source

of emergency feedwater for decay heat removal is the two

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tanks. These tanks are located

within the auxiliary building and below grade level, such that
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they are protected from windloading effects and missile

penetration. Thus, tornado-induced failure of these tanks is not

expected to be significant.

4.2.2.8 Refueling Water Storage Tank

For current generation PWRs, the refueling water storage tank is
located external to the plant. It is postulated that this tank

would be failed by a tornado either due to missile penetration or

collapse of the tank due to differential pressure. This results
in the loss of all water for safety injection. For the System

80+ Standard Design, the refueling water storage tank has been
located inside containment and is a reinforced concrete

structure. Thus, it is no longer vulnerable to tornado-induced
failures.

4.2.2.9 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Tank

The diesel generator fuel oil tanks have been identified as an

area of concern in some past PRAs. These tanks are the long term

fuel source for the onsite emergency diesel generators and are

typically located underground, outside of the plant structure.
The two postulated failure modes are puncture due to the

penetration of a tornado-generated missile, and tank collapse due

to a vacuum being drawn inside the tank due to the pressure H

gradient as the tornado passes over the tank's atmospheric vent.
Most recent vintage plants require that a concrete slab be placed

over the area containing the tanks for tank protection and

collection of fuel oil spills. This slab provides adequate

protection from tornado-generated missiles. The System 80+

Standard Design will include a concrete slab over the diesel fuel

oil tanks. The vacuum failure can be precluded by designing the

tanks for the maximum credible pressure gradient. For most

plants, this would be approximately 3 psig. The diesel fuel oil
tanks for the System 80+ Standard Design will be designed to

withstand the maximum credible pressure differential, thus

precluding a tornado induced collapse of the tanks.

4.2.2.10 Transformers

For transformers located outside of the reinforced concrete

structures, the potential exists for tornado-induced failure.
The main failure mode for transformers is missile strike

resulting in failure of the transformer due to either a

catastrophic failure or electrical short. Most plants have the

nonessential and stepdown transformers located Pither in or just
outside the turbine building, which provides no protection from

tornados. Thus, these transformers are expected to be lost

during a tornado. Restoration of these transformers following a
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tornado may not be possible and may preclude restoration of

offsite AC power for an extended period of time. For the System

80+ Standard Design, all of the transformers for the

safety-related equipment will be located within the reinforced
concrete structures and will not be susceptible to tornado

damage. However, the nonessential transformers will be located
outside of these protected structures, and will be susceptible to

tornado damage. Thus, for the System 80+ Standard Design, it is

assumed that the nonessential transformers will be lost during a

tornado and that offsite power will not be restored within the
24-hour mission time used in the PRA.

4.2.2.11 Diesel Generators

Diesel generators are key components for mitigating the effects
of a tornado strike, because of the near direct link between

tornado strikes and loss of offsite power. Although diesel

generators provide a reliable onsite power source, sequences
involving diesel generator failures have been found to be the

dominant contributors to core damage frequency due to tornados.

This is because the diesels are required to run for an extended

period following a tornado strike because of long-term loss of H
offsite power. The operation of the diesel generators is as

important for the System 80+ Standard Design, as it is for
current plants. Due to the relatively high frequency of diesel

generator failure, it dominates other diesel generator component
failures which would be due to tornado strike, for example,

generator intake strike. Thus diesel generator independent, not
tornado-induced, probability is considered the bounding estimate

of diesel generator failure.

4.2.2.12 Combustion Turbine

The System 80+ Standard Design includes a non-safety grade
combustion turbine as an additional backup to the diesel

generators. It is normally aligned to one of the two permanent

non-safety buses, and can also be aligned to one of the two

safety buses if needed. The combustion turbine is non-safety

grade, and it and its fuel supply probably will not be located
within a reinforced concrete structure capable of withstanding
the effects of a tornado. Thus, for a tornado strike, the

combustion turbine is not considered to be a viable backup for

the diesel generators.
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4.2.3 TORNADO STRIKE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

4.2.3.1 Event Progression

The Tornado Strike Event Tree (Figure B4.2.3-I) covers all events

initiated by a tornado strike on the plant site. This event is

assumed to result in a loss of offsite power with a duration of

greater than 24 hours. It is also assumed that the turbine-

generator is unable to runback to and pick up hotel load

following the tornado strike. Thus, the Tornado Strike event

considered in the analysis is an event which requires actuation
of the emergency power supplies when offsite power is lost, and

the turbine/generator does not run back and maintain hotel loads.

A Tornado Strike event will result in a loss of forced reactor
coolant flow due to simultaneous loss of electrical power to all

four reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), a loss of condenser vacuum and

loss of main feedwater due to the loss of power to the

circulating water pumps, a turbine trip _ith fast closure of the

turbine stop valves due to loss of load, and a start signal to
the emergency diesel generators due to low voltage on the 4.16 KV

vital buses. Due to the loss of condenser vacuum, the Steam

Bypass Control System (SBCS) and the turbine bypass valves are
also unavailable.

H

The loss of forced coolant flow following loss of power to the

RCPs leads to a reactor trip on low DNBR. The loss of secondary

heat sink due to the loss of main feedwater in conjunction with
the unavailability of the SBCS soon results in a reduction in RCS

heat removal. Both primary and secondary pressure will increase.

The primary and secondary safety valves will lift to control

primary and secondary pressure respectively. Concurrently, steam

generator level will be decreasing due to void collapse, and

emergency feedwater will be actuated on a low steam generator

level. Secondary heat removal via the emergency feedwater and

the secondary safety valves is thus re-established and primary

pressure and temperature will begin to decrease. At this time

the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) can be opened to continue

cooling and depressurizing the RCS to residual heat removal (or

shutdown cooling) entry conditions.

When offsite power is lost, the diesel generators will receive a

start signal. The diesel generators will start and load the

Engineered Safety Features (ESF) buses. The ESF buyes provide

power to the Safety Injection System (SIS) pumps and motor-

operated valves, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) pumps and

motor-operated valves, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System

motor-driven pumps and motor-operated valves, the Component

Cooling Water (CCW) System and Station Service Water (SSW) System
pumps, and associated motor-operated valves.
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With the diesel generators available, the SIS pumps can be

started and used to provide RCS inventory makeup and for boron

addition to provide core reactivity control. Once the plant has
been steamed down to residual heat removal conditions using the

EFW System and ADVs, long-term decay heat removal (using the SCS)

can be initiated to bring the plant down to cold shutdown
conditions.

Failure of a Primary Safety Valve (PSV) to reseat following the
initial pressure spike would result in a small LOCA, and the

required system responses are equivalent to those discussed in

Section 4.3 (with offsite power unavailable). Failure of the

emergency feedwater would result in failure of secondary heat
removal and, thus, the RCS heat removal because no other

secondary heat sink is available. Therefore, some other means of

heat removal must be established in order to prevent core damage.
The emergency or onsite power sources can be used to power the

Safety Injection System and Safety Depresssurization System to

provide the Feed and Bleed process for RCS heat removal in event

the emergency feedwater is unavailable.

As discussed in Section 4.2.2.3, the service water intake

structure is subject to blockage by tornado generated debris. If

this should happen, component cooling for the diesel generators H

and all motor-driven pumps would be lost, as would the HVAC
system. This would result in the failure of the diesels and all

motor-driven pumps. The turbine-driven emergency feedwater pumps

would still be available and 125 VDC control power would be

available from the station batteries for 8 hours. However, upon
battery depletion, control power and indication would be lost.

Therefore, for this analysis, it was assumed that sequences
involving blockage of the service water intake structure would

proceed to core damage. Service water intake structure blockage
due to tornado generated debris is addressed in the service water

system models included within the front-line system models.

4.2.3.2 Tornado Strike Event Tree Elements

4.2.3.2.1 Tornado strike Initiators

Tornado Strike events include all events initiated by a tornado
strike within the plant boundaries. It is assumed that this

event will result in an extended loss of offsite power requiring
long-term use of the emergency power sources.

4.2.3.2.2 Primary Safety Valve Reseat

The initial loss of secondary heat sink following the tornado

strike and loss of offsite power will result in the primary
system pressure increase. The Primary Safety Valves (PSVs) will
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most probably open. Failure of a PSV to reseat after the primary

side pressure decreases will result in a small Loss-Of-Coolant-

Accident (LOCA) with offsite power unavailable. This is

considered to be a small LOCA initiator for quantification of

small LOCA frequencies.

The success criterion for this element is that four of four

PSVs must reseat.

4.2.3.2.3 Safety Injection System Injection

Following the reactor trip after the tornado strike and attendant

loss of offsite power, RCS pressure will increase and the PSVs

will lift. If any of the PSVs fail to reseat, coolant will be

lost through the stuck-open PSV. Consequently, the reactor

coolant will rapidly cool and contract (resulting in a pressure

decrease). The Safety Injection System (SIS) will be

automatically actuated on low pressurizer pressure and will

inject borated water to provide additional negative reactivity in

the short term. When offsite power is lost, the preferred source

of power is lost. The safety equipment loads on the 4.16 KV

buses will be shed and the diesel generators will receive a start

signal. After the diesel generators have started and reached

operating speed, they will be loaded to the 4.16 KV Class IE

buses. The buses will provide power to the Safety Injection
System (SIS) pumps. Power to the motor-operated valves will be

supplied at a lower power level, such as 480V motor control

center (MCC). H
i

There are four SIS pumps, and the success of the SIS is defined

as one SiS pump injecting water into the RCS from the

In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

4.2.3.2.4 Deliver Emergency Feedwater

Following a tornado strike with attendant loss of offsite power,

emergency feedwater must be supplied to the steam generators in

order to remove decay heat from the RCS. The Emergency Feedwater

System will be automatically actuated on a low steam generator

level by the ESFAS. It can also be manually actuated from the

control room. When offsite power is lost, the preferred source

of power is lost. The safety equipment loads on the 4.16 KV

buses will be shed and the diesel generators will receive a start

signal. After the diesel generators have started and reached

operating speed, they will be loaded on the 4.16 KV Class IE

buses. The buses will provide power to the motor-driven EFW

pumps.
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The success criterion for this element is that emergency

feedwater must be delivered by at least one Emergency Feedwater

System pump to its respective steam generator from its associated

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST).

4.2.3.2.5 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to

cold shutdown following a transient, if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to residual heat removal entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown ooling System (SCS), whlch is the preferred means,

is then used _r long-term decay heat removal. If the SCS is not

available, se< )ndary side heat removal must be maintained for

long-term decay heat removal by maintaining emergency feedwater

flow. In this _se, the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) must be

aligned to prov_ 'e additional inventory to the EFW System once

the Emergency Fe£1water Storage Tanks empty (nominally between 16
to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

H
Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

SCS later fails during long-term decay heat removal, secondary

side heat removal can be re-established by restarting the EFW

System. Operator has at least one hour to re-establish emergency
feedwater flow because of the low decay heat levels and the

inventory in the generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the EFW

System must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the
CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to

the EFW System.

4.2.3.2.6 Safety Depressurization (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SiS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
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integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjunction with one SIS pump.

4.2.3.2.7 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection

(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat removal.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

4.2.3.2.8 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a

tornado strike with attendant loss of offsite power, feed and

bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay heat from the

core and transfer it to the In-containment Refueling Water H

Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be transferred

outside of containment. If the energy is not removed from the
containment, containment temperature and pressure increase,

possibly resulting in a breach of the containment integrity. At

this point, coolant will flash through the break in the
containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI pumps

trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because the

combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted. Thermal-

hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment cooling to

remove the energy, containment failure would occur approximately
41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back

to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank. The CSS

would be actuated on high-high containment pressure, or it could

be manually actuated. The CSS consists of two separate,
redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists of a pump,

heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves and

instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align the

SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment spray

heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train is
unavailable.
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The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.
If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be

used as a backup.

4.2.3.3 Major Dependencies

The following functicnal dependencies are important for the
tornado strike event tree:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for

steam removal is available, therefore, Bleed must be used to
remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and cooled for the Feed and

Bleed process to succeed.

C. If the PSV fails to reseat, the event is treated as a small H
LOCA with offsite power unavailable.

D. The diesel generators and all motor-driven pumps depend on

the service water system for cooling. It was assumed that
if the service water intake structure was blocked by tornado

generated debris, the diesels would fail and that core

damage would occur within the 24-hour mission time.

4.2.3.4 Major Recovery Actions

The major recovery actions typically addressed in the recovery

analysis for a transient include restoration of offsite power or

aligning the combustion turbine to one of the safety buses to

provide power to the safety equipment. For a tornado strike on

site, it was assumed that offsite power could not be restored
within the 24-hour mission time, and that the combustion turbine

would not be available as a backup for the diesel generators.

Therefore, no recovery was credited for tornado strike sequences.

4.2.3.5 Core Damage Sequence Quantification

The core damage freq'lency contribution for the tornado strike

event sequences are given in Table B4.2.3-I.
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4.2.3.6 Station Blackout Event Proqression

If both of the diesel generators and the alternate standby AC

power source fail to start following the tornado-induced loss of

offsite power, a station blackout would result. Failure of the
diesel generators and the alternate standby AC power source

results in the Safety Injection, Residual Heat Removal, Component

Cooling Water, and Station Service Water Systems being

unavailable for RCS heat removal or cooling the RCP seals.

Initially, however, the turbine-driven emergency feedwater pumps

would be available to supply emergency feedwater to the steam
generator, and secondary steam could be removed via the

Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs). The station batteries will

provide control and vital instrumentation power for approximately
8 hours before they are depleted. It was assumed that, with the H

depletion of the station batteries, the turbine-driven emergency

feedwater pumps would trip due to loss of control power to the

turbine governor. At this time, the ADVs would also become

inoperable. Core damage would follow in approximately two hours.

As discussed in Section 4.2.3.1, it is assumed that a tornado

will result in offsite power being unavailable for 24 hours or

more. Thus, a station blackout following a tornado-induced loss

of offsite power will lead to core damage in about I0 hours.

The fault tree presented in Figure B4.2.3-2 was used to quantify

the core damage frequency associated with a tornado-induced

station blackout with battery depletion. This model accounts for

the impact of the tornado on the reliability of the Component

Cooling Water and Station Service Water systems which, in turn,

affect the reliability of the diesel generator.
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TABLEB4.2.3-1

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONFOR
TORNADOSTRIKE EVENT
COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contri buti on

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3-TRND (Tornado)(EFWOK)(Long-Term < 1.0E-16 -
Decay Heat Removal
Fails)(Feed& Bleed
OK)(Fail to Cool IRWST)

4-TRND (Tornado)(EFWOK)(Long-Term 3.31E-I0 2.81
Decay Heat Removal
Fails)(BleedOK)(Feed
Fails)

5-TRND (Tornado)(EFWOK)(Long-Term 1.11E-12 6.89
Decay Heat Removal
Fails)(BleedFails) H

7-TRND (Tornado)(Fail to deliver < 1.0E-16 -
EFW)(Feed& Bleed OK)(Fail
to Cool IRWST)

8-TRND (Tornado)(Failto deliver 5.34E-10 4.34
EFW)(BleedOK)(FeedFails)

9-TRND (Tornado)(Failto deliver 1.55E-10 2.78
EFW)(Bleed Fails)

]I-TRND (Tornado)(Failureof PSV to 6.54E-11 5.11
Reseat)(SafetyInjection
OK)(Fail to Cool IRWST)

12-TRND (Tornado)(Failureof PSV to 5.26E-9 3.04
Reseat)(SafetyInjection
Fails)

- (Tornado)(StationBlackout 5.90E-9 3.01
with BatteryDepletion)

I.21E-8
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4.3 SEISMIC ANALYSIS

4.3.1 METHODOLOGY

Seismic events pose a unique risk to nuclear power plants due to

the plant-wide impact of such an event. A single seismic event

may fail multiple components or systems, resulting in the

potential for core damage. A prolonged loss of offsite power is

anticipated to be typical of most seismic events, thus placing
demands on the onsite power systems. These factors, combined

with postulated random failures, potentially produce numerous

failure modes which can lead to core damage.

Figure B4.3.1-1 outlines the methodology used to evaluate the

seismic risk for the System 80+ Standard Design. The bases for

the seismic analyses are the event trees and fault trees

developed for the evaluation of the internal initiating events.

First, the event trees developed for the internal events were

reviewed to identify the different types of events that might be

expected to occur as a consequence of the seismic event and to

determine the systems needed to mitigate the resultant event

sequences. This was done by identifying those portions of the

internal initiator event trees that would be applicable for a

seismic event and/or a consequential event. The event sequences
thus identified were then combined to form a composite seismic

event tree (See Figure B4.3.2-I). H

Next, the fault tree models for the systems used to mitigate

internal initiating events were reviewed to determine which

components could be affected by a seismic event. For each

component that could potentially be affected by a seismic event,

an element representing seismically-induced failure was added to

the fault tree (for example, mechanical failure of a pump).

Since seismic events are of short duration, time-dependent events

(such as a pump failing to run) generally were not affected. In
some instances, demand failures were added to address failure to

restart normally operating equipment which might trip or

temporarily lose power due to a seismic event. In addition, some

seismically-induced failures, such as relay chatter which caused

safety equipment to trip, were considered to be recoverable. For

these types of failures, an additional element was included to

represent the operator failing to perform the recovery action.

The next step in the process was to develop the plant seismic
hazard curve. A seismic hazard curve is an x-y plot of peak

ground acceleration, given in units of g (gravitational

acceleration), versus the frequency of exceedance, which is the

frequency that a given ground acceleration is expected to be

exceeded. Therefore, the plant seismic hazard curve provides the
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anticipated range of ground accelerations that the plant may

reasonably be expected to encounter, based on historical seismic
events and site-specific geology. The generic ALWR seismic

hazard curve presented in the EPRI PRA Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (Appendix A to Chapter 1 of Volume 2 of

Reference 5) was used for seismic evaluation of the System 80+

Standard Design (Figure B4.3.1-2). The ALWR seismic hazard curve

is a bounding curve on the mean frequency of exceeding levels of

peak ground acceleration. This curve is expected to exceed the
mean hazard curve for 80% of the locations in eastern and central

United States.

In order to determine the capacity of the plant to resist seismic

events, it is necessary to know the probability of failure of

plant structures and components at varying seismic levels. This
is typically accomplished by developing a set of fragility curves

which plot the probability of failure versus the seismic ground

motion parameter used in the analysis for the risk sensitive

components and structures. A typical fragility curve is an

S-shaped curve which shows increasing probability of failure at

higher seismic motion. The existence of a slope (versus a step

function) in the curve reflects the randomness in the component

capacity. This random variation in component capacity tends to

be lognormally distributed. Therefore, this curve can be H
represented by a median capacity and a logarithmic standard

deviation representing the randomness.

A series of curves are usually generated for potentially

significant contributors to seismic risk because of the
uncertainties in determining the median component strength. This

set of curves for a given component can be represented by a mean

fragility curve with a logarithmic standard deviation

representing the uncertainty in determining the median component

strength. Thus, the entire set of fragility curves for a given

component can be expressed in terms of three variables: the

median capacity factor from the mean fragility curve, the

logarithmic standard deviation for the randomness of the mean

fragility curve, and the logarithmic standard deviation for the

uncertainty in the components median strength.

The generic component fragility curves presented in the EPRI PRA

Key Assumptions and Groundrules Document (Appendix A to Chapter 1
of Volume 2 of Reference 5) were used for the seismic evaluation

of the System 80+ Standard Design. These curves were expressed
in terms of a median capacity and a combined uncertainty which is

the square root of the sum of the squares of the two logarithmic
standard deviations. Table B4.3.1-I presents the generic

component fragilities extracted from the EPRI PRA Key Assumptions
and Groundrules Document, and Table B4.3.1-2 presents the
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fragilities for the specific seismically-induced basic events

included in the system fault tree models.

The next step in the seismic analysis was to solve the seismic

fault trees and the seismic event tree. First, the failure

probability for all seismically-induced basic events was set to

1.0 (meaning that the event was failed), and the fault trees were

solved (using IRRAS) to generate the cutsets with the appropriate

seismically-induced basic events. Next, the seismic event tree

was solved via fault tree linking to generate the seismic core

damage event sequence cutsets. The sequence cutsets were then

reviewed and illogical and duplicate cutsets were removed.

Once the cutset generation is complete, Monte Carlo simulation is

used to integrate the random and seismically-induced failures

contained in the cutsets to determine the core damage frequency. H

First, the cutsets for a given sequence are converted to a

FORTRAN equation for input to a seismic integration and analysis

program (a modified version of the SAMPLE code). The random

component failure rates, the component fragility data (which

characterizes the mean fragility curve for each component), and

the seismic hazard curve were also input to the code. Random

samples are selected from the seismic hazard curve. Based on the

acceleration selected, component fragilities are checked to
determine which individual capacities have been exceeded. For

those components which would fail for the selected acceleration,

a failure probability is assigned based on the probability of
having an earthquake of the magnitude selected. All the cutsets

are resolved and summed to obtain the probability of core damage

for the selected acceleration. This resolution process is

repeated numerous times to obtain a core damage distribution for

seismic events. Using conventional statistical methods, the

mean, median and best-estimate values are obtained to determine

the cJre damage frequency for the seismic event sequences.
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TABLE B4.3.I-I

GENERICCOMPONENTFRAGILITIES

Combined
Component Capacity(q) Uncertainty

Offsitepower transformers 0.38 0.57
Cable trays 2.5 0.62
Batteriesand batteryracks 3.8 0.47
BatteryChargers and inverters 1.6 0.47
ElectricalEquipment(Chatterfailuremode)
functionrequiredduring event 1.0 0.52
functionrequiredafter event 2.5 0.52

Panelboards/Instrumentationpanels 3.8 0.47
Switchgear/MotorControlCenters 3.1 0.47
Transformers 1.9 0.47
Diesel generatorsand supportsystems 3.1 0.47
Recirculationpumps 1.9 0.47
Turbine-drivenpumps 2.5 0.47 H
Motor-drivenpumps 2.0 0.47
Heat exchangersand small tanks 1.9 0.47
Air-operatedvalves 3.8 0.62
Motor-operatedvalves 3.8 0.62
Safety relief,manual and check valves 3.8 0.62
ReactorPressurevessel 2.0 0.47
Reactor internals/coreassembly 1.8 0.52
Controlrod drives 2.5 0.52
Accumulators 2.5 0.47
Large flat-bottomstoragetanks 1.1 0.47
HVAC ducting 2.5 0.62
Air handling units 2.5 0.52
Piping 3.8 0.62
Buried welded steel piping 2.5 0.42
Steam Generator 2.5 0.52
Pressurizer 2.5 0.52
ReactorCoolant Pump 2.5 0.52
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TABLE B4.3.I-2

(Sheet I of 2)

SEISMICALLYINDUCEDBASIC EVENTS

Event Description Fragility(9)

APMZ Seismlcfailureof emergencyfeedwater 2.0
motor-drivenpumps

APTZ Seismlcfailureof emergencyfeedwater 2.5
turbine-drivenpumps

CZHX Seism c failureof servicewater heat 1.9
exchangers

CPMZ Seism c failureof the servicewater 2.0
system pumps

CTZX Seismicfailureof the servicewater 1.9
system surge tanks

EBATZ Seismlcfailureof batteries 3.8
EBUSZ Seismicfailureof the electricalbuses 3.1

(groupedevent)
EBUSCHT Seismicallyinducedchatterfailureof 1.0

each bus (groupedevent)
ECFIIZ Seismicfailureof the seismically 3.0

isolated125VDC-480VACinverters
ECHGZ Seismicfailureof the batterychargers 1.6 H
ECIZ Seismicfailureof the inverters 1.6
EDGZBLDG Seismicfailureof the diesel generator 3.8

buildings
EDGZCP Se sm c failure of the diesel generator 3.8

control panels
EDGZLS Selsm c failure of diesel generator 2 5

oad sequencers
EDGZ Selsm c failure of the diesel 3 1

generators
EDGHXZ Selsm c failureof the diesel generator 1 9

heat exchangers
ELBXBUS Seismlcfailureof the electrical 3 1

busesJ

ELBZI38K Seismlcally-inducedchatterfailureof I 0
the 13.SKVACswitchgear

ELBZ4160 Seismically-inducedchatter Failureof 1 0
the 4160 VAC switchgear

ELBZ69K Se smlcally-inducedchatter failureof I 0
the 6.9 KVAC switchgear

ELBCHT Se smlcally-inducedchatterfailureof I 0
125 VDC bus

ELBTRNI3 Se smlc failureof the 13.8/6.9KVAC 1 9
transformer
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TABLEB4,,3,,,,1-2(Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

SEISMICALLYINDUCEDBASIC EVENT_

Event Description Fragility(q)

ELBZTRN69 Seismicfailureof the 6.9/4.16KVAC 1.9
transformer

ELCZCHT Seismically-inducedchatterfailureof 1.0
the load centers

ELCTRN41 Seismicfailureof the 4160/480load 1.9
center transformers

EMCZCHT Seismically-inducedchatterfailureof 1.0
the motor control

ETRANSF Seismic failure of each transformer 1.9
(grouped event)

FSEZ Seismic failure of the ESFASsystem 2.5
HPMZ Seismic failure of the Safety injection 2.0

pumps
IE-SEISLOP Seismically-induced IGss of offsite 0.3 H

power
JHRZ Seismic failure of the residual heat 1.9

removal and containment spray heat
exchangers

JPMZ Seismic failure of the residual heat 2.0
removal and containment spray pumps

LBLOCA Se_smlcally-induced large break LOCA 2.0
LTXZ Seismic failure of the accumulators 2.5
PPMZ Seism!c failure of motor-driven pumps 2.0

(grouped event)
SCRAMU Seismlc failure of the reactor scram 1.8

system
THXZ Seism c failure of the fuel pool heat 1.9

exchangers
VVXZ Seism c failure of all motor-controlled 3.8

valves
YHXZ Seismic failure of the essential 1.9

chillers
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4.3.2 SEISMIC SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

4.3.2.1 Event Proqression

Seismic events pose a unique risk due to their plant-wide impact

with the potential for initiating a transient and simultaneously

damaging the equipment needed to respond to the seismic event.

An earthquake with a peak ground acceleration of greater than or

equal to 0.1g will result in a plant trip signal, but little

equipment damage is expected until the peak ground accelerations
exceed 0.3g. For events with a peak ground acceleration greater

than 0.3g, a prolonged loss of offsite power will occur due
either to failure of the grid or failure of the plant's main

transformer. For seismic events with a peak ground acceleration

in the range of 1.8g, there is the potential for failure of the
reactor to scram due movement of the core or the reactor

internals, or failure of the CEAs or the CEDMs. For events with

peak ground accelerations in excess of 1.8g, large LOCAs are

likely to occur. The Seismic Event Tree (Figure B4.3.2-I) covers
all events initiated by an earthquake with a peak ground

acceleration greater than or equal 0.3g which affects the plant
site.

The general progression of a seismically-induced transient

parallels that of a loss of offsite power. The primary H
differences are that offsite power is considered to be

non-recoverable for the 24-hour mission time, and that the

seismic event can cause a significant amount of equipment damage

in and across the responding systems. Likewise, the plant

response to a seismically-induced LOCA or ATWS is equivalent to

the non-seismically-induced event progression, except for the

consequential equipment damage. As discussed in Section 4.3.1,
the seismically-induced failure of systems and components is

treated directly in the system fault tree models.

4.3.2.2 Seismic Event Tree Elements

4.3.2.2.1 seismic Initiators

The seismic initiators include all seismic events with a peak

ground acceleration greater than or equal to 0.3g which affect

the plant site. The effects of a full spectrum of peak ground
accelerations are addressed in the solution of the seismic event

sequences via a Monte Carlo sampling of various peak ground

accelerations (see Section 4.?.1).

4.3.2.2.2 No Large LOCA

Seismic events with peak ground accelerations in excess of 2.0g

can cause a large LOCA due to failure of the primary system
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piping. This element is used to assess the potential for the
occurrence of a seismically-induced LOCA. Success is defined to

be "a seismically-induced LOCA does not occur".

4.3.2.2.3 Reactor Scram

For all seismic events, except those involving a seismically-

induced LOCA, a reactor scram is required for reactivity control.

For this element, success is defined to be "sufficient CEAs are
inserted into the core to shutdown the reactor". Failure to

scram the reactor could be the result of random mechanical

failure of the CEAs or CEDMs, seismically-induced failure of the

CEDMs, or seismically-induced shifting of the core or reactor
vessel internals such the the CEAs cannot be inserted into the

core. (Section 3.1.12 contains a more complete discussion of
ATWS events and their progression.)

4.3.2.2.4 MTC Not Adverse

! This element is defined to be that the Moderator Temperature

Coefficient (MTC) is sufficiently negative to preclude RCS peak

pressures from exceeding level C stress limits (approximately !

3200 psia), should a reactor scram not occur following a seismic

event. C-E4 best estimate analyses have shown that for MTCs H q
_-0.30 x I0 Ap/°F, RCS peak pressures will not exceed 3200 psia
if the reactor does not scram (see Section 3.1.12.2.2).

4.3.2.2.5 Primary Safety Valve Reseat

The loss of offsite power and the loss of secondary heat sink

following a seismic event will result in the primary system

pressure increase. The Primary Safety Valves (PSVs) will most

probably open. Failure of a PSV to reseat after the primary side

pressure decreases will result in a small Loss-Of-Coolant
Accident (LOCA) with offsite power unavailable.

The success criterion for this element is that four of four

primary safety valves must reseat.

4.3.2.2.6 Safety Injection System Injection

Following a reactor trip after a seismic event with the attendant

loss of offsite power, RCS pressure will increase and the PSVs

will lift. If any of the PSVs fail to reseat, coolant will be

lost through the stuck-open PSV. Consequently, the reactor

coolant will rapidly cool and contract (resulting in a pressure

decrease). The Safety Injection System (SIS_ will be

automatically actuated on low pressurizer pressure and will

inject borated water to provide additional negative reactivity in
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the short term. When offsite power is lost, the preferred source

of power is lost. The safety equipment loads on the 4.16 KV
buses will be shed and the diesel generators will receive a start

signal. After the diesel generators have started and reached

operating speed, they will be loaded to the 4.16 KV Class IE
buses. The buses will provide power to the Safety Injection

System (SIS) pumps. Power to the motor-operated valves will be

supplied at a lower power level, such as 480V motor control
center (MCC).

There are four SIS pumps and the success of the SIS is defined as

one SiS pump injecting water into the RCS from the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

4.3.2.2.7 Deliver k_ergency Feedwater

Following a seismic event with attendant loss of offsite power,

emergency feedwater must be supplied to the steam generators in

order to remove decay heat from the RCS. The Emergency Feedwater

System will be automatically actuated on a low steam generator

level by the ESFAS. It can also be manually actuated from the
control room. When offsite power is lost, the preferred source

of power is lost. The safety equipment loads on the 4.16 KV
buses will be shed and the diesel generators will receive a start

signal. After the diesel generators have started and reached

operating speed, they will be loaded on the 4.16 KV Class IE

buses. The buses will provide power to the motor-driven EFW

pumps. H

The success criterion for this element is that emergency

feedwater must be delivered by at least one Emergency Feedwater

System pump to its respective steam generator from its associated
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST).

i

4.3.2.2.8 Deliver Boron

For a seismically-induced transient without reactor scram,

initial reactivity cDntrol is provided by moderator temperature

reactivity feedback, but boron must be added to the primary

system to provide long-term reactivity control. RCS pressure

following an ATWS event remains high so that the safety injection

system can not be used to deliver borated water to RCS for
reactivity control. In this case, charging pumps may be used to

provide boron for reactivity control. One charging pump will
deliver sufficient boron to stabilize the plant and bring it to

shutdown conditions. Therefore, the success criterion for this

element is that one of two charging pumps must be started and

aligned to deliver boron to the RCS following a seismically-
induced ATWS.
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4.3.2.2.9 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient, if it is at all possible.

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant

would normally be brought down to residual heat removal entry

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,

is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the SCS is not

available, secondary side heat removal must be maintained for

long-term decay heat removal by maintaining emergency feedwater

flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) must be

aligned to provide additional inventory to the EFW System once

the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tanks empty (nominally between 16
to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the SCS

later fails during long-term decay heat removal, secondary side H
heat removal can be re-established by restarting the EFW System.

The operator has at least one hour to re-establish emergency
feedwater flow because of the low decay heat levels and the

inventory in the generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the EFW

System must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to

the EFW System.

4.3.2.2.10 Safety Depressurization (Bleed)

If short-term secondary side heat removal using the EFWS or

long-term decay heat removal using either the Shutdown Cooling

System or the EFWS fails, RCS heat removal can still be

accomplished by feed and bleed cooling using the the safety

injection pumps and safety depressurization valves.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in

conjunction with one SIS pump.
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4.3.2.2.11 SIT Injection

If a large LOCA is initiated by a seismic event, the Safety

Injection Tanks (SITs) are needed to provide the initial

injection of borated water to cool the core and establish

inventory control. Thermal-hydraulic analysis indicates that the

injection of the contents of two of the four SITs will provide

adequate initial core cooling. Therefore, the success criterion
for this element is that two of the four SITs deliver their

contents to the RCS.

4.3.2.2.12 Safety Injection for Seismically-Induced Large
LOCA

The Safety Injection System (SIS) provides coolant inventory

control following core flooding by the SITs for a seismically-

induced large LOCA. The SIS is actuated by the Engineered Safety

Features Actuation System on an SIAS, which is generated on low

pressurizer pressure or high containment pressure. The SIS

consists of four separate and redundant trains. Each train

consists of a motor-driven pump, safety injection isolation and

other valves, and piping.

The success criterion for the SIS during the initial injection

phase is that flow from two of the four trains must be delivered

to the reactor vessel from the In-containment Refueling Water H
Storage Tank (IRWST).

Following the initial blowdown and recovery phases for a

seismically-induced LOCA, simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel

injection must be established to provide a circulation flow

through the core to prevent boric acid crystallization. Based on

the post-LOCA long-term cooling analysis presented in Section
6.3.3.4 of CESSAR-DC, it is estimated that hot leg injection must

be established within approximately 5 hours to prevent boric acid

crystallization. There are two hot leg injection paths. Hot leg

injection is established by manually opening the hot leg

injection valves from the control room. The success criteria for

hot leg injection is that the hot leg injection valves in one of
the two hot leg injection paths be opened and sufficient flow be

delivered from the associated safety injection pump to an intact

RCS hot leg.

4.3.2.2.13 Safety Injection (Feed)

If short-term secondary side heat removal using the EFWS or

long-term decay heat removal using either the Shutdown Cooling

System or the EFWS fails, RCS heat removal can still be

accomplished by feed and bleed cooling using the the safety
injection pumps and safety depressurization valves.
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If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are

that one SiS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

4.3.2.2.14 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a

seismically-induced transient with attendant loss of offsite

power, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure
increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment

integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because

the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.
Thermal-hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and

Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back H

to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank. The CSS

would be actuated on high-high containment pressure, or it could

be manually actuated. The CSS consists of two separate,

redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists of a pump,

heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves and

instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align the

SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment spray

heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train is
unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray

heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.

If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is

not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be

used as a backup.
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4.3.2.3 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for the
seismic event tree:

A. All similar components with equal fragilities are assumed to

fail at the same time, regardless of which train or system

that they are in (e.g., all motor-operated valves will fail

at the same time given an earthquake of sufficient

magnitude).

B. Seismic failure of any heat exchanger which is connected to

the component cooling water system is assumed to result in

draining and resultant failure of the component cooling
water system. This will result in the failure of all

motor-operated pumps and the diesel generators.

C. Seismically-induced chatter failure of the switchgear for
all buses, regardless of voltage level, was treated as a

single event for the quantification of the seismic fault
trees and event tree.

D. If the seismic event induces a large LOCA, reactor trip is
not required for reactivity control.

E. Boron delivery is needed only for seismically-induced ATWSs. H

F. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and cooled for the Feed and

Bleed process to succeed.

G. If the PSV fails to reseat, the event is treated as a small

LOCA with offsite power unavailable.

4.3.2.4 Major Recover7 Actions

The major recovery actions typically addressed in the recovery

analysis for a transient include restoration of offsite power or

aligning the combustion turbine to one of the safety buses to

provide power to the safety equipment. For a seismic event, it
was assumed that offsite power could not be restored within the

24-hour mission time, and that the combustion turbine would not

be available as a backup for the diesel generators. The recovery
actions that were credited for seismic events are as follows:

A. Operators could reclose bus switchgear to provide power to
vital equipment. Chatter failures tend to occur at low

ground accelerations so there would not be significant

damage to other equipment. The operators would have 1-2

hours in which to reset enough breakers to get the equipment

aligned to the diesels.
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B. For seismically-induced failure of the motor jacket cooling

heat exchanger for a motor-operated pump, it was assumed
that the leak rate would be small enough that the operators

had sufficient time to isolate the failed heat exchanger

before the functionality of the component cooling water

system was lost.

4.3.2.5 Core Damage Sequence Quantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the seismically-
induced event sequences are given in Table B4.3.2-I.

4.3.2.6 Station Blackout Event Progression

As discussed in Section 4.3.2.1, a seismic event is assumed to
result in a loss of offsite power with no recovery for 24 hours

or more. If both of the diesel generators fail to start

following the seismically-induced loss of offsite power, a

station blackout would result. (Note: the alternate standby AC

power source is not seismically qualified and is, therefore,
considered to be unavailable.) Failure of the diesel generators

results in the Safety Injection, Residual Heat Removal, Component

Cooling Water, and Station Service Water Systems being

unavailable for RCS heat removal or cooling the RCP seals.

Initially, however, the turbine-driven emergency feedwater pumps

would be available to supply emergency feedwater to the steam

generator, and secondary steam could be removed via the H
Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs). The station batteries will

provide control and vital instrumentation power for approximately

8 hours before they are depleted. It was assumed that, with the

depletion of the station batteries, the turbine-driven emergency

feedwater pumps would trip due to loss of control power to the

turbine governor. At this time, the ADVs would also become

inoperable. Core damage would follow in approximately two hours.
Thus, a station blackout following a seismically-induced loss of

offsite power will lead to core damage in about i0 hours.

The fault tree presented in Figure B4.3.2-2 was used to quantify

the core damage frequency associated with a seismically-induced

station blackout with battery depl tion. This model accounts for

both seismically-induced failures and random failures of the

diesel generators. This model also incorporates a recoveraction.
It was assumed that the operators could cross-cDnnect the

non-vital batteries and/or the diesel generator batte'ies to the

station main batteries and that this in conjunction with

judicious battery load shedding could provide enough DC power to

maintain controlled secondary heat removal using the turbine-
driven emergency feedwater pumps until an on-site supply of AC

power could be re-established.
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TABLEB4.3.2- I

(Sheet 1 of 3)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONFOR
SEISMICALLY-INDUCEDEVENT

COREDAMAGESEQUENCES

Core DamageFrequency
Contribution

Sequence
Number Sequence Events/Year ERF

3-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram) < 1.0E-12 -
(EFWOK)(Long-TermDecay Heat Removal
Fails)(Feed& Bleed OK)(Failto Cool
IRWST)

4-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram) 1.21E-9 4.83
(EFWOK)(Long-TermDecay Heat Removal
Fails)(BleedOK)(Feed Fails)

5-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram) 5.96E-11 11.38
(EFW OK)(Long-TermDecay Heat Removal
Fails)(BleedFails)

7-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA) Scram) < 1.0E-12 -
(Fail to deliverEFW)(Feed& Bleed OK)
(Fail to Cool IRWST)

H
8-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram) 1.18E-8 14.15

(Fail to deliver EFW)(BleedOK)
(Feed Fails)

9-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram)
(Fail to deliver EFW)(BleedFails) 3.81E-7 8.91

II-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram) < 1.0E-12 -
(Failureof PSV to Reseat)(Safety
InjectionOK)(Failto Cool IRWST)

12-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA)(ReactorScram) 6.67E-8 2.19
(Failureof PSV to Reseat)(Safety
InjectionFails)

14-SEIS (Earthquake)(LargeLOCA)(SITsOK) < 1.0E-12 -
(InjectionOK)(Fail to Cool IRWST)

15-SEIS (Earthquake)(LargeLOCA)(SITsOK) 6.38E-8 11.00
(SafetyInjectionFails)
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4.4 SUMMARY OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY FOR EXTERNAL EVENTS

Based on the analysis performed, the mean core damage frequency

attributable to external events for the System 80+ Standard

Design is 1.20E-6 per year including recovery.

Table B4.4-1 presents the core damage frequency contributions by

external events. The seismic events dominate the core damage
contribution due to external events. The dominant contributor to

the core damage are the seismically-induced Loss of Offsite Power

combined with Station Blackout and Battery Depletion, Anticipated
Transients Without Scram, Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA),

and non-LOCA events with failure of the Emergency Feedwater and

Bleed systems.

A seismic event is assumed to result in a Loss of Offsite Power,

which is not recoverable for at least 24 hours. In addition, the

standby AC power supply is also assumed to be unavailable because

it is not seismically qualified.

A Loss of Offsite Power, unavailability of standby AC power
source, and subsequent failure of diesel generators would result

in a seismically-induced station blackout. Without any other H
power supply, the station batteries would be depleted in about 8
hours.

The independent demand and operatir its of the diesel

generators contribute about 88% to the damage frequency for

the seismically-induced Station Blackou ...... n Battery Depletion.

The other 12% contribution comes from seismically-induced

failures of components. Since the recovery of the diesel

generators is not credited for the core melt scenario, this

seismically-induced event sequence is the dominant contributor to

the core damage frequency for external events.

For non-LOCA transients following an earthquake, the dominant

contributors to the core damage frequency are the seismica].ly-

induced chatter failure of the buses [65.6%]; seismically-induced

failures of the motor-operated valves [7.9%], transformers [4.3%]
and motor-driven pumps [3.0%]; and common cause failure of two or

more safety injection pumps [4.5%] and independent failures of

the diesel generators [4.4%].

For Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) following an

earthquake, the dominant contributors to the core damage

frequency are the seismically-induced failures of the inverters

for the motor-operated valves [25.2%], transformers [24.9%],

motor-driven pumps [21.0%], seismically-induced chatter failure

of the buses [6.9%] and motor-operated valves [2.3%]; and Adverse

Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) [3.6%].
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TABLE B4.4-1

CORE DAMAGE FREOUENCY CONTRIBUTION DUE TO EXTERNAL EVENTS

Core Damage
Frequency Error Percent

Initiatinq Event (Events/Year} Factor Of Total

H
Seismically-induced Events 1.19E-6 9.59 98.50
Tornado-strike Events 1.21E-8 3.50 1.50

TOTAL: 1.20E-6 100.00
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5.0 CONTAINMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The objective of the containment response analysis is to

ascertain the likelihood, magnitude, and timing of radiological
releases to the environment following a severe accident. The

analysis includes evaluation of the physical processes and

phenomena involved in the release of radiological material from

the fuel during a severe accident, assessment of the transport

and deposition of this material inside containment, determination

of the potential containment failure modes, and identification of

the phenomena contributing to the various failure modes.

The containment response analysis for the System 80+ Standard

Design consisted of four main tasks:

A. Definition and quantification of the Plant Damage States
(PDSs) .

B. Development of the Containment Event Tree (CET).

C. Quantification of the CET.

D. Definition of the Release Classes.

These tasks are discussed in detail in the following sections. H

5.1 DEFINITION AND QUANTIFICATION OF THE PLANT DAMAGE
STATES

5.1.1 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE
PHENOMENA

In order to determine the consequences of an accident, each of

the accident sequences identified as leading to core damage in
the level 1 analyses is further analyzed to determine if it will

lead to containment failure or bypass, and, if so, the nature of

its associated release. The mode and timing of the containment

failure and the nature of the releases are affected by the
physical phenomena occurring inside the reactor vessel and inside

containment during the progression of the accident. These

phenomena, called parameters, are based on analysis of
radionuclide release and transport, physical processes inside

containment and off-site consequences. Each combination of

consequence parameters defines a specific event sequence with

unique consequences. These combinations of consequence
parameters are the Plant Damage States (PDSs). There is a

relationship between the consequence parameters and plant system

conditions. Thus, the core damage sequences, when coupled with
the status of the containment safeguards systems, can be related

to the plant damage states.
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The consequence parameters used to define the plant damage states

are based on the potential consequences to the public. The

factors which have the greatest effect on the consequences to the

public include:

A. Source term magnitude and isotopic content.

B. Energy of the release. H

C. Duration of the release.

D. Warning time for evacuation.

The magnitude and isotopic content of the release are affected by
the mechanisms by which the radionuclides are released from the

fuel, the retention of radionuclides in the primary system, the

path by which the radionuclides are released to containment, the

performance of the containment spray system in terms of

radionuclide removal, and other mechanisms by which radionuclides

are naturally removed from the containment atmosphere.

The mechanisms by which the radionuclides are released from the

fuel depends on the progression of the accident following onset

of core damage. For example, energetic attack of the concrete in
the reactor cavity by the core debris (termed corium from here

on) can release large amounts of tellurium, a significant

contributor to early fatalities. If a significantly large amount

of water is available in the cavity, a coolable debris bed may be
formed and the tellerium releases may be prevented or terminated.

For System 80+, the cavity is normally dry and must be flooded

with water from the IRWST using the Cavity Flood System (CFS).
This requires operator action to flood the cavity before vessel
failure.

Retention of fission products in the primary system can also be

affected by system responses. Large LOCA sequences, in which the

primary system inventory is rapidly lost to the containment, has
significantly less retention than a transient sequence, such as

station blackout or loss of feedwater, in which the primary
system inventory is discharged to containment more gradually, and

at a higher pressure. The availability of secondary side heat

removal at the onset of core damage can also affect the retention

of fission products in the primary system by condensing the
fission product bearing steam in the relatively cool steam

generators. Revaporization of these fission products can occur

later in the accident sequence. Revaporization of deposited
radionuclides at or near the time of containment failure can

significantly increase the releases to the environment from a
late containment failure.
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The path by which the radionuclides are discharged into
containment can also affect the magnitude of the source term.

For System 80+, the primary safety valves and the safety

depressurization valves discharge into the IRWST via a submerged

sparger. Thus, for sequences in which the RCS pressure boundary
is initially intact (non-LOCA sequences), radionuclide releases

prior to vessel failure will be discharged through the IRWST and
will be subject to scrubbing in the IRWST.

H

The containment spray system is the active radionuclide removal

system for System 80+. The containment sprays affect the

magnitude of the release by removing radionuclides from the
containment atmosphere. Since the sprays are more efficient in

removing particulates than other forms of radionuclides, the

sprays also affect the isotopic content of a release.

The magnitude of the source term is also affected by natural

removal processes. Gravitional settling of radionuclides and

plateout of the radionuclides can occur within containment. The
effectiveness of these phenomena depend primarily on the

residence time of the radionuclides in a given volume, and, to a

lesser extent, the thermo-hydraulic conditions in the containment

atmosphere. The residence time of the radionuclides in a given
volume is a function of the type and time of containment failure.

The energy and duration of the radionuclide release and the

warning time for evacuation also depend on the time and type of
containment failure. A catastrophic overpressure failure of

containment will have a high energy of release as the containment

rapidly depressurizes to atmospheric pressure from its failure

pressure. However, the duration of the release will be short due
to the rapidity of the depressurization. On the other hand,
containment leakage due to an isolation failure would be more

gradual. The duration of the release would be longer than for an
overpressure failure, but the energy of the release would be
lower. If the containment remains intact, the only releases are

associated with design basis containment leakage. In this case,

the energy of release is negligible but the duration is very

long.

Warming time for evacuation is the time between the loss of

long-term cooling capability and the release of radioactive

_te_6_l to the environment. As shown in prior PRA's _' _-'
warming time does not affect the source term, however, it

does have significant impact on the potential consequences to the

public.

Loss of containment integrity can result from a caLastrophic

overpressurization failure (late or early), corium eating through
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the containment base into the auxiliary building, a containment

isolation failure, a bypass of the containment (a V sequence), or

a failure of the containment before the onset of core damage.

Containment overpressurization can result from hydrogen burns,

rapid steam generation, direct containment heating, or a gradual
buildup of steam and/or noncondensible gases.

Initially during a core melt sequence, hydrogen is generated in

vessel by oxidation of the zirconium cladding of the fuel under

the influence of high temperature steam. After vessel failure,

additional hydrogen may be generated by corium/concrete

interaction in the cavity. Hydrogen burning is influenced by the
concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen and steam within the

containment atmosphere. The timing and severity of a hydrogen
burn also depends on the rate at which hydrogen is released to

the containment from the Reactor Coolant System and/or the rate

at which it is generated via core-concrete interaction. The

amount of core-concrete interaction, and hence the generation

rate and amount of hydrogen, is a function of whether the cavity

is wet or dry at the time of vessel failure. The rate at which

hydrogen is released from the RCS is related to the leak path.

In general, the larger the leak path (break size), the faster the

hydrogen is released to containment and the smaller the amount

that is retained in the RCS until vessel failure. The leak/break

size also affects the rate of hydrogen generation in the core by
controlling the amount of steam available for the oxidation

reaction through which the hydrogen is generated. The operation FI

of the containment spray system can also affect the timing of a

hydrogen burn. If large amounts of steam are present in the

containment atmosphere, the containment atmosphere is inerted,
and a hydrogen burn will not occur. However, delayed actuation

of the containment spray system can cause a rapid deinerting of
the containment atmosphere by condensing the steam. Under these

conditions, a sudden and significant hydrogen burn may occur.

Direct containment heating (DCH) is another phenomenon which

could lead to containment overpressurization. It has been

hypothesized that if the molten corium is ejected from the

reactor vessel under high pressure, it may be dispersed into the

containment as finely fragmented particles. This airborne

particulate debris could then rapidly release chemical and

thermal energy directly to the containment atmosphere. This

would result in a rapid increase in the containment pressure.

This phenomenon is of concern for those sequences in which core

melt is initiated while the RCS is at a high pressure. The

System 804- Standard Design has incorporated several design

features to explicitly address this phenomenon. Firstj the

Safety Depressurization System is included to provide a means for
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depressurizing the RCS before vessel failure to prevent high

pressure ejection of the corium into the cavity at the time of

vessel failure. In addition, the cavity is designed to

disentrain corium particles before they reach the upper

containment. Flooding of the cavity also helps to disentrain and

quench the corium particles, thus reducing the potential for and

the magnitude of a DCH pressure spike.

It has also been postulated that the rapid generation of large
amounts of steam could lead to the overpressurization of

containment. Core damage sequences initiated by LOCAs and

steam line breaks produce large amounts of steam inside

containment prior to vessel failure. If, on vessel failure, the

corium drops into a flooded cavity, additional steam will be

generated. Under proper conditions, the steam may be generated

rapidly enough and in sufficient quantities to cause a rapid

overpressurization of containment. The operation of the

containment spray system would help condense the steam and thus

reduce the potential for containment overpressurization.

If a severe accident does not cause an early overpressure failure

of containment due to a hydrogen burn, DCH or rapid steam

generation, the corium in the cavity will continue to generate

either steam, noncondensible gases or both as it heats the cavity

water or it attacks the concrete in the cavity. If not

controlled, the containment will be gradually overpressurized.

The containment spray system, operating in the containment heat

removal mode, can control the containment pressure increase due

to steam generation. It is, however, not particularly effective

for the noncondensible gases.

If the cavity is not flooded prior to vessel failure, the corium H

will begin to attack the concrete both thermally and chemically.

If the core-concrete interaction is not quenched, the corium may

eventually ablate its way into the shadow region of the auxiliary

building. (The shadow region of the auxiliary building is the

lower levels of the auxiliary building under the shadow of the
spherical containment structure). This would result in a

pressurized release of radiological materials into the auxiliary
building.

An Interfacing System LOCA (ISLOCA) is a loss of primary coolant

outside containment via a system which interfaces with the RCS

and for which the pressure boundary is extended outside

containment. The ISLOCA is presumed to result from exposing the

low pressure piping of the interfacing system to full primary

system pressure due to the failure of multiple pressure barriers.

The ISLOCA will lead to core melt and will provide a path for the
release of radioactive material outside containment.
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For accidents initiated by large or medium LOCAs and for

transient sequences in which feed and bleed cooling is used due

to failure of secondary side heat removal, the core decay heat is
transferred to the IRWST inventory inside containment. This

energy is normally removed from containment by cooling the IRWST
inventory using the containment spray or RHR heat exchangers. If

this is not accomplished, even though the core is being cooled,

the containment pressure will begin to increase. If containment

heat removal is not reestablished within approximately 42 hours,

the containment maximum pressure capacity (defined according to

ASME Code) will be reached and it is conservatively assumed that

the containment will fail at this point. The rapid

depressurization of the containment may cause failure of the

safety injection pumps due to loss of NPSH. This results in loss

of core cooling and the onset of core melt. This type of

sequence involves core damage after failure of the containment.

Containment isolation failures can result from mechanical or

electrical failures such that a containment isolation valve fails

to close, or from latent human error such as leaving a manual

containment isolation valve open after maintenance. As

previously mentioned, the duration of a release due to an

isolation failure tends to be long, but the energy of the release

tends to be relatively low.

5.1.2 DEFINITION OF PLANT DAMAGE STATE PARAMETERS

Based on the qualitative evaluation of the containment response

phenomena discussed above, a set of seven Plant Damage State

parameters and their associated values were defined. These

parameters and their values are summarized on Table B5.1-1 and are H

described in the following sections.

5.1.2.1 Reactor Coolant System Leakage Rate

The first parameter is "Reactor Coolant System Leakage Rate".
The RCS leakage rate prior to vessel failure is important because

it affects core melt timing, the hydrogen generation and release

rates and fission product retention in the primary system. This

parameter is strongly related to the second parameter, "RCS

Pressure at Vessel Failure". Based on supporting MAAP analyses,
five RCS leakage rates were used. These are:

A. Large LOCA

B. Medium LOCA 1

C. Medium LOCA 2
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D. Small LOCA

E. Cycling relief valve.

The Large LOCA leakage rate is the l_akage rate that would result
from a primary system break of 0.5ft or more.

A Medium LOCA leakage rate is a leakage ra_e that wou_d result
from a primary system break of between 0.5ft and 0.05ft , events

with one or more primary safety valves stuck open and transients

with one or both safety depressurization valves open. This

leakage rate was split into two separate leakage rates to

correspond to the definition of the RCS pressure category. The

split is based on the leakage rate and pressure differences

associated with opening of one or two safety depressurization

valves. Therefore, the Medium LOCA 1 leakage rate corresponds to
leakage rates which would result in an RCS pressure of less than

400 psia at vessel failure time. This leakage rate would include

events with both safety depressurization valves open, and events

with more than one primary safety valves were stuck open. The

Medium LOCA 2 leakage rate corresponds to leakage rates which

would result in an RCS pressure of between 400 and about 1200

psia at vessel failure time. This leakage rate would include

events with only one of the safety depressurization valves open,
and events with only one primary safety valve stuck open. No

specific primary system break size ranges were established for

the two medium LOCA leakage rates.

The small LOCA leakage rates include leakage rates equivalent to

those _hat would result from primary system breaks of less than
0.05ft . This leakage rate also includes steam generator tube

ruptures and events initiated by Reactor Coolant Pump seal

LOCAs. H

A cycling relief valve leakage rate is a rate characteristic of a

cycling primary safety valve.

5.1.2.2 Reactor Coolant System Pressure

The second parameter is "RCS Pressure at Vessel Failure". This

parameter is important in determining fission product retention

in the primary system, the hydrogen release rate into

containment, and the potential for Direct Containment Heating
(DCH). This parameter has three values:

A. Low Pressure

B. Medium Pressure

C. High Pressure
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Low pressure is defined to be primary system pressures less than
about 400 psia at the time of vessel failure. Events with a

Large LOCA or Medium LOCA 1 leakage rate would have low RCS

pressure. For these events, DCH is considered to be very
unlikely.

Medium pressure is defined to be a pressure between 400 psia and
about 1200 psia at the time of vessel failure. Events with a

Medium LOCA 2 leakage rate would fall into this category. For

medium pressure events, there is considered to be some potential
for DCH.

High _)ressure events are those events with an RCS pressure
greater than about 1200 psia at the time of vessel failure. This

includes events with a small LOCA leakage rate or a cycling
relief valve leakage rate. In past PRAs, high pressure events

were considered to have a significant potential for DCH.

5.1.2.3 Point of Release

The "Point of Release" parameter defines the path by which the

reactor coolant fluid is released from the reactor coolant system

prior to vessel failure. This parameter affects the degree of

fission product scrubbing achieved in the IRWST and the hydrogen
concentrations in the IRWST and the upper containment. For this
analysis, five "Points of Release" values were defined.

First, the reactor coolant may be released directly into

containment as typified by large or medium LOCAs. In this case,
this is no fission product scrubbing in the IRWST and the

hydrogen produced in vessel is released directly to containment

without passing through the IRWST where it may be trapped.

The second "Point of Release" value is "Release to IRWST only". H
This release path is generally applicable to transients where the

reactor coolant is discharged to the IRWST via the primary safety
valves or the safety depressurization valves. In this case, the

IRWST provides scrubbing for the fission products released prior
to vessel failure. The hydrogen generated in vessel is also

initially discharged to the IRWST. This may lead to the buildup

of flammable pockets of hydrogen in the IRWST. Burning or

detonation of these pockets of hydrogen may damage the IRWST, but

it also reduces the amount of hydrogen in the upper containment

area. This reduces the potential for a hydrogen burn in the

upper containment area that is capable of threatening containment
integrity.

The third "Point of Release" value is "Release outside

containment only". This release path is applicable to
interfacing systems LOCAs in which all of the reactor coolant is
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discharged outside of containment. This is typically referred to

as the "V-sequence". In this case, all releases, both prior to
and after vessel failure, have a direct path out of containment.

The fourth "Point of Release" value covers releases both to

containment and to the IRWST. This type of release point is

generally applicable to small LOCAs in which some reactor coolant

is discharged to containment via the primary system break and

some reactor coolant is discharged to the IRWST via the primary

safety valves and/or the safety depressurization valves. The

reactor coolant that is discharged to the IRWST is subject to

fission scrubbing in the IRWST while the reactor coolant released

directly to containment is not subject to initial scrubbing in
the IRWST. Hydrogen is released both inside the IRWST and

directly to containment.

The final "Point of Release" value covers events in which
reactor coolant is released outside containment and to the IRWST.

This type of release point is generally applicable to Steam

Generator Tube Ruptures (SGTRs).

5.1.2.4 Steam Generator Availability

The availability of the steam generators is important in

determining the fission product retention in the reactor coolant

system and core melt timing. The steam generators are defined to

be available is emergency feedwater flow is being provided to at

least one of the two steam generators. Steam generator
availability is not applicable for large LOCAs or for medium

LOCAs involving a primary system piping break.

5.1.2.5 Containment Spray System Status

The containment spray system provides a means of removing [i

radionuclides from the containment atmosphere. Because the

sprays are more efficient at removing particulates than

non-condensible gases, the operation of the containment spray
system affects the source magnitude and content. The containment

spray system is defined to be available if the flow from one of

two containment spray pumps or one of t_o RHR pumps is being

delivered to the containment via one of the two containment spray
headers.

5.1.2.6 Containment Heat Removal Status

The containment spray system, working in conjunction with the

Component Cooling Water and Station Service Water Systems,

provides the active containment heat removal function. The

containment spray flow is pumped from the IRWST through the

containment spray (or RHR) heat exchangers, and finally
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discharged into the containment atmosphere via the containment

spray headers. The Component Cooling Water System cools the

containment spray flow through the containment spray heat
exchangers thus removing the decay heat from containment. If the

decay heat is not removed from containment, the containment

pressure will gradually increase until the containment fails due
to overpressurization. Thus, the containment heat removal status

is important with respect to determining the containment failure
mode and timing. Containment heat removal is defined to be

available if the flow from one containment spray pump is being
delivered to containment via one containment spray header and the

Component Cooling Water and Station Service Water Systems are

cooling the containment spray flow in the containment heat
exchanger.

5.1.2.7 Cavity Condition

The "Cavity Condition" parameter defines whether or not the

cavity was flooded prior to vessel failure. The amount of water

available in the cavity affects debris bed coolability, fission

product production via core-concrete interaction (CCI), the
aerosol production rate, the containment pressurization rate, the
potential for DCH, and the mode of containment failure. This

parameter has two values: (I) wet, or (2) dry. The cavity is

defined to be wet if the containment spray system is working, if
cavity flooding is manually initiated by the operators, or if the

initiating event was a vessel rupture.
I

5.1.2.8 Core Melt Timing

Core melt timing has typically been used as one of the parameters

for defining core damage bins and plant damage states. It is

defined as the time between loss of long-term core cooling and
the release of radionuclides to the containment environment.

This parameter is primarily related to the warning time for
evacuation. It does not have a significant effect on the source

term content or magnitude or on the containment failure mode.

This parameter was not used for the definition of plant damage
states for System 80+ because evacuation strategies were not

evaluated in this analysis. Core melt timing can readily be
determined from the core damage cutset if needed at a later date.

5.1.3 DEFINITION OF PLANT DAMAGE STATES

The Plant Damage States are defined by combinations of the

possible values for each of the plant damage state parameters.

The first step in defining the PDSs was to develop all 1200

possible combinations of parameter values for the seven plant
damage state parameters. These combinations were then reviewed

to delete combinations which were considered not to be physically
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possible or were counter to other definitions used in this
analysis. The rules used for deleting combinations are presented
on Table B5.1-2. There were a total of 134 PDSs left after

deleting the invalid combinations. These 134 PDSs are presented
on Table B5.1-3.

5.1.4 QUANTIFICATION OF THE PLANT DAMAGE STATES

The next step in the analysis was to quantify the Plant Damage
States. This is achieved by mapping the core damage sequences
into the appropriate PDSs. The core damage sequences contain
enough information to directly ascertain the RCS leakage rate,
the RCS pressure, the release point and the steam generator
availability, but they do not provide enough information to
determine the containment spray status, the status of containment
heat removal or the condition of the cavity. This information
had to be derived for each core damage sequence before it was
mapped into the Plant Damage States.

5.1.4.1 Containmen t Safeguards Event Tree

The Containment Safeguards Event Tree (CSET) was developed to
identify the status of the containment safeguards systems so that
the various containment safeguards system states could be
combined with the core damage sequences for quantification of the
Plant Damage States.

Figure B5.1-1 presents the Containment Safeguards Event Tree
(CSET). The CSET has three elements: (1) Containment Spray Flow,
(2) Containment Heat Removal, and (3) Cavity Condition.

H

The containment spray system provides a means of removing
radio-nuclides from the containment atmosphere. The containment
spray system is defined to be available if the flow from one of
two containment spray pumps or one of two _{R pumps is being
delivered to the containment via one of the two containment spray
headers.

The primary means of active containment heat removal is provided
by the containment spray system working in conjunction with the
component cooling water and service water systems. The
containment spray flow is pumped from the IRWST through the
containment spray (or RHR) heat exchangers and finally discharged
into the containment atmosphere via the containment spray
headers. The component cooling water system cools the
containment spray flow through the containment spray heat
exchangers thus removing the decay heat from containment. If the
containment spray headers are not available, containment heat
removal can be accomplished by cycling the IRWST inventory
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through either the containment spray heat exchangers or the RHR

heat exchangers using the containment spray or RHR pumps. The

component cooling water system cools the IRWST inventory as it

flows through the containment spray or RHR heat exchangers thus

removing the decay heat from containment. Containment heat
removal is defined to be available if either of the mechanisms

described above are operational. The Component Cooling Water
and Station Service Water systems must be operational for
containment heat removal to be available.

Cavity Condition refers to whether or not the cavity was flooded

prior to vessel failure. This parameter has two values: (i) wet,
or (2) dry. The cavity is defined to be wet if containment spray

flow is available, if the cavity flood system is successfully

actuated by the operators, or if the initiating event was a

vessel rupture.

As for the core damage event trees discussed in section 4, fault

tree models were developed for each of the CSET elements and the
fault trees were solved to generate the cutsets for each element.

The CSET has six end points, designated "A" to "F". Each of

these endpoints represents a specific containments safeguards H
state, as listed in Table B5.1-4. These containment safeguards

states were linked with the core damage sequences using fault

tree linking to form Plant Accident Sequences (PASs). The PASs

contain enough information to be mapped directly into the PDSs.

To reduce the amount of work involved, only core damage sequences

with an occurrence frequency of 1.0E-10 or greater were

propagated through the CSET. There were a total of 32 inter_al

event sequences, 13 seismic sequences and 4 tornado strike

sequences which met this criterion. Tables 5.1-5, 5.1-6, and

5.1-7 present all PASs with an occurrence frequency of 1.0E-10 or

greater. The PASs are identified by the initiating event, core

damage sequence number and the CSET endpoJnt designator. The

core damage sequence numbers are based on the core damage event

trees presented in sections 4 and 7.

The final step for quantifying the PDSs was to map the PASs into

the appropriate PDSs and then sum the PAS frequencies for for

each PDS to determine the frequency for that PDS. Tables 5.1-8,

5.1-9 and 5.1-10 present the PAS to PDS mapping for internal

events, seismic events and tornado strikes respectively. Only

those PASs with an occurrence frequency of 1.0E-10 or greater

were mapped into the PDSs.
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TABLEB5. ]-]

PLANTDAMAGESTATEPARAMETERS

Parameter Values

RCS Leakage Rate Large LOCA (LL)
Medium LOCA I (MLI)
Medium LOCA 2 (ML2)
Small LOCA (SL)
Cyclingreliefvalve (CRV)

RCS Pressure Low pressure(<400 psia) (LOW)
Medium pressure(400 psia to 1200 psia)
(MED)
High pressure (>1200psia) (HIGH)

ReleasePoint Releaseto containmentonly (INC)
Releaseto IRWSTonly (IRWST)
Releaseoutsidecontainmentonly (OUTC)
Releaseto containmentand IRWST
(INC+IRWST)
Releaseoutsidecontainmentand into
IRWST (OUTC+IRWST)

Steam GeneratorAvailability Steam generatoravailable(SGA)
Steam generatorunavailable(SGU)

H
ContainmentSpray Status Containmentspray available(CSA)

Containmentspray unavailable(CSU)

ContainmentHeat RemovalStatus Containmentheat removal available(CWA)
Containmentheat removalunavailable
(CHN)

Cavity Condition Cavity flooded(WET)
Cavity not flooded (DRY)
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TABLEB5.1-2

(Sheet I of 2)

PLANTDAMAGESTATEPARAMETERCOflBINATIONDELETIONRULES

Rule
No. Rule Comment

1. Delete all parametercombinationswith a Large Large LOCAs
LOCA or Medium LOCA I "RCS leak rate" and any Medium LOCAls
"RCS pressure"value other than "low". result in low

RCS pressure.

2. Delete all parametercombinationswith a Small Transientsand
LOCA or Cycling ReliefValve "RCS leak rate" small LOCAs
and any "RCS pressure"value other than "high". without safety

depressuri-
zation result
in high RCS
pressure.

3. Delete all parametercombinationswith a Large The maximum
LOCA "RCS leak rate" and a "releasepoint"value interfacing
of "outsidecontainment". LOCA has a

Medium LOCA I
H

Ieak rate.

4. Delete all parametercombinationswith a Cycling The "Cycling
Relief Valve "RCS leak rate" and a "releasepoint" relief valve"
value other than "IRWST only", releasesare

throughthe
relief valves
which release
to the IRWST
only.

5. Steam generatoravailabilityis not applicable
for Large LOCA releaserates.

6. The "containmentheat removal"value is Containment
"unavailable"if the "containmentspray flow" heat removal
value is "unavailable". dependson

operationof
the Containment
Spray System.
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TABLEB5.1-2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 or 2)

PLANTDAMAGESTATEPARAMETERCOHBINATIONDELETIONRULES

Rule
No. Rule Comment

7. Delete all parameter combinations with a small The small LOCA
LOCA"RCS leak rate" and a "release point" value leakage class
other than "inside containment only " or "outside covers small
containment only." LOCAand SGTR

events without
a PSV LOCA,
openingoF a
PSV, or safety H
depressuri-
zation. If one
of these events
occurs,the
leakagerate
changesto
Medium LOCA I
or Medium
LOCA 2.
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TABLEB5.1-3

(Sheet 1 of 4)

INITIAL PLANTDAMAGESTATES

Parameter Values

PDS Leak RCS Release S/G Cnt. Cnt. Heat Cavity
No. Rate Pres. Point Avail Spray Removal " Condit.

I LL LOW INC N/A CSA CHRA WET
2 LL LOW INC N/A CSA CHRU WET
3 LL LOW INC N/A CSU CHRU WET
4 LL LOW INC N/A CSA CHRA DRY
5 LL LOW INC N/A CSA CHRU DRY
6 LL LOW INC N/A CSU CHRU DRY
7 MLI LOW INC N/A CSA CHRA WET
8 MLI LOW INC N/A CSA CHRU WET
9 MLI LOW INC N/A CSU CHRU WET
10 MLI LOW INC N/A CSA CHRA DRY
11 MLI LOW INC N/A CSA CHRU DRY
12 MLI LOW INC N/A CSU CHRU DRY
13 MLI LOW OUTC N/A CSA CHRU WET
14 MLI LOW OUTC N/A CSU CHRU WET
15 MLI LOW OUTC N/A CSA CHRU DRY H
16 MLI LOW OUTC N/A CSU CHRU DRY
17 MLI LOW IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
18 MLI LOW IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
19 MLI LOW IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
20 MLI LOW IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
21 MLI LOW IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY
22 MLI I.OW IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY
23 MLI LOW IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
24 MLI LOW IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
25 MLI LOW IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
26 MLI LOW IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY

' 27 MLI LOW IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY
28 MLI LOW IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
29 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
30 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
31 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
32 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
33 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY
34 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY
35 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
36 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
37 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
38 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY
39 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY
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TABLEB5.1-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 4)

INITIAL PLANTDAMAGESTATES
i

Parameter Values

PDS Leak RCS Release S/G Cnt. Cnt. Heat Cavity
No. Rate Pres. Point Avail Spray Removal Condit.

40 MLI LOW INC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
41 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
42 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
43 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
44 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
45 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY
46 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY
47 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
48 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
49 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
50 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY
51 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY H
52 MLI LOW OUTC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
53 ML2 MED INC N/A CSA CHRA WET
54 ML2 MED INC N/A CSA CHRU WET
55 ML2 MED INC N/A CSU CHRU WET
56 ML2 MED INC N/A CSA CHRA DRY
57 ML2 MED INC N/A CSA CHRU DRY
58 ML2 MED INC N/A CSU CHRU DRY
59 ML2 MED IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
60 ML2 MED IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
61 ML2 MED IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
62 ML2 MED IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
63 ML2 MED IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY
64 ML2 MED IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY
65 ML2 MED IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
66 ML2 MED IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
67 ML2 MED IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
68 ML2 MED IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY
69 ML2 MED IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY
70 ML2 MED IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
71 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
72 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
73 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
74 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
75 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY
76 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY
77 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
78 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
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TABLEB5.1-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 4)

INITIAL PLANTDAMAGESTATES

Parameter Va]ues

PDS Leak RCS Release S/G Cnt. Cnt. Heat Cavity
No. Rate Pres. Point Avail Spray Removal Condit.

79 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
80 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY
81 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY
82 ML2 MED INC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
83 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
84 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
85 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
86 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
87 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY

88 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY H
89 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
90 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
91 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
92 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY
93 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY
94 ML2 MED OUTC+IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
95 SL HIGH INC SGA CSA CHRA WET
96 SL HIGH INC SGA CSA CHRU WET
97 SL HIGH INC SGA CSU CHRU WET
98 SL HIGH IHC SGA CSA CHRA DRY
99 SL HIGH INC SGA CSA CHRU DRY
100 SL HIGH INC SGA CSU CHRU DRY
101 SL HIGH INC SGU CSA CHRA WET
102 SL HIGH INC SGU CSA CHRU WET
103 SL HIGH INC SGU CSU CHRU WET
104 SL HIGH INC SGU CSA CHRA DRY
105 SL HIGH INC SGU CSA CHRU DRY
106 SL HIGH INC SGU CSU CHRU DRY
107 SL HIGH OUTC SGA CSA CHRA WET
108 SL HIGH OUTC SGA CSA CHRU WET
109 SL HIGH OUTC SGA CSU CHRU WET
110 SL HIGH OUTC SGA CSA CHRA DRY
111 SL HIGH OUTC SGA CSA CHRU DRY
112 SL HIGH OUTC SGA CSU CHRU DRY
113 SL HIGH OUTC SGU CSA CHRA WET
114 SL HIGH OUTC SGU CSA CHRU WET
115 SL HIGH OUTC SGU CSU CHRU WET
116 SL HIGH OUTC SGU CSA CHRA DRY
117 SL HIGH OUTC SGU CSA CHRU DRY
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TABLEB5.1-3 (Cont.'d)

(Sheet. 4 of 4)

INITIAL PLANTDAMAGESTATES

Paramet.er Values

PDS Leak RCS Release S/G Cnt.. Cnt. Heat. Cavit,y
No. Rate Pres. Point. Avail Spray Removal Condit..

118 SL HIGH OUTC SGU CSU CHRU DRY
119 CRV HIGH IRWST SGA CSA CHRA WET
120 CRV HIGH IRWST SGA CSA CHRU WET
121 CRV HIGH IRWST SGA CSU CHRU WET
122 CRV HIGH IRWST SGA CSA CHRA DRY
123 CRV HIGH IRWST SGA CSA CHRU DRY
124 CRV HIGH IRWST SGA CSU CHRU DRY H
125 CRV HIGH IRWST SGU CSA CHRA WET
126 CRV HIGH IRWST SGU CSA CHRU WET
127 CRV HIGH IRWST SGU CSU CHRU WET
128 CRV HIGH IRWST SGU CSA CHRA DRY
129 CRV HIGH IRWST SGU CSA CHRU DRY
130 CRV HIGH IRWST SGU CSU CHRU DRY
131 LL LOW OUTC SGN/A CSU CHRU WET
132 LL LOW OUTC SGN/A CSU CHRU DRY
133 ML2 MED OUTC SGN/A CSU CHRU WET
134 ML2 MED OUTC SGN/A CSU CHRU DRY
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TABLE B5. ]-4

CONTAINMENTSAFEGUARDSSTATES

State
Designator Containment Safeguards Systems Status

A (Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal
available)(Cavityflooded)

B (Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal
not available)(Cavityflooded)

C (Contalnmentspray flow not available)(containmentheat removal
available)(Cavityflooded)

H

D (Containmentspray flow not available)(containmentheat removal
available)(Cavitynot flooded)

E (Contanment spray flow not available)(containmentheat removal
not available)(Cavityflooded)

F (Contanment spray flow not available)(containmentheat removal
not available)(Cavitynot flooded)
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(Sheet l of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFOR INTERNALINITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

LL-2E (Large LOCA)(SIT OK) (Injection OK) (Containment Spray Flow 1.05E-08 6.67
unavailable) (Containment heat removal Unavailable) (Cavity Flooded)

LL-3A (Large LOCA) (SITOK) (InjectionFails) (ContainmentSpray Flow 3.9gE-08 5.22
available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(CavityFlooded)

LL-3E (LargeLOCA) (SIT OK) (InjectionFails) (ContainmentSpray Flow 3.33E-I0 7.72
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded) H

MLI-2E (MediumLOCA I) (SITOK) (InjectionOK) (ContainmentSpray Flow 2.28E-09 6.39
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalUnavailable)(CavityFlooded)

MLI-3A (MediumLOCA I) (SITOK) (InjectionFails) (ContainmentSpray Flow 4.05E-08 5.62
available)(Containmentheat removal available)(CavityFlooded)

MLI-3E (MediumLOCA I) (SIT OK) (InjectionFails) (ContainmentSpray Flow 3.31E-I0 9.25
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

ML2-2E (MediumLOCA 2) (SIT OK) (InjectionOK) (ContainmentSpray Flow 2.28E-09 6.39
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalUnavailable)(CavityFlooded)

ML2-3A (MediumLOCA 2) (SITOK) (InjectionFails) (ContainmentSpray Flow 4.05E-08 5.62
available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(CavityFlooded)

ML2-3E (MediumLOCA 2) (SIT OK) (InjectionFails) (ContainmentSpray Flow 3.31E-I0 9.25
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)
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(Sheet Z of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORINTERNALINITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

SL-10E (Small LOCA) (Injection fails) (Aggressive cooldown OK) (RHR 2.13E-10 6.41
injection fails) (Containment spray flow unavailable) (Containment
heat removal unavailable) (cavity flooded)

SL-11A (SmallLOCA) (Injectionfails) (Aggressivecooldown fails) 3.46E-08 10.21
(Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal
available)(Cavityflooded)

SL-11E (SmallLOCA) (Injectionfails) (Aggressivecooldown fails) 5.96E-I0 11.04 H
(Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal
unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SGTR_E (SGTR)(InjectionOK) (EFW OK) (RCS pressurecontrolOK) (Unisolable 7.02E-Og 11.08
leak in bad SG) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat
removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SGTR-12E (SGTR)(Injectionfails) (AggressivecooldownOK) (RHR injection 4.07E-I0 5.91
fails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal
unavailable)(cavityflooded)

SGTR-13A (SGTR) (Injectionfails) (Aggressivecooldown fails) (Containment 7.36E-08 10.61
spray flow available)(Containmentheat removal available)
(Cavityflooded)

SGTR-13E (SGTR) (Injectionfails)(Aggressivecooldown fails) (Containment 1.24E-09 10.87
spray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)
(Cavityflooded)
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(Sheet 3 of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFOR INTERNALINITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

LSSB-9A (LSSB) (InjectionOK) (EFW fa_!s) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray 1.23E-I0 18.16
flow available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(Cavity
flooded)

LOFW-gA (Lossof feedwater)(EFW fails) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray 3.74E-09 19.96
flow available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(Cavity
flooded)

LOFW-gF (Loss of feedwater) (EFW fails) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray 1.34E-I0 9.35 H
flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavity
not flooded)

TOTH-gA (Othertransient)(EFW fails) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray 1.29E-I0 38.55
flow available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(Cavity
flooded)

TOTH-gF (Othertransient) (EFW fails) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray 8.48E-I0 9.64
flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavity
not flooded)

LOOP-lIE (Loss of OffsitePower) (PSV LOCA) (InjectionOK) (Fail to cool 1.09E-09 9.41
IRWST) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat
removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

LOOP-12A (Lossof Offsite Power) (PSV LOCA) (Injectionfails) (Containment 9.29E-09 7.72
spray flow available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)
(Cavityflooded)

Amendment H
August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.1-5 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFOR INTERNALINITIATORS

Rean
PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

LOOP-12E (Loss of Offsite Power) (PSV LOCA) (Injection fails) (Containment 7.96E-08 8.13
spray flow unavailable) (Containment heat removal unavailable)
(Cavity flooded)

LOOP-12F (Loss of Offsite Power) (PSV LOCA)(Injection fails) (Containment 8.68E-10 13.79
spray flow unavailable) (Containment heat removal unavailable)
(Cavity not flooded)

BATDEP-E (Loss of Offsite Power) (Batteries depleted) (Containment spray 1.17E-08 12.82
flow not available) (Containment heat removal not available)
(Cavity flooded)

BATDEP-F (Loss of Offsite Power) (Batteries depleted) (Containment spray 1.23E-10 12.82
flow not available) (Containment heat removal not available)
(Cavity not flooded)

LCCW-3B (Loss of CCW) (EFWOK) (Long-term decay heat removal fails) 1.24E-09 9.20
(Bleed OK) (Injection for feed OK) (Fall to cool ]RWST)
(Containment spray flow available) (Containment heat removal
unavailable) (Cavity flooded)

LCCW-3E (Loss of CCW)(EFWOK) (Long-term decay heat removal fails) 7.77E-10 12.71
(Bleed OK) (Injection for feed OK) (Fail to cool IRWST)
(Containment spray flow unavailable) (Containment heat removal
unavailable) (Cavity flooded)

Amendment H

August 31, _0



TABLEB5.1-5 (toni'd)

(Sheet 5 of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORXNTEPJqALINITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

LCCW-5A (Loss of CCW)(EFWOK) (Long-term decay heat removal fails) 2.61E-09 11.30
(Bleedfails) (Containmentspray flow available)(Containment
heat removal available)(Cavityflooded)

LCCW-7E (Loss of CCW) (EFW fails) (BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed OK) 3.38E-I0 16.1/
(Fail to cool IRWST) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)
(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

LCCW-8A (Loss of CCW) (EFW fails) (BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed fails) 3.38E-I0 16.17
(Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal H
available)(Cavityflooded)

LCCW-gA (Loss of CCW) (EFW fails) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray flow 3.38E-I0 16.17
available) (Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

LHVAC-3B (Lossof CCW) (EFW OK) (Long-termdecay heat removalfails) 2.14E-09 16.16
(BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed OK) (Fail to cool IRWST)
(Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal
unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

LHVAC-3E (Loss of CCW) (EFWOK) (Long-termdecay heat removalfails) 1.24E-09 20.52
(BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed OK) (Fail to cool IRWST)
(Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal
unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



TPJ3LEB5.1-5 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 6 of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORINTERNALINITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

LHVAC-5A (Loss of CCW) (EFWOK) (Long-term decay heat removal fails) 4.54E-09 20.98
(Bleedfails) (Containmentspray flow available)(Containment
heat removal available)(Cavityflooded)

LHVAC-7E (Loss of CCW) (EFW fails) (BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed OK) 5.04E-I0 19.30
(Fail to cool IRWST) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)
(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

LHVAC-8A (Loss of CCW) (EFW fails) (BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed fails) 1.91E-I0 21.17 _I
(Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal
available) (Cavityflooded)

LHVAC-gA (Lossof CCW) (EFW fails) (Bleedfails) (Containmentspray flow 4.66E-09 24.72
available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(Cavityflooded)

ATWS-8A (ATWS) (EFWOK) (Failto deliverboron to RCS) (BleedOK) (Injection 1.05E-I0 11.21
for feed fails) (Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat
removalavailable) (Cavityflooded)

ATWS-gA (ATWS) (EFW OK) (Failto deliverboron to RCS) (Bleedfails) 3.48E-09 13.80
(Containmentspray flow available)(Containmentheat removal
available)(Cavityflooded)

ATWS-I8A (ATWS) (ConsequentialSGTR) (EFWOK) (Injectionfails) (Containment 1.08E-09 7.96
spray flow available) (Containmentheat removalavailable)(Cavity
flooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 90
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(Sheet 7 of 7)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFOR INTERNALINITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

ATWS-26A (ATWS) (AdverseMTC) (Containmentspray flow available) 1.69E-07 5.66 H
(Containmentheat removal available)(Cavityflooded)

VR-A (Vesselrupture) (Containmentspray flow available)(Containment 1.00E-07 10.00
heat removal available)(Cavityflooded)

ISL-F (InterfacingSystem LOCA) (Containmentspray flow unavailable) 3.00E-09 18.50
(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.1-6

(Sheet 1 of 4)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORSEISMIC INITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

SEIS-4E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM)(EFWOK) (Long-termDHR fails) 1.21E-Og 4.83
(EMU-E) (BleedOK) (Injectionfor feed OK) (Fail to cool IRWST)

(Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-8E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM)(EFW fails) (BleedOK) 1.18E-08 14.15
(ELU-E) (Injectionfor feed fails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)

(Containmentheat removal unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-8F (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM)(EFW fails) (BleedOK) 5.96E-I0 14.18
(ELU-F) (Injectionfor feed fails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)

(Containmentheat removal unavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

SEIS-gE (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM)(EFW fails) (Bleedfails) 3.77E-07 8.91
(ELP-E) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal

unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-gF (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM) (EFWfails) (Bleedfails) 3.81E-Og 8.91
(ELP-F) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal

unavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

SEIS-12E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM)(PSV LOCA) (Injectionfails) 6.60E-08 2.23
(EXI-E) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal

unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-12F (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (SCRAM)(PSV LOCA) (Injectionfails) 6.67E-I0 3.48
(EXI-F) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal

unavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.1-6 (toni'd)

(Sheet 2 of 4)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORSEISMIC INITIATORS

Rean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

SEIS-15E (Earthquake) (Large LOCA) (SITs OK) (Injection fails) (Containment 6.32E-08 27.55
(EAUI-E) spray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)

(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-15F (Earthquake)(LargeLOCA) (SITs OK) (Injectionfails) (Containment 6.38E-I0 8.52
(EAUI-F) spray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)

(Cavitynot flooded)

SEIS-16A (Earthquake)Large LOCA) (SITs fail) (Containmentspray flow 1.90E-08 14.20 H
(EAD-A) available)(Containmentheat removalavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-16F (Earthquake)(LargeLOCA) (SITs fail) (Containmentspray flow 6.37E-Og 32.65
(EAD-F) unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavitynot

flooded)

SEIS-24E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW OK) (Fail to deliver g.22E-08 12.53
(EKBU-E) boron) (DepressurizationOK) (Injectionfor boron delivery fails)

(Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal
unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-24F (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW OK) (Fail to deliver 4.74E-Og 12.66
(EKBU-F) boron) (DepressurizationOK) (Injectionfor boron deliveryfails)

(Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removal
unavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORSEISMIC INITIATORS

Nean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

SEIS-25E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW OK) (Fail to deliver 7.41E-08 15.84
(EKBP-E) boron) (Depressurizationfails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)

(Containmentheat removalunavailab]e)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-25F (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW OK) (Fail to deliver 7.48E-10 21.32
(EKBP-F) boron) (Depressurizationfails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)

(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

SEIS-28E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW fails) 1.19E-08 16.08
(EKLU-E) (DepressurizationOK) (Injectionfor feed fails) (Containmentspray

flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavity
flooded)

SEIS-28F (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW fails) 6.25E-I0 ]6.27
(EKLU-F) (DepressurizationOK) (Injectionfor feed fails) (Containmentspray

flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunawilable) (Cavity
not flooded)

SEIS-29E (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW fails) 4.61E-08 8.20
(EKLP-E) (Depressurizationfails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)

(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-29F (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (EFW fails) 4.66E-10 8.20
(EKLP-F) (Depressurizationfails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)

(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavitynot flooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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(Sheet 4 of 4)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORSEISIqIC INITIATORS

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

SEIS-32E (Earthquake) (No large LOCA) (No SCRAM)(PSV LOCA)(Injection 4.88E-09 18.12
(EKXU-E) fails) (Containmentspray flow unavailable)(Containmentheat H

removal unavailable)(Cavityflooded)

SEIS-33A (Earthquake)(No large LOCA) (No SCRAM) (MTC adverse) 1.11E-08 7.11
(EKF-A) (Containmentspray flow available) (Containmentheat removal

available) (Cavityflooded)

SEIS-BATE (Earthquake)(Batterydepletion) (Containmentspray flow 3.91E-07 4.27
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavity
flooded)

SEIS-BATF (Earthquake)(Batterydepletion) (Containmentspray flow 3.95E-09 4.27
unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavity
not flooded)

Amendment I_

August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.]-7

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCESFORTORNADOSTRIKES

Mean

PAS Plant Accident Sequence Definition Frequency ERF

TORN-4E (Tornado) (EFWOK) (Long-term decay heat removal fails) (Safety 3.3]E-]0 2.89
Depressurization OK) (Injection for feed fails) (Containment
spray flow unavailable) (Containment heat removal unavailable)
(Cavity flooded)

TORN-8E (Tornado) (EFWfails) (Safety depressurization ok) (Injection 5.24E-10 4.36
for feed fails) (Containment spray flow unavailable) (Containment H
heat removal unavailable) (Cavity flooded)

TORN-12E (Tornado)(PSV LOCA) (Safetyinjectionfails) (Containmentspray 5.00E-09 3.04
flow unavailable)(Containmentheat removalunavailable)
(Cavityflooded)

TBAT-E (Tornado)(Batterydepletion)(Containmentspray flow unavailable) 5.61E-09 3.02
(Containmentheat removalunavailable)(Cavityflooded)

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.1-8

(Sheet. ] of 3)

PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCETO PLANTDAMAGESTATEMAPPING
FOR INTERNALEVENTS

PDS MappedPlant. Mean
No. Plant DamageSequence Definition Accident Sequences Frequency ERF I

I (LL)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) LLOCA-3A,ATWS-26A,VR-A 3.09E-07 4.14

3 (LL)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) LLOCA-3E 3.33E-I0 7.72 H

7 (MLI)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) MLOCAI-3A 4.05E-08 5.62

9 (MLI)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) MLOCAI-3E 3.31E-I0 9.25

14 (MLI)(LOW)(OUTC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) MLI-2E 2.28E-09 6.39

16 (MLI)(LOW)(OUTC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) ISL-F 3.00E-09 18.50

17 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) ATWS-8A 1.05E-IO 11.21

23 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) LCCW-8A,LHVAC-8A 5.29E-I0 10.87

24 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSA)(CHRU)(WET) LCCW-3B,LHVAC-3B 3.38E-09 7.93

25 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) LCCW-3E,LCCW-7E,LHVAC-3E 2.86E-09 6.93LHVAC-7E

53 (ML2)(MED)(INC)(SG/NA)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) MLOCA2-3A 4.05E-08 5.62

i;
i_ Amendment g
_August 31, 1990
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PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCETO PLANTDAHAGESTATENAPPING
FORINTERNALEVENTS

POS MappedPlant Mean
No. Plant DamageSequence Definition Accident Sequences Frequency ERF

55 (MLZ)(MED)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) MLOCA2-3E 3.31E-10 9.25 H

59 (ML2)(MED)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) LOOP-12A 9.29E-09 7.72

61 (MLZ)(MED)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) LOOP-]2E 7.96E-08 8.13

64 (ML2)(MED)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) LOOP-]2F 8.68E-10 13.79

67 (ML2)(MED)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) LOOP-11E 1.09E-09 9.41

97 (SL)(HIGH)(INC)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SLOCA-IOE,SGTR-12E 6.20E-10 4.34

101 (SL)(HIGH)(INC)(SGU)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) SLOCA-11A,SGTR-13A 1.08E-07 6.82

103 (SL)(HIGH)(INC)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SLOCA-IIE,SGTR-13E 1.84E-09 7.09

107 (SL)(HIGH)(OUTC)(SGA)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) ATWS-18A 1.08E-09 7.96

115 (SL)(HIGH)(OUTC)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SGTR-7E 7.02E-09 11.08

119 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) ATWS-gA 3.48E-09 13.80

Amendment H
August 31, 1990
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PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCETO PLANTDAMAGESTATENAPPING
FOR IN|ERNAL EVENTS

PDS Rapped Plant Mean
No. Plant DamageSequence Definition Accident Sequences Frequency ERF

125 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) LSSB-9A, LOFW-9A,TOTH-gA, 1.61E-08 5.37
LCCW-5A,LCCW-9A,LHVAC-5A, H
LHVAC-gA

127 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) BATDEP-E ].]7E-08 ]2.32

130 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) LOFW-9F,TOTH-9F,BATDEP-F 1.83E-09 6.17

131 (LL)(LOW)(OUTC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) LLOCA-2E 1.05E-08 6.67

133 (ML2)(MED)(OUTC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) MLOCA2-2E 2.28E-09 6.39

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCETO PLANTDAMAGESTATEMAPPING _
FORSEISMIC EVENTS

PDS Napped Plant Mean
No. Plant DamageSequence Definition Accident Sequences Frequency ERF

I (LL)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSA)(CHRA)(WET) SEIS-I6A,SEIS-33A 3.00E-08 6.33

3 (LL)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SEIS-15E 6.32E-08 27.55

6 (LL)(LOW)(INC)(SGN/A)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) SEIS-15F,SEIS-16F 7.01E-09 7.35 H

19 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SEIS-24E 9.22E-08 12.53

22 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) SEIS-24F 4.74E-09 12.66

25 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SEIS-4E,SEIS-8E,SEIS-28E 2.49E-08 7.38

28 (MLI)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) SEIS-28F 6.25E-10 16.27

61 (ML2)(MED)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SEIS-12E,SEIS-32E 7.09E-08 2.19

64 (ML2)(MED)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) SEIS-12F 6.67E-I0 3.48

121 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SEIS-25E 7.41E-08 15.80

124 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) SEIS-25F 7.48E-10 21.32

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCETO PLANTDAMAGESTATEMAPPING
FORSEISMIC EVENTS

H

PDS MappedP1ant Mean
No. Plant DamaaeSequence Definition Accident Sequences Frequency ERF

127 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) SETS-BATE,SETS-9E, 8.14E-07 3.66
SETS-Z9E

]30 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(DRY) SEIS-9F,SEIS-29F, 8.23E-09 3.79
SEIS-BATF

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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PLANTACCIDENTSEQUENCETO PLANTDAMAGESTATENAPPING
FORTORNADOEVENTS

PDS MappedPlant Mean
No. Plant DamageSequenceDefinition Accident Sequences Frequency ERF H

25 (ML1)(LOW)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) TORN-4E, TORN-8E 8.55E-10 2.67

61 (ML2) (MED)(IRWST)(SGA)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) TORN-12E 5.00E-09 3.04

127 (CRV)(HIGH)(IRWST)(SGU)(CSU)(CHRU)(WET) TBAT-E 5.61E-09 3.02

Amendment H
AUgUSt 31, 1990
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5.2 DEFINITION AND QUANTIFICATION OF THE CONTAINMENT
TREE

5.2.1 DEFINITION OF THE CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE

The purpose of the containment event tree (CET) is to quantify
containment failure modes and the radionuclide releases. The

various containment failure modes and the major phenomena that
have a significant impact on the radionuclide release fractions

are represented as top events on the CET. Detailed evaluation of

phenomena which affect containment failure timing or which may

have an impact on downstream top events are treated through the

use of supporting logic models. This approach allows a

relatively detailed treatment of the phenomena affecting

containment performance while maintaining a relatively simple and

easily understood CET. A further advantage is that each end
point on the CET represents a distinct release class.

The CET uses the plant damage states as input. The paths that a

given PDS can take through the CET depends on how the specific
PDS affects the various events modeled in the CET or the

supporting logic models. For a given PDS, the path taken at each

top event on the CET is based on probabilities. Thus, each PDS

can contribute to more than one CET endpoint (release class) with
varying frequencies, and each CET endpoint can have more than one

PDS contributing to its total frequency.

Figure B5.2-I presents the System 80+ Standard Design containment H

event tree. This CET consists of ten top events and five of

these events being further developed with the aid of supporting

logic models. The supporting logic models are presented on
Figures 5.2-2 through 5.2-6. The following subsections define

the CET top events. The supporting logic models are discussed in
section 5.2.2.

5.2.1.1 Definition of CET Top Events

5.2.1.1.1 "Is Containment Bypass Prevented?"

This event determines whether the radiological release bypasses

the containment. The types of plant accident sequences

considered for this event are the interfacing systems LOCA (V-
sequence) and a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) with a stuck

open ADV. For the V-sequence, the release is through the

auxiliary building which provides some attenuation of the source

term. The SGTR release is assumed to be direct to the atmosphere
with no attenuation.

Amendment H

B-175 August 31, 1990
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5.2.1.1.2 "Is the Containment Isolated?"

This event determines whether the containment is isolated such

that a leakage rate sufficient to cause a substantial increase in

the radiological release to the environment does not occur and

the containment pressure is not significantly affected.
Isolation failure is defined as leakage from containment at a

rate exceeding 200 volume percent per day. This leakage rate

will preclude long-term overpressurization of containment.

5.2.1.1.3 "Is Containment Failure Before Core Damage
Prevented?"

This event determines whether a gross failure of containment

occurs before the onset of core damage. The type of accident

sequences that lead to containment failure before the onset of

core damage involve long term loss of containment heat removal.

The accident sequences include large and medium LOCAs with

successful injection but failure of the containment spray system

or a transient with failure of secondary side heat removal H

followed by successful feed and bleed cooling but with failure to

remove the energy from containment by cooling the IRWST.

Analyses have have shown that the time between loss of

containment cooling and failure of containment is at least 40
hours.

5.2.1.1.4 "Is Early Containment Failure Prevented?"

This event determines whether a gross failure of containment

occurs at or soon after reactor vessel failure. Early

containment failure is defined as any containment failure

occurring within 4 hours of reactor vessel failure. The

phenomena that could potentially contribute to early containment
failure are:

A. In-vessel steam explosion.

B. Hydrogen burn before reactor vessel failure.

C. Direct containment heating (DCH).

D. Hydrogen burn after reactor vessel failure.

E. Rapid ex-vessel steam generation (RSG).

The supporting logic model presented in Figure B5.2-2 was used to

evaluate the various phenomena potentially contributing to early
containment failure.
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5.2.1.1.5 "Is Late Containment Failure Prevented?"

This event determines whether a gross failure of containment due

to overpressurization occurs late in the accident sequence, where

late is defined as being greater than 4 hours following reactor

vessel failure. The phenomena that could potentially contribute

to a late containment overpressure failure are:

A. Late hydrogen burn.

B. Loss of long-term containment heat removal.

C. Generation of non-condensible gases due to core-concrete

interaction in the reactor cavity.

The supporting logic model presented in Figure B5.2-3 was used to

evaluate the various phenomena potentially contributing to a late

overpressurization failure of containment.

5.2.1.1.6 "Is Containment Melt-through Prevented?"

This event determines whether the containment fails due to the

corium ablating its way through the cavity and containment shell

into the shadow region of the auxiliary building. This

containment failure mode is primarily associated with accident H
sequences involving inadequate cooling of the core debris bed.

Success for this event implies that the containment remains

intact and the radiological releases are those attributable to

the design basis containment leakage.

The supporting logic model in Figure B5.2-4 was used to evaluate

the phenomena potentially contributing to containment

melt-through.

5.2.1.1.7 "Is a Vaporization Release Prevented?"

This event determines whether a coolable debris bed is

established in the reactor cavity. Failure for this event means
that a coolable debris bed has not been established. This

implies that significant core-concrete interaction and subsequent

vaporization releases occur.

A vaporization release involves a significant amount of tellerium

and other isotopes not completely released during core heatup and

melting in the reactor vessel.

The supporting logic model in Figure B5.2-5 was used to evaluate

the phenomena potentially contributing to containment

melt-through.
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5.2.1.1.8 "Is a Revaporization Release Prevented?"

This event determines whether volatile fission products deposited

in the primary system are revaporized and released in large
amounts when the containment fails late in a severe accident

scenario.

Revaporization is only considered for late containment failures.

Early containment failures release fission products to the
environment at or near the time of reactor vessel failure. This

results in high release fractions. The effect of revaporization
would not be seen for this containment failure mode. On the

other hand, a late containment failure provides time for the

removal of fission product from the the containment atmosphere by

various means. Thus, the release fractions at containment

failure are lower and the revaporization fission products will

have a significant impact on the total release fractions.

The supporting logic model in Figure B5.2-6 was used to evaluate

the phenomena potentially contributing to containment

melt-through.

5.2.1.1.9 "Is Fission Product Scrubbing Available?"

This event determines whether there are mechanisms other than

natural plateout or gravitational settling available for removing H
fission products from the containment atmosphere. The primary

mechanism for fission product scrubbing is operation of the

containment spray system. Other mechanisms that have the

potential for reducing the inventory of fission products in the

containment atmosphere are:

A. Retention of fission products in the water overlying the

debris bed in the reactor cavity.

B. Retention of fission products in the IRWST for releases

through the primary safety valves or safety depressurization
valves.

C. Submerged releases for a steam generator tube rupture with a

full or partially full steam generator.

D. A submerged release to the auxiliary building for an

interfacing system LOCA in which the break is located such
that the RCS inventory discharged into the room will fill
the room sufficiently to cover the broken pipe.
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5.2.1.1.10 "Are the Radionuclides Released Through the

Auxiliary Building?"

This element determines whether the radionuclide releases pass

through the auxiliary building. If the releases do pass through

the auxiliary building, there is a potential for additional

depletion of fission products within the auxiliary building. The

potential for additional deposition of fission products is

considered only if the release point is considered to be well

within the auxiliary building such that there is a long path to

the external environment and the driving pressure is low.

5.2.2 QUANTIFICATION OF THE CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE TOP
EVENTS

5.2.2.1 Quantification Process

This section describes the process by which probabilities

conditional on plant damage state were assigned to each top event
in the containment event tree and the basic events in the

supporting logic models. The probabilities are based on H
info_ti_ gathered from containment phenomenology codes such as
MAAP _' =_J , hand calculations, previous studies and other
literature.

5.2.2.2 ContainmentCapacity

The ultimate capacity of the containment to withstand increasing

pressure is one of the most important risk-related features of a

nuclear power plant because a failure by overpressure would
result in the release of radionuclides to the environment.

Quantification of the "Early Containment Failure" and "Late

Containment Failure" logic models required a prior assessment of

the probability of containment failure as a function _
containment pressure. Figure 9.9 in volume 1 of NUREG-II50 (-

was used to develop an equation for calculating the probability

of containment failure as a function of containment pressure for

System 80+. First, a set of seven pressure versus failure

probability values were derived from Figure 9.9 of Reference 6

for each of the five plants covered by this figure. These values

are presented in Table B5.2-I. The ultimate containment capacity

for each plant coincides with the 0.5 failure probability value.

Next each of the pressures in Table B5.2-I was normalized to the

ultimate containment capacity pressure for each plant, and the

average normalized failure pressure and standard deviation for

each containment failure probability was calculated. This data

is presented in Table B5.2-2.
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The third step was to generate a Least Squares (LS) fit for the

failure probability versus average normalized containment

pressure data in Table 35.2-2 using the approach described in

chapter 4 of Reference 64. Since the shape of

the curves in Figure 9.9 of Reference 6 is exponential, the
following equation was assumed for the LS fit:

Y = a * bX [5.2-1]

where 'a' and 'b' are constants to be determined from the LS fit.

This equation can be rewritten as:

log Y = log a + X log b [5.2-2]

If we now let:

W = log Y [5.2-3a]

A = log a [5.2-3b]

B = log b [5.2-3c]

then equation 5.2-2 becomes:

W = A + BX [5.2-4] H

This new form is a linear equation where A and B are given by:

B = ((X - * (w - w)) [5.2-5]
(x -

-- m

A = W - BX [5.2-6]

The linear fit values for A and B were generated using the values

in Table B5.2-2. The final LS fit equation is:

y = 10(-3.61962 + (3.393154 * X)) [5.2-7]

where, Y is the probability of containment failure, and

X is the containment pressure normalized to the ultimate

capacity pressure.

This linear fit has an R-squared value of 0.989, indicating a
very good fit to the data in Table B5.2-2.

The final step was to modify equation 5.2-7 to reflect the System

80+ design information. The design pressure for the System 80+

containment is 49 psia. The code-calculated ultimate capacity

for the System 80+ containment is 193 psia and the code-

calculated level C strep_ limit pressure is 130 psia. As
described in NUREG-II50'-', the probability of containment

failure at the code-calculated ultimate pressure is 0.50. The
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code-calculated value for ultimate capp_$ty is based on ASME
code-defined minimum material strengths_U;. Calculation of the

containment ultimate capacity for existing plants based on the

actual mill test material strengths have yielded values

significantly higher than those based on the ASME code minimum

material strengths. Thus, 193 psia is a conservative estimate of

the System 80+ containment ultimate capacity. Equation 5.2-7 was

modified so that it yields a _robability of 0.5 at 193 psia, The
resulting equation is:

y = 0.84,10(-3.61962 + (3.393154,X)) [5.2-8]

Containments are pressure tested to their design pressures. Thus,

for this analysis, the probability of containment failure at or

below design pressure is defined to be zero. To reflect this,

equation 5.2-8 was modified by subtracting the calculated

probability of failure at 49 psia. The result is:

y = 0.84,10(-3.61962 + (3.393154,X)) - i. 47E-3 [5.2-9]

Table B5.2-3 presents the containment failure pressure versus
failure probability data for System 80+ calculated based on an

ultimate containment capacity of 193 psia. _l

5.2.2.3 Top Event i: Containment Bypass

Top event 1 determines whether the fission product release
bypasses the containment barrier. Success is defined as

"containment is not bypassed", and failure is defined as

"containment is bypassed".

The accident sequences for which containment is bypassed include
the interfacing system LOCA sequences and Steam Generator Tube

Rupture (SGTR) sequences with an unisolable path to atmosphere
outside containment.

PDS 16 involves an interfacing LOCA sequence. PDS 115 involves

an SGTR sequence with an unisolable leak.

Thus,

P(containment bypass failure) = 1.0 for PDSs 16 and 115.

P(containment bypass failure) = 0.0 for all other PDSs.

P(containment bypass success) = 1.0 - P(containment bypass
failure) for all PDSs.
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5.2.2.4 Top Event 2: Containment Isolation Failure

Top event 2 determines whether containment isolation was
successful. Success for this event means that the containment

was successfully isolated before reactor vessel failure. Failure
means that the containment was not successfully isolated before

reactor vessel failure. This event occurs at the beginning of

the accident sequence before any radionuclides are released to

the containment atmosphere.

A detailed evaluation of the _tem 80+ containment penetrations
was not performed. WASH-1400 '_ " presented a general containment

isolation failure probability of 2.0E-3 per demand. This value

was used as the general containment isolation failure probability

for System 80+. Use of this value was predicated upon the design

interface requirement that all containment isolation valves in

lines with a potential for an air-to-air path from containment

must fail closed on loss of power. The general containment

isolation failure probability is applicable for all accident

sequences except those involving containment bypass or

containment failure before the onset of core damage. Thus:

P(containment isolation failure) = 0.0 for PDSs 14, 16, 24,

25, 67, 113, 131, and Fi
133.

P(containment isolation failure) = 2.0E-3 for all other
PDSs.

P(no containment isolation failure) = 1.0 - P(containment

isolation failure)
for all PDSs.

It was assumed that if an isolation failure occurred that it

would be equivalent to a hole with a diameter of 6 inches. This

size isolation failure is sufficient to prevent a subsequent

containment overpressure failure. Isolation failures of this

size provide little holdup time inside containment so that the

natural radionuclide removal mechanisms will not significantly

reduce the releases. Isolation failures larger than this do not

significantly affect the release rate or content.

f

5.2.2.5 Top Event 3: Containment Failure Before Core Damage

Top event 3 determines whether there was a gross failure of
containment before the onset of core damage. Success for this

event is that a gross failure of containment did not occur before

and contribute to the onset of core damage. Failure for this

event means that there was a gross failure of containment prior

to the onset of core damage. The type of accident sequence that
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lead to containment failure before the onset of core damage

involve long term loss of containment heat removal. The accident

sequences include large and medium LOCAs with successful

injection but failure of the containment spray system or a

transient with failure of secondary side heat removal followed by

successful feed and bleed cooling but with failure to remove the

energy from containment by cooling the IRWST. The probability

of containment failure before core damage is 1.0 for the accident

sequences described above and 0.0 for all other accident

sequences. The affected PDSs can be determined by inspection of

the PAS to PDS mapping in Tables B5.1-8 through B5.1-10.
Thus:

P(containment failure before core damage) = 1.0 for PDSs 14,

24, 25, 67,
131, and
133.

P(containment failure before core damage) = 0.0 for all
other PDSs.

P(no containment failure before core damage) = 1.0 -
P(containment failure before

core damage) for all PDSs.

5.2.2.6 Top Event 4: Early Containment Failure H

Top event 4 determines whether a gross failure of containment

occurs at or soon after reactor vessel failure. For this event,
failure is defined to be the containment fails within 4 hours of

the reactor vessel failure. Success is defined as the

containment does not fail within the first 4 hours after reactor

vessel failure. This event was quantified using the supporting
logic model presented in Figure B5.2-2.

There are five phenomena which could potentially contribute to

early containment failure. These five phenomena are:

A. In-vessel steam explosion.

B. Hydrogen burn before vessel failure.

C. Direct containment heating (DCH).

D. Hydrogen burn after vessel failure.

E. Rapid ex-vessel steam generation (RSG).
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The first two phenomena, in-vessel steam explosion and in-vessel

hydrogen burn, would lead to containment failure due to

mechanical impact. The probability of _ )' type of failure is
generally considered to be extremely low . Therefore, they
were not addressed in this analysis. The key early containment

phenomena addressed in this analysis are DCH, ex-vessel hydrogen
burn and RGS.

5.2.2.6.1 Direct Containment Meating

Direct containment heating is important for sequences in which

core damage is initiated while the primary system is at high

pressure. It has been hypothesized that the corium would be

ejected from the reactor vessel under high pressure and would be

dispersed into the containment atmosphere as finely fragmented
particles. The airborne particulate debris could then rapidly

release chemical and thermal energy to the containment

atmosphere. This would result in a rapid increase in containment
pressure very soon after vessel failure.

The relatie_ships between the various factors that influence the

potential for an early containment failure due to a DCH induced

pressure spike are modeled on sheets 2, 3, and 4 of Figure

B5.2-2. The basic elements for this model are summarized in H
Table B5.2-4. The following paragraphs describe the

quantification of these basic events. The quantification of

these basic events by PDS is summarized in Table B5.2-5.

CAVTGEOM: Cavity geometry permits dispersion

To produce a pressure spike, the corium must reach the upper

containment atmosphere. This basic event is used to determine if

the cavity geometry is such that the corium can be dispersed into

the upper containment atmosphere during a high pressure ejection.

The System 80+ cavity has been designed so that the path from the

cavity to the upper containment is convoluted so that the corium

would be disentrained before reaching the upper containment

region. The System 80+ cavity design is such that the

probability of dispersing corium into the upper containment is

essentially zero. However, a probability of 0.i was

conservatively assigned to this basic event to facilitate

evaluation of the impact of DCH on the System 80+ Standard Design
containment. Thus:

P(CAVTGEOM) = 0.i for all PDSs.

HIGHPSEQ: Reactor vessel pressure high at vessel failure

A driving force is needed to disperse the corium into the upper

containment atmosphere. This driving force is provided by the

pressure inside the reactor vessel at the time of reactor vessel
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failure. It is highly likely that for high pressure sequences
with pressures in excess of 1200 psia at the time of reactor

vessel failure, the corium could be propelled into the upper

containment region if it was not dls.ntrained. For medium

pressure sequences, sequences with pressures in the reactor
vessel at the time of vessel failure of between 250 and 1200

psia, it is less likely that sufficient corium could be propelled

into the upper containment region. For low pressure sequences
with pressures less than 250 psia, the corium would not be

propelled into the containment atmosphere. The sequence pressure

can be determined directly from the PDS definition. Thus:

P(HIGHPSEQ) = 0.0 for PDSs 1 through 52 and PDSs 131 and
132.

P(HIGHPSEQ) = 0.5 for PDSs 53 through 94 and PDSs 133 and
134.

P(HIGHPSEQ) = 1.0 for PDSs 95 through 130.

CLINTACT: Cold legs remain intact

During high pressure core damage sequences, high temperature and

pressure steam is circulating through the Reactor Coolant System.

Research has indicated that the high temperature and pressure

steam might induce a temperature related creep rupture failure of

the RCS pressure boundary prior to reactor vessel failure, thus

depressurizing the RCS before vessel failure. The likely

locations for such a failure include the cold legs, the hot legs H
or the pressurizer surge line. This basic event represents the

probability that a cold leg does not have a temperature related

failure prior to reactor vessel failure, As it is considered

highly unlikely that circulating high temperature and pressure
steam could induce a cold leg failure, this event is included for

completeness only. Thus:

P(CLINTACT) = 1.0 for all PDSs.

HSINTACT: Hot legs and surge line remain intact

During high pressure core damage sequences, high temperature and

pressure steam is circulating through the Reactor Coolant System.
Research has indicated that the high temperature and pressure

steam might induce a temperature related creep rupture failure of

the RCS pressure boundary prior to reactor vessel failure, thus

depressurizing the RCS before vessel failure. The likely

locations for such a failure include the cold legs, the hot legs

or the pressurizer surge line. This basic event represents the

probability that the hot legs and surge line do not have a

temperature related failure prior to reactor vessel failure, The

probability of this occurring is related to the RCS pressure at
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the approximate time of v_el failure. Thus, as suggested in

volume 3 of NUREG/CR-4551 _vvj , the probabilities for this event
are:

P(HSIN_ACT) = 1.0 for PDSs 1 through 94 and 131 through 134
(low and medium pressure sequences).

P(HSINTACT) = 0.99 for PDSs $5 through 118 (small LOCA

seque nces) .

P(HSINTACT) = 0.i0 for PDSs 118 through 130 (high pressure

sequences).

SDSFAIL: Safety Depressurization System fails

The System 80+ Standard Design includes a Safety Depressurization

System (SDS) whose function is to depressurize the reactor

coolant system prior to vessel failure in order to minimize the

potential for DCH. The basic element is used to determine the

probability that the SDS fails to operate when needed. In many

cases, the the need for the SDS and/or the availability of the
SDs can be determined directly from the PDS definition or the PAS

mapping to the PDS. In other cases the SDS availability can not

be determined from the PDS definition. In these cases, the SDS

availability is based on the system reliability. The SDS

system unreliability is dominated by the operator failing to

model'actua_7_he SDS in time to depressurize the RCS. Using the HCR H, the operator error rate was calculated to be

0.02/demand. This calculation assumed a well trained crew

working under high stress conditions with good displays and

applicable procedures. Thus:

P(SDSFAIL) = 0.0 for PDSs 1 through 52 and PDSs 131 and 132

(SDS not needed for low pressure
sequences).

P(SDSFAIL) = 1.0 for PDSs 119 through 130 (SDS failed by
definition).

P(SDSFAIL) = 0.02 for PDSs 53 through 118.

REPRESS: RCS repressurizes

This basic element is used to represent the probability that the
RCS will repressurize enough to cause a high pressure ejection of

corium due to corium reacting with water in the lower head even

though the SDS works. This is considered to be extremely

unlikely. It is included in the model for completeness only.
The probability was assigned as zero. Thus:

P(REPRESS) = 0.0 for all PDSs.
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UNCONDHB: Unconditional hydrogen burn

This basic event determines the probability of a hydrogen burn in

containment during a DCH event. A DCH event will produce a high

temperature condition inside containment and the particulate

corium will also be good point ignition sources. Thus, any

hydrogen present in containment will burn during a DCH event even

if there is steam present in the containment atmosphere. Thus,
for a DCH event:

P(UNCONDHB) = 1.0 for all PDSs.

DCHSTREN: Containment strength during a DCH event

This basic event is used to represent the probability of

containment failure given a pressure spike generated by direct

containment heating. This probability is calculated by
determining the potential containment pressure rise during a DCH

event and calculating the appropriate containment failure

probability for that pressure using equation 5.2-9.

Industry experiments have shown that pressure spikes of between

i00 and _ psia are possible for large dry containments.
NUREG-II50 analyses for Zion and Surry showed pressure spikes

of around 90 psia for large high pressure ejections. This

magnitude of spike coupled with a base pressure of 30 psia
produces a peak containment pressure of 120 psia. Large medium

pressure ejections produced peak pressures of about II0 psia.

DCH pressure spike calculations in the EPRI ALWR Requirements H
Document Level II PRA showed peak pressures of up to about 138

psia for large high pressure ejections and 125 psia for large

medium pressure ejections. MAAP analyses for System 80+ showed

pressure increases of about 80 psia for a high pressure DCH

event. In these analyses, 100% of the corium was ejected from

the reactor vessel into a dry cavity, disentrainment in the

cavity was set to zero, and heat transfer in the upper

containment region was set to 100%. In addition, a hydrogen burn

was triggered at the time of the peak DCH pressure. The amount

of hydrogen present in containment at the time was produced by

the oxidation of 32% of the zirconium in the core. Assuming that

the MAAP analyses are optimistic, peak pressures during a DCH

event should not exceed I00 psia given the System 80+ cavity

design and the size of the System 80+ containment. MAAP analyses

la medium pressure jection
were not performed for a [_ e .
However, based on the NUREG-II50 analyses for Surry and Zion,

it is estimated that the peak pressure for a large medium

pressure ejection should be about i0 psia less than for a large

high pressure ejection. This corresponds to about 90 psia for

System 80+. Thus, based on peak pressures of i00 psia, and 90

psia, the containment failure probabilities derived from equation
5.2-9 are:
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P(DCHSTREN) = I.OIE-02 for high pressure sequences.

P(DCHSTREN) = 6.24E-03 for medium pressure sequences.

P(DCHSTREN) = 0.0 for PDSs involving low pressure sequences,

sequences involving containment bypass and
sequences involving containment failure

before core damage.

5.2.2.6.2 Hydrogen Combustion

Oxidation of the zirconium in the reactor core under the

influence of high temperature steam results in the production of

hydrogen gas. The hydrogen thus produced can be released to the

containment via a break in the RCS pressure boundary, via the

primary safety valves or safety depressurization valves, or

through the bottom of the reactor vessel following reactor vessel

failure. Sudden burning of this hydrogen is another way in which

pressures high enough to fail containment might be generated.

The relationships between the various factors that influence the

potential for early containment failure are modeled on sheets 6

and 7 of Figure B5.2-2. The basic events for this model are

summarized in Table B5.2-6. The following paragraphs describe

the quantification of these basic events. The quantification of
these basic events by PDS is summarized in Table B5.2-7.

H

IGNITFL: Ignitors fail to burn hydrogen before it reaches high
concentration

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

hydrogen concentration in containment is allowed to build up to

the level where it will burn if an ignition source is available.

The System 80+ containment has ignitors to ignite and burn the

hydrogen at low concentrations so that the resulting energy
release will be low and will not produce a pressure spike that

could challenge containment. Thus, denotable concentrations of

hydrogen will be created only if the ignitors fail or are

unavailable. Currently, there are igniters available which are

independent of station power. These include catalytic type

igniters and igniters with individual internal battery packs.
The probability that the ignitors fail was assumed to be 0.01.

An early hydrogen detonation is not a concern sequences involving

containment failure before the onset of core damage and

interfacing system LOCAs. In these cases, the probability of the
ignitor failure is assumed to be 0.0. Thus:

P(IGNITFL) = 0.0 for PDSs 14, 16, 24, 25, 67, 113, 131, and
133.

P(IGNITFL) = 0.01 for all other PDSs.
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Early Hydrogen Burn Occurs (EH2BURN)

If the igniters are not available to control the hydrogen
concentration in containment, the hydrogen concentration would

continue to increase, eventually reaching denotable limits. If

the hydrogen is ignited at this point, the resulting pressure

spike may be sufficient to challenge containment. This event,

EH2BURN, is used to quantify the probability of an early hydrogen

burn occurring, given that the ignitors are unavailable to

control hydrogen concentration. The following paragraphs

describe the basic events that influence the potential for an

early hydrogen burn and their quantification.

ESPARK: Spark available early to cause burn

This basic event is used to determine the probability of a spark
(electrical) existing inside after reactor vessel failure.

Sparks in containment have a higher likelihood of occurrence

during severe accident sequences in which power is still

available to equipment within containment. The availability of

electric power was evaluated on a PDS-by-PDS basis by inspecting

the plant accident sequences mapped into each PDS. This basic

event is not applicable for containment bypass sequences and

sequences involving containment failure before core damage. This
event was assigned probabilities as follows:

P(ESPARK) = 0.99 for PDSs with AC and DC power available i}_
(PDSs including sequences with CSET end

state A or C).

P(ESPARK) = 0.9 for PDSs with AC or DC power available

(PDSs including sequences with CSET end
state B, D, or E).

P(ESPARK) = 0.I for PDSs with no power available

(PDSs including sequences with CSET end
state F).

P(ESPARK) = 0.0 for PDSs involving containment bypass or

failure before core damage.

HCONHI: Enough hydrogen is generated to reach detonable limits

This basic event is used to quantify the probability that enough
hydrogen is generated to produce detonable concentrations in

containment. Early in a severe accident sequence, hydrogen is

primarily generated by the oxidation of zirconium. If only a

small fraction of the available zirconium is oxidized early in

the accident sequence, detonable concentrations of hydrogen would
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not be produced in containment even if the ignitors are not

available. For this analysis, it is assumed that enough hydrogen

will be generated to produce detonable concentrations in
containment early in the sequence if the ignitors are not
available. Thus:

P(HCONHI) = 1.0 for all PDSs

RLSIRWST: Release point is the IRWST

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

initial release of RCS inventory is to the IRWST and not to

containment. If the initial releases are to the IRWST, the

initial steam releases will be quenched in the IRWST so that the

containment will not be inerted and the hydrogen will have an

easy path to the upper containment region. The initial release

point can be determined directly from the PDS definition. Thus:

I

P(RLSIRWST) = 1.0 for PDSs 17 through 28, 41 through 52, 59

through 70, 83 through 94, and 119 through
130.

P(RLSIRWST) = 0.0 for PDSs 1 through 16, 29 through 40, 53 H

through 58, 71 through 82, 95 through 118,

and 131 through 134.

RLSINCONT: Release point is to containment

This basic event is used to determine that at least part of the

initial release of RCS inventory is directly to the upper

containment where the steam thus generated will at least in part

inert the containment atmosphere and help to mitigate the effects

of any potential hydrogen burn. The initial release point can be

determined directly from the PDS definitions. Thus:

P(RLSINCONT) = 1.0 for PDSs 1 through 16, 29 through 40, 53

through 58, 71 through 82, 95 through

118, and 131 through 134.

P(RLSINCONT) = 0.0 for PDSs 17 through 28, 41 through 52, 59

through 70, 83 through 94, and 119

through 130.

CSSPRAY: Containment spray system is functioning

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

containment spray system is operating. If the containment spray

system is operating, it will quench the steam in the upper

containment region, thus deinerting the containment atmosphere.
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This will make a hydrogen burn more likely. The status of the

containment spray system can be determined directly from the PDS
definitions. Thus:

P(CSSPRAY) = 1.0 for PDSs with the containment spray system
available.

P(CSSPRAY) = 0.0 for PDSs with the containment spray system
not available.

EH2BSTREN: Containment strength during an early hydrogen burn

This basic event is used to determine the probability of

containment failure due to a hydrogen burn within 4 hours of the

reactor vessel failure. This probability is calculated by

determining the potential containment pressure rise due to a

hydrogen burn within the first four hours following reactor
vessel failure, and calculating the appropriate containment

failure probability for that pressure using equation 5.2-9.

The probability of and the potential pressure spike generated by

a hydrogen burn are highly dependent on the containment

atmosphere conditions. Sensitivity analyses have shown that for

sequences with the containment safeguards unavailable, most core

damage sequences generate large amounts of containment inerting

steam along with the hydrogen. If the containment safeguards are }i
functioning to quench the steam, the base pressure is lower and

the sprays will partially mitigate the hydrogen burn. Thus, the

peak pressure is mitigated. Because of this, other PRAs have

used values in the range of 1.0E-3 as the probability that the
pressure spike for an early hydrogen burn would fail containment.

In the EPRI ALWR Requirements Document Level 2 PRA, it was

estimated that an early hydrogen burn in a large dry containment

would produce a pressure spike of only about 39 psia and that the

corresponding containment failure probability was 1.0E-3. MAAP

analyses performed for System 80+ Standard Design predicted that,
for realistic transient scenarios, a series of small

non-challenging hydrogen burns would occur in various locations

in containment. Even if the small burns were suppressed until

approximately 4 hours after reactor vessel failure and then

ignited, the pressure spike was not significant because MAAP

predicts only about 30% of the zirconium would be oxidized to

produce hydrogen under the existing conditions. A hand

calculation was made to predict the potential pressure in

containment if all of the zirconium was oxidized to produce

hydrogen and that hydrogen was then ignited. The pressure spike

thus predicted was approximately 76.5 psi. Based on equation
5.2-9, this pressure would correspond to a containment failure

probability of 2.99E-3. The value, 1.0E-3, therefore appears to
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be a reasonable estimate that the pressure spike produced by an

early hydrogen burn would fail containment for System 80+. Thus:

P(EH2BSTREN) = 0.0 for PDSs involving sequences in which
containment is bypassed or for which
containment failed before core melt.

P(EH2BSTREN) = 1.0E-3 for all other PDSs.

5.2.2.6.3 Rapid Steam Generation

For sequences in which water is present in the cavity at the
times of reactor vessel failure, the interaction of the corium

with the water in the cavity can generate large amounts of steam

quickly. This rapid steam generation may increase the

containment pressure enough to challenge containment integrity.

The relationships between the various factors that influence the

potential for an early containment failure due to rapid steam

generation are modeled on sheet 5 of Figure B5.2-2. The basic
events for this model are summarized in Table B5.2-8. The

following paragraphs describe the quantification of the basic

events. The quantification of these basic events by PDS is H
summarized in Table B5.2-9.

WETCAVTY: cavity contains water

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

cavity contains water at the time of vessel failure. The cavity
status can be determined directly from the PDS definition. Thus:

P(WETCAVTY) = 1.0 for PDSs with a wet cavity.

P(WETCAVTY) = 0.0 for PDSs with a dry cavity.

RCSPHIGH: RCS pressure is high at vessel failure

If the RCS pressure is high at the time of reactor vessel

failure, the corium might be dispelled from the cavity before it

can generate large amounts of steam. This parameter is equivalent
to the DCH basic event HIGHPSEQ. The RCS pressure at the time of

reactor vessel failure can be determined directly from the PDS

definition. The probabilities for this event are:

P(RCSPHIGH) = 0.0 for PDSs 1 through 52 and PDSs 131 and
132.

P(RCSPHIGH) = 0.5 for PDSs 53 through 94 and PDSs 133 and
134.

P(RCSPHIGH) = 1.0 for PDSs 95 through 130.
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RHEATRAN: Heat transfer coefficient is adequate

To generate large amounts of steam rapidly, the corium must be

rapidly quenched in the cavity. The heat transfer coefficient

required for this is not well defined and there is limited data
available. Therefore, a probability of 0.5 was assigned to this
event. Thus:

P(RHEATRAN) = 0.5 for all PDSs

RSGSTREN: Containment strength during an RSG event

This element is used to represent the probability of containment

failure given a pressure spike associated with rapid steam
generation during the first four hours after reactor vessel

failure. This probability is calculated by determining the

potential containment pressure rise resulting from RSG and

calculating the appropriate probability using equation 5.2-9.

In previous PRAs, early containment failure due to RGS was not

considered to be a significant threat and was assigned values in

the range of 9.0E-4 to 1.0E-3. Even in NUREG-II50, RSG was not

considered a serious threat to early containment integrity. For

System 80+, MAAP analyses were performed to determine the

potential RSG-related containment pressure during the first four

hours following reactor vessel failure. These analyses showed Fi

containment pressures in the 64 psia to 65 psia range at four

hours after reactor vessel failure. Equation 5.2-9 yields a

containment failure probability of 1.3E-3 for a containment

pressure of 65 psia. This is some what higher than the values

used in past PRAs. Also, the 65 psia pressure peak is less than

that determined for an early hydrogen burn. The probability of
containment failing due to Rapid Steam generation should be

approximately equal to if not less than the probability of the

containment failing due to the 76.5 psia pressure spike
associated with an early hydrogen burn. Therefore, this event

was assigned a basic probability of 1.0E-3. Thus:

P(RGSSTREN) = 0.0 for PDSs involving sequences in which

containment is bypassed or for which

containment failed before core damage.

P(RSGSTREN) = I.OE-3 for all other PDSs.

5.2.2.7 Top Event 5: Late Containment Failure

Top event 5 addresses challenges to containment integrity late in

the accident sequence. The challenge to containment integrity
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can come from either steam overpressurization or a late hydrogen
burn. Failure for this event is defined to be that the

containment has an overpressure failure due to a hydrogen burn or

steam overpressurization at a time greater than four hours after
reactor vessel failure. Success for this event is defined to be

that the containment does not have a late overpressure failure.

This event was quantified using the supporting logic model

presented in Figure B5.2-3.

Late containment overpressure pressure failure can be caused by

either a gradual overpressurization due to steam generation or a

more sudden overpressure failure due to a late hydrogen burn. In
both cases, a significant fraction of the corium must have

remained in the cavity to react with either the water in the

cavity or the concrete. In this analysis, it was assumed that

the cavity geometry was such that there was an 0.I probability
that the corium could be dispersed into the upper containment by

a high pressure ejection sequence. This event is only addressed
for the cases in which early containment failure did not occur

and for which containment was not bypassed, the probability that

the corium remained in the cavity is essentially the inverse of

the probability that the corium was dispersed into the upper
containment region. Thus:

P(NODISPERS) = 0.9 for PDSs covering high pressure

sequences not involving containment _4
bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = 0.95 for PDSs covering medium pressure

sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = 1.0 for PDSs covering low pressure
sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before
core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = n/a for PDSs involving containment bypass
or containment failure before core

damage.

The following paragraphs discuss the quantification of the models

for late containment overpressure failure due to steam generation

or late hydrogen burn. The basic elements in these models are

summarized in Table B5.2-I0. The quantification of these basic

events by PDS is presented in Table B5.2-II.
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5.2.2.7.1 Late Steam Overpressurization

Late steam overpressurization is the result of a sequence in

which the reactor cavity is flooded but containment heat removal

is not available. In this scenario, the core debris bed

continues to boil off the contents of the cavity. This steam

generation continues until the containment ultimate strength is
reached and containment fails. The model for late containment

failure due to steam overpressurization in presented on sheet 1

of Figure B5.2-3. The following paragraphs describe the

quantification of the three basic events for this model.

CHREM: Containment heat removal is available

This basic event is used to determine if containment heat removal

continues to be available late in the sequence. It is assumed

that late overpressurization can be avoided if containment heat

removal is available. This event is, therefore, the inverse of

the event of concern, "containment heat removal Dot available."

The status of containment heat removal can be determined directly

from the PDS definition. The probability of CHREM was assigned
as follows:

P(LCHREM) = 1.0 for PDSs with the containment heat removal
available.

P(LCHREM) = 0.0 for PDSs with containment heat removal not H
available.

NCHRECOV: Containment heat removal not recovered

This basic event is used to determine the probability that

containment heat removal was not recovered prior to containment

overpressure failure, given that containment heat removal was not

available early in the sequence. MAAP analyses have shown that

for cases where the cavity is flooded but containment heat

removal is not initially available, it takes significantly longer
than 48 hours to overpressurize the System 80+ containment.

Thus, it possible to recover containment heat removal before

containment fails. The containment heat removal recovery

analysis was performed on a sequence by sequence basis for those

sequences with containment heat removal initially unavailable but

with a wet cavity. For sequences initiated by a seismic event, a

non-recovery rate of 0.i was assigned. For internally initiated
sequences and sequences initiated by a tornado strike, the

following rules were used:

A. The non-recovery probability for cutsets involving loss of
power is 0.0.
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B. The non-recovery probability for cutsets involving
components inside containment is 1.0.

C. The non-recovery probability for cutsets involving other
component failures is 0.01.

D. The total non-recovery probability for a sequence is the
weighted average of the non-recovery probabilities for the
individual cutsets.

The non-recovery probability for each PDS is presented in Table
B5.2-II. The non-recovery probabilities are presented separately
for internally initiated sequences and seismically initiated
sequences.

WETCA% Y: Cavity contains waterim

This ba,_ic event is used to determine the probability that the
cavity 1- flooded at the time of vessel failure and remains so
thereafte'. The cavity status can be determined directly from
the PDS dt _inition. Thus:

P(WETCAV) = 1.0 for PDSs with a wet cavity. H

P(WETCAV) = 0.0 for PDSs with a dry cavity.

5.2.2.7.2 Late Hydrogen Burn

This event addresses the potential for a late hydrogen burn which
pressurizes the containment to its ultimate failure pressure.

In the late period, greater than four hours after reactor vessel
failure, the hydrogen available to burn includes the hydrogen
produced in-vessel which was not burned at vessel breach, and the
hydrogen produced by oxidizing all the remaining, unoxidized
zirconium. If the debris bed is not cooled, additional hydrogen
is produced by the core-concrete interaction. This hydrogen
would be available late in the accident sequence.

The major factors in determining the likelihood of containment
failure due to a late hydrogen burn are:

A. The hydrogen and steam concentration in containment late in
the accident sequence.

B. The availability of a late ignition source.

C. The probability of a containment failure given a late
hydrogen burn.
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The relationships between the factors that influence the

potential for containment failure due to a late hydrogen burn are

modeled on sheets 2 through 5 of Figure B5.2-3. The following

paragraphs discuss the rationale for this model and describes the
basic events and their quantification.

LH2BSTREN: Containment strength after late hydrogen burn

This basic event is used to represent the probability of

containment failure given a late hydrogen burn. This probability

is governed by the pressure spike generated by the hydrogen burn

along with the containment base pressure at the time of the

hydrogen burn. The conditions that make it possible for a late

hydrogen burn to fail the System 80+ containment are the absence
of continual electrical power and containment sprays. If the

sprays have operated continuously since the start of the accident

to provide containment heat removal, the base containment

pressure remains below the design pressure, and ignition is

expected whenever a flammable concentration is reached. Hydrogen

burns at the lower flammable limit are no threat to the System

80+ containment. MAAP analyses have shown that if containment
heat removal is not available, containment pressure would

increase to over i00 psia over a period of about two days, even

without steam production from the cavity. A hydrogen burn from

this point on would have a high probability of challenging
containment. H

For plant damage states with containment heat removal available,

it is considered impossible to have a late hydrogen burn large

enough to challenge containment. For other plant damage states,

the potential for a late hydrogen burn sufficient to challenge

containment is considered indeterminate and was assigned a

probability of 0.5. Thus:

P(LH2BSTREN) = 0.0 for PDSs with PASs with a CSET end state
of A or B.

P(LH2BSTREN) = 0.5 for all other PDSs.

5.2.2.7.2.1 Probability of Late Ignition (LSPARKX)

This developed event is used to determine the probability of

having of having an ignition source existing inside containment
late in the accident sequence. As described above, the absence

of electrical power and containment heat removal early in the

accident sequence are the conditions needed so that there is

sufficient hydrogen late in the accident sequence to generate a

burn capable of challenging containment integrity. The only

burns that appear capable of challenging the System 80+
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containment are those which occur due to spontaneous ignition or

when power is restored late in the sequence after the onset of
core-concrete interaction.

There is some evidence that the probability of spontaneous

ignition of combustible gases increases with increasing molar
concentrations of the combustible gas. The likelihood of

spontaneous ignition of a g_en concentration of a combustible
gas also increases with time'-'.

There are three basic events used to determine the probability of

late ignition; ESPARK, RESPARK, and AUTOSPARK. The following

provides a brief description of these events and their

quantification.

ESPARK: Spark available early to cause an early burn

This basic event is used to determine the prebability of a spark

(electrical) existing inside after reactor vessel failure.

Sparks in containment have a higher likelihood of occurrence

during severe accident sequences in which power is still

available to equipment within containment. The availability of

electric power was evaluated on a PDS-by-PDS basis by inspecting

the plant accident sequences mapped into each PDS. This basic

event is not applicable for containment bypass sequences and

sequences involving containment failure before core damage. This

event was assigned probabilities as follows: H

P(ESPARK) = 0.99 for PDSs with AC and DC power available

(PDSs including sequences with CSET end

state A or C).

P(ESPARK) = 0.9 for PDSs with AC or DC power available

(PDSs including sequences with CSET end

state B, D, or E).

P(ESPARK) = 0.i for PDSs with no power available
(PDSs including sequences with CSET end

state F).

P(ESPARK) = 0.0 for PDSs involving containment bypass or

failure before core damage.

RESPARK: Spark due to recovery of power

This element represents the probability of having a spark occur

when electrical power is recovered late in an accident sequence.

Since the time period of concern is in the 40 hour and greater

range, the recovery of power is virtually certain. Therefore,

this event is assigned a probability of 1.0. Thus:
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P(RESPARK) = 1.0 for all PDSs.

AUTOSPARK: Spontaneous ignition of hydrogen occurs

This basic event is used to determine the probability of
spontaneous ignition of the hydrogen in containment.

In a NUREG-IIS0 study (6), a group of experts were asked to

provide their estimates for the probability of spontaneous

ignition for various concentrations of hydrogen. The resulting
estimates were that that the median spontaneous ignition

probability was 0.i for hydrogen concentrations of up to 12% and

0.3 for hydrogen concentrations in the range of 12% to 16%.

Considering the uncertainties in the local hydrogen

concentrations and the increasing likelihood of spontaneous

ignition with increasing time, this basic event was assigned a

probability of 0.5. Thus:

P(AUTOSPARK) = 0.5 for all PDSs.

5.2.2.7.2.2 High Hydrogen Concentration Late (LHIH2CON)

This event is used to determine if the hydrogen concentration in

containment is high enough to spontaneously ignite and burn late

in the accident sequence, given that the containment is not F{
inerted by steam. The conditions that can lead to high hydrogen
concentrations late in an accident sequence are: 1) the ignitors

have failed to burn off hydrogen at the lower flammability limit,

2) no hydrogen burn(s) early in the accident sequence and 3)

core-concrete reaction occurs and generates hydrogen. The

probability that an early burn does not occur is equal to

1-P(EH2BURN), where EH2BURN is the probability that an early

hydrogen burn occurs. The quantification of the probability of
an early hydrogen burn (EH2BURN) is discussed in section

5.2.2.6.2. The following paragraphs discuss the quantification
of the other elements of this model.

IGNITFL: Ignitors fail to burn hydrogen before it reaches high
concentration

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

hydrogen concentration in containment is allowed to build up to

the level where it will burn if an ignition source is available.

The System 80+ containment has ignitors to ignite and burn the

hydrogen at low concentrations so that the resulting energy
release will be low and will not produce a pressure spike that

could challenge containment. Thus, detonable concentrations of

hydrogen will be created only if the ignitors fail or are

unavailable. Currently, there are igniters available which are
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independent of station power. These include catalytic type

igniters and igniters with individual internal battery packs. The

probability that the ignitors fail was assumed to be 0.01. An

early hydrogen detonation is not a concern for sequences

involving containment failure before the onset of core damage and

interfacing system LOCAs. In these cases, the unreliability of

the ignitors is assumed to be 0.0. Thus:

P(IGNITFL) = 0.0 for PDSs 14, 16, 24, 25, 67, 113, 131, and
133.

P(IGNITFL) = 0.01 for all other PDSs.

WETCAVTY: Cavity contains water

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

cavity is flooded at the time of vessel failLre and remains so

thereafter. The cavity status can be determined directly from
the PDS definition. Thus:

P(WETCAV) = 1.0 for PDSs with a wet cavity.

P(WETCAV) = 0.0 for PDSs with a dry cavity.

H
NOCOOLG: Corium is not in coolable geometry

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

core debris bed is not in a coolable geometry and can not be

cooled even if there is water in the cavity. One major feature

of the System 80_ cavity is that the floor surface was designed
to provide 0.2 M per megawatt of rated thermal power such that

the heat generated by the core debris bed can be removed by an

overlaying pool of water. This assures that the debris bed will
form a coolable geometry and will be cooled if there is water in

the cavity. This event was included in the model for

completeness only. It was assigned a probability of zero. Thus:

P(NOCOOLG) = 0.0 for all PDSs.

5.2.2.7.2.3 Low Steam Concentration Late in the Accident

Sequence (NOINERT)

This event is used to determine the probability that the steam

concentration late in the accident sequence is not high enough to

inert the containment atmosphere and prevent a hydrogen burn.
There are three primary cases in which the steam concentration

may not be high enough to inert containment. These scenarios

are: i) the containment sprays are working and have quenched the

steam as it was generated, 2) only limited amounts of steam have
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been generated because the cavity is dry, and 3) the containment

atmosphere is suddenly deinerted when the containment sprays,

which were initially unavailable, are recovered and quench the
steam and condensible gases.

For the limited steam production case, steam is not released to

the containment in large quantities early in the sequence and
little steam is generated after vessel rupture due to a dry

cavity. Low initial releases of steam, prior to vessel failure,
can result from accidents in which the initial releases are

outside containment or from accidents in which the initial

releases are to the IRWST where the steam is quenched due to a

submerged release. In these cases, the amount of steam released

to containment would not be enough to inert the containment

without the additional steam generation associated with a wet

cavity.

The following paragraphs discuss the quantification of the five

basic events represented in the logic model for quantification of

the element, NOINERT, as presented on sheet 5 of Figure B5.2-3.

WETCAVTY: Cavity contains water

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

cavity is flooded at the time of vessel failure and remains so
thereafter. The cavity status can be determined directly from
the PDS definition. Thus:

H
P(WETCAV) = 1.0 for PDSs with a wet cavity.

P(WETCAV) = 0.0 for PDSs with a dry cavity.

RLSIRWST: Release point is the IRWST

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the
initial release of RCS inventory is to the IRWST and not to

containment. If the initial releases are to the IRWST, the
initial steam releases will be quenched in the IRWST so that the

containment will not be inerted and the hydrogen will have an
easy path to the upper containment region. The initial release

point can be determined directly from the PDS definition. Thus:

P(RLSIRWST) = 1.0 for PDSs 17 through 28, 41 through 52, 59

through 70, 83 through 94, and 119 through
130.

P(RLSIRWST) = 0.0 for PDSs 1 through 16, 29 through 40, 53

through 58, 71 through 82, 95 through 118,

and 131 through 134.
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CSSPRAY: Containment spray system is functioning

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

containment spray system is operating. If the containment spray

system is operating, it will quench the steam in the upper

containment region, thus deinerting the containment atmosphere.

This will make a hydrogen burn more likely. The status of the

containment spray system can be determined directly from the PDS
definitions. Thus:

P(CSSPRAY) = 1.0 for PDSs with the containment spray system
available.

P(CSSPRAY) = 0.0 for PDSs with the containment spray system
not available.

RCSL: Containment sprays are recovered late in the sequence.

This basic event is used to determine the probability that
containment containment sprays are recovered late in the

sequence, given that the containment sprays were not available

early in the sequence. For this analysis, late in the sequence
is considered to be 24 or more hours after the initiation of the

accident. MAAP analyses have shown that for sequences where the

cavity is initially flooded but containment heat removal is not

available, it takes longer than 48 hours to overpressurize the

System 80+ containment. Thus, it possible to recover the H

containment sprays before containment fails due to overpressure.

The containment spray recovery analysis was performed on a
sequence by sequence basis for those sequences with the

containment sprays initially unavailable but with a wet cavity.

For sequences initiated by a seismic event, a non-recovery rate

of 0.i was assigned. For internally initiated sequences and

sequences initiated by a tornado strike, the following rules were
used:

A. The non-recovery probability for cutsets involving loss of
power is 0.0.

B. The non-recovery probability for cutsets involving
components inside containment is 1.0.

C. The non-recovery probability for cutsets involving other
component failures is 0.01.

D. The total non-recovery probability for a sequence is the

weighted average of the non-recovery probabilities for the
individual cutsets.
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The non-recovery probability for each PDS is presented in Table

B5.2-II. The non-recovery probabilities are presented separately

for internally initiated sequences and seismically initiated

sequences.

5.2.2.8 Top Event 6: Containment Melt-Through Prevented

Top event 6 addresses challenges to containment integrity
resulting from the corium ablating the concrete basemat until it

penetrates the subsphere region of the auxiliary building.
Failure for this event is defined to be that the corium does

penetrate into the subsphere region of the auxiliary building due
to concrete ablation. Success for this event is defined to be

that the corium did not penetrate into the subsphere region of

the auxiliary building. This event was quantified using the
supporting logic model presented in Figure B5.2-4.

A containment melt-through failure will occur if unrestrained
concrete ablation occurs as a result of core-concrete interaction

and, as a result of this concrete ablation, the corium penetrated

into the subsphere region of the auxiliary building. Core-
concrete interaction and concrete ablation will occur if the

corium discharged from reactor vessel at the time of vessel

failure remains in the cavity and is not cooled. The
relationships between the various factors that influence the

potential for containment melt-through are represented on Figure
B5.2-4. The basic events for this model are summarized in Table

H
B5.2-12. The following paragraphs describe the quantification of

the basic events. The quantification of the basic events by PDS
is summarized in Table B5.2-13.

NODISPERS: Corium remains in the cavity

The amount of corium available to interact with the concrete

depends on the mode of reactor vessel failure and the events

accompanying vessel failure. If the vessel failed at low

pressure, the corium is discharged from the vessel as a gravity
pour and will remain in the cavity and will be available for

core-concrete interaction. If, on the other hand, the vessel

fails at high pressure, the corium will be discharged under high
pressure. Under these conditions, if the corium is not

disentrained in the cavity, it will be widely distributed through
containment and will not be available for core-concrete

interaction. In the analysis of early containment failure due to

DCH in section 5.2.2.6.1, The probability that the corium would

be dispersed into containment following a high pressure ejection

was defined to be 0.I. Since this event is addressed only for
cases in which early containment did not occur and for which

containment was not bypassed, the probability that the corium
remains in the cavity is essentially the converse of the

probability that the corium was ejected from the cavity. Thus:
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P(NODISPERS) = 0.9 for PDSs covering high pressure

sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

I
P(NODISPERS) = 0.95 for PDSs covering medium pressure

sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = 1.0 for PDSs covering low pressure
sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = n/a for PDSs involving containment bypass
or containment failure before core

damage.

BMTCVM: Corium fails containment by melt-through

This basic event is used to determine the probability that, given

that unabated concrete ablation is occurring, the corium will

penetrate into the subsphere region of the auxiliary building.

The nearest subsphere room below the cavity is located

approximately 12 feet laterally from the closest possible

approach of the core debris bed. The ceiling of this room is at H

about the same elevation as the floor of the cavity and the floor

of this room is approximately 12 feet below the floor of the

cavity. If the lateral concrete ablation rate is approximately
equal to the downward ablation rate, it is possible that the

corium might ablate into the subsphere room. For this analysis,
a probability of 0.9 was assigned to this event given core

concrete interaction was occurring. Thus:

P(BMTCVM) = 0.9 for all PDSs with a dry cavity.

P(BMTCVM) = 0.0 for all other PDSs.

WETCAVTY: Cavity contains water

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

cavity is flooded at the time of vessel failure and remains so

thereafter. If the cavity is flooded, core-concrete reaction

should not occur. The cavity status can be determined directly
from the PDS definition. Thus:

P(WETCAV) = 1.0 for PDSs with a wet cavity.

P(WETCAV) = 0.0 for PDSs with a dry cavity.
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NOCOOLG: Corium is not in coolable geometry

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

core debris bed is not in a coolable geometry and can not be

cooled even if there is water in the cavity. One major feature

of the System 80_ cavity is that the floor surface was designed
to provide 0.2 M per megawatt of rated thermal power such that

the heat generated by the core debris bed can be removed by an

overlaying pool of water. This assures that the debris bed will

form a coolable geometry and will be cooled if there is water in

the cavity. This event was included in the model for

completeness only. It was assigned a probability of zero. Thus:

P(NOCOOLG) = 0.0 for all PDSs.

5.2.2.9 Top Event 7: Vaporization Release Prevented

This top event determines if the corium debris bed is coolable in

the reactor cavity. If the debris bed is not coolable, it will

react with the concrete in the cavity resulting in a vaporization
release with high tellurium content. Core-concrete interaction

is presumed to occur if the corium discharged from the reactor
vessel remains in the cavity, and the core debris bed in the

cavity is not cooled. This event was quantified using the

supporting logic model presented in Figure B5.2-5. The basic _I
events in this model are summarized in Table B5.2-14. The

following paragraphs discuss the quantification of these basic

events. The quantification of the basic events by PDS is
summarized in Table B5.2-15.

NODISPERS: Corium remains in the cavity

The amount of corium available to interact with the concrete

depends on the mode of reactor vessel failure and the events

accompanying vessel failure. If the vessel failed at low

pressure, the corium is discharged from the vessel as a gravity
pour and will remain in the cavity and will be available for

core-concrete interaction. If, on the other hand, the vessel

fails at high pressure, the corium will be discharged under high
pressure. Under these conditions, if the corium is not

disentrained in the cavity, it will be widely distributed through
containment and will not be available for core-concrete

interaction. In the analysis of early containment failure due to

DCH in section 5.2.2.6.1, The probability that the corium would

be dispersed into containment following a high pressure ejection

was defined to be 0.i. Since this event is addressed only for
cases in which early containment did not occur and for which

containment was not bypassed, the probability that the corium

remains in the cavity is essentially the converse of the

probability that the corium was ejected from the cavity. Thus:
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P(NODISPERS) = 0.9 for PDSs covering high pressure

sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = 0.95 for PDSs covering medium pressure

sequences not involving containment

bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = 1.0 for PDSs covering low pressure
sequences not involving containment
bypass or containment failure before

core damage.

P(NODISPERS) = n/a for PDSs involving containment bypass
or containment failure before core

damage.

WETCAVTY: Cavity contains water

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the
cavity is flooded at the time of vessel failure and remains so

thereafter. If the cavity is flooded, core-concrete reaction H

should not occur. The cavity status can be determined directly
from the PDS definition. Thus:

P(WETCAV) = 1.0 for PDSs with a wet cavity.

P(WETCAV) = 0.0 for PDSs with a dry cavity.

NOCOOLG: Corium is not in coolable geometry

This basic event is used" to determine the probability that the

core debris bed is not in a coolable geometry and can not be

cooled even if there is water in the cavity. One major feature

of the System 80_ cavity is that the floor surface was designed
to provide 0.2 M per megawatt of rated thermal power such that

the heat generated by the core debris bed can be removed by an
overlaying pool of water. This assures that the debris bed will

form a coolable geometry and will be cooled if there is water in
the cavity. This event was included in the model for

completeness only. It was assigned a probability of zero. Thus:

P(NOCOOLG) = 0.0 for all PDSs.

5.2.2.10 Top Event 8: Revaporization Release Prevented

This event determines if a revaporization release occurs late in

the accident sequence significantly increasing the amount of
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fission products available for release following a late
containment failure.

Radioactive material deposited on the inner RCS surfaces can be

re-evolved after vessel failure due to self-heating of the

radioactive materials. The importance of this process lies in

the timing of the revaporization. For early containment

failures, the radionuclide releases are high. Therefore, the

additional releases associated with the revaporized fission

products is not expected to dramatically increase the overall
releases. For late containment failures, the releases are low so

that the consequences associated with fission product

revaoparization can be significant if the revaporization is

delayed.

The factors affecting fission product revaporization are

post-vessel failure thermal hydraulics, heat loss through the

vessel and through the RCS pipe wall, and revaporization

chemistry. Since the System 80+ vessel and RCS piping are well
insulated to improve the thermal efficiency of the plant, heat

loss through the RCS piping is not considered in this analysis.
The fission product chemistry is also not directly modeled

because of the large uncertainty regarding its impact. The

conditions that are considered prerequisites for fission product _{

revaporization are: i) a significant deposition of fission
products in the RCS, 2) reasonable flow inside the reactor vessel

after vessel failure, and 3) secondary side heat removal. This

event was quantified using the supporting logic model presented

in Figure B5.2-6. The following paragraphs describe the

quantification of the basic events in this model. The basic

events are summarized in Table B5.2-16 and the quantification of

the events by PDS is summarized in Table B5.2-17.

5.2.2.10.1 Fission product deposition in the RCS (DEPOSIT)

This basic event is used to determine the amount of fission

product deposition within the primary system. Large amounts of

fission products within the primary system will generate higher
decay heat levels at the deposition areas. This heat will help

to revaporize the deposited fission products.

Certain accident sequences will retain more fission products than

others. For example, small LOCA and cycling relief valve

sequences will allow more holdup time for fission products while

large LOCA sequences blowdown the primary system so rapidly that

the fission products have little time to plateout/deposit in the

primary system. The PDS definitions provide adequate information

to estimate the probability of significant deposition in the

primary system. Thus:
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P(DEPOSIT) = 1.0 for PDSs 97 through 130.

P(DEPOSIT) = 0.0 for all other PDSs.

5.2.2.10.2 Availability of Flow in the RCS After Vessel

Rupture (RCSFLOW} I

This event is used to determine if significant flows are

established inside the vessel after vessel failure. Sequences

that are believed to have significant flows in the RCS after

vessel failure are LOCA-like sequences. Openings in the RCS

piping and the reactor vessel for LOCA-like sequences cause a
"chimney" effect which results in significant flow inside the RCS

following vessel failure. Induced LOCAs, which are defined to be

caused by thermally-induced failure of RCS piping prior to vessel

failure, could also produce the "chimney" effect.

INITLOCA; Sequence initiated by a LOCA

This basic event is used to determine the probability that the

accident sequence was initiated by a LOCA. This can be

determined directly from the PAS to PDS mappings. Thus:

P(INITLOCA) = 1.0 for PDSs 1 through 16, 35 through 40, 53

through 58, 95 through 118, and 131

through 134.

P(INITLOCA) = 0.0 for PDSs 17 through 34, 41 through 52, 59 H

through 94, and 119 through 130.

CLINTACT: Cold legs remain intact

During high pressure core damage sequences, high temperature and
pressure steam is circulating through the Reactor Coolant System.

Research has indicated that the high temperature and pressure

steam might induce a temperature related creep rupture failure of

the RCS pressure boundary prior to reactor vessel failure, thus

depressurizing the RCS before vessel failure. The likely

locations for such a failure include the cold legs, the hot legs

or the pressurizer surge line. This basic event represents the

probability that a cold leg does not have a temperature related

failure prior to reactor vessel failure. As it is considered

highly unlikely that circulating high temperature and pressure
steam could induce a cold leg failure, this event is included for

completeness only. Thus:

P(CLINTACT) = 1.0 for all PDSs.
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HSINTACT: Hot legs and surge line remain intact

During high pressure core damage sequences, high temperature and

pressure steam is circulating through the Reactor Coolant System.
Research has indicated that the high temperature and pressure

steam might induce a temperature related creep rupture failure of

the RCS pressure boundary prior to reactor vessel failure, thus

depressurizing the RCS before vessel failure. The likely
locations for such a failure include the cold legs, the hot legs

or the pressurizer surge line. This basic event represents the

probability that the hot legs and surge line do not have a

temperature related failure prior to reactor vessel failure. The

probability of this occurring is related to the RCS pressure at

the approximate time of v_el failure. Thus, as suggested in

volume 3 of NUREG/CR-4551 _vvl , the probabilities for this event
are:

P(HSINTACT) = 1.0 for PDSs 1 through 94 and 131 through

134 (low and medium pressure sequences).

P(HSINTACT) = 0.99 for PDSs 95 through 118 (small LOCA

sequences).

P(HSINTACT) = 0.i0 for PDSs 118 through 130 (high pressure

sequences).

5.2.2.10.3 Unavailability of SSHR Late in Sequence (NOSSHR) H

This basic event is used to determine the probability that

Secondary Side Heat Removal (SSHR) is unavailable late in the

core-melt sequence. The availability of SSHR tends to cause

radionuclides to migrate to the "colder" area within the primary

system. If SSHR remains available throughout the accident

sequence, the buildup of decay heat due to deposited fission

products will be reduced, making it less likely to get
revaporization. If revaporization does occur in other areas of

the primary system, SSHR will again create "colder" spots for the

radionuclides to seek out, thus lowering the amount available for

release to the containment atmosphere. The availability of SSHR

can be determined directly from the definition of the PDSs.
Thus:

P(NOSSHR) = 0.0 for PDSs involving small LOCA and

cycling relief valve sequences with SGA

P(NOSSHR) = 1.0 for PDSs involving small LOCA and

cycling relief valve sequences with SGU

P(NOSSHR) = N/A for PDSs involving sequences where S/G
Availability is N/A.
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5.2.2.11 Top Event 9: Is Fission Product Scrubbing Available

This event determines whether there are mechanisms other than

natural plateout or gravitational settling available for removing

fission products from the containment atmosphere. The primary

mechanism for fission product scrubbing is operation of the

containment spray system. There are other mechanisms that have

the potential for reducing the inventory of fission products in
the containment atmosphere, but their contribution is relatively

minor after vessel failure. Therefore, fission product scrubbing
is defined to be available only when the containment cpray system

is available. For this event, success is defined to be that

fission product scrubbing is available. Thus:

P(Fission Product Scrubbing) = 1.0 for PDSs with the

containment sprays

operating.

P(Fission Product Scrubbing) = 0.0 for all other PDSs.

5.2.2.12 Top Event I0: Radionuclides Released Through the
Auxiliary Building

This element determines whether the radionuclide releases pass

through the auxiliary building. If the releases do pass through H

the auxiliary building, there is a potential for additional

depletion of fission products within the auxiliary building. The

potential for additional deposition of fission products is

considered only if the release point is considered to be well

within the auxiliary building such that there is a long path to

the external environment and the driving pressure is low. For

this analysis, only the interfacing systems LOCAs are considered

to have a release path through the auxiliary building sufficient

to allow additional deposition of fission products in the

auxiliary building. For this event, success is defined to be

that the release is through the auxiliary building. Thus:

P(Release Through Auxiliary Building) = 1.0 for PDS 16.

P(Release Through Auxiliary Building) = 0.0 for all other
PDSs.

5.2.3 QUANTIFICATION OF THE CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE

The CET was manually solved for each plant damage state using the

appropriate top event conditional probabilities. This process

included manually solving the supporting logic models to generate

the conditional probabilities for the appropriate CET top events. A

Table B5.2-18 summarizes the CET top event frequencies by PDS. i

The result was a matrix of CET end state occurrence frequencies
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by plant damage state. Table B5.2-19 presents the matrix of CET

end state occurrence frequencies by plant damage state for
internal events. Table B5.2-20 preJents the matrix of CET end

state occurrence frequencies by plant damage state for seismic H
events. Table B5.2-21 presents the matrix of CET end state

occurrence frequencies by plant damage state for tornado strikes.

Table B5.2.22 presents the combined matrix of CET end state

occurrence frequencies by plant damage state for all events.
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TABLEB5.2-2

NORMALIZEDCONTAINMENTFAILUREPRESSURES
FORNUREG-]]50 PLANTS

H

Normalized Failure Pressure (Psig)

Grand Peach Std.
P(F) Gulf Sequoyah Surry Bottom Zion Average Dev.

0.39 0.909 0.938 0.960 0.966 0.970 0.949 0.025
0.32 0.855 0.892 0.905 0.959 0.948 0.912 0.043
0.23 0.800 0.862 0.881 0.939 0.933 0.883 0.057
0.17 0.764 0.831 0.849 0.912 0.904 0.852 0.060
0.15 0.727 0.754 0.817 0.885 0.874 0.812 0.070
0.06 0.618 0.600 0.738 0.804 0.785 0.709 0.095
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TABLEB5.2-3

CONTAINHENTFAILURE PROBABILITYvs. CONTAINHENTPRESSURE
FORSYSTEN80+

H

NormaI i zed Actual Contai nment
Containment Containment Fai] ure

Pressure Pressure W Probabi] i ty

1.0 193.0 -0.226 0.500
0.9 173.7 -0.566 0.227
0.8 154.4 -0.905 0.103
0.7 135.1 -1.244 0.046
0.6 115.8 -1.584 0.020
0.5 96.5 -I.923 8.61E-3
0.4 77.2 -2.262 2.73E-3
0.3 57.9 -2.602 1.05E-3
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TABLEB5.2-4

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE DCHMODEL

Event
Name Basic Event Description

CAVTGEOM Cavitygeometry permitsdispersion

HIGHPSEQ Reactorvessel pressurehigh at vessel failure
H

CLINTACT Cold legs remain intact

HSINTACT Hot legs and surge lines remain intact

SDSFAIL Safety depressurizationsystem fails

REPRESS RCS repressurizes

UNCONDHB Unconditionalhydrogenburn

DCHSTREN Containmentstrengthduring a DCH event

Amendment H
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TABLEB5.2-6

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE EARLYHYDROGENBURNMODEL

Event
Name Basic Event Description

IGNITFL Ignitors fail to burn hydrogen before it reaches high
concentration H

ESPARK Spark availableearly to cause burn

HCONHI Enough hydrogenis generatedto reach detonablelimits

RLSIRWST Releasepoint is the IRWST

RLSINCONT Releasepoint is to the containment

CSSPRAY Containmentspray system is functioning

EH2BSTREN Containmentstrengthduring an early hydrogenburn
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TABLE B5.2-7 (toni'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

EARLY HYDROGENBURNBASIC EVENT QUANTIFICATION BY PDS

Early Hydrogen Burn Basic Events
PDS
No. ESPARK IGNITFL HCONHI RLSIRWST RLSINCONT CSSPRAY EHZBSTREN EHZBFAIL

H

115 0.99 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
119 0.99 O.OI 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0E-3 9.9E-6
121 0.9 0.01 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0E-3 9.0E-6
124 0.01 0.01 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0E-3 1.0E-6
125 0.99 0.01 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0E-3 9.9E-6
127 0.9 0.01 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0E-3 9.0E-6
130 0.01 0.01 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0E-3 1.0E-6
131 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
133 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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TABLEB5.2-8

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE RAPID STEAMGENERATIONMODEL

Event
Name Basic Event Description

WETCAVTY Cavity containswater

RCSPHIGH RCS pressure is high at vessel failure
H

RHEATRAN Heat transfercoefficientis adequate

RSGSTREN Containmentstrengthduring an RSG event
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TABLEB5.2-9

RAPID STEN_GENERATIONBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PDS

Rapid Steam Generation Basic Everts
PDS
No. WETCAVTY RCSPHI GH RtlEATRAN RSGSTREN RSGFAIL

1 1.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 5. OE-4
3 1.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 5. OE-4
6 0.00 0.0 0.5 ].OE-3 0.0
7 1.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 5o0E-4
9 1.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 5. OE-4

14 1.00 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0

16 0.00 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 H
17 1.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 5. OE-4
19 1. O0 O.0 O.5 1. OE-3 5. OE-4
22 0.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
23 1.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 5.0E-4
24 1.00 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
25 1.00 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
28 0.00 0.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
53 1.00 0.5 0.5 1.0E-3 2.5E-4
55 1.00 0.5 0.5 ].OE-3 2.5E-4
59 1.00 0.5 0.5 1.0E-3 2.5E-4
61 1.00 0.5 0.5 1.0E-3 2.5E-4
64 0.00 0.5 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
67 1.00 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
97 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
101 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
103 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
107 1.00 i.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
115 1.00 1.() 0.5 0.0 0.0
119 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
121 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
124 0.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
125 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
127 1.00 1.0 0.5 1.0E-3 0.0
130 0.00 1.0 0.5 ].OE-3 0.0
131 1.00 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
133 1.00 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
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TABLEB5.2-10

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE LATECONTAINHENTFAILURENODEL

Eveht
Name Basic Event Description

NODISPERS Corium is not dispersedinto the upper containmentregion

CHREM Containmentheat removalis available
H

NCHRECOV Containmentheat removalis not recovered

WETCAVTY Cavity containswater

LH2BSTREN Containmentstrengthafter a late hydrogenburn

ESPARK Spark availableearly to cause burn

RESPARK Spark due to recoveryof power

AUTOSPARK Autoignitionof hydrogenoccurs

IGNITFL Ignitorsfail to burn hydrogenbefore it reacheshigh
concentration

NOCOOLG Corium not in coolablegeometry

RLSIRWST Releasepoint is the IRWST

CSSPRAY Containmentspray system is functioning

RCSL Containmentspraysrecoveredlate
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TABLEB5.Z-11 (toni'd)

(Sheet Z of 6)

LATECONTAINMENTFAILUREBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PDS

Late Containment Failure Basic Events

PDS NCHRECOV NCHRECOV LCFAIL] LCFAIL1 H
No. NODISPERS CHRElq (INTRNL) (SEISMIC) WETCAVTY (INTRNL) (SEIS) LHZBSTREN ESPARK

121 0.9 0.0 N/A 0.1 1.0 N/A 9.0E-2 O.S 0.9
124 0.9 0.0 N/A 1.0 0.0 N/A 0.0 0.5 0.01
125 0.9 1.0 0.0 N/A 1.0 0.0 N/A 0.0 0.99
127 0.9 0.0 3.0E-3 0.1 1.0 2.7E-3 9.0E-2 0.5 0.9
13o o.9 o.o 1.o 1.o o.o o.o o.o o.s o.ol
131 NIA 0.0 N/A N/A 1.0 NIA NIA 0.0 0.9
133 N/A 0.0 N/A N/A 1.0 N/A N/A 0.0 0.9
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TABLEB5.2-11 (Cont'd) I

(Sheet 4 of 6)

LATECONTAINMENTFAILUREBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PDS

Late Containment Failure Basic Events

PgS RCSL RCSL LCFAIL2 LCFAIL2
No. RESPARK AUTOSPARK IGIIITFL HOCOOLGRLSIRWST CSSPRAY (IHTRHL) (SEIS) (INTRllL) (SEIS)

119 1.0 0.5 0.01 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0 N/A
121 1.0 0.5 0.01 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A 0.9 N/A 0.0
124 1.0 0.5 0.01 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 4.4E-3
125 1.0 0.5 0.01 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0 N/A H
127 1.0 0.5 0.01 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.9 0.0 0.0
130 1.0 0.5 0.01 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4E-3 4.4E-3
131 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A
133 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Amendment H
August 31, 1990



TP.BLEB5.2-11 (toni'd)

(Sheet 5 of 6)

LATECONTAINNENTFAILUREBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PI)S

Late Containment Failure Basic Events

PDS LCFAII. LCFAIL
No__ (INTRNL) (SEIS)

! 0.0 0.0
3 8. OE-3 O.1
6 N/A 0.0
7 0.0 N/A
9 8.4E-3 N/A

14 N/A N/A
16 N/A N/A H
17 0.0 N/A
19 N/A 0.I
22 N/A 4.9E-3
23 0.0 N/A
24 N/A N/A
25 N/A N/A
28 N/A 4.1E-3
53 0.0 N/A
55 8.0E-3 N/A
59 0.0 N/A
61 1.1E-3 9.5E-2
64 4.7E-3 4.7E-3
67 N/A N/A
97 9.0E-3 N/A
101 0.0 N/A
103 9.0E-3 N/A
107 0.0 N/A
115 N/A N/A

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.2-11 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 6 of 6)

LATECONTAINMENTFAILUREBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PDS

Late Containment Failure Basic Events

PDS LCFAIL LCFAIL
No. (INTRNL) (SEIS)

H
119 0.0 N/A
121 N/A 9.0E-2
124 N/A 4.4E-3
125 0.0 N/A
127 2.7E-3 9.0E-2
130 4.4E-3 4.4E-3
131 N/A N/A
133 N/A N/A

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



CESSAR °""°"CERTIFICATION

TABLEB5.2-12

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE CONTAINMENTHELT-THROUGHFAILUREMODEL

Event
Name Basic Event Description

NODISPERS Corium is not dispersedinto the upper containmentregion

BMTVCM Corium fails containmentby melt-through

WETCAVTY Cavity containswater H

NOCOOLG Corium not in coolablegeometry

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



CESSAR o,,s,o.CERTIFICATION
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TABLEBS.Z-I3

CONTAINMENTBELT-THROUGHFAILUREBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIOrABY PDS

Containment HelL-Through Failure Basic Events
PDS
No. NODISPERS rglTCVH WETCAVTY NOCOOLG CVMFAIL H

i 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
3 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
6 1.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.90
7 1.0 0.0 1.0 0,,0 0.0
9 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

14 N/A 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
16 N/A 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
19 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
22 1.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.90
23 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
24 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
25 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
28 1.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.90
53 0.95 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
55 0.95 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
59 0.95 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
61 0.95 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
64 0.95 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.86
67 0.95 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
97 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

101 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
103 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
107 N/A 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
115 N/A 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
119 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
121 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
124 0.9 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.81
125 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
127 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
130 0.9 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.81
131 N/A 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
133 N/A 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-14

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE VAPORIZATIONRELEASEMODEL

Event
Name Basic Event Description

NODISPERS Corium is not dispersedinto the upper containmentregion

WETCAVTY Cavity containswater H

NOCOOLG Corium not in coolablegeometry

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



CESSAR CERTIFICATION
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TABLEB5.2-15

VAPORIZATIONRELEASEBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PDS

Vaporization Release Basic Events
PDS
No. NOD[SPERS WETCAVTY NOCOOLG VAP

I 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
3 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
6 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 H
7 I.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
9 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

14 N/A l.O 0.0 0.0
16 N/A 0.0 0.0 1.0
17 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
19 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
22 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
23 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
24 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0
25 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0
28 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
53 0.95 1.0 0.0 0.0
55 0.95 1.0 0.0 0.0
59 0.95 1.0 0.0 0.0
61 0.95 1.0 0.0 0.0
64 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.95
67 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0
97 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
101 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
103 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
107 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0
115 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0
119 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
121 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
124 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.90
125 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
127 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
130 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.90
131 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0
133 N/A 1.0 0.0 0.0

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLE B5.2-16

BASIC EVENTSFORTHE REVAPORIZATIONRELEASEHODEL

Event
Name Basic Event Description

DEPOSIT Fissionproductsare depositedin the RCS H

INITLOCA Sequenceis initiatedby a LOCA

CLINTACT Cold legs remain intact

HSINTACT Hot legs and surge line remain intact

NOSSHR Secondaryside heat removalunavailable

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLEBS.2-17

REVAPORIZATIONRELEASEBASIC EVENTQUANTIFICATIONBY PDS

Revaporization Release Basic Events
PDS
No. DEPOSIT INITLOCA CLINTACT HSINTACT NOSSHR REVAPOR

I 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
3 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
6 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
14 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
16 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0

17 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 H
19 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
22 0.0 0.0 1.0 I.0 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0 I.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
24 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
25 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
28 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
53 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
55 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
59 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
61 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
64 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
67 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
97 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.99 0.0 0.0
101 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.99 1.0 1.0
103 1.0 1.0 1,0 0.99 1.0 1.0
107 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.99 0.0 0.0
115 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.99 1.0 1.0
119 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.10 0.0 0.0
121 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.10 0.0 0.0
124 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.10 0.0 0.0
125 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.10 1.0 0.9
127 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.10 1.0 0.9
130 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.10 1.0 0.9
131 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0
133 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 N/A 0.0

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-18

(Sheet I of 2)

CET TOPEVENTCONDITIONALPROBABILITIESBY PDS

Revaporization Release Basic Events

PDS LCFAIL LCFAIL
No__:. CNTBYPAS CNTISOLFL CNTFLBCH ECFAIL ([NTRNL) (SEIS) CWIFAIL

1 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.1E-4 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.0E-4 8.0E-3 0.1 0.0 H
6 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 0.0 N/A 0.0 0.90
7 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.1E-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
9 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.0E-4 8.4E-3 N/A 0.0
14 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
16 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
17 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.1E-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
19 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.1E-4 N/A 0.1 0.0
22 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.0E-6 N/A 4.9E-3 0.90
23 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 5.1E-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
24 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
25 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
28 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.0E-6 N/A 4.1E-3 0.90
53 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 2.7E-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
55 O.0 2.OE-03 O.0 2.6E-4 8.OE-3 N/A O.0
59 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 2.7E-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
61 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 2.7E-4 1.1E-3 9.5E-2 0.0
64 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 6.3E-6 4.7E-3 4.7E-3 0.86
67 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
97 O.0 2.OE-03 O.0 2.OE-5 9.OE-3 N/A O.0
101 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 3.0E-5 0.0 N/A 0.0
103 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 2.0E-5 9.0E-3 N/A 0.0
107 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 3.0E-5 0.0 N/A 0.0
115 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
119 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.IE-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
121 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.1E-4 N/A 9.0E-2 0.0
124 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.0E-4 N/A 4.4E-3 0.81
125 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.1E-4 0.0 N/A 0.0
127 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.1E-4 2.7E-3 9.0E-2 0.0
130 0.0 2.0E-03 0.0 1.0E-4 4.4E-3 4.4E-3 0.81
131 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0
133 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-18 (toni'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

CET TOPEVENTCONqITIONALPROBABILITIESBY PDS

Revaporization Release Basic Events
PDS
No. VAP REVAP FPSCRUB RAUXBLD

] 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 H
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
17 0.0 0.0 1.0 0,0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
22 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0 1.0 0,0
24 0.0 0.0 1.0 0,0
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
28 1.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
53 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
55 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
59 0.0 0.0 1.0 0,0
61 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
64 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.0
67 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
97 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
101 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
103 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
107 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
115 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
119 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
121 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
124 0.90 0.0 0.0 0.0
125 0.0 0.9 1.0 0.0
127 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0
130 0.90 0.9 0.0 0.0
131 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
133 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-19 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 7 of 8)

CET ENDSTATEFREQUENCIESBY PDS
FOR INTERNALEVENTS

CET Plant DamageState
End

State 130 131 133 TOTAL

7.1 3.46E-10 0.0 0.0 6.22E-07

6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.2 1.47E-10 0.0 0.0 8.88E-10
6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.4 1.32E-9 0.0 0.0 1.32E-09

5.1 8.04E-14 0.0 0.0 1.04E-I0
, 5.2 7.24E-13 0.0 0.0 4.56E-11

5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.4 7.24E-13 0.0 0.0 4.59E-12
5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.6 6.51E-12 0.0 0.0 6.51E-12

4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.97E-10
4.2 1.83E-15 0.0 0.0 2.44E-11
4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.4 1.65E-14 0.0 0.0 2.17E-14

3.1 0.0 1.05E-08 2.28E-09 2.24E-08
3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
i 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 I.06E-09

Amendment H
L AUgust 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-20 (toni'd)

(Sheet 3 of 4)

CET ENDSTATEFREQUENCIESBY PDS
FORSEISRIC EVENTS

CET Plant DamageState
End

State 64 ]21 124 ]27 130 TOTAL

7.1 9.27E-11 6.73E-08 1.41E-10 7.39E-07 1.56E-09 1.04E-06

6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.2 5.70E-10 0.0 6o02E-10 0.0 6.62E-10 1.29E-08
6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.96E-09 5.96E-09

5.1 1.57E-13 6.65E-09 3.28E-13 7.31E-09 3.61E-13 3.62E-08 H
5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.58E-08 3.25E-12 6.58E-08
5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.4 2.97E-12 0.0 2.95E-12 0.0 3.25E-12 3.49E-11
5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.92E-11 2.92E-11

?

4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.53E-11
4.2 2.10E-16 8.14E-12 7.47E-15 8.48E-11 8.21E-14 1.91E-10
4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.4 3.98E-15 0.0 6.72E-14 0.0 7.39E-12 7.47E-12

i

i 3.1 O.0 O.0 O.0 O.0 O.0 2.49E-08
' 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.00E-II

Amendment H

August 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-22 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 8 of ]0)

CET ENDSTATEFREQUENCIESBY PDS
FORALL EVENTS

C_ PlantDaageState
End

State ]]5 ]]9 12] 124 ]25 ]27 ]30

2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.4 0.0 0.0 1.48E-10 1.50E-13 0.0 1.66E-09 2.02E-12
2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.35E-12 0.0 0.0 1.82E-11

1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 H
1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.4 7.02E-09 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Amendment H

August 31, 1990



TABLEB5.2-22 (toni'd)

(Sheet 9 of 10)

CET ENDSTATEFREQUENCIESBY PDS
FORALL EVEI_S

CET Plant DamageState
End

State ]31 ]33 TOTAL

7.1 0.0 0.0 1.69E-06

6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 H
6.2 O.0 O.0 I.38E-08
6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.4 O.0 O.0 7.28E-09

5.I O.0 O.0 3.63E-08
5.2 O.0 O.0 6.59E-08
5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.4 0.0 0.0 3.95E-11
5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.6 O.O 0.0 3.57E-11

4.1 0.0 0.0 2.12E-10
4.2 0.0 0.0 2.17E-I0
4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.4 0.0 0.0 7.49E-12

3.1 1.05E-08 2.28E-09 4.82E-08
3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.2 0.0 0.0 1.12E-09

Amendment H
August 31, 1990
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TABLEB5.2-22 (toni'd)

(Sheet 10 of 10)

CET ENDSTATEFREQUENCIESBY PDS
FORALL EVEN[S

C_ PlantDamageState
End

St_e 131 133 TOTAL

2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.4 0.0 0.0 2.44E-09
2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.8 0.0 0.0 4.72E-11

1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 H
1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.4 0.0 0.0 7.02E-09
1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.7 0.0 0.0 3.00E-09
1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

Amendment H
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CESSAR CERTIFICATION
i i1.11,1

5.3 DEFINITION OF RELEASE CLASSES

5.3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RELEASE CLASSES

As previously stated, the CET was constructed so that each end

point uniquely specified the mode of containment failure and the

status of the various phenomena which have the potential to
affect the source term characteristics. Therefore, each of the

CET end points is a distinct release class. A release class (RC)
can be fully characterized by the following parameters:

A. Its frequency of occurrence.

B. The isotopic content and m_gnitude of the release.

C. The energy of the release.

D. The time of the release.

E. The duration of the release.

F. The location of the release.

The RC frequency is determined directly from the cumulative

I frequency for its respective CET end point as presented in Table H
B5.2-22. The location of the release was assigned as follows:

I. For overpressure containment failure RCs, the release was

assumed to occur at the top of the containment building.

This is at an elevation of 52.8 meters above grade.

2. For containment bypass RCs initiated by an interfacing

systems LOCA and for containment melt-through RCs, the

release from containment occurs in the subsphere region of
the auxiliary building. The actual release to the

environment occurs at grade level.

3. For all other RCs, the releases are assumed to occur at

grade level.

MAAP analyses were used to determine the isotopic content and
magnitude of the source term and the time of the release. In

general, releases were calculated for a period of 24 hours from
the time of containment failure or from the time of vessel

failure for containment bypass and containment isolation failure

RCs. The MAAP analyses are based on specific accident sequences.

To select the appropriate accident sequence for a specific RC,

the following process was used:

Amendment H
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A. Table B5.2-22 was used to determine the PDS with the largest

contribution to the RC's total frequency.

B. The PAS to PDS mapping in Tables B5.1-8, B5.1-9 and B5.1-10

were used to determine the dominant plant accident sequence

for the RC. This defined the initiating event and the

status of the various plant systems.

C. The CET and the plant accident sequence definition were

reviewed to determine if any special phenomenological

conditions had to be specified. (For example, on a high RCS

pressure sequence, hot leg burn through just prior to vessel

failure may have to be specified to trigger a revaporization
release.)

D. A containment failure pressure, failure time or failure

condition was specified based on the RC definition.

The following sections present a brief description for each

release class with a frequency greater than or equal to 1.0E-10.
The data for each release class is summarized in Tables B5.3-I

and B5.3-2.

5.3.2 DESCRIPTION OF RELEASE CLASSES

5.3.2.1 Release Class RC7.1 H

Release class RC7.1 covers the releases from an intact

containment. These releases are attributable to design basis

leakage from containment. For this analysis, a design basis

leakage of 0.3% per day was used. The containment leakage was

adjusted to account for containment pressure variations

throughout the accident. The cumulative frequency for this

release class is 1.69E-6 per year.

This release class was characterized by a station blackout with

battery depletion and with late recovery of power and containment

heat removal. The accident is initiated by a loss of offsite

power with failure of the diesel generators and the standby ac

power source. The batteries supply control power for 8 hours and

emergency feedwater is supplied by the turbine-driven emergency

feedwater pumps. With battery depletion at 8 hours, emergency

feedwater is assumed to be lost. Cavity flood is initiated just
prior to battery depletion. Vessel failure occurs at about 15.5

hours. It was assumed that the hydrogen igniters function to

control hydrogen. At 48 hours, power was recovered and

containment heat removal was reestablished, thus effectively
terminating the accident sequence. Releases were tracked for 24
hours from vessel failure. The releases were assumed to occur at

ground level. The release fractions and the energy of release

for this release class are presented in Tables B5.3-1 and B5.3-2.
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5.3.2.2 Release Class RC6.2

Release class RC6.2 covers releases associated with a containment

melt-through into the auxiliary building with vaporization

releases and no radioistope scrubbing in the containment

atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release frequency
for this release class is 1.38E-08 per year.

This release class was characterized by a large cold leg LOCA
with failure of safety injection from time zero. Containment

spray and containment heat removal were not available, and the

cavity was not flooded. The hydrogen igniters were assumed to be

available for hydrogen control. Vessel failure occurred at 1.83

hours and the corium dropped into a dry cavity. By 330 hours,

the corium had ablated through the lower containment and into the

shadow area of the auxiliary building. The releases were

discharged through the auxiliary building, initially at a

relatively high pressure. No deposition of radioactive material

in the auxiliary building was credited. The final release from

the auxiliary building was assumed to occur at ground level.

Releases were tracked for 24 hours following vessel failure. The

release fractions and the energy of release for this release

class are presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.3 Release Class RC6.4

H
Release class RC6.4 covers releases associated with a containment

melt-through into the auxiliary building with vaporization and

revaporization releases and no radioistope scrubbing in the

containment atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release

frequency for this release class is 7.28E-09 per year. This

release class was characterized by a station blackout with

battery depletion. The accident is initiated by a loss of

offsite power with failure of the diesel generators and the

standby ac power source. The _atteries supply control power for
8 hours and emergency feedwater is supplied by the turbine-driven

emergency feedwater pumps. With battery depletion at 8 hours,

emergency feedwater is assumed to be lost. The cavity is not

flooded prior to battery depletion. The hydrogen igniters
function to control hydrogen. Vessel failure occurs at about

19.0 hours. Just prior to vessel failure, a hot leg failure

occurs so that the corium is ejected at low pressure into a dry
cavity. By 180 hours, the corium ablates through the lower

containment and into the shadow area of the auxiliary building.

The releases are discharged through the auxiliary building,

initially at a relatively high pressure. No deposition of

radioactive material in the auxiliary building is credited. The

final release from the auxiliary building occurs at ground level.

Releases were tracked for 24 hours following vessel failure. The

release fractions and the energy of release for this release

class are presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.
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5.3.2.4 Release Class RC5.1

Release class RC5.1 covers releases associated with a late

containment overpressure failure with no vaporization or

revaporization releases and no radioistope scrubbing in the

containment atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release

frequency for this release class is 3.63E-08 per year.

This release class was characterized by a station blackout with

battery depletion. The accident is initiated by a loss of

offsite power with failure of the diesel generators and the

standby ac power source. The batteries supply control power for

8 hours and emergency feedwater is supplied by the turbine-driven

emergency feedwater pumps. With battery depletion at 8 hours,

emergency feedwater is assumed to be lost. Cavity flood is

initiated just prior to battery depletion. The hydrogen ignitors
function to control hydrogen. Vessel failure occurs at about

15.8 hours. Neither power or containment heat removal are

recovered. The containment fails due to overpressure at 128

hours. The containment failure, and hence, the releases are

assumed to occur at the top of the containment at an elevation of

52.8 meters. Releases were tracked for 24 hours following vessel

failure. The release fractions and the energy of release for H
this release class are presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.5 Release Class RC5.2

Release class RC5.2 covers releases associated with a late

containment overpressure failure with revaporization releases,

but no vaporization releases and no radioistope scrubbing in the

containment atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release

frequency for this release class is 6.59E-08 per year.

This release class was characterized by a station blackout with

battery depletion. The accident is initiated by a loss of

offsite power with failure of the diesel generators and the

standby ac power source. The batteries supply control power for
8 hours and emergency feedwater is supplied by the turbine-driven

emergency feedwater pumps. With battery depletion at 8 hours,
emergency feedwater is assumed to be lost. Cavity flood is

initiated just prior to battery depletion. The hydrogen igniters

function to control hydrogen. Vessel failure occurs at about

18.6 hours. Just prior to vessel failure, a hot leg failure

occurs so that the corium is ejected at low pressure. Neither

power or containment heat removal are recovered. The containment

fails due to overpressure at 94 hours. The containment failure,

and hence, the releases are assumed to occur at the top of the
containment at an elevation of 52.8 meters. Releases were

tracked for 24 hours following vessel failure. The release

fractions and the energy of release for this release class are

presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.
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5.3.2.6 Release Class RC4.1

Release class RC4.1.2 covers releases associated with an early

containment steam overpressure failure with no vaporization or

revaporization releases but with radioistope scrubbing from the
containment atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release

frequency for this release class is 2.12E-10 per year.

This release class was characterized by a large cold leg LOCA

with failure of safety injection from time zero. Containment

spray and containment heat removal are available and the cavity
is flooded. The hydrogen igniters are assumed to be available

for hydrogen control. Vessel failure occurred at 1.8 hours and

the corium dropped into a wet cavity. The containment was forced

to fail at a pressure of about 25 psi at 5.6 hours. (Note: the

highest containment pressure during this event was about 40 psia
immediately after the initiation of the LOCA. The containment

was not failed at this point because there was no core damage and

the vessel was still intact). The containment failure, and

hence, the releases are assumed to occur at the top of the
containment at an elevation of 52.8 meters. Releases were H

tracked for 24 hours following vessel failure. The release

fractions and the energy of release for this release class are

presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.7 Release Class RC4.2

Release class RC4.2 covers releases associated with an early
containment overpressure failure due to DCH with no radioistope

scrubbing in the containment atmosphere prior to release. The

cumulative release frequency for this release class is 2.17E-I0

per year.

This release class was characterized by a station blackout with

battery depletion. The accident is initiated by a loss of

offsite power with failure of the diesel generators and the

standby ac power source. The batteries supply control power for

8 hours and emergency feedwater is supplied by the turbine-driven

emergency feedwater pumps. With battery depletion at 8 hours,

emergency feedwater is assumed to be lost. The cavity is flooded

just prior to battery depletion. The hydrogen igniters are not

functioning to control hydrogen. Vessel failure occurs at about

15.8 hours and the corium is ejected into the cavity at high

pressure. A simultaneous hydrogen burn occurs and containment

was assumed to fail at the peak pressure thus produced. MAPP

calculated a peak pressure of 31 psia at 16.5 hours. The

pressure is below the containment design pressure. However, as

discussed for the element "DCHSTREN" in Section 5.2.2.6.1, the

pressures potentially attainable during a DCH event could be in
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the i00 psia range. The containment failure, and hence, the

releases are assumed to occur at the top of the containment at an
elevation of 52.8 meters. Releases were tracked for 24 hours

following vessel failure. The release fractions and the energy
of release for this release class are presented in Tables B5.3-I
and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.8 Release Class RC3.1

Release class RC3.1 covers releases associated with a containment

overpressure failure prior to core damage with no vaporization

releases and no radioistope scrubbing in the containment

atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release frequency

for this release class is 4.82E-08 per year.

This release class was characterized by a transient involving
loss of main feedwater with a subsequent failure to deliver

emergency feedwater. Feed and bleed cooling is successfully

established with the bleed valves opened shortly after primary
safety valve lift. However, containment heat removal is not

available so the containment temperature and pressure increase

until containment fails at about 36 hours. Safety injection

fails just after containment failure. Cavity flood is initiated H

just after containment failure. Vessel failure occurs at 51.2

hours. The containment failure, and hence, the releases are

assumed to occur at the top of the containment at an elevation of

52.8 meters. Releases were tracked for 24 hours following

containment failure. The release fractions and the energy of
release for this release class are presented in Tables B5.3-I and
B5.3-2.

5.3.2.9 Release Class RC2.2

Release class RC2.2 covers releases associated with a containment

isolation failure with no revaporization or vaporization releases

and with radioistope scrubbing in the containment atmosphere

prior to release. The cumulative release frequency for this

release class is 1.12E-09 per year.

This release class was characterized by a small (0.02 ft 2) hot

leg LOCA with failure of safety injection and emergency

feedwater. The safety depressurization valves fail to open.

Vessel failure occurs at 3 hours and the corium is initially

ejected into the cavity under high pressure. Containment spray

is available for containment heat removal and fission product

scrubbing. Because the containment sprays are functioning, the
cavity is also flooded prior to vessel failure. At time zero a

containment isolation failure equivalent to a 6 inch diameter

hole occurs. The containment isolation failure, and hence, the
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releases are assumed to occur at ground level. Releases were

tracked for 24 hours following vessel failure. The release
fractions and the energy of release for this release class are

presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.10 Release Class RC2.4

Release class RC2.4 covers releases associated with a containment

isolation failure with no revaporization or revaporization

releases but with no radioistope scrubbing in the containment

atmosphere prior to release. The cumulative release frequency
for this release class is 2.44E-09 per year.

This release class was characterized by a station blackout with

battery depletion. The accident is initiated by a loss of

offsite power with failure of the diesel generators and the

standby ac power source. The batteries supply control power for
8 hours and emergency feedwater is supplied by the turbine-driven

emergency feedwater pumps. With battery depletion at 8 hours,

emergency feedwater is assumed _o be lost. Cavity Flood is H
initiated just prior to battery depletion. The hydrogen ignitors
function to control hydrogen. Vessel failure occurs at about

15.5 hours and the corium is ejected into the cavity at high
pressure. Neither power or containment heat removal are
recovered. At time zero a containment isolation failure

equivalent to a 6 inch diameter hole occurs. The containment

isolation failure, and hence, the releases are assumed to occur

at ground level. Releases were tracked for 24 hours following

vessel failure. The release fractions and the energy of release
for this release class are presented in Tables B5.3-1 and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.11 Release Class RC1.4

Release class RC1.4 covers releases associated with a containment

bypass failure with no vaporization releases and no radioistope

scrubbing in the containment atmosphere prior to release. The

cumulative release frequency for this release class is 7.02E-09

per year.

This release class was characterized by a steam generator tube

rupture with a stuck open ADV on the affected generator. The

accident was initiated by a tube rupture in one of the steam

generators. Safety injection was successfully initiated and

emergency feedwater was delivered to the intact generator.

However, the ADV on the affected generator fa_led open at about

30 minutes. As a result of this, primary inventory and IRWST

inventory continued to flow through the ruptured tube and was

exhausted to the atmosphere. Actions to stabilize the plant and

terminate the accident were unsuccessful. Cavity flood was
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manually initiated while there was still sufficient inventory in

the IRWST to successfully flood the cavity. At 10.6 hours, the !

IRWST inventory was depleted, and safety injection flow was lost.

(At this point emergency feedwater was also assumed to be lost.)
At 29.9 hours, core uncovery occurred and the major releases

began. At 32.6 hours the vessel failed, and the corium was

ejected into the cavity. The releases through the ADV were

assumed to occur at ground level. Releases were tracked for 24

hours following core uncovery vessel failure. The r(;lease

fractions and the energy of release for this release class are

presented in Tables B5.3-I and B5.3-2.

5.3.2.12 Release Class RCI.7

Release class RCl.7 covers releases associated with a containment

bypass failure with vaporization releases and no radioistope

scrubbing in the containment atmosphere prior to release but with
the source term attenuated due to deposition in the auxiliary

building. The cumulative release frequency for this release
class is 3.00E-09 per year.

This release class was characterized by a failure of the check H
and isolation valves in one RHR line resulting in a catastrophic

failure of this line outside containment (Interfacing System

LOCA). Safety injection was successful. However, the primary

system inventory and the IRWST inventory was being discharged

outside of containment. At 3.5 hours, the IRWST inventory was

depleted and safety injection flow was lost. Vessel failure

occurred at 7.1 hours, and the corium was dropped into a dry

cavity. The release path was through the broken RHR line into

the lower levels of the auxiliary building in the shadow region.

The radioactive material then passed upward through the auxiliary

building until it eventually found a release point to the

environment at ground level. Releases were tracked for 24 hours

following vessel failure. The release fractions and the energy
of release for this release class are presented in Tables B5.3-I
and B5.3-2.
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TABLEB5.3- !

RELEASEPARAHETERSDATAFORSYSTEM80+ RELEASECLASSES

Release Release Release Release Release
Class Start (Hrs) Duration (Hrs) Height (N) Energy (Cal/Sec)

RC7.1 15.5 10.0 0 1.44E+4

RC6.2 330.0 1.0 0 3.08E+8

RC6.4 180.0 1.0 0 2.21E+8

RC5.1 128.0 1.0 52.8 1.64E+8

RC5.2 94.0 1.0 52.8 3.83E+8 H

RC4.1 5.6 1.0 52.8 1.74E+7

RC4.2 16.5 1.0 52.8 1.40E+7

RC3.1 36.0 10.0 52.8 1.58E+6

RC2.2 3.0 10.0 0 5.68e+4

RC2.4 15.5 10.0 0 9.66E+5

RCI.4 29.9 10.0 0 2.87E+3

RCI.7 7.1 1.0 0 1.52E+7
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RELEASEFRACTIONSFORSYSTEM80+ RELEASECLASSES

Release Fractions

Release Group I Group 2 Group 3 Gr_..,, 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8
Class Xe-Kr Organic Iodine Cesium Te-Sb Ba-Sr Ru-No La group

RC7.1 1.20E-2 1.20E-2 1.18E-4 6.66E-5 8.14E-5 7.45E-7 9.44E-6 3.61E-9

RC6.2 9.74E-I 9.74E-1 2.18E-3 2.18E-3 9.87E-3 4.70E-5 3.48E-5 1.58E-7

RC6.4 9.66E-I 9.66E-I 3.44E-2 6.27E-2 1.73E-2 1.34E-4 1.59E-4 2.02E-7

RC5.1 9.93E-I 9.93E-I 3.89E-2 4.55E-Z 1.83E-2 6.53E-5 1.46E-5 1.13E-7

RC5.2 9.99E-I 9.99E-7 3.26E-2 3.03E-I 6.29E-2 1.88E-4 3.14E-4 3.50E-7 H

RC4.1 8.89E-I 8.89E-I 7.36E-4 7.50E-4 1.47E-3 1.71E-5 6.25E-6 6.71E-8

RC4.2 9.ggE-I 9.99E-I I.IOE-! 9.89E-2 9.48E-3 2.25E-3 1.24E-2 2.29E-7

RC3.1 9.79E-I 9.79E-I 1.01E-I 1.05E-1 3.58E-2 1.20E-2 6.98E-4 4.19E-6

RC2.2 1.88E-I 1.88E-I 1.09E-4 1.11E-4 2.56E-5 1.97E-6 8.30E-6 1.10E-7

RC2.4 9.82E-I 9.82E-I 3.55E-2 2.64E-2 6.05E-2 2.74E-4 3.38E-3 8.53E-6

RCI.4 9.86E-I 9.86E-I 5.56E-I 5.48E-I 1.66E-2 2.22E-2 2.62E-2 1.51E-5

RCI.7 1.00E+O 1.00E+O 9.21E-2 9.23E-2 2.11E-2 1.61E-2 8.69E-3 2.10E-5
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5.4 CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE

The nuclear industry has established core damage frequency and

large release frequency goals to assure protection of _e public
health and safety and the utility investments . The

containment boundary must also serve as a reliable barrier

against fission product releases for credible severe accident

sequences. To this end, a containment performance goal has been

established for evolutionary ALWRs.

The NRC staff position, as presented in SECY-90-16, is that the

probability of failure of the mitigation systems, from the onset

of core damage to the loss of containment integrity resulting in

uncontrolled leakage substantially larger than the design basis

leakage, should not exceed approximately 0.i. This is stated

equivalently as, The Conditional Containment Failure Probability

(CCFP), given that a severe accident has occurred, shall not
exceed 0.I.

The CCFP for System 80+ can be calculated by summing the
occurrence frequencies of all of the release classes which result

in containment leakage substantially larger than the design basis

leakage, and dividing the result by the total frequency for H
severe accidents. For System 80+, all release classes except

release class RC7.1 result in containment leakage greater than

the design basis leakage. The sum of the release classes which

result in leakage greater design basis leakage, as determined

from Table B5.2-22, is 1.85E-7/year. The total severe accident

frequency for System 80+, as provided by the core damage

frequency, is 1.87E-6/year. Therefore:

CCFPsystem 80+ = (I.85E-7)/(I.S7E-6) = 0.099.

Thus, System 80+ complies with the containment performance goal

that the CCFP should be less than or equal to 0.i.
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6.0 CONSEQUENCE ANAL¥SIS

The objective of the consequence analysis is to determine the

risk to the public health resulting from the release of fission

products to the environment during a severe accident. The

whole-body dose at one half mile from the reactor is used as the
measure of public risk for the System 80+ Standard Design.

The CRAC2 computer code (44'45) was used to calculate the

Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) for whole

body dose at 0.5 miles from the reactor for each of the release
classes described in section 5.3. In performing its dose

calculations, CRAC2 uses four data files; the dose conversion

file, the site reference file, the meteorological reference file

and the input reference file. The standa_4_ose conversion file
as described in the CRAC2 users manual'_ " was used in this

analysis. The site reference file basically contains land use

profiles and population distribution data for the specific plant

site. The data in this file is not used when calculating dose at

Theref ne the site reference file presented in
fixed distances. _ ,
the CRAC2 users manual was not changed for this analysis.

The meteorological data file contains hourly weather conditions

data for the plant site. The meteorological data for a

conservative ALWR reference site provided in the EPRI PRA Key

Assumptions and Groundrules Document, Appendix A to Chg_er I,
Volume 2 of the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements Document" ", was

used in this analysis.

The input data file contains a number of input parameters used to
define the analysis conditions. This file includes some standard

data such as dose conversion parameters, health effect

parameters, some general economic data by state, and the

definition of the spati_4_ntervals which was taken directly from
the CRAC2 users manual' ". This data file also includes the

analysis specific data such as core inventory of various

radioisotopes, evacuation strategies and the definition of the

specific releases in terms of release fractions, energy of

release, time and duration of release, location (height)r _ the
release and the probability of release The ORIGEN code _5. was

used to calculate the core inventory of radioisotopes. The

inventories are based on a core burnup of 42,000 MWD/MTU, which

is essentially equivalent to the end of a 24 month cycle. The
same inventories were used for the MAAP analyses to generate the
release fractions.

For this analysis, only dose at distance was calculated.

Therefore, no evacuation strategies were included for evaluation

in the input data file. In addition, the evacuation delay time
was set to 900 hours to ensure that CRAC2 did not bias the dose

calculations for late releases.
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The data used for definition of the releases for each of the

release classes is based on the definition of the release classes

presented in section 5.3. The release data need by CRAC2 is
taken directly from Tables 5.3-1 and 5.3-2. In this analysis,

the release height was set to one of two values. For

overpressure failures, the release height was set to 52.8 meters
which is the height of the top of containment. For all other

containment failures, the release height was set to 0 meters

which is grade level. This was done because CRAC2 recognizes

only two potential release heights, top of containment and grade
level. If any other elevation is used, CRAC2 sets the release

height to grade level. In this analysis, the fission product
release fractions are based on the total releases over a period
of 24 hours from the onset of the release for each of the release

classes. The onset of release was defined to be the time of

containment failure for those release classes involving

containment failure and the time of vessel rupture for all other

release classes. However, for the CRAC2 calculations only two
release durations were used. A release duration of 1 hour was

used to simulate a puff release for the release classes involving

containment overpressure failure, basemat failure or high energy

containment bypass (Release classes RC6.2, RC6.4. RC5.1, RC5.2,

RC4.1, RC4.2, AND RCl.7). The MAAP analyses for these cases

indicated that for events with relatively high release energies,
most of the fission products are released within the first hour.

For the events in which the release energy is relatively low, the H
fission products are released to the environment much more

gradually. For release classes covering such events, a release

duration of i0 hours, the maximum allowed by CRAC2, was used.
These release classes included the containment isolation failures

(RC2.2 and RC2.4), containment failure before core damage

(RC3.1), low energy containment bypass failure (RCI.4) and the

intact containment/design basis leakage case (RC7.1).

The Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDF) for

whole body dose at one half mile from the reactor are the primary

output from CRAC2 used in this analysis. Each CCDF curve

represents the frequency with which a given whole body dose would

be exceeded at one half mile from the reactor for a given

releases class. Each CCDF is generated by a set of Monte Carlo

dose calculations performed by CRAC2 for the specific release

class. In each calculation, a meteorological scenario is

selected from a set of meteorological scenarios derived from the

meteorological reference data and the downwind whole body dose at

a distance of 0.5 miles is calculated over a period of 24 hours.

The frequency of obtaining the dose thus calculated is determined

by multiplying the conditional probability of the meteorological

scenario by the occurrence frequency for the release class being

evaluated. The [dose, frequency] couplet is saved, and after a
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large number of equivalent sampled dose calculations are

performed for the specific release class, the resulting set of

[dose, frequency] couplets is used to generate the CCDF for the
release class. After the CCDFs for all of the release class

described in section 5.3 were generated, they were numerically
summed, point by point, to generate a total CCDF. This CCDF

represents the the total frequency of exceeding a given whole

body dose at a radius of 0.5 miles from the reactor. Figures

B6-1 through B6-12 present the CCDFs for the individual release

classes. Figure B6-13 presents the total CCDF for all Release

classes combined. Table B6-1 presents the mean dose at 0.5 miles
for each of the release classes.

The large offsite-release goal adopted by Combustion Engineering

for the System 80+ Standard Design is:

"In the event of a severe accident, the dose beyond a
one-half mile radius from the reactor shall not exceed 25

ram. The mean frequency of occurrence for higher offsite

doses shall be less than once per million r_or-years,

considering both internal and external events.

This goal is consistent with the ALWR large offsite release _91
established by EPRI in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document _-"

As can be seen from Figure B6-13, the frequency with which a

whole body dose of 25 ram is exceeded at 0.5 miles is 2.9E-7 per

year. This is less than the goal frequency of exceedance of FI
1.0E-6 per year. Therefore, the System 80+ Standard Design meets

the large offsite release goal.
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TABLEB6-1

MEANWHOLE-DODYDOSEAT 0.5 MILES FROMTHE REACTOR
FORTHE SYSTEM80+ RELEASECLASSES

Mean
Release Whole-Body
Class Release Class Description Dose (Rein)

RC7.1 Containmentintact,Design basis leakage 13.8

RC6.2 Containmentmelt-through,Vaporization 31.1
release,No scrubbing.

RC6.4 Containmentmelt-through,Vaporization 628.0
release,Revaporizationreleases,No
scrubbing.

RC5.1 Late overpressurefailure,No vaporization 706.0
or revaporizationreleases,No scrubbing.

RC5.2 Late overpressurefailure,No vaporization 2810.0
releases,Revaporizationreleases,No
scrubbing.

RC4.1 Early overpressurefailure,No vaporization 80.3

or revaporizationreleases,Scrubbing. H

RC4.2 Early overpressurefailuredue to DCH, No 4230.0
vaporizationor revaporizationreleases,No
scrubbing.

RC3.1 Containmentfailureprior to core damage, 1870.0
No vaporizationreleases,No scrubbing.

RC2.2 Containmentisolationfailure,No 20.0
vaporizationor revaporizationreleases,
Scrubbing.

RC2.4 Containmentisolationfailure,No 4430.0
vaporizationor revaporizationreleases,No
scrubbing.

RCI.4 Containmentbypass,No vaporization 3740.0
releases,No scrubbing.

RCI.7 Containmentbypass,vaporizationreleases, 10100.0
No scrubbing.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 OVERVIEW

This section summarizes the results of the Probabilistic Risk

Assessment (PRA) performed for the System 80+ Stand_ Design.
This PRA fulfills the requirement of I0 CFR Part 52"-- that an

application for design certification must contain a

design-specific probabilistic risk assessment.

The System 80+ Probabilistic Risk Assessment is a Level III PRA

for the System 80+ Standard Design as described in CESSAR-DC.
This PRA addresses both internal and external initiators of

accident sequences which lead to core damage. Bounding plant
site characteristics were used for the evaluation of external

events such as seismic and tornado strike events and for

evaluating public risk. Standard PRA methodology was used in

this analysis. Generic industry data, as presented in Appendix A I

of Chapt_ 1 of volume 2 of the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements
Document'-', was used in this analysis.

The System 80+ Standard Design PRA was used to calculate the core

damage frequency, the large release frequency, and the

containment reliability for the System 80+ Standard Design. The
results are compared to the goals set forth for the design.

The industry has established a mean core damage frequency goal of
1.0E-5 everts per year for the accident sequences initiated by

both the internal and external events. In addition, based on the

ALWR large-offsite-release gog_ _ established by EPRI in the ALWR
Utility Requirements Document'-', the large-offsite-release goal

adopted by Combustion Engineering for the System 80+ Standard

Design is:

"In the event of a severe accident, the dose beyond a
one-half mile radius from the reactor shall not exceed 25

ram. The mean frequency of occurrence for higher offsite

doses shall be less than once per million rg@q_or-years ,
considering both internal and external events."_J

In SECY-90-16 (67) , The NRC expressed the desire that an explicit

containment performance goal be established for evolutionary

ALWRs. The NRC staff position is that the probability of failure

of the mitigation systems, from the onset of core damage to the

loss of containment integrity resulting in uncontrolled leakage

substantially larger than the design basis leakage, should not

exceed approximately 0.i. This is stated equivalently as: the

Conditional Containment Failure Probability (CCFP), given that a
severe accident has occurred, shall not exceed 0.i. The

containment reliability goal adopted for System 80+ is that the
CCFP shall not exceed 0.i.
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7.2 SUMMARY OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

The calculated mean core damage frequency attributable to both

the internal and external events for the System 80+ plant is

1.87E-6 events per year including recovery. This is well within

the goal of 1.0E-5 stated in Section 7.1.

Table B7.2-I presents the core damage frequency contributions by

initiating event. Externally initiated events account for 64% of

the total core damage frequency. Internally initiated events
accounted for 36% of the total core damage frequency. The
dominant external event was a seismic event. The dominant
internal event initiators are:

o Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)
o Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) combined with Station

Blackout with Battery Depletion

o Vessel Rupture
o Medium Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (MLOCA)

o Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
I

Table B7.2-2 presents the core damage frequency contributions for

the dominant internally initiated event sequences. Table B7.2-3

presents the dominant externally initiated event sequences.

Seismic events constitute almost all of the core damage
contributions due to external events.

Amendment I
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TABLE B7.2-1
I

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUT[ONSBY [N[T]AT]NG EVENT

Mean Core
Damage Error Percent

]nitiating Event Frequency F__acto___rof Total

Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LLOCA) 5.00E-8 5.63 7.43
Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (MLOCAI) 4.53E-8 5.36 6.73
Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (MLOCA2) 4.53E-8 5.36 6.73
Small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (SLOCA) 4.36E-8 10.73 6.48
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 8.04E-8 9.71 11.95
Large Secondary Side Break (LSSB) 2.00E-IO 14.58 0.03
Loss of Feedwater Flow (LOFW) 5.66E-9 7.53 0,84
Other Transients (TOTH) 4.51E-9 6.88 0.67
Loss of Component Cooling Water (CCW)Div 2 9.00E-9 8.00 1.34
Loss of 125 VDC Vital Bus 2.79E-12 6.23 <0.01
Loss of 4.16 Kv Bus 2.52E-II 9.82 <0.01 I
Loss of HVAC 1.40E-8 18.85 2.08
Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) and 1.00E-7 8.23 14.86

Station Blackout with Battery Depletion
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) 1.72E-7 6.44 25.56
Interfacing System LOCA 3.01E-9 18.50 0.45
Vessel Rupture 1.00E-7 I0.00 14.86

Internal Events TOTAL" 6.73E-7 I00.00

Tornado Strike Event 1.21E-8 3.50 1.5
Seismic Events 1.19E-6 9.59 98.5

External Events TOTAL" 1.20E-6 100.0

Internal Events 6.73E-7 36.0
External Events 1.20E-6 64.0

TOTAL 1.87E-6 100.0

Amendment I
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TABLEB7.2-2

(Sheet 1 of 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFORDOMINANTACCIDENTSEQUENCES
BY INITIATING INTERNALEVENT

Mean Core Damage
Frequency Contribution

Sequence Error
Number Sequence Events/Year Factor

26-ATWS (ATWS)(AdverseMTC) 1.67E-07 5.66

12-LOOP (LOOP)(Failto Reseat PSV [PSV LOCAl) 8.57E-08 9.02
(InjectionFails)

3-MLOCA (MediumLOCA1/2)(InjectionFails) 8.53E-08 5.62
(ContainmentSpray [CS]OK)

13-SGTR (SGTR)(InjectionFails) 7.30E-08 10.61 I
(AggressiveSecondaryCooldownFails)

11-SLOCA (SLOCA)(InjectionFails) 4.34E-08 11.22
(AggressiveSecondaryCooldownFails)

3-LLOCA (Large LOCA)(SI10K)(InjectionFails) 3.95E-08 5.22
(ContainmentSpray [CS] OK)

2-LLOCA (LargeLOCA)(SITOK)(InjectionOK) 1.05E-08 6.67
(ContainmentSpray [CS] Fails)

7-SGTR (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(FW to IntactSG 7.02E-09 11.08
OK)(RCSPressureControlFails)
(UnisolableLeak in RupturedSG)

9-LOFW (LOFW)(Failto DeliverEmergencyFW) 5.52E-09 8.23
(BleedFails)

2-MLOCA (MediumLOCA1/2)(InjectionOK) 2.64E-09 5.52
(ContainmentSpray [CS] Fails)

9-TOTH (TOTH)(Failto Deliver Feedwater) 4.42E-09 7.83
(Bleed Fails)

Amendment I
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TABLEB7.2-2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

COREDAHAGEFREQUENCYCONTR[BUT]ONSFORDOH[NANTACCIDENTSEQUENCES
BY IN[TIATING ]NTERNAIEVENT

Mean Core Damage
Frequency Contribution

Sequence Error
Number Sequence Events/Year Factor

9-CCWB (CCWB)(Fail to Deliver Emergency FW) 3.67E-09 11.57
(Bleed Fails)

9-ATWS (ATWS)(Emergency FWOK)(Fail to 3.28E-09 12.87
deliver Boron to RCS)(Bleed OK)
(Feed Fails)

5-CCWB (CCWB)(Emergency FWOK)(Long-Term 2.75E-09 11.30
Decay Heat Removal Fails)
(Bleed Fails)

11-LOOP (LOOP)(Fail to Reseat PSV [PSV LOCA]) 2.14E-09 12.71
(Injection OK)(Fail to Cool IRWST) I

3-CCWB (CCWB)(Emergency FWOK)(Long-Term 1.87E-09 9.11
Decay Heat Removal Fails) (Feed &
Bleed OK)(Fail to Cool IRWST)

18-ATWS (ATWS)(Consequent SGTR)(Emergency FW 1.03E-09 7.23
to Intact SG OK)(Injection Fails)

Amendment I
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TABLEB7.2-3

(Sheet ] of 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFORDOMINANTACCIDENTSEQUENCES
BY INITIATING EXTERNALEVENT

Mean Core Damage
Frequency Contribution

Sequence Error
Number Sequence Events/Year Factor

-- (Earthquake)(StationBlackoutwith 3.95E-07 4.27
BatteryDepletion)

9-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA) 3.81E-07 8.91
(ReactorScram)(Failto deliverEFW)
(BleedFails)

24-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(MTCnot Adverse) 9.22E-08 12.53
(EFW OK)(Failto DeliverBoron to
RCS) (SafetyDepressurizationOK) I
(SafetyInjectionBoron Fails)

25-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(MTCnot Adverse) 7.48E-08 16.85
(EFWOK)(Fail to Deliver Boron to
RCS) (SafetyDepressurizationFails)

12-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA) 6.67E-08 2.19
(ReactorScram)(Failto Reseat PSV
[PSV LOCA])(InjectionFails)

15-SEIS (Earthquake)(LargeLOCA)(SITsOK) 6.38E-08 11.00
(InjectionOK)(Failto Cool IRWST)

29-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(MTCnot Adverse) 4.66E-08 8.19
(Fail to Deliver EFW)(BleedFails)

28-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(MTCnot Adverse) 1.20E-08 16.08
(Fail to DeliverEFW)(BleedOK)
(Feed Fails)

8-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(NoLarge LOCA) 1.18E-08 14.15
(ReactorScram)(Failto deliverEFW)
(BleedOK)(FeedFails)

Amendment I
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TABLEB7.2-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

COREDAMAGEFREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFORDOMINANTACCIDENTSEQUENCES
BY INITIATING EXTERNALEVENT

Mean Core Damage
Frequency Contribution

Sequence Error
Number Sequence Events/Year Factor

33-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(AdverseMTC) 1.11E-08 7.11

32-SEIS (Earthquake)(ATWS)(MTCnot Adverse) 4.93E-09 8.78
(Fail to ReseatPSV [PSV LOCA])
(SafetyInjectionFails)

4-SEIS (Earthquake)(NoLarge LOCA) 1.21E-09 4.83
(ReactorScram)(EFWOK)(Long-Term
Decay Heat RemovalFails)
(BleedOK)(Failto Cool IRWST)

- (Tornado)(StationBlackoutwith 5.90E-09 3.01
BatteryDepletion)

I

12-TRND (Tornado)(Failto Reseat PSV [PSV 5.76E-09 3.01
LOCAl(SafetyInjectionFails)

Amendment I
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7.3 CONTAINMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The objective of the containment response analysis is to
ascertain the likelihood, magnitude, and timing of radiological

releases to the environment following a severe accident. The

analysis basically involves mapping core damage sequences into
containment release classes using a containment event tree which

models the various containment failure modes and the physical

processes and phenomena, w_h affect the source term
characteristics. The MAAP (24' " code was used to determine the

containment response and calculate the source term
characteristics information.

Each Release Class is characterized by the following information:

A. The containment failure mode,

B. Its frequency of occurrence,
C. The time of release,

D. The duration of the release,

E. The energy of the release,
F. The location of the release, and

G. The isotopic content and magnitude of the release.

Tables B7.3-I and B7.3-2 summarize the source term information

for the twelve System 80+ Release Classes with a frequency

greater than 1.0E-10 per year.

The calculation of the containment reliability, as measured by I

the Conditional Containment Failure Probability (CCFP), was also

included in the Containment response analysis. The CCFP for

System 80+ was calculated by summing the occurrence frequencies
of all of the release classes that resulted in containment

leakage substantially larger than the design basis leakage and

dividing the result by the total frequency for severe accidents.

For System 86+, all release classes except for RC7.1 result in
leakage substantially greater than design basis leakage. The
sum of the occurrence frequencies for the release classes with

leakages substantially greater than design basis leakage is

1.85E-07/year. The total severe accident frequency, as given by
the core damage frequency, is 1.87E-6/year. Thus, the CCFP is

0.099, which is less than the goal of 0.i.
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TABLEB7.3-1

RELEASEPARAMETERSDATAFORSYSTEM80+ RELEASECLASSES

Release Occurrence Containment Release Release Release Release
Class Frequency Failure Mode Start (Hrs). Duration (Hrs) Height (M) Energy (Cal/Sec)

RC7.1 1.69E-06 No failure 15.5 10.0 0 1.44E+4

RC6.2 I.38E-08 Containment 330.0 I.0 0 3.08E+8
melt through

RC6.4 7.28E-09 Containment 180.0 I.0 0 2.21E+8
melt through

RC5.I 3.63E-08 Late over- 128.0 I.0 52.8 1.64E+8
pressure I

RC5.2 6.59E-08 Late over- 94.0 1.0 52.8 3.83E+8
pressure

RC4.1 2.12E-I0 Early over- 5.6 1.0 52.8 1.74E+7
pressure

RC4.2 2.17E-I0 Early over- 16.5 1.0 52.8 1.40E+7
pressure

RC3.I 4.82E-08 Overpressure 36.0 10.0 52.8 I.58E+6
faiIure before
core melt

RC2.2 I.12E-09 Isolationfail. 3.0 10.0 0 5.68e+4

RC2.4 2.44E-09 Isolationfail. 15.5 10.0 0 9.66E+5

RCI.4 7.02E-09 Containment 29.9 10.0 0 2.87E+3
bypass

RCI.7 3.OOE-09 Containment 7.I I.0 0 I.52E+7

Amendment I
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RELEASEFRACTIONSFORSYSTEM80+ RELEASECLASSES

Release Fractions

Release Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group S Group 6 Group 7 Group 8
Class Xe-Kr Organic Iodine Cesium Te-Sb Ba-Sr Ru-No La 9roup

RC7.1 ,,.1.20E-2 1.20E-2 I.18E-4 6.66E-5 8.14E-5 7.45E-7 9.44E-6 3.61E-9

RC6.2 9.74E-I 9.74E-I 2.18E-3 2.18E-3 9.87E-3 4.70E-5 3.48E-5 1.58E-7

RC6.4 9.66E-I 9.66E-I 3.44E-2 6.27E-2 1.73E-2 1.34E-4 1.59E-4 2.02E-7

RC5.1 9.93E-I 9,93E-I 3.89E-2 4.55E-2 1.83E-2 6.53E-5 1.46E-5 1.13E-7

RC5.2 9.99E-I 9.99E-7 3.26E-2 3.03E-I 6.29E-2 1.88E-4 3.14E-4 3.50E-7

RC4.1 8.89E-I 8,89E-I 7.36E-4 7.50E-4 1.47E-3 1.71E-5 6.25E-6 6.71E-8 I

RC4.2 9.99E-I 9.99E-I 1.10E-I 9.89E-2 9.48E-3 2.25E-3 1.24E-2 2.29E-7

RC3.1 9.79E-I 9,79E-I 1.01E-I 1.05E-I 3.58E-2 1.20E-2 6.98E-4 4.19E-6

RC2.2 1.88E-I 1.88E-I 1.09E-4 1.11E-4 2.56E-5 1.97E-6 8.30E-6 1.10E-7

RC2.4 9.82E-I 9.82E-I 3.55E-2 2.64E-2 6.05E-2 2.74E-4 3.38E-3 8.53E-6

RCI.4 9.86E-I 9.86E-I 5.56E-I 5.48E-I 1.66E-2 2.22E-2 2.62E-2 1.51E-5

RCI.7 1.00E+O 1.00E+O 9.21E-2 9.23E-2 2.11E-2 1.61E-2 8.69E-3 2.10E-5

Amendment I
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7.4 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The release classes determined via the containment response

analyses are the primary inputs to the consequence analyses
(calculation of the offsite releases). For each release class

with a mean occurrence frequency greater than or ,_-_,_a_5_° 1.0E-10
events per reactor-year, the CRAC2 computer code was used
to calculate the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function

(CCDF) for a whole body dose at a radius of 0.5 miles from the

reactor. This CCDF curve represents the frequency with which a

given whole body dose would be exceeded at a radius of 0.5 miles

from the reactor for the given release class.

After the CCDFs were generated for all release classes with an

occurrence frequency greater than or equal to 1.0E-10 events per

year, the CCDFs were numerically summed to generate a total CCDF.

This CCDF presents the total frequency of exceeding a given whole

body dose at a radius of 0.5 miles from the reactor for all I
accident sequences. Figure B7.4-I presents the total CCDF for

all Release classes combined. Table B7.4-I presents the mean
dose at 0.5 miles for each of the release classes.

As can be seen from Figure B7.4-I, the frequency with which a

whole body dose of 25 rem is e ",_ _ded at 0.5 miles is 2.9E-7

events per year. This is less % _e goal of 1.0E-6 events per
year. Therefore, the System 80 _ard Design meets the large

offsite release goal stated in St.... n 7.1.

Amendment I
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TABLEB7.4-]

HEANWHOLE-BODYDOSEAT 0.5 M[LES FROMTHE REACTOR
FORTHE SYSTEH80+ RELEASECLASSES

Mean
Release ghol e-Body
Class Release Class Description Dose (Rem)

RC7.1 Containment intact, Design basis leakage 13.8

RC6.2 Containment melt-through, Vaporization 31.1
release, No scrubbing.

RC6.4 Containment melt-through, Vaporization 628.0
release, Revaporizatiun releases, No
scrubbing.

RC5.1 Late overpressure failure, No vaporization 706.0
or revaporization releases, No scrubbing.

I

RC5.2 Late overpressure failure, No vaporization 2810.0
releases, Revaporization releases, No
scrubbing.

RC4.1 Early overpressure failure, No vaporization 80.3
or revaporization releases, Scrubbing.

RC4.2 Early overpressure failure due to DCH, No 4230.0
vaporization or revaporization releases, No
scrubbing.

RC3.1 Containment failure prior to core damage, 1870.0
No vaporization releases, No scrubbing.

RC2.2 Containment isolation failure, No 20.0
vaporization or revaporization releases,
Scrubbing.

RC2.4 Containment isolation failure, No 4430.0
vaporization or revaporization releases, No
scrubbing.

RCI.4 Containment bypass, No vaporization 3740.0
releases, No scrubbing.

RCI.7 Containment bypass, vaporization releases, 10100.0
No scrubbing.

Amendment I
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